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INTRODUCTION

1.1
Computational
their

behavior,

themselves.

or support
Explanations

expositions
action.

systems

that interact
their

Enhancing

intense research
1977, 198lab,
explanations,

1983ab;

or propositions,

the generation

often need to define

concepts

and finally,

arguments

which

1972; Clancey,

systems

this dissertation

of multisentential

natural

narrations

support

1983; Hasling
focuses

language

elucidate

they need to explain

and entities,

in knowledge-based

In contrast,

their terminology,

In general,

of domain

(Winograd,

et al., 1985).

Aim

or conclusions.

of explanations

intelligence

Neches

in particular

with humans

descriptions

the representation
in artificial

and

recommendations

include

of plans, processes,

Problem

of events,

a claim or advocate

has been the focus of
et al., 1983; Swartout,
on the presentation

(as opposed

of

to multi-media)

explanations.
Natural
1982).

language

The former

planning,

concerns

and the latter

applications

in a variety

representations
to produce
practical

entails

can be broadly

output that reflects

the selection,

structure,

the linguistic

realization

require mechanisms
Grice's

of domain

theoretical

axe often presented

aim. Research

textual problems.
How
What
How
What

application

and order

and tactical

of explanation

of that content
simulation,

of quantity,

computational
concepts,

into strategic

or planning),

quality,

mechanisms
methods,

via multisentential

in natural language generation

(McKeown,
termed

Knowledge

realize explanations

relation,

text
based

even if they have rich

and manner.

which plan and linguistically

plans, recommendations
text, the above practical

has identified

stages
content,

as English.

to plan and linguistically

(1975) maxims

aim of this work is to develop

As explanations

divided

of generic tasks (e.g., diagnosis,

of explanations,

textual explanations

1.
2.
3.
4.

generation

in order
Thus the
realize

and conclusions.
goal gives rise to a

several computational

These include:

is text organized above the sentence?
is the relationship
of focus to content selection, ordering, and realization?
does the s_'ucture and focus of text affect surface form?
is the relation of communicative
intentions to text structure and surface form?

linguistic

and

Page2
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5._at effectscantexts_ designed
to haveonanaddressee?
6. Howdothesegeneralissuesin languagegeneration
affectexplanation
representation?
Therefore
thetheoretical
aim of _s
utterances,

as with planning

communicative

acts.

achieve distinct

effects

the communicative
systems.

_stic

single

theoretical

McKeown,

function

is a plan-based

activity

Thus _s

generation

how attentional

that is based

dissertation

(Sidner,

constraints

of multiple

communicative

of a range of explanations

of how focus constrains

aim is to investigate

elements

on

acts that
investigates

for knowledge

based

1979; McKeown,

1982)

relate

to text planning

and

on the hearer),

of rhetorical

locutionary

made to identify

considered

among

and

of utterances

rhetorical

(Searle,

and advertisements

1985;

Paris,

1969; Appelt,

and

individual

1987ab)as

I982).

Finally,

well as the
an attempt

narrate

ordering,

of text

and grouping)

of domes

The
were

collections

to ensure

sources

of

a broad

1988), rhetoric

as well as general

was

and argue.

acts and as larger

and Peters, 1986; Picket and Laster,
1905)

of text

acts over segments

compare,

of texts in a variety

Hubbard,

the communicative

began with analysis

groups of _ocutionary

effect)as

strategies

serve in the text (i.e., their effect

i982). 2 _s

McKeown,

a broad range

Brooks

those elements

1980;

theory was the

communicative

to identify

acts (e.g., subordination,

(e.g., Kane

1968;

to identify underlying

acts such as describe,

(i.e., intended

to examine

textbooks

Zoellner,

1975;

(e.g., Weiner,

point of the computational

(as in McKeown,

communicative

as well as their function

Brown

function

acts which characterize

individual

Since it was important

encyclopedias

function

generation

During text analysis/attempted

(Grimes,

These were termed

sampLing of data, _ting

in an attempt

focal constraints

communicative

or texts as a whole.
associations

generation.

predicates

and illocutionary

of natural language

Paris, 1987ab) 1, the starting

text, the communicative

and associated

Methodology

investigations

explanations

on explanation

of explanatory

terms

1985ab;

of human produced

and constraints

Research

computational

1982; McCoy,

examination

(e.g.,

that the generation

relation.

As with previous

acts.

1985),

beliefs, and desires.

and communicative

is the issue

the hypothesis

of text in search for underl_g

knowledge,

1.2

in

(Appelt,

the analysis

on the heater's

to _s

is investigate

utterances

requires

structure

Related

and so a second

_s

dissertation

texts

such

as

were examined.

1Hovy (I988) and Moore (1989) have based their work on Rhetorical Structure Theory _and
Thompson, 1987)which is
based on rhetorical analysis of naturally occuning texts.
2As text analysis is a subjective endeavor, this dissertation makes no claims of psychological adequacy, but simply indicates
that the communicative strategies are motivatrxl by what hurnans produce.
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I IE cn o; ETo ic ACTSl
(e.g.,

describe

(define,
argue

compare),

(convince,

narrate,

persuade)

explain,

)

[I OCOTION YSPeeCHACTS]
(e.g.,

inform,

request,

warn,

promise)

[ OC TION Y S FACESPeeCH
ACTS]
(e.g.,

Figure

Motivated

Sidner
too

(1986)

this

_s

1978; Allen,

dissertation

communicative

argues

Theory of Communicative

proposes

and surface

have purposes

that

texts

in and

acts which are aimed at achieving

define,

and argument
literature,

between

utterances.

Once

Lewis,

which

chapters

constrain

by McKeown,

again,

actual

the mode

texts

of communication

Both communicative

the system, TEXPLAN

(Textual

utterances

a number

PLANner),

1988a),

narration,

acts (e.g.,
exposition,

In addition,

identified

piece of
analysis

three

distinct

focus (Sidner,
and spatial focus.

1979,
We

and the topic or subject of multiple

smoke

were formalized
which

rhetorical

discourse

of additional

(e.g., text, speech,

acts and focus models

EXplanation

(Webber,

individual

In any particular

directions)

of content:

focus

of individual

may utilize

description,

into

so

The primary focus of

often intermixed.

(e.g., reports,

1982), temporal

have purposes,

can be decomposed

of this dissertation).

the order and realization

Just as Grosz and

segments

effects on the addressee.

acts

acts (Austin, 1962;

1985).

acts, i.e., a range of hierarchical

in this dissertation

the local focus of attention

the audience,
1972).

discourse

of themselves

of communicative

acts, illocutionary

four major types of text:

the four principal

theory

acts (Appelt,

many of these types of text may be employed,

for generation

distinguish

speaker,

characterize

of text investigated

of attention

adapted

which

(these constitute

however,

of the kinds
notions

narrate)

speech

particular

Acts

an integrated

and particular

this work is to define the top level communicative
describe,

recommend)

a text in terms of rhetorical

I979),

argue that discourses

command,

dissertation

1.1 which characterizes

1969; Cohen,

ask,

1,1 Integrated

by the text analysis,

shown in Figure
Searle,

assert,

reference
signals),

points

such as the

the genre, etc. (see

and tested computationally

the next section overviews.

in
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1.3

Figure
processes:

1.2 iUustrates
text planning

selects, structures,
the resulting
interleaved

and orders content

text plan onto English
(as described

guide text planning.
as a plan operator

realization.

surface

Each communicative

planner

TEXPLAN

has over sixty domain-independent

expository,

and 15 argumentative

operators

for the four

inform-by-assert

ion,

recommendation,

content and correspond
Planning

knowledge,
searches

to surface

or desires.

rhetorical

plan library

acts and eventually

have associated

rhetorical

domain

the types
require

definition,

range

attribution,

predicate

of rhetorical

in Chapter

propositional

(i.e., previously

uttered

planning

and untried

alternatives)

content,

communicative

is updated

is a hierarchical

(22 descriptive,

in the plan

in Chapter

4).

16 narrative,

10

(these

plans

include

request
Finally,

plan

-by-

there are five

which have associatedpropositional

in terms

and imperative

illocutionary,

sentences.

posts a discourse

of some desired

goal, the text planning

goal to a

effect on the user's

component

of the system

and locutionary

plans)

These acts are then decomposed

goal.

acts which

predicates

decompose

instantiated

into locutionary

with information

to those used by McKeown
(including

predicates

(1982)

description,

so these

and cause but also predicates

which structure

which

are rhetorical

by TEXPLAN

types are detailed

of the user,

is detailed

and concede

interrogative

the intended

into illocutionary

base and are similar

of text produced

a broader

and appears

-by-commanding,

rhetorical,

is formalized

4-7. There are six illocutionary

warn,

to

for
into

acts which

propositions.

propositions

knowledge

(including

can accomplish

other rhetorical

Rhetorical

this discourse

realiTation

or locutionary)

or the user, as hearer,

goal is expressed

Given

acts which

as speaker,

translates

can be serial or

of utterance

concede-by-assertion).

forms such as declarative,

A discourse

the communicative

high-level

request,
request

and

when the system,

manager.

beliefs,

plan operators

request-by-asking,

goal and

realizer

realization

and decomposition

ask, command, recommend, and exclaim)

is initiated

dialogue

illocutionary,

detailed in Chapters

of inform,

warn-by-exclamation

10cutionaryacts(assert,

simple

acts

and linguistic

1977) (the plan language

rhetorical

plan operators)

iUocutionary

effects,

1973,

The linguistic

failure or success

act (e.g., rhetorical,

(Sacerdoti,

into two basic

can plan an entire text which is then realiT.ed

allowing

constraints,

can be divided

takes as input a discourse

application.

form. Text planning

by utterance,

preconditions,

which

The text planner,

8) and so the text planner

a text utterance

of a hierarchical

of TEXPLAN,

from some underlying

in Chapter

with

Overview

overview

and linguistic

or it can plan and realize

library

a schematic

System

narration,

include

guided by the given discourse

text plan that includes

of the current
a communicative

as well as an effect decomposition

exposition,

enablement,

8). Thus the text planner selects

with the effects

and Paris (1987ab).

not only predicates

such as evidence,

plans and propositional

from the underlying

such as logical-

and orders communicative
discourse

(the 21
plans
context

global focus caches, and a model

text if it is successful.
plan decomposition

that captures

and argument)

and motivation

goal, the previous

content),

However

the expected

The result

of text

(with failed options
effect of that text on
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Figure 1.2 TEXPLAN System Overview
[The Domain Apph'cation is variable]

the knowledge,
motivated

beliefs,

and

it _e recorded

desires

of the hearer.

in the discourse

model,

This text plan along

a stack of previous

with the discourse

discourse

goal that

goals and associated

text

plans.
After text planning,
well as focus
reded,

the communicative

constraints

(discourse,

the user has an opporttmity

ways (e.g., understand,
dialogue

manager

confused,

to either update

new text that achieves

plan is realized

temporal,
to accept

disbelief,

and spatial)

as English

as detailed

the text or to indicate
understand

discourse

in Chapter

their reaction

but not convinced)

the user model with the expected

the previous

text using linguistic

goal, post a new discourse

After

in a number

which

effects

8.

knowledge

signals

of the previous

as

a text is
of canned

to a simple
text, replan

goal to the text planner,

a

or give

up.
As Figure

1,2 suggests,

_LAN

was tested in a variety

range of generic problem solving sl_ategies
al.,

1987),

the knowledge

cartographic

Map Display

system

_aybury

based
System

and Weiss,

such as the Knowledge

simulator,
(Hilton,

1987).

Land

Air

Combat

of domains

in systems

Replanning
in E_C

System
(LACE)

1987), and the NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST

The motivation

for multi-application

testing

that addressed

a

(KRS) (Dawson

et

(Anken,

1989),

medical

diagnosis

was not only to ensure

a
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domain-independence
of thecommunicative
plansbutmoreimportantly_ause mostcurrentapplications
eitherhavelimited knowledgebasesthat supportonly a restrictedclassof texts (e.g.,descriptionor
narration)or thenatureof their taskrequiresonly a subsetof thesetexttypes. Forexample,theentityrelationship
modelsunderlying most database applications support description. The event representations
underlying

simulations

inductive

argument

to description,

narration.

In contrast,

as well as description

narration,

need for multiple,
responses

enable

and argument,

varied

illustrated

domains

section

no events to narrate.

requires

of plans, processes,

severn

following

multisentential
(simulated

What
Targets
cloud

vehicles.

following

concerning

of text types is reflected

They

systems.

for

example,

The

in the sample

and argument,

this

The ftrst type of text, description,

System

system, LACE
by sending

are

(KRS) (Dawson

et al., 1987).

to a user's

is
The

query "What

the tracking

is a
to

of the text
schema,

the second

detailing

what happened

1989).

the discourse
#<OCA10l>":

focus,

used for example

to refer to "targets")
Connectives
realization

to guide
or to guide

such as "'for
component

the above text is very similar

the text plan underlying

this text captures

effect on knowledge

type of text is event narration.
to a mission

the goal "get

and

anti-aircraft

by the linguistic

As in the above description,
controller

as

or it-extraposition).

While

are

weapons,

aircraft.

of the text as well as its expected

description,

(Anken,

such

enemy

cloud

There

hardware,

two of the response

and are produced

a

condition.

of discourse

there-insertion,

structure

latitude/longitude,

weather

targets
and

in sentence

cohesiveness

and function

a
a

electronic

missiles,

s (1982) constituency

to the above

have
and

facilities,

communicative

structure

the mission

narration, exposition

entity is given in response

visibility,

(e.g., voice selection,

is a short 'biography'

is simulated

a

of the text demands

by McKeown'

simulation

entities.

height,

the text's

signal the underlying

In contrast

and propositions.

target?

are

(e.g., the use of"they"

increase

communicative

in contrast

goal "get the hearer to know about the class, #<target>"

surface-to-surface

structure

description,

Replanning

of a domain

passages,

The proper realization

produced

a

Weapons,

missiles,

example"

Exposition,

and

Output

application

from the Knowledge

is

targets:

grammatical

deductive

controller).

TEXPLAN:

pronominalization

of a range

Text

to generate

by posting the discourse

USER:

five

ability

description

discourse

a

Sample

texts from various

by the text below

cover,

knowledge

to test the generation

TEXPLAN's

illustrated

TEXPLAN's

can support

in the next section.

exemplifies

target?"

systems

but there are usually

1.4
To illustrate

most advisory

simulated

the hearer

to those
both the

of the user.

For example,

by the knowledge

the query,

"What happened

to know

to

about

the
based
...?",

the events
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USER:

What

TEXPLAN:

Offensive

Delta
airfield.
2,
1987.
It
later
its

it

its

began

mission
aircraft

ingress

It

of this

Tracking

route.

requires

aspect as well as to realize
and the use of temporal

temporal

to the above example

of narration,

system which includes

a route planner,

How
From

intersection
Northwest

Northeast

and temporal

example,

only

bombed
later

discourse

on in time (called

focus

the temporal

in order to determine

(Hilton,

In contrast

to

to convince

the

176
and

Chapter

(e.g.,

for

focus following

appropriate

later".

1987),

verb tense and

5 details narration

a knowledge
by sending

five

At

that

exemplified

based

in

cartographic

the discourse

Oelsnitz.

controller

of

to locative

versus

and

instruction,

locational

and

Route

the
Route

a

town

thirty-two

instruction,

requires

tracking

and narration,

not

but also the

in Chapter 6, spatial focus guides the
demonstratives

adverbials

(e.g.,

(e.g., "Northwest

6 also dens

which tell the user how to perform

176.

take
is

of

to

hundred

of description

"there"),

Chapter

2

Merseburg
one

As detailed

directional

the
Route

continue

kilometers
intersection

Merseburg.

termed

0elsnitz

Route

thirty-nine
At that

spatial focus.

"here"

From

12°longitude

of exposition,

to
take

to
the
intersection
take
Route
2 Northeast

intersection

to

kilometers

intersection

kilometers
intersection

Northwest
Route
176.

and
town
As.

of durative

other forms

a task and process

"this"

versus

thirty-six
of expository

instructions,

text
which

functions.

to description,

narration,

(and persuasion).

the user to believe

the following

21.
to

kilometers

(e.g.,

instructions,

is argument

Route

focus as in the above examples

anaphora

how something

and

in space, termed

the realization

In addition

attempt

not

to Merseburg?
21
Southeast

kilometers

of this example

such as operational

dissertation

it

minutes

report.

The use r' s query "is simulated
"

thirty-eight
92.
From
that

51 °
latitude
Northwest
of

of spatial

kilometers").

92

sixteen

at

relation

and

Route

take
Route
of
Route
91

current focus of attention

indicate

later

a third generic type of text is exposition,

System

from
As
Route

kilometers

located
kilometers

"that"),

get
take

thirty-six

From
there
intersection

re_zation

I
As

92
Northwest
and
Route

twenty-eight

only of discourse

do

of

on
Route
Route
175

The proper

minutes

December
minutes

effect of the text, get the user to know how to go from As to Merseburg.

USER:
TEXPLAN:

91

against

Tuesday
Seven

focus.

from the Map Display

92

tracking

focused

strike

Thirty-six

such as "seven minutes

part by the text below

the intended

ten

I017

air

post-mission

focus is necessary
adverbials

an

at
8:41::40
the
900TFW-F-4c.

route.

its

Mission

was

Then

egress

generated

Air

i01

execution
from

its

narration

temporal

Counter

Mission

but also the event currently

1988a)).

In conttast

Offensive
Air

flying

mission.

realization

pronorninalization),
(Webber,

flying
It

its

with
Counter

began
four

was

ended

proper

happened

It
received

target.

it

The

Page7

and exposition,
Argument

a proposition

text from the medical

the final

type

of text addressed

texts can be functionally
and those that attempt

diagnosis

divided

to persuade

system NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST

by this

into those that
them to act. For
(Maybury

and

Chapter1. Introduction
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Weiss,1987),attemptsto convincethereaderof aclaim by providingevidence.Theuser,s queryis
simulatedby postingto the discoursecontrollerthe goal,get the userto believethat PatientZ has
Kors_offs disorder.
USER:

Why

TEXP_:
apathetic

you

argumentative

low

the claim

IQ

Patientl

has

disorder
70%

ordered

the reader

75%

of

a

810%

System

for doing so (i,e., recovering

disorder?

probability.

Korsakoff's

(Dawson

of

et al.,

A

Korsakoff's

to most certain.

a claim, others

An

disorder.

probability

from least certain

to believe

Rep_g

Korsakoff's

with

probability

indicate

with evidence

for the Knowledge

the motivation

a

scores

text aims to convince

below, produced

that

Korsakoff's

indicates

and

The text supports

concluded

has

demeanor

poor
memory
disorder.

showing

have

Patientl

While

the above

aim to evoke action.

The text

1987), urges the user to act by

from an error state)and

elucidating

the causes

of the

problem.

USER:
Offensive

Why
should
Counter
Air

I
replace
F-llle
Mission
10027

TEXPLAN:
Offensive

You
should
Counter
Air

replace
Mission

the

target

lliE
the

in

Offensive

aircraft
target

conflict
Mission

with
slot

between
1002.

In the above response,

texts,
chapter,

both those that support
8, details

and argument.

the

TEXPLAN

the action, and fmally indicates

the _guistic

Counter

F-4g
and

F-llle
1002.
Air

aircraft.

aircraft

A

aircraft
conflict

Mission
You

and

first requests

the multiple
claims

F-4g
the

motivates

radiating
in

the user to perform

in

aircraft
aircraft

in
and

replacing

which

Offensive

Fin

caused
Counter

a
Air

an action, next shows what motivates

causes of the state which motivated

of these four _es

aircraft

Ludwigslusts-Alpha

target

and those that promote

realization

with
between
1002

was
the

F-4g

inserted

Ludwigslusts-Alpha
aircraft

with

action,
of text:

the action.

are detailed
description,

Argumentative

in Chapter
narration,

7. A final
exposition,

Chapter1. Introduction
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1.5
This dissertation
coherent

concentrates

and cohesive

explanation

based

insight

memory

into

communicative
research

textual

learning

in this dissertation

1983;

classification
intended

effect of a system

has posted

assumes

or desires

suggest

response,

which

(e.g., achieve

this research

how different

This work

1990), clarification

interruptions.

alternative

used to illustrate

this could be used to guide
Finally,
(Hovy,

this work

formed

1977, 1981ab,
of language

or

in this dissertation

does represent

the

classes.)

to attempt

Therefore,

application

on the user's

P). Furthermore,

as in database

the

or the user
knowledge,

this work focuses

query (e.g., yes/no

on

and wh-

or maintenance

of detailed

1988; Carberry,

1988).

beliefs,

and desires

models

of the

It does, however,
of the user at all

and locutionary).
modelling

(Litman

explanatory

and Allen,

however,

a number

s_ategies

in response

dialogues

1987), follow-up

of reaction
to similar

(Cawsey,

questions

classes

1989, 1990;

(Moore,

were formulated

queries.

Reaction

and user model) was modified

1989), or
in order to

classes

were also

after uttering text and how

responses.
tailoring

0VlcKeown

responses

recovery

1982), misconceptions

plans (Joshi, et al., 1984; Pollack,

rhetorically

(Paris,

et al., 1985) on the basis of models

miscornmunication

(Kaplan,

text, this

interpretation

with question

effect the knowledge,

concerning

does not address

does not aim at developing

the

earn more than their bosses?").

(i.e., the discourse

1987), or to perspective

false presuppositions

question-answering

illocutionary,

subsequent

while

produced

(e.g., Swartout_

the

as to what effect

et al., 1988; Kass and Finin,

explanation

of human

or

that provide

Furthermore,

goal that the underlying

does not focus on the construction

purposes,

how context

address

a communicative

subdialogues

For testing

of explanations

the state that the hearer believes

no claims

to present

explanation

simulations

structures.

by analysis

could be associated

text types can potentially

makes

with scientific

cognitive

the model presented

controller

employees

user (e.g., Wilensky

demonstrate

point

constraints

modelling.

this research

(although

levels of the text (i.e., rhetorical,

Wolz,

does

text and does not address

In addition,

were motivated

the content

questions

discourse

such as '_How many

individual

nor

as a starting

to TEXPLAN's

multisentential
queries

1985)

of explanation

dissertation

beliefs,

Neches,

enhancing

investigates

of knowledge

rather than cognitive

This work does not address
Clancey,

1986) which

and the reorganization

on engineering

acts and focus

This work is not concerned

(e.g., Schank,

search

Scope

on the use of communicative

explanations.

plans detailed

focuses

Dissertation

1986; Quilici,

mechanisms
about domain
1988).

1987ab),

of the user.

stylistically
This research

such as those which address
entities

(McCoy,

1985ab),

user's
or ill-

Chapter

1. Inlzoduction
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1.6
The principal

contributions

Novelty

and

of this dissertation

Contribution

concern the integrated

range of communicative

plans which characterize

several

of focus

classes

the principal

with

TEXPLAN

different

includes

text planner

a linguistic

structure

of language

Searle (1969,

as a planned

of two types

acts (assert,

request,

acts:

rhetorical

1987),

user's

represents

executed,

and suggests

effectively

tested

realization.
discourse
Hovy

and McCoy

constrain
distinct

McKeown

choice
types

of focus

was

systems.

decompositions

consequences

and the

acts

text.

(Hovy,

1988a) or

Theory

(Mann

illocutionary,

or
for a

A communicative

the text structure),

plan

whereas

to the user model
of text types

a broad range

simulation
exposi_on

using
ordering,

how discourse

Focus

local

(Sidner,

and realization
Trees

to this previous
which

focus

(McCoy
work,

are associated

on the
it is

produced

by

cannot

be

or planning),
or argument.

text planning
1979)

and

of explanation
and Cheng,

TEXPLAN

the

once

of explanations

narration,

of

(e.g., inform,

and effect decompositions

the range

in

representation

rhetorical,

types of local focus can constrain

and spatial)

detailed

structure

Structure

task (e.g., diagnosis,

the selection,

temporal,

and surface

acts,

propositions

and argument.

1.4 illustrates

the first to suggest

acts to

investigated

and request)

tripartite

The

of each action in the plan decomposition

that aim to produce

how different

(1985)

intentional

represent

of the text (and embodies

In contrast

Appelt

based on Rhetorical

(which

action

1979).

illocutionary

illocutionary

structure

range to a subset of description,

later explored

(discourse,

narrate),

which

of only one application

examines

1978; Allen,

which are used to plan multisentential

relations

Section

1977) to constrain

in planning

between

(i.e., what the text plan contributes

realized).

(1982)

(1989)

define,

operators

model

that text planners

this dissertation

1975).

to the illocutionary

acts and utterance

narration, exposition,

the expected

their rhetorical

focus (Grosz,

describe,

plan

or desires

with respect

argues for a more refined,

implementations

the discourse

in the context

this restricts

Finally,

acts (e.g.,

description,

that is linguistically

TEXPLAN

because

with the

that maps case semantics

acts (inform

the relationship

this dissertation

both communicative

beliefs

speech

acts (e.g., assert, command)

represents

knowledge,

types

is on text planning,

direct and indirect

(as well as propositional

investigated

TEXPLAN's

of text types including

effect decomposition

grammar

acts to (Bruce,

illocutionary

1989) using rhetorical

acts) construct

decomposition

a relational

acts, a

of different

either serially or interleaved

in the past, initially

of speech

acts:

computational

actions (Moore,

locutionary
range

(1986)

In contrast,

to recent

Thompson,

of this work

which operates

dates to Austin (1962),

and ask)

warn), and locutionary

illocutionary

focus

which underlie single utterances (Cohen,

models

of speech

command,

segmentation.

In contrast

text types, and the association

that includes

behavior

3). Grosz and Sidner

communicative

and

and request

1975), and plan-based

the generation

discourse

component

acts have been investigated

speech acts such as inform

Chapter

realization

of communicative

grammar.

Commup, icative

speech

While

and has a unique representation

onto a phrase

notion

of text.

theory

global
content.

1991) could

represents

with different

and

three

text types

Chapter

1. Introduction

(description,

narration,

as far as temporal
_o_,
_s

Page 11

and exposition)and

focus,

tense and aspect

1986), linguistics
dissertation

simply

makes

indicates

(Tedeschi

communicative
generic

acts:

text classes

thanpast

systems

knowledge,

The remainder
workin

and spatial

approaches
around
distinct

and natural

to explanation.

four genetic
effects

hearer/reader
the hearer

the hearer to execute

description,

description,
Chapter

plans, understand

Chapter

processes

TEXPLAN's

Chapter

from the hierarchical

9 summarizes

the results,

1988)and

it examines

It

should

be

theory

of

a broader

this work considers
linguistic

range of

and argument.

and function,

_ese

in particular

three distinct

their

types of

realization.

linguistic

First Chapter

2 critically

exposition,

6 examines

whose

exposition,
propositions.

the research,

component

are exemplified
and suggests

is to get the

a text type which gets

a form of text which
Chapter

the hearer of a proposition
relation

plan-based

of which have

purpose

narration,

past

and are organized

and argument--each

on description,

examines

past and recent

the core of the dissertation

Chapter 5 examines

text plans which

evaluates

an integrated

Chapter 3 then considers

or understand

Chapter

English

as follows.

4 focuses

which is used to convince

cohesive

Finally,

narration,

In contrast,

event sequences.

how

(_en,

cons_ts,

exposition,

structure

7 constitute

final form of text, argument,
8 then dens

in p_osophy

Organization

generation.

4 through

Second,

narration,

-- and how they constrain

about some entity.

to know about

However,

representations.

or attentional

it contributes

and locutionary.

is structured

on the hearer/reader.
to know

First,

Dissertation

Chapters

linguistics

tense, or asp_al

like intentional

and desires.

language

types of text-

of its temporal,

of their communicative

of this dissertation

explanation

this is an active area of research

respects.

including

beliefs

1.7

of text content.

of events and states.

_ocutionary,

both in terms

temporal,

novelty

in several

rhetorical,

on the hearer's

focus - discourse,

novel

and realization

1981) and computational

information,

and realization

is thus

texts are characterized
effects

and Zaenen,

that tense and aspectual

work

are concerned,

no claims regarding

used to guide the selection
This

can effect the order

7 then considers

or persuade

produces

in Chapters

enables

them to act.

grammatical

4 through

areas for future research.

a

and

7. Finally,

Chapter

EXPLANATION:

2

HISTORY

AND

ISSUES

No way of thinking or doing, however ancient, can be trusted without proof.
Henry David _oreau,

2.1
As

chapter

problems

faced

introduction

discusses

examined

by early

explanation

facilities.

representing

explanations

effective

presentations

re,zing

explanations

research
present

that produce

in automated

p_osophers

Computational

explanation

The discussion

both the content

surfaced

later as researchers

again
research

has focused

them to individual
and indicating

users.

techniques
The chapter

some current directions

begins

outlines
with

key

a brief

and form of explanations.
began

to build

on techniques

as well as methods

The latter includes

The

automated

aimed

at better

that provide

more

of planning

and _guistically

concludes

flexible and

by summarizing

which aim to better represent

past
and

explanations.

2.2
The roots of modem
philosophers.
evident
search

and, in parallel,

that considered

based systems

of explanations.

explanations

explanations.

explanation

in _owledge

and tailoring

generated

textual

of philosophicalinvestigations

problems

Introduction

past work in computer

by systems

Walden

explanation

The complex

for math (dialectic)and

independent
as definition

rather "_sdom

and subdivision
is the berg

between

Socrates
argued

of math and, moreover,

versus

"verba"

date to the epistemological

relationship

from the very beg_g.

"res"

the content

distinguished

that the former

investigations
of an explanation

the art of presenting
was

inferior

could be used to achieve immoral

to dialectic.

Accordingly,

and end of eloquence?'

Socrates
_ixon,

of early Greek and Roman
and its presentation

was

ideas (rhetoric)from

the

to the latter
ends.

believed
1987, p. I3)

because

rhetoric

was

techniques

such

not that idea presentation

but

He attributed

Chapter

2. Explanation

In contrast,
stating

Aristotle,

"Rhetoric

and Issues

to present

Aristotle's

efforts

Page 1q

a pupil of Plato,

is a counterpart

advocate

141).

History

began

of Dialectic."

his argument

his 330 B.C. treatise
Aristotle

in the most efficacious

to unify "the scientific

further

argues

manner.

study of facts

on the principles

that it is the moral

The Roman

with practice

of rhetoric

author

in style"

by

duty of an

Cicero

later praised

(De Oratore,

1 Ill, xxxv, p.

Cicero wrote:
Socrates ... in his discussions
separated the science of wise thinking from that of elegant
speaking, though in reality they are closely linked together ... This is the source from which
has sprung the undoubtedly
absurd and unprofitable
and reprehensible
severance between
the tongue and the brain, leading to our having one set of professors to teach us to think and
another to teach us to speak (De Oratore, IT[, p. 60-1).

Consequently,
Oratore,

Cicero

argues

that the perfect

with the complex
"verba").

relationship

Researchers

systems

involved
realization

other

2.0 shows
from

some

"wisdom

combined

with eloquence"

investigating

automated

explanation

text planning,

form.

explanation

sources

(De

analyzer,

or a resource

allocation

loci of attention,

application

planner).

and structure

act model consists

acts such as speech acts and rhetorical
and desires

ovals applies

of discourse

varies from system

Some knowledge

sources

apply

sequencing

lexicalization

(e.g., pronorninalization).

the intensional

l"Conceming

(e.g., focus

and extensional

the Orator"

composed

aspect

three

years

4). Agent

the specific

stages, for example

system,

Cicero,s

death.

of

of this to
stage,
and

architecture

a chemical

levels

system

and function
models

and

structure

to which

models

of attention

source it is useful

This is analogous

of the

responses,

etc.).

of communicative

encode

the knowledge,

the knowledge
their generic

passive

in the

relevance.

in the discourse

form (e.g., active versus

each knowledge

of the information.

components

in structured

system

the ovals are simply placed to indicate

Within

and

text, i.e., surface form.

(e.g., user queries,

in Chapter

syntactic

ordering,

into a strategic

results

the complex

about the structure

Because

divided

English

diagnosis

of processing

model refers to some characterization

of the discourse

shift rules),

before

produces

perspicuous

and the presentation

text planning

2.0 signifies

The discourse

participants.

affect content

Whereas

(e.g., a medical

acts (defined

to multiple

for explanation

realization

of knowledge

to system,

are two major

there

can be further grossly

in Figure

and levels

Thus

realization.

System"

(in ovals)

(the

in knowledge

more

to the structuring,

necessary

linguistic

achieve

of information

explanation.

are faced

and its presentation

of explanations

which

of knowledge

presentation

linguistic

based

(the "res")

techniques

representation

of the knowledge

"Application

of some knowledge

The rhetorical/speech

the various

the message,

behavior

intentions,

presentation

phase,

content,

The oval marked

hand,

Explanation

and a tactical

of an explanation

on the one hand, the representation

as a textual

the representation

the user in linguistic

researchers

the content

abstract

of that information

explanation:

ordered

between

on the

Figure

in moving

philosophers,

have investigated,

and,

explanations.

beliefs,

possesses

1TI, p. 142).

Like these Greek and Roman

based

orator

model

voice),

and

to distinguish

between

to the distinction

between

Chapter

2. Explanation

History. and Issues

O
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Application System_""-..._._
_Domain
Knowledge: Objects, Events, and States _
(
Domain Methods/Plans/Goals
"_
Support Knowledge: (e,g,, General Principles)
_pecifi

0_

]

c Knowledge/_VIe_

I

r

Select Contentand/or Perspective

Text Planning
(Strategic)

I

Structure and Order Content

I ¸message
I
I

O

°_,,_

Semantic Interpretation
I

Syntactic/Grammatical Choice
I

Linguistic
RealizationOractical)

cohesive devices
(e.g., coreference, connectives)
I

Lexical Selection
I
Morphological Synthesis
I

Orthographic Layout

Figure 2,0 Explanation

generic

classes

general

versus

medical

consultation.

properties

(e.g.,

town)

instanfiated

and specific
methods

instances

(e.g., "Rome,

(or plans) as in planners;

In addition, for each knowledge

of the associated

Framework

knowledge

representation

_")as

and genetic

in object-otiented
versus

source it is important
form_sm

specific

to distinguish

systems;

sessions

as in a

the structure

from its content in a specific

and

domain

or

case.
Just as _stofle
modular

and Cicero

organization

and sequential

explanation,

which

Nevertheless,

it is useful

attempts

more

at generating

2,0. It then discusses
explanation

noted

likely

processing
involves

as an expository

explanations
previous

presentation.

the c ose interplay
of Figure

intertwined

framework.

between

knowledge
The remainder

to better represent

and

verba,

2.0 is an oversimplified

that to a large extent conflated

attempts

res

sources
of _s

it is clear that the
charactetization

and paraUel

chapter

explanations

and _y

processes.

first considers

many of the distinctions
critiques

of

early

shown in Figure
techniques

for

Chapter2. ExplanationHistory_
andIssues

2.3

Early

Page 15

Explanation

2.3.1
Sophisticated
methods,

computational

and justify

utterances
strings

their behavior.

in isolated

of words

compose

context.

with

if the underlying
system
these

following

system

triggered

U2:
$2

_ilensky

Can

messages

general

which results

the canned

centered

text as good

the actual

misleading

message

"command

sequence

performance

every

of the

tend to compensate
messages.

with

for

Consider

a file.

of utterances

not found" along

canned

to anticipate

after a user tries to find out how to remove
the temporal

could

Even more significant,

Programmers

and, oftentimes,

associating

however,

It forces the programmer

suggest.

single

as the human

In many situations,

unchanged,

their

around

in by the programmer,

canned

text remains

explain

the

U indicates

in the discourse.

the input

item that

you

tell

to

my-subdirectory
not
found.

me

Command

how

not

canned

to

move

a

file?

found.

message,

consider

the following

response

from the _

Consultant

et al., 1984, 1988):
Can
Use
For
'mv

formal

semantics,

you
my.

tell

example,
foo
fool'.

analysis

rhetoric,

In addition

me

how

to

move

of the query,

context,

to the weaknesses

have no conceptual

_

Consultant

marking

the

_s

a

move

file

file?

named

foo

more cooperative

to

the

response

file

named

is generated

fool,

type

using models

of syntax,

concepts.

of inflexibility

and potential

or org_ation.

explanation,

dialogue),

levels of abstraction.

to

and domain

them to provide more effective

multiple

typed

programs

only in the most trivial of applications.

the system's

by writing

outputs

to the above

UI:
SI:

above

were simply

the system, and numbers indicate

my-file
:
Command

: can:

In contrast

strings

computer

their terminology,

it.

UI:
move
S1 : move

After

to explain

(e.g., on-line help).

is altered and the canned

inconsistencies

simply

need to describe

This provided

contexts

it is feasible

UNIX error message

system

attempts

Text

F_rst, this approach lacks flexibility.

and context;

the user, S signifies
The

in limited

can be far from that which
potential

that reason

code that was executed.

text proved insufficient.
message

Initial

Canned

At first messages

and was satisfactory

necessary

systems

Systems/Techniques

making

As a consequence,

such as providing
analogies,

inconsistency,

examples

summarizing

however,

it is impossible
to make _gs
content,

typed-in
to reason

concrete

or describing

text
about

(e.g., the

activities

at

Chapter2. Explanation_$tory andI$$ue_

2.3.2
Terry
system

Winograd

SHRDLU

(1972)

using

were realized

using expressions

fixed response,

for example

declarative
example
word,

sentence
above)

for domain

sating

involved

"_g

"sorry,

SHRDLU

Filling:

a :significant

of templates

"ok"

was analyzed.

w, by saying

input phrase,

Template

achieved

a number

Page16

objects

over canned

from purely

and events.

when a command

in the blank"

could transform

improvement

ranging

A slightly

I don't know

SHRDLU

more

canned

text to abstract

In the simplest

was carried

sophisticated

as when S_LU

the word w."

text in his blocks
patterns

S_LU

(analogous

responded

that

used a

out or "I understand"

response

And instead

case,

world

when

a

to the

to the use of an unfamiliar

of simply

_g

the blank with

the

it:

For example, if the user types something
like "the three green pyramids",
and the system
cannot figure out what he is referring to, it types "'I don't know which three green pyramids
you mean."
It has simply replaced "the" with "which" before filling the blank. The "I
assume" mechanism does the opposite, replacing an indefinite determiner or quantifier with
"the". If we talk about "some green pyramid" or "a green pyramid", then later refer to that
pyramid as "it", the system can notify us of its interpretation
of "it" by saying "by 'it' I
assume you mean the green pyramid."
(Winograd,
1972, p. 163-4)
Finally,

SHRDLU

could

fill in the blanks

of templates

with referring

internal model of objects and events in the blocks world (see example
Patterned
simple

were triggered

case, HOW-MANY

counting

them,

responding
produce
system

responses

questions

and then printing

to questions

asking

example

the small red cube."
from its history

the number

by finding

followed

you asked me to."

to a WHY question

in one interaction,

were answered

the relevant

by "of them".

A more

A WHY question

what goal the system

then retrieved

first retrieved
the template

the associated
associated

from its

wh).

objects in the world
complex

In a

model,

case involved

about a top level goal would
tree, however,

the

to achieve.

For

was attempting

when asked "Why did you clear off that cube?"

list. SHRDLU

(e.g., yes/no,

At a lower level in the goa!/subgoal

by indicating

To say this the program

constructed

in next paragraph).

form of the question

WHY an action was taken.

the canned text "'because
responded

by the syntactic

expressions

SHRDLU
event,

replied

"'to put it on

(#PUTON OBJI OBJ2),

with the event

#PUTON

(W/rinograd,

p.

167):
(APPEND (VBFIX 'PUT) OBJI '(ON) OBJ2)
VBFIX was a program
the "ing"

that produced

form of the verb to answer

OBJ1 and OBJ2 are bound to English
of the objects
translated
produce

verb morphology
HOW
surface

questions

based on the type of question
or the infinitive

forms by a straightforward

such as their size, shape, or color (Winograd,

onto the surface
fragmented

p. 166).

form, "To put it on the small red cube."

or incomplete

forms.

asked (e.g., k returns

form to answer
naming

program

The result
Notice

WHY

questions).

based on features

is that the PUTON event is

how SHRDLU

was able to

Chapter2. ExplanationHistory_
andIssues
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Associationsbetweendomaineventsand their linguistic expressionwere manipulated_th
procedures
thatmaptheknowledgerepresentation
ontomorenamraisoundingEnglishtext. Forinstance
therewasa specialcheckfor theorderof particlesandobjectstoensurethatSHRDLUoutput"to pick up
thesmallbluepyramid."and"to pick it up."ratherthan"to pick upit.". SNarly, thepronoun"it" was
usedif therewasreference
to anobjectin theuser'squery.Onekeydrawbackof_s approach
isthe need
toanticipateand define by hand templates for each domain action and to carefully control the heuristics that
guide the mapping
fatigue,

and/or

improvement

onto surface form.

irritate

over purely

the reader.

Instead of using templates,

program
advise

executes
physicians

programming
plan")

program

Nevertheless,

Code

behavior,

S_LU's

Translation:

maximum

on the appropriate

tests if the patient

is that templates

are repetitive

range

Digitalis

which mix program variables

during an individual

language

difficulty

of templates

was

a significant

(Szolovits

consistency

run.

The Digitalis

administration
et al., 1977).

is elderly,

indicating

Advisor

and canned text or "prom text" to represent

can arise from directly
Therapy

Advisor

For example,

increased

sensitivity

to digitalis

LISP-form

(due (to advanced-age))))])

above code into the English

[(check

(sensitivity

the actions

a

1977), a program

to

in OWL, an English-based

the code in Figure

due to advanced

(describe-method

translating

(Swartout,

of digitalis, 2 was written

the user asks how "How do you check sensitivity

[(CHECK
METHOD:

and hence can bore,

canned text.
2.3.3

the underlying

Another

2.1 (called

(Swartout,

an "OWL

1977, p. 40).

age?" -- the user actually
-- the system

If

types in the
translates

the

shown in Figure 2.2.

(SENSITIVITY

(DUE

(TO

(ADVANCED-AGE))))

(OR
(IF-THEN
(BECOME

(GREATER-THAN
(BECOME
(FACTOR

70

(AGE

PATIENT))

(FACTOR
REDUCTION-ADVANCED-AGE
REDUCTION-ADVANCED-AGE
1.0)))]

0.75)))

Figure 2.1 OWL Plan

2A drug that slows and stab'flizes
patients in heart _ure.

the cardiac

rhythm

of patients

experiencing

arrhythmias

and that strengthens

the heartbeat

of

Chat_teL2.

Explanation

TO

CHECK

i.

History_ and Issues

SENSITIVITY

I DO

ONE

OF

I.I
THE

IF THE
FACTOR

1.2
AGE

OTHERWISE
TO 1.0.

DUE

THE

TO

AGE OF THE
OF REDUCTION
I SET

shows,

direct because

Near direct

translation

is possible

meaningfifl

to the physician

"CHECK

SENSITIVITY

FACTOR

maps

FOLLOWING

STEPS:

REDUCTION

version

DUE

TO

I SET

ADVANCED-

of OWL Plan

the OWL plan almost directly

Furthermore,

This implicit

TO

THAN
70 THEN
TO
0.75.

all OWL procedures

using the system.

DUE

THE

there are some simple routines

because

behavior.

OF

2.2 English

the generator

is "almost"

problem-solving

I DO

PATIENT
IS GREATER
DUE TO ADVANCED-AGE

THE

The process

human

ADVANCED-AGE

ordering

for lexical

and variables

and entity ordering

provides

that are natural for the surface form.

rules are an internal representation
The example
from directly
reason

above, however,

translating

about reference

AGE" instead
confusing,

especially

in the original

(e.g., repeating

and determiner
are named

structure

the seeming

by increased
plan

into

serum

example

immediately

notice the structural

explanation

about calcium

is included

in an explanation

keeping

activities

age requires

the English

associated

to emulate

to the explanations

(e.g.,

explanationsthus blurs the

presentational

plan -- contains

difficulties

Not only is the phraseology

text.

between

concerns

(Swartout,

similarity

that arise

rigid, but failure

the structure

to

the first and second line:

arise from translating,
are exacerbated

"I

concerning

hypercalcemia

the first explanation
the second

the explanation

with the above procedure

is

DO THE FOLLOWING

respectively,

METHODand or<

by the fact that the content

in digitalis.

1981, p. 16) shown in Figure

In addition,

of the presentation

the code used to check for increased

between

simply because

Furthermore,

inadequacies

a reduction

explanation

sensitivity.

after concepts

the noun phrase "THE FACTOR OF REDUCTION DUE TO ADVANCED-

contradiction

calcium

selection.

Or to put it the other way around, the OWL

and therefore

representation.

These presentational

A slightly more complex

OWL

the linguistic

DO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING" which
OWL plan.

form.

stated knowledge.

it) leads to wordy

does not indicate why advanced

this

reveals

the underlying

of pronominalizing

STEPS" and "I

caused

of an expert's

surface

calls to OWL plans are organized

"["fleproduction of

ADVANCED-AGE').

onto English

representation/presentation
distinction
sincethe underlyingrepresentation
-- an OWL
entities

18

FOLLOWING:

Figure

As the example

Page

(steps

example
reproduces

digitalis

sensitivity

2.3.

The system

shown

in Figure

about advanced

2.4.

We

age and the second

reveals how extraneous
the underlying

translates

code.

information
The record-

1.1.1 and 1.2) do not add to the intelligibility

Chapter2. Explanation
HistoryandIssues
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(SENSITIVITY

(DUE

(TO
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(CALCIUM))

))

(OR
(IF-THEN

(OR
(GREATER-THAN
I0 (QUANTA
(IV-STATUS
CALCIUM
GI_)
(BECOME

(FACTOR

_{
BECOME -ALSO
(REASONS
(AND: 2
(UNBECOME
(BECOME

SERUM-CALCIUM))
)

REDUCTION-HYPERCALCEMIA

REDUCTION

(_ONS
(FACTOR

0.75) ) : I,

HYPERCALCEMIA))

:)

REDUCTION
HYPERCALCEMIA)
) :
REDUCTION-HYPERCALCEMIA
1.0 ) ) :2 ))

Figure 2.3 OWL Plan for calcium

TO

CHECK

I.

I DO

SENSITIVITY
ONE

OF

THE

I.i IF EITHER
OR IV CALCIUM

THE

1.1.2

I ADD

_PERCALCEMIA

thyroid

STEPS:

OF

REDUCTION
TO

THE

DUE

TO

REASONS

OF

of OWLplan

tool for debugging

_PERCALCEMIA
REDUCTION.

descriptions

of general

methods,

of the code.

for calcium

OF

sensitivity

and should be left out.

or maintaining

[Of course _s

the system (Swartout,

Swartout's

program

In the following

The input query "Why did you check

I0

sensitivity

could describe

case the system
caused

by thyroid

2.5 _ustrates

[ (check

the systems

(sensitivity

response

(Swartout,

(due

(to

thyroid-function))

1977, pp. 28,29,

52.56),

complete

1985).]
individual

tells how it checked
_ction?"

notation:

(describe-event

Figure

FOLLOWING

CALCIUM
IS GREATER
THAN
THE FOLLOWING
SUBSTEPS:

to digitalis ad_stration

a trace of the execution

sensitivity.

in the functional

THE

I REMOVE
HYPERCALCEMiA
FROM
THE _SONS
SET
THE FACTOR
OF REDUCTION
DUE TO
TO
1.00.

would bea valuable

cases by keeping

FACTOR

2,4 English explanation

with regard

to these

I DO

OF SERUM
THEN
I DO

I SET
0.75.

of the explanation

CALCIUM

FOLLOWING:

1 .i .I
TO

Figure

In addition

TO

THE LEVEL
IS GIVEN

1.2 OTHERWISE,
REDUCTION
AND
HYPERCALCEMIA

translation

DUE

sensitivity

) )] )

is _ed

Chapter2. ExplanationHistoryandI_sues

DURING
DUE TO
1.

2.

THE SESSION
ON
THYROID-FUNCTION

9/21/76
AT II:I0,
I CHECKED
BY EXECUTING
THE FOLLOWING

I ASKED
THE USER
THE STATUS
THE USER
RESPONDED
THAT
THE
SINCE

THE

STATUS

2.1 I ADDED
CONDITIONS.
BECAME
2.2

MYXEDEMA

DEGRADABLE
TO

I SET

FROM

THE

impressive

And as Swartout

confuse

a physician-user

domain

or problem

THE

FACTOR
OF

OF

in content,
himself

REDUCTION

at times able to indicate

FOLLOWING:

THEN

The system produces

of reduction."

0.67.

is canned text associated

that justifies

the request

for data.

we discuss

problems

about the specific

he has no relevant
its purpose

mentioned

details

than to

purpose

of all

the dose of

context.

in the above example,

in the system interaction

it was

shown in Figure 2.6

1977, p. 18):

in the above response

This final output is significant

sensitivity

In fact, the system is going to reduce

(Swartout,

potassium).

system.

TO

PREVIOUSLY

text is unclear

communicate

about (serum

XPLAIN

WAS

they refer more to irnplementation

For example,

the first three sentences

Later

MYXEDEMA

many of the linguistic

to the user because

failed to explicitly

The final sentence

POTASSIUM

1981), steps 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4 "are more likely to

the above

the intent of its actions.

CONDITIONS.

of thyroid-function

him" because
Equally,

TO

MYXEDEMA

underscores

it was able to tell why it asked the user a question

(1981)

THE

REASONS
OF REDUCTION.
THEN
BECAPIE MYXEDEMA.

explanation

may not be obvious
Advisor

TO

later noted (Swartout,

concepts.

but this motivation

While the Digitalis

Swartout's

PRESENT.

HYPOKALEMIA,

POTENTIAL

DUE

DUE

this example

than enlighten

solving

BECAME

AND

REDUCTION

except to refer to the "reasons

stack into English.

WAS

CORRECTABLE
CONDITIONS

DEGRADABLE

THEN

I ADDED
MYXEDEMA
TO THE
THE REASONS
OF REDUCTION

above.

digitalis

I DID

THE PRESENT
AND
AND CORRECTABLE

CONDITIONS

Figure 2.5 English

this activity

PRESENT

CARDIOMYOPATHIES-MI,
DIURETICS.

THE FACTOR
UNDETERMINED.
2.4

OF MYXEDEMA.
STATUS
OF MYXEDEMA

MYXEDEMAWAS

MYXEDEMA
TO
THE PRESENT

I REMO%_D

HYPOXEMIA,
LOSS
DUE
2.3

OF

SENSITIVITY
STEPS:

MYXEDEMA.

THE

While

Page20

by translating

with the concept

because

it presents

how this implicit

the goals in its goal

that the question

important

knowledge

is asking

causal

information

is made

explicit

in

Chapter2. ExplanationHistoryandIssues

Sl:

WHAT
ENTER

IS THE LEVEL
OF
NUMERICAL
VALUE
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SERUM
====>

POTASSIUM

U1 : Why?
$2:

MY

TOP

IS

TO

GOAL

IS

CHECK

BEGIN

THERAPY.

SENSITIVITIES.

TO

I AM

SENSITIVITY
DUE TO
POTASSIUM
IS UNDER
TO BE REDUCED
SINCE
INCREASE
DIGITALIS

ONE
NOW

template

Advisor

approaches.

inconsistency,
(1972)

SHRDLU

query

forms

objects

improvement

However,

the "'paraphrase

while

that direct code translation

had in part addressed

(e.g., y/n versus

and events

stretches

was a significant

it revealed

of output.

Swartout's

2.3.2).
research

to the type of user (e.g., physicians
intent of a system's

programming
blood infections
much

Combining

language,

system

<value>. The vocabd_
SAME, KNOWN,DEFINITE)and

functions

removed

the danger
text.

templates

Winograd's
with different

of underlying

domain

was able to produce

of selecting

information

as well as the importance

of

longer
pertinent

of indicating

the

retrieved

in the blanks.

had

Code

Conversion:

the advantage

for diagnosis

_s

MYCIN

of the linguistic
of bacterial

refections

in 450 pattern-action

was done using rule templates

the internal

representation

_arr

of Rule

and Feigenbaum,

<predicate

050

(bacteremia

or

rules which required
and code conversion.

which

1981, p. 187).

function>

bias of the O_

determines

if the

The premise

of the

<attribute>

<object>

of_e clausesconsistedof 24 domain-independentpredicatefunctions(e.g.,
a range of domain-specific

templates

and CONCLUDE functions
tom

XPLAIN

the importance

domain knowledge

is bacteriodes

ORGANISM, CULTURE), and associated

_BF,

approach

with translations

code,

with

system

into English.

2.7 shows

orgasm

which

expert

represented

translation

Figure

of the infecting

_CIN

text and the most basic of

by associating

blanks

developers)

Templates

rule consistsof clauseswhich have the form:

English,

canned

in rigid and confusing

problem

also emphasized

Advisor,

the MYCIN

and meningitis)

more substantial

identity

often resulted

and filling

GOAL

of intention

the code"

But by translating

versus

Rule

to the Digitalis

For example,

THAT

actions.

2.3.4
In contrast

DOING
CHECK

over previous

the inconsistency

wh questions)

(see section

IN
TO

POTASSIUM.
IF THE LEVEL
OF SERUM
3.70
IT WILL
CAUSE
THE BODY-STORES
A LOW POTASSIUM
CONDITION
WILL
SENSITIVITY.

Figure 2.6 English explanation

Digitalis

STEP

TRYING

values
associated

in Rule 050).

_swas

analogous

(e.g.,

attributes
E .COLr,

(e.g., IDENTITY,

Br.OOD).

with each of its primitive

In order

SITE),

objects

to translate

functions

(e.g.,

rules into

(e.g., the _,

The templates

used the values

of the parameters

to Winograd's

(1972)association

of templates

s_,
of the

with each

Chapter2. ExplanationHistoryandIssues

PREMISE

:

( AND

ACTION:

(SAME
CNTXT
(MEMBF
CNTXT

INFECT
SITE

(SAME

PORTAL

CNTXT

(CONCLUSION

Fi_e

IF

Page29

I)

the

infection

there
is
organism

in the blocks

2.7 _CIN

lingmstically

about

determiners,

(see the

objects

adjectives,

and events

_e

template

associated

of the culture
techniques,
Advisor,

is one

(.7)that

the nile
the slracture

_CIN

became

each rde,s
a subgoal.

sterile

sites."

Using

by chaining

consultation

was complete,

explanations

of higher-level

captured

both

followed

consider

and

the

that Winograd

surface

reasoned

form (e.g., choosing

the MErmF function

from the _CIN

I
Value
STERILESITES)

these

predicate

into the sentence:

templates

of Figure

2.8.

As with the Digitalis

representation

in a depth-ftrst,

of Rule 050.

exhaustive

this goal/subgoal
We

led to the invocation
information
"WHY"

search

to descend

the tree and determine

It then

rule that then

tree."

the history

of the rule

the goal.

of yet another

in a "history

to ascend

"The site

and code conversion

all rules whose ACTION part matches

which sometimes

or type "HOW"

information

the underlying

backwards

the user could simply
goals,

of

except

to produce

into the English

a goal by first finding

PP,XMISE in m_,
_CIN

in order

the above predicate

of the English text blindly

to achieve

identity

2.3.2)

I

2.7 was translated

a disorder

in section

Attribute
SITE

with MEMBF _slates

diagnosed

set, and attempting
evaluated

I

in Figure

the

sites,
is the

version of Rule 050

For example,

Object
CNTXT

of the

and

structure:

I
Predicate
(MEMBF

.7)

Rule 050

in the template

and verb endings).

TALLY

is one of the sterile
entry
of the organism

PUTON example

nile in Figure 2.7 and its propositional

]

BACTERIODES

is primary-bacteremia,

suggestive
evidence
is bacteriodes,

world

)

IDENT

Figure 2,8 English

event

GI)

CNTXT

2) the
site of the culture
31) the suspected
portal
of
gastrointestinal
tract,
THEN

PRIMARY-BACTEREMIA)
STERILESITES)

After

the

tree and ob_

how subgoals

were

Chapter2. ExplanationHistoryandI$$ue8
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achieved.Soif theuserwereto query"WHY" theconclusionof theaboveRule050wasinferred,the
systemwouldtranslatethepremiseof theunderlyingrule. Theexample
showninFigure2.9illustratesthe
whyexplanationfacilityof MYCIN.

Sl:

Does

Mary

live

in

a

crowded

environment?

UI:
S2:

[i.e.,

WHY

live

in

[3.0]
those
the

is

a

_t

important

crowded

This

will

seen

on

aid

in

infection.

It

[3.3]

the

[3.4]

of

PATIENT-I

organisms

which
been

requires
seen
on

(CUL_-I),

type

the

smears)

already

which
not

whether

does

]

(other

might

be

established

therapy
the
stain

than

causing
that

is
of

meningitis,
the
pending

and
csf

and

the

infection

is

bacterial

if

Mary

weakly

does

live

suggestive

meningitidis
seen
on
infection

Author:

or

has

the
infection
organisms
were
culture

determine

determining

cultures

[3 .i]
[3.2]

Therefore,

to

environment?

in

a

crowed

evidence

is

one

cultures

of

of

environment

(.2)
the

that

organisms

smears)

then

(other

which

there

is

Neisseria-

might

than

be

those

causing

the

Yu

[Rule533]
[back

to

question

I]

Figure
While
though

MYCIN's

the user's

conclude

explanations

simple

query

this question

knowledge

forces it to interpret

interesting

questions

deficiency,
important

"WHY"

now,"

MYCIN

<data>?"

facility

are several

has multiple

"why does the conclusion

pose

important,"

to the system.
to respond

limitations

(Hasling
and WHY

query language)

to these

worth

interpretations
follow

noting.

(e.g., "why

from the premise,"

and so on), MYCIN's

Furthermore,

interpretation

manner,

as Davis

other interpretations.

did you
"why are

lack of linguistic

limiting

(1976)

Even

the kinds of

first pointed

To compensate

of the user's query using the template

out,

for this
"Why is it

et al., 1983, p. 5).
facilities,

types about both general

user asks (in a restricted

there

(or "HOW")

prints out its (standard)

to the HOW

question

impressive,

explanation

WHY or HOW in the most straightforward

one might

to determine

"why"

"why is this question

does not have the knowledge

In addition
specialized

look

this (i.e., what is the premise),"

you asking

MYCIN

2.9 MYCIN's

domain

MYCIN

allowed

and specific

about the <value>

the user to ask a restricted

session information.

of <parameter>

set of

For example,

in <context>,

the system

if the
can

Chapter2.

Explanation

select between

History. and Issues
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two simple templates associated

with that question

_.

If the system inferred

the value, it

uses the template:

I

used

gave

<rule>
a

to

conclude

cumulative

The
l_stquestion
number>.

If the user supplied

asked

to
is

While this may mow

question
<value>.

before

for a greater

of

<context>

<certainty

is

<value>.

This

factor>.

conclusion

was

made

was

<question

it fills in the blanks of:

number>

you

range of input questions,

of questions

of dialogue

of

the

<question

used for these _es

no representation

<parameter>

Factor

the value, however,

In
answer
<context>

generation

that

Certainty

context,

is inflexible

said

that

<parameter>

the simple template
and repetitious.

it is unable

to relate

deficiencies,

_CIN's

of

filling approach

Furthermore,

its output

to previous

to response

since MYC_
explanations

has
in the

dialogue.
In addition
lacking.

to these presentationzl

For example,

the ordering

of the clauses

knowledge.
needless

deduce-then-ask

And finally,

ways to improve
_owledge

which

of knowledge,

discuss

The ordering

is an implidt

screen

Other

avoids asking

impficit

questions

missing

underlying

representations,

of the nflesin

the knowledge

the search

process

to avoid

includes

MYCIN's

global

knowledge

for which it can deduce an answer.
knowledge,

for example

are intertwined

why the conclusion

recogmzed

follows

these limitations

NEOMYCIN's

base and

of strategic problem-solving

thus gui_g

control

that justifies

researchers

are also epistemologicaUy

representation

out others,

such as causal and evidential

in the next section,

Furthermore,

in MYCIN's

rules.

from the premise.

and began to search

explicit

representation

for

of control

in metarules.
2.3.5

Lessons

With the development
problem

of ante

asking.

there is often knowledge

As we _

is implicit.

roles and clauses

or question

strategy

_es

knowledge

in the premise

That is, some
processing

different

control

explanations

solving

of systems

activities

and the Digitalis

Advisor

from

illustrated

the presentation

Unfortunately,

a common

then adequate

Advisor

solving it was initially believed that if the

explanations

would result.

underlying

is tied closely to the proper representation

and

expert problem

Digitalis

consistent

As we have seen, however,

methods

the

based on the predicate

templates).

and variable

and

that (deep)templates

keep

to organize

to perform

could be paraphrased

conversion

choose procedure

MYC_

_s

with the
strength

knowledge

is also a great weakness

and organization

name translations

of the code.

that are meaningful

in a manner

result of direct translation

program

that

will

is inflexible

structure

since commurdcative

to the end-user

MYCIN

of rules and code

(as did Winograd's

The prograrmner

effectively

Indeed,

event
success

must be careful

to

and, more importantly,

structure

and often rigid output.

an explanation.
Perhaps the most

Chapter

2. Explanation

significant

History_ and I_sue_

contribution

of MYCIN

support

knowledge

purpose

behind actions,

and the Digitalis

To overcome

and to justify

some

explicit

and enhanced

attempts

to represent
knowledge

unresolved

inferences

of these deficiencies

representations
explanation

2.4.1

Explicit

at multiple

domain-independent
specific

rules.

manner

as MYCIN,

implicit

metamles

The resulting

strategy or a concrete

from

domain

the diagnostic

$5, gives the system's

in MYCIN's

The metamle

shown in Figure 2.12.

knowledge,

explanation
session

The template

focused

This section fgst

approaches

principles),

Clancey

400 rules

that controlled

the

on more
discusses

to providing

and finally

points

richer
out some

NEOMYCIN

(1983) found the need to extract the

and explicitly
the selection

produced

explanations

the user could

represent

it in the form

and execution

of

of the domain-

in the same (deep) rule template

problem-solving

knowledge

seek either

in the metarules

an abstract

explanation

was
of the

of the current medical consultation.

shown in Figure

that is driving
2.11.

then

Strategy:

tutoring,

2.10 (Hasling

reason for asking the user its question

1983, p. 11) shown in Figure

al., 1983, p.ll).

to automated

but since the domain-independent

reasoning

in the domain.

and domain

researchers

strategies.

of abstraction,

of Control

system, NEOMYCIN,

separated

Consider

concepts

explanation,

and reasoning

levels

(called "tasks")

explicitly

to explicate

directions.

MYCIN

knowledge

(and hence concepts),

their rationale.

in expert system

Representation

With the goal of applying

statements

of the need for additional

Representation

of knowledge

(e.g., access to domain

was their revelation

by indicating

Explanation

issues and current research

problem-solving

Advisor

to define the terms used in underlying

2.4

support

Page 25

this request

NEOMYCIN

by referring

for information

uses this metarule

for this more general

et al., 1983, p. 10).

explanation

The response,

to the concept's

diagnostic

utility

about headaches

is (Hasling

et al.,

to produce
is shownin

the abstract

explanation

Figure 2.13 (Hasling

et

Chapter2. ExplanationHistoryandIssues

Sl:

Please

U1

Name
MARY

S2:
U2:

:

enter
Age
42

Please
HEADACHE

Page26

information
Sex
F

about

the

patient.

Race
LATINO

describe

the

chief

complaints:

STIFF-NECK
NAUSEA
S3:
U3:

How
10

many

days

S4:

How

severe
very

U4:

for
WHY

$5:

[i.e

...._

has

is

Mary's

mild

and

is

[I.0]

We

for

(on

very

important

lasted?

a

scale

of

0

to

4

with

0

severe?_

to

determine

the

severity

of

Mary's

? ]

are

trying

develop

Headache

headache

headache
4

it

headache

and

Mary's

the

to

characterize

the

data

just

obtained

differential.

severity

is

a

characterizing

Figure 2.10

feature

NEO_C]2q

Diagnostic

of

headache.

Session

METARULE073
IF

there

that

can

characterizing

is

a

datum

feature

of

currently
find
out

considered,
the
datum.

being
about

Figure 2.11

U5:

ABSTRACT

$6:

[i.e.,

WHY

is

it

be

requested

the

recent

NEOMYCIN

important

co

that

is

finding

Metarule

determine

the

a

that

is

073

severity

of

Mary's

headache?]

[I.0]
and

A
the

We

are

develop

datum
recent

that

trying
the

can
finding

to

characterize

the

data

just

obtained

differential.

be

requested
that

Figure 2.12

is

is
currently

NEOMYCIN

a

characterizing
being

feature

considered.

Abstract Explanation

of

Chapter

2. Explanation

History

[i.e.,

WHY

[1.O]

is

it

text

knowledge

that

tells

or
that

primitive
sig_cant
which

translation

of a causal _

as a system

reflected

(lexica!/phrasal
underlying

argue that additional
of the domain

(e.g.,

strategies

(i.e.,

the

underlying

rules).
2.4.2

Despite

or definitions

subsumption

data,

procedure

for applying

rules),

and

Explicit

Representation

classes

of explanation

several

including

justification

of behavior

rationale

in, for example,

premises

expert at the time of system

domain
fore

principles)

rules to domain

though
superior

XPLA_

s_

Advisor.

model)together

to generate

a "refinement

principles
relied

_s

of terminology.

XPLAIN

with general
structure."

which allows justification

on code conversion

to those from the Digitalis

Advisor.

knowledge

(e.g.,

Hence,

tailoring

output

The resulting

the causal

model

causal

methods

"refinement

the content

explicit

architecture,

was that the implicit

XPLAIN

for actions to be included
English,

solving

by the programmer

combines

solving

problem

by exploiting

Part of the problem

automatically

to

the smacture

in the improved

(1981) to design

problem

1986)later

_LAIN

of abstraction

was only known

for its output

the

1987).

(1983,

and therapies),

_owledge:
levels

led Swartout

and Swartout,
of work in

were not represented

leading to conclusions,

development.

of the Digitalis

(called a domain

and definition

experts

For example,

rule based systems including

support

at multiple

was a

But if the user was identified

led Clancey

diagnoses,

of Support

to expl_

area

levels

was still unable to provide justifications

to explain

among

knowledge,

domain

expanding

the same

or domain

translation.

with."

These inadequacies

were required

ability

_e

(cf. Moore

_OMYCIN

knowledge

as either system

during

the word "'triggers"

strategy utilized

and concrete

themselves

of an

enables

succeed>

Template

abstract

relations

strategic

to

"is strongly associated

of terminology.

domain
that

and the presentation

between

beginning

of knowledge

_O_CIN_s

as an improvement

task

words or phrases

substitutes

the

history

Explanation

the user. Nevertheless,

_s

about

users could identify

the modest

inferences,

true

this

choose

could use the phrase

sele_on)to

is

was simple

of appropriate

expert, _OMYCIN

_OMYCIN

question

Moreover,

in the sel_on

what

problem-solving

the ability to flexibly

improvement.

resulted

the

<data>?]

task>

2.13 _OMYCIN

the user's prompting

templates,

determine

accomplishes

Figure
So w_e

to

preceding

base

metarule
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important

<immediately

<canned

the

and Issues

or domain

(see Figure 2.14)
knowledge

for the domain
structure"

of the
(called

contains

in explanations.
of its explanations

Thus
was

Chapter

2. Explanation

History_ and Issue_
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Figure 2.14
To see the improvement,

XPLAIN

recall the explanation

System
the original

the most recent goals in the stack, shown in Figure 2.15.
XPLA_,

produces

the explanation
able to explain

indicating

relation

dosage
make

the causal

of Serum-Ca

is the same for serum calcium

an analogy

to the ftrst in the explication

1.
2.
to
3.

the code using the following

Advisor's

2.17).

domain

The domain

rationale

include

distinguishes

1977) since it uses knowledge

To understand

description

the new version

of Digitalis

in the explanation

in Figure

the code, it is able to justify
Moreover,

and serum potassium,
of the second.

how

This improved

of this method

which findings

indicate

a goal, a prototype
XPLAIN

from

from the descriptive

rationale

in Figure 2.17 of the domain
is concerned

a dangerous

Advisor,
2.16 that

its behavior

since the abstract

the explanation

method,

method

l_anslator

explanation

by
for

is able to

is achieved

by

domain

indicates

principle

this interlevel

that concerns

model

with "findings."

deviation.

The domain

based

(see Figure

Swartout,
correlation,

anticipation

rationale

and a domain

other refinement

using terms in the level below (Neches,

the domain

by translating

algorithm:

principles

terms at one level of refinement

description

by translating

Advisor produced

Describe the current goal.
Find the current domain principle in development
history and use the domain
describe how it matches the domain model.
Describe the prototype method of the domain principle.

The Digitalis

Sacerdoti,

Notice

and of Serum-K.

reduction

paraphrasing

Figure

its behavior

Digitalis

In conlrast,

shown in Figure 2.16.

not only is the system

Overview

Moore,
consider

of drug toxicity.

rationale

in Figure

rationale
systems

(see
(e.g.,

2.18) to define
1985, p. 1339).
the

abstract

The low-level
2.18 indicates

Chapter2. ExplanationHistory_
andIssues

SI:

What

is

ENTER

the

level

NUMERICAL

UI:

why?

$2:

My

top

to

check

of

Seru_

VALUE

goal

is

to

Calcium?

====>

begin

therapy.

sensitivities.

sensitivity

to

Page29

I

One

amnow

SI:

Please
why?

S2:

The

enter

system

to

digitalis
Please
U2:

3.7

$3:

Please

U3:

why?

S4:

The

increased
Serum-K,
Serum-K.
Please

Digitalis

automaticity.
Serum-Ca,

it

Thus,
reduces

increased
value
of

Serum-Ca.
Serum-Ca:

enter

the

value

Serum-K:

it

enter

is

of

anticipating
causes

if

reduces

the

Digitalis

increased

value

system

dose

of

of

if

the

the

XPL.MN

system

Decreased
(as

decreased
due

to

decreased

9.0

Explanation

Goal: Anticipate Drug Toxicity
Domain Rationale:

]

Finding

[ [ Mm_d

Prototype Method:
If the Fiucliug exists
then: reduce the drug dose
else: maintain the drug dose

Figure 2.17 Domain

Principle

a

of

Thus,

observes
digitalis

cause

dose

toxicity.

Serum-K:

Figure 2.16

may

Digitalis

automaticity;

the

the

Increased

which
Increased

to
the

Serum-Ca)

toxicity.

automaticity,

due
enter

is

that

Explanation

fibrillation.

increased

also

doing

check

Serum-Ca:

increased

increased

system

Serum-K

of

ventricular

causes

observes

value

anticipating

causes

change
also

the

is

Serum-Ca

in
to

Calcium.

Figure 2.15 DiN_s

UI:

step

trying

Drug ]

with
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[

IncreasedDigi_

I

I o: oo:on
I 1
I Sinus
]Bradycardia [

methods

represented

so that it can reason

domain-dependent
to _or
particular
which

users _ough

method

Additional

actions.

abstract

descriptions

The Explainable

and Smohar,

1987) focused

even wider range
However,

Expert

the methods

the selection

effects

of selecting

a particular

among

goals

on the tradeoffs.

knowledge
separating
knowledge"

of subgoals

in the domain

drives

based

sources.
abstract

Terminology

represents

explanations.

methods

ordering

As a consequence

refinement

is explicitly
strategy

is captured

upon the _e

but

of user.

Expert

NEOMYCIN

Systems
and XPLAIN

were able

was able to justify

(Swartout,

1983; Neches

et al., 1985; Swartout

types of knowledge

(see Figure

principles

were more generic.

represented.

"Tradeoffs"

a goal.

in one module

2.19) to answer

an

model.

Control knowledge

which

beneficial

and harmful

are then used to set priorities

knowledge"

resolves

conflicts

that can be shared across domain

the execution

its

as well as a domain

indicate

"Preferences"

"integration

control

base that indicated

of the derived

among

principles

by

Finally, "optimization
expert

system

(e.g.,

of actions).

of the explicit

limited to goal/subgoal
structure.

to efficiently

content to

and XPLAIN

used domain

Furthermore,

and

behavior,

principles

to achieve

was able to _or

terms and the concepts that realize them in the domain principles.

performance-driven

previously

additional

with

were useful for a programmer

Explainable

project

EES, like XPLAIN,

contained

which

out depending

solving

(EES)

instantiated

in the knowledge

of strategic knowledge,

on representing

of questions.

dens

Knowledge:

Systems

generic

was able to vary its level of abstraction

These are markers

of their problem

represents

techniques,

output, so too XPLAJN

were implementation

representation

XPLAIN

problem-solving

when producing

Support

Model

in metandes,

just as _OMYCIN

These steps were filtered

As a result of the explicit
to provide

Domain

knowledge

its use of "viewpoints."

to a physician.
2.4.3

strategic

Equally,

selection

steps in a proto_e

confusing

XPLAIN

using domain-independent

knowledge.

some of its phrasal

.... I

I Changeto V.Fibfillafion [

Figure 2.18
Just as _OMYCIN

I

representation

refinement

This results in a richer

of the

using a hierarchical
development

history

above

knowledge,

the program

planner, could generate
which

writer,

a more expressive

thus allows for a wider variety

of

Chapter2. ExplanationHistory_
andI_sue$
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Knowledge Base
wa.mmmaa_m..mm.|
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:

:Development History :
:(Refinement Structure):

Knowledge
:
(Domain Model) :
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Knowledge
(Domain _ciples)

Program
Writer

:
'

•

.
_
" "'"':-'W "_..........

|

|

.

:
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._
"_I

_

,_.
I h.JExecution.
'_'mtreaer _,
Trace ',

|

!
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lr"'"

_''-°s

.......

,

Tradeoffs/Preferences,

!....
.

Knowledge

•

i

:"""5-g_,_t_,_;"':
•. ...perditions...

:" '

bam_=_.m_l

Knowl_e

'

al_

Figure 2.19

To exploit
expert

systems

procedure
intent.

this strength,
ranging

calls,

EES investigated

from

to those

those

should

EES uses the strategy
goals and ignores

i.

2.

a programmer

different

Search

outlined

in Figure

preferences

upward

through

<method>

is

a

a

the

plan

the

3.

State

this

4.

State

the

general

5.

State

how

<recommendation>

goal

top-level

which

timing,

terminology,

could

parameter

This is actually

usage,

problem-solving

with types of input question.
In order to justify

a simplified

version

occur with
and

methods,

or

For example

a

the recommendation
since it considers

only

the

development

for

the
of

that

for

Continue

user
the

<method>

history

achieving.

that
goals

for

shares.

produced

the

<goal>

searching
(The

user

that
upward

is

assumed

to

system.)

<goal>.

Figure 2.20

<method>

"Justify

recommendation"

Advisor

ask, e.g., about

be foUowed?"

history

reaching

Enhancement

2.20.

types

or tradeoffs.

share

"justify

of question

strategies

the <recommendation>

until

The

might

explanation

Search
the
development
<recommendation>.

this

a taxonomy

an end user might ask concerning

The goal is to associate

user may ask "Why

EES Framework

(PEA),

that
is

is

used

involved

to
in

achieve
achieving

Recommendation"
Explanation
(Neches et al., 1985, p. 1348)
strategy

an expert

can be illustrated

system

which

<goal>.

Strategy

using

tells the user

<goal>.

in EES

an example

from

how to improve

the Program

the readability,

Chapter2. Explanation
History.andIssues
maintainability,

or efficiency
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of a given piece of Common

LISP code.

Thus the system might suggest

the

follo_g:
The

construct:
(COND

((ATOMP

X)

(LIST

X))

(T X))
may

be

replaced
(IF

by

(ATOMP

the

following

construct:

X)

THEN

(LIST

ELSE

X)

X)

If the user then asks the system 3 to justify
the "Justify

Recommendation"

The

system

applying
a

is

which

programming
sources

explanation

strategies

2.4.4

readability

which

text and template
of information

has allowed
provided

more

The assumption

related

to what the system

organizational
incomprehensible

burden

versus

is

keywords

on the programmer

Issues

(Moore

a number of important

systems

about "in general."
and it fails to recognize
point

and Swartout,

of view

Explanations
beyond the primitive
out different

at multiple
the Digitalis

this approach

that implementation
frequently

levels

Advisor

knowledge
places

of

rule
that

a heavy

details which may be

outnumber

3The user's query is not stated in natmal language but rather in a restricted command language.

a wider

calls and listing

a chunk of conceptual

However,

and

1988ab).

have been able to provide

procedure

support

capabilities

By separating

The early systems,

or rules represented

the extra

linguistic

advances

listing

between

there is a large, up-front

of knowledge

by, respectively,

have been

interaction

Finally,

problems.

it

to the PEA application,

in Representing

at various levels of detail.

the user's

In addition

via independent

activity

strategies

by complex

knowledge.

And the representation

was reasoning

to build explanations,

in relation

knowledge.

causal knowledge),

explanations

from

has

upon which

is exacerbated

of support

Unresolved

was that the procedures

or irrelevant

will apply

by

IF-THEN-ELSE

Few of the explanation

there are still many unsolved

precisely.

summary

program
to

IF-THEN-ELSE

Moreover,

be conveyed

has yielded

for explanations

names.

difficulty

types

must

and

approaches,

(e.g., control

of explanations

1989).

are the focus of some current

in explanation

the

COND

than its predecessors

and optimization

the various

Directions

of

because

communication,

by this framework

research

and MYCIN,

personal

the system

components.

a richer foundation

encoding

Current

While

abstraction

abstract

is still an art whose

of explicitly
offered

variety

the

transformations.

transformation

such as integration

knowledge

types

its

(Swartout,

knowledge

canned

enhance

transformation,

the text (Neches et al., 1985, p. 1348):

to be seen how well this will work in practice.

implemented
automatic

to

enhancing

enhancing

EES provides

still remains

expense

trying

identify

While

strategy to produce

readability

readability

this recommended

domain-related

Chapter2:,ExplanationHistoryandIssues
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concepts. NEOMYCIN's extractionof control knowledgeallowed for the natural productionof
abstract/concrete
explanations.Butit soonbecameclearthatmoresophisticated
modelsof explanation
wouldbenecessary
toproduceoutputsuf-ficiently
sensitive
to user'sexpertise,
theirrole,andthecontextof
thedialogue.
Richer output was achieved,in part, by adding support knowledge which allowed for deeper
justification

and

representations
theprocess
produced

explication

to explain

of terminology.

behavior

of explanation

But attempts

made the fundamental

and there is evidence

orally bya field inspector

to translate

assumption

to the contrary.

as he evaluates

underlying

that the process

For instance,

the stability

decision-m_g
of reasoning

consider

of a concrete

mirrors

the follo_g

dam (Franc,

text

1987 from Wick

et al., 1988):
The progressive
opening of the cracks in the dam's wall suggests to me that the concrete
may be weakening.
Oh yes, there is heavy spalling.
_s
indicates the concrete is breaking
apart due to a chemical imbalance.
But, there seems to be too many cracks for just this.
Perhaps there is also a support problem.
Yes, the _g
noise from under the dam
indicates the slab might be cracked leading to an undermined foundation,
that explains the
cracked re_g
w_s.
Also, the cracks p_el
to the crest indicate _er
damage from
weather. Over_,
the dam has poor support, weather damage, and weakening concrete.
As
such, there is a large risk of gradual uncontrolled
release of water.
I would strongly
recommend
preventive action.
In contrast

to this heuristic,

her conclusion

data-driven

after the evaluation

problem-solving

process,

the expert

"tells a story" to justify

his or

is complete:

The dam is highly unstable and should receive preventive action. In analyzing the dam for
stability, three factors are used: the condition of the support, the level of the load, and the
pre-existing
conditions
that could affect dam stability.
In this case, the load level is free.
However, the support condition is strongly suspect.
A drumming
sound coming from the
base of the dam indicates that the support slab might be cracked.
The drumming sound is
caused by the water "slapping"
against the open crack ... Long cracks parallel to the crest
have been caused by excessively
cold weather contraclSng the dam beyond its safe limits.
Also, the collection
of concrete dust at the toe of the dam further supports the conclusion
that the damage is due to weather. All told, the dam is far too weak to withstand the force of
the water, thus the gradual uncontrolled
release of water is highly likely.
The discussion

of early explanation

may not be isomorphic,
plainly

and this is clearly

show how a variety

focal links (e.g., "drumming
"however",
first passage

"also",

(e.g., providing

sound"

and "all told"),

which

the more general

of linguistic

indicates

description
evidence

research

indicated
devices

connects

that problem-solving

and explanation

by the texts just given.

help to produce

the fourth

a natural

or chipping

sounding,

and fifth utterances),

of "a collection

away

of concrete

by causation).

flowing

lexical

"heavy

(e.g.,

spalling" in the

imbalance

and rhetorical

to these presentational

discourse:

connections

of the dam due to chemical

dust" in the second),

In addition

strategies

At the same time, these texts

lexical choice (the use of the domain terminology

the breaking

followed

suggests

versus

connection

improvements,

new

.Chapter 2. Explanation

knowledge
enhance

about

causes,

the content

solvers,

symptoms,

also indicates

likely hypotheses

as in the above

by pinning

associate

evidence

with causes.

of reasoning

representation

their structure

and function

for

or a planning

example

conclusions

may

essential
knowledge

poor and sometimes

are typically

extend

(e.g.,

Indeed,

analogy,

providing

or intermediate

certain

data

Experienced

problem

such as asking

screening

but interrelated

may indeed

such as explaining

cognitive

take advantage

of

objects based

on

the conclusion

of

of physical

the structure

of the reasoning

comparison/contrast)

analogies

to make

or comparisons

the

are powerful

users. 4 Not only are these communicative

but the distinguishing

not represented.

characteristics

Early explanation

incomplete

beyond the system's

We have already

of objects

systems

but often unable

stock of knowledge

discussed

explanations.

1988) to support

Chandrasekaran

and processes,

thus revealed

to support

that their

linguistic

tasks

how rehearsing

function

calls or rule traces

In the future, we will need multiple views

multi-perspective

(1986)

and apply also to the information

explanation.

explanation

emphasized

of an application's

This raises the issue of explanation

in the current

the notion

provides

situation

of abduction:,

is selected

the "best

to be

explanation,

assessed."
representations

sophisticated

natural

tailor

of explanation

language

to more complex

but also pragmatic
models,

to

that allow them to efficiently

for distinct

need to communicate

techniques

to novice

i981)

Some presentations

do not necessarily

the problem,

and Letsinger,
the argument

whereby

on a solution.

and use heuristics

Yet other presentations,

so that only the best or most effective

Richer

interfaces

1987ab)).

or believable.

misleading

(Suthers,

communicated.
critically

are added

generation.

mechanisms.

knowledge

was cold)

associations"

text (e.g., the description

sources were not only epistemologically

These deficiencies

critique,

(Clancey

an explanation.

rhetorical

in solving

such as language

retrieval

(Paris,

the domain

for comparison,

on key symptoms

to order and structure

use

convergence

This seems to support

activity,

for explaining

skills unimportant

(e.g., that the weather

seem to learn "compiled

down questions

more intelligible

techniques

focus

and presenting

an underlying

and

and background

that experts

example,

followed

a diagnosis

Page 34

which allow for efficient

questions

processes

and Issues

of the explanation.

This example
may trigger

History

output

techniques

information

mechanisms
to the

yield richer explanation
to release

their

content,

full power.

but this in turn demands
In particular,

sources require not only lexical, syntactic,

that can disambiguate
characteristics

of the

queries,
user

construct
and

and semantic

and maintain

dialogue

natural

context,

more

language
knowledge

user and discourse
and recover

from

miscommunications.

4Analogy is of course also a powerful reasoning tool but using it for presenting and outcome does not presuppose it has been
used to obtain the outcome.

Chapter2. ExplanationHistoryandIssue8

2.5

From

Representing

One of the most common
structure

or rule trace.

sophisticated
longer

sentence

stretches

underlying
present

approaches

However

to explanation

mechanisms

output

while

effectively

encouraging

because

Advances

mechanisms

that go beyond

Early work on explanation
syntactic,

especially

processing

between

knowledge

sources

processing

to another,

remains

ones.

text planning
and levels

a controversial

The remainder

issue

some message

content,

syntactic

analyzing

techniques

Then it discusses
can be tailored
concludes

Indeed the relationship

of

presentation

knowledge

sources

canned

text and

of using

Even

between

with

deep

the levels of
templates

the

The general failure to delineate

by the fact that in moving

can be quite

range

model the various

different

consequence

is rather crude.

was exacerbated

users.

the evolution
to resolve

to full paragraphs.

the realization

and make lexical

how the content,

by indicating

between

complex,
between

of a number

from one level of

especially

if a system

text planning

is

and realization

strategies

which

words, grammar,
Finally,

of language

It then addresses
were developed

recovering

models

of exactly

from

2.0, it begins

using mechanisms

strategic

processing,

to plan larger
structure

from miscommurtications.

that

what to

progresses

back to Figure

point of view, and rhetorical

it discusses

some current foci of research.

issues

The discussion

Thus referring

of short passages

selections.

of computational

the presentational

to say it, and how to say it.

and finally

such as discourse

to individual

a natural

realization

knowledge

when

by examining

structure

distinctions

to

of this chapter in Figure 2.0.

distinctions.

considers

say, given

determine

at the beginning

the

attempts

a wider

and explicitly

over

(I-Iovy et al., 1988).

and general

processing

to complicate

to consider

heuristics

or more

Enriching

a search for more sophisticated

presentation

of constraints

both linguistic

with tactical

is obliged

of the

and coherence

plan or rule chain.

ill-motivated

generation.

of this chapter

to sentences

or not templates

often failed to distinguish

and linguistic

manipulate

to phrases

(whether

tends

program

is a direct product

early research

of processing

language

fueled

indicated

made

the interaction

incremental

planner

is indeed

Equally,

approach

representations,

often ignored

This

2.0 or, worse,

distinction

attempting

generation

semantic).

shallow

in Figure

realization

text since output

underlying

the only hope for cohesion

more explicit

application-motivated

Them

-- following

of the underlying

representation

levels of text planning and linguistic

templates,

are used),

the presentation

in explanation

Presenting

presentation

of canned

of text rests with the intelligibility

knowledge,

(e.g., lexical,

problems

to

with this code translation

realiTation

knowledge.

words

Explanations

-- solved some of the consistency

knowledge

Page35

stretches

that

first by
of text.

of explanations
The chapter

Chapter2. ExplanationHistoryandI88ue_

2.6
Researchers
schemes

initially

onto English

generating

multi-sentence

structures

guided

choice.

by network

the aim of bidirection

production

representations

level realization

of extended

expressions)
examines

both

realization

choice.
in itself

realization

to considering

on generating

grammar.

formalisms

have become

the issues involved

paraphrases

Others

(e.g., TAG,

the focus of intensive

representation

explored

systemic
research.

in

from knowledge
methods

grammar),

for word
some with

This section discusses

efforts in turn which leads into the next section which considers

Realization

Early work in linguistic
and lexical

focused

knowledge

the

text.
2.6.1

structure

as opposed

of sentence

of grammatical

and bilinguality,

for mapping established

sentences

Early investigations

a number

each of these sentence

Realization

on techniques

forms for isolated

text.

More recently,

Linguistic

concentrated

surface

Page36

Because

from

the

Lexical

Point

of View

was varied in both form and intention,
the latter

and in its relation

(interpreted

broadly

to structure

to include

determination

from the lexical point of view and then examines

focusing

on both sentence

designators

is important,

work specifically

like referring
this subsection

focused

on lexical

selection.
Winograd
and patterned

(1972)
response

directly

with English

choices.

In contrast,

was able to generate
because
surface

Simmons

sentences

from knowledge

consisted

of a TOKEN

perhaps

information

following

he could associate

and Slocum

varying

the starting

alternatives

SHRDLU's

(e.g., wrestle),

a TIME

(indicative)

of the relations

strong

Transition

Network

in the underlying

point and the nodes present

number

input-derived

network.

A typical

past)

(passive).
(ATN)
semantic

in the semantic

realization
network

The generator

network

network,

of template

functions

constraints

and an AGENT

grammar

types

of primitive

linguistically-based

(progressive

or VOICE

for his more complex

limited

(1972) initiated

stored in a verb case semantic

the arcs of an Augmented
with the names

English

forms and was able to apply

about MOOD

labeled

very natural

to pattern

by producing

node, for example,
(John),

as well as

produced sentences

(Woods,

1970) which

(e.g., TOKEN,

TIME).

the program could produce

as:

John saw Mary wres_g
with a bottle at the liquor bar.
He drew the cork and they drank champagne together.

fairly

He went over to help her with it.

or

John saw Mary wrestling with a bottle at the liquor bar. John went over to help her with it
before he drew the cork. John and Mary drank _e champagne.

by

were
By
such

Chapter2. ExplanationHistory_
andIssues
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Unfortunately,mostapplications
cannotbedrivenwith a linguisticallyencoded
knowledgebaseandsothis
approach
waslimitedin its utility.
Building on SimmonsandSlocum's(1972)research,Goldman(1975)developedBABEL, the
sentence
generator
in MARGIE (Schank,1975),a systemthatanswered
questionsabout,madeinference
from, andparaphrasedConceptualDependency(CD) networks. Although he used Simmons' and
Slocum's

ATN generator

(in essence

binary

decision

on verb choice because
base for sentence
For example,

of CD's bias toward

BABEL

or "breath"

actually

suggested

or "guzzle"

choices.

structural)

variation

and through

of the substance

a case-based

an ATN.

achieved

The three

by Goldman's

dictionary

linguistically

justify

the underlying

influenced

his paraphrase

choices,

CD form, or demonstrate

To produce
knowledge

formulation

more varied

contextual

text, a number

other than the semantic

properties

T
(human?
T
(equal?

/

/

guzzle

Figure

fast)
\

lap

Each of these verbs
would

was formed

below

illustrate

systems

was then

the lexical

(and

addressed

(equal?
/

action

lexeme

selection
syntactic

INGEST)
\ F

object

fluid)

T

/

. ..
F
object
\

from

output.

Some emphasized

breathe

Dilation

which

that could be generated

gas)
F

eat

drink

BABEL's

a

even though he did not

F

2.21

"lap" whereas

mechanism:

alternatives

\

F

template

such as "eat",

(see Figure 2.21).

in multi-sentential

(property?
\

manner
T

influence

/
ac£or)

object

generation

were simply

of an object.

(property?

of verbs

nets.

she was unable to breath.
she was unable to inhale air.

of researchers

T

as a number

paraphrases

many subsequent
which

verbs are the

the discrimination

to be ingested.

nets

focused

by traversing

of the ingestion

dictionary

Goldman

acts and because

a non-human

semantic

1. Othello strangled Desdemona.
2. Othello choked Desdemona and she died because
3. Othello choked Desdemona
and she died because
Goldman's

primitive

INGEST

upon the velocity

verb,

the use of discrimination

them case structures.

was accomplished

For example,

depending

by using

pioneered

language-independent

the properties

the appropriate
form

Goldman

the CD primitive

a class of further

onto surface

structures,

selection

express

by considering

After choosing

consequently

Verb

could

would "drink"

mapped

syntactic

trees) to select lexemes,

organization.

"drink",

human

to produce

Net for CD primitive

INGEST

by examining
constraints.

For

Chapter2. Explanation_tory andI_ue_
example,

Boguraev%

sentences

had been lexicaUy

and structurally

examined

paraphrases

required

started

',synonym

which

from a representation

verb synonymic
Ken

(1979)

driven"

paraphraser,

designed

disambiguated,

constituent

with all major

to the original

Page 38

went beyond

manipulation.

Unlike

lexical items specified

verb by matching

semantic

attempted

the three dictionary

to paraphrase

entries

which

of these roles

input was selected.

correspond

to the three

_oguraev,

1979,

B_EL,

substitution

Boguraev!s
Re

associated

example,

groups

a human

the verb

how input

system _st

with the new verb.

of "ask"

selection).

it _st

retrieved

QUESTION or

case roles associated

rNQUiRE is selected

chose a

For example,

synonyms:

as a direct object),

and

paraphraser

to fred the best fit(sense

the grammatical

(e.g., QUESTZONrequires

_ the above

word

the utterance "John asked Mary about the book,"

INQUIRE,BEG or WANT,and REQUEST. By ex_g
and the content

of showing

simple

for the output.

_owledge

it reWieved case frames (e.g., agent, patient, beneficiary)

when the system

as a means

with each -verb

the verb closest to the

and its case frame is retrieved

p. 5.25):

@agent
INQUIRE
ABOUT

@subj-matter

FROM

The case frames

specified

syntactic,

ordered,
and

collocational

(structure building).

slots of the case frames
- "a linearly

hierarchically

lexical

ordering.

Realization

assembling

syntactic

data which

inquired

and syntactic

restrictions

were used when falling in the

utterance

was represented

in an environment

net -

language

dependent

data structure"

-- which contained

case,

(Boguraev,

1979, p. 5.25).

was accomplished

A set of grammatical

by traversing

the environment

was then used to output lexemes.

about

which

The overall

organized,

constraints

constituent

would be "John

@recipient

the book from Mary"

rules

net left-to-right

In the above example,

or alternatively

"John

governed
and

the final output

questioned

Mary about the

book."
In contrast

to this use of semantic

(1985) focused

on lexical

choice,

When planning

refening

expressions,

knew

about

the wheelpuller

distinguishing

physical

And as we discuss
examined

emphasized
moderately

that

Appelt's

already.

properties:

sophisticated

there

system could

If not, his system

a set of rhetorical
based on models

and hearer's disposition

axe so many

approach

to govern

that of expression,

lexical

could

identify

the

sources

would quickly

(e.g., terseness,

of the relationships
the discourse

lexical

choice

of knowledge

become

Appelt

knowledge.

next" if the hearer

item

by indicating

and Swartout,

its

1987).

style, etc.) Hovy (1987)

between

the speaker

and the

topic.
mechanisms,

constraining

computationally

selection,

based on the hearer's

say "Use the wheelpuller

registers

toward

to these attempts at ever more complex
since

inforrnation

"Use the red tool on the table next" (McKeown

of words and phrases

hearer as well as the speaker
In reaction

and more generally

later, by modeling

selection

and grammatical

inlractable.

Danlos
lexical

(1984;
selection,

1987)
any

Instead she suggests

Chapter2. ExplanationHistory
the use of a "discourse
syntactic

markers

grammar,"

requires

of choosing

Page 39

a deep template

that are interpreted

each new application
with the issue

and I_$ue8

by a syntactic

hand encoding

appropriately

detailed

exploited

approach

is indeed

not only in semantic

text processing.
structures

Unfortunately,
patterns.

referring

expressions

Nevertheless,

organization

but also

her solution lacks generality:

It does not obviously
within

discourse

this approach

efficiency

to represent

deal either

(e.g., "'the big

may be most effective

in

Functional
generator

pairs

can produce

like "working
knowledge

directory"

a system

general

addressed
anaphor
definition

term),

in the lexicon

Sublanguages
Furthermore,

and idiomatic

Consultant

link phrasal

expressions

equivalent
providing

"all of a

(1987)

optimally
discusses

dependencies,

economy

unambiguous

pairs used during
The

Structure

and

template.

PHRED,

For example,

meaning

Jacobs'

complex

substitution

in order

to enhance
expressions,

the use of Tree Adjoining

linear order, and preservation

of phrases

the generator,

lexical

to achieve lexical variation.

referring

Grammar

shares its

and ease of maintenance.

and manipulating

superordinate

reiteration

of interpretation

et al., 1984; 1988).

the UNIX-world

de trabajo."

cognitive

new mechanisms

phrase

Phrase

with varying

John took a punch from Mary" from the

can capture

"espacio

process

(Wilensky

to a conceptual

for capturing

pronorninalization,

1975) as patterns

base of"pattern-concept"

(UC) system

patterns

representation

on exploring

noun

(Becker,

can form the base to the whole

built a knowledge

a technique

or definite

of all syntactic

1987)).

and this is

(e.g., "by and large,"

like those used in Generalized

the interpreter,

that chooses

Joshi

grammatical

verbs,

ambiguities.

phrases

formalisms

"M ary gave John a punch ....and

the issue of providing
resolution.

Jacobs

or its Spanish

have focused

and non-tensed

lexical

and longer

specific

in (Nirenburg,

and constrain

and semantic

and indeed

This template

this work provides

other researchers
developed

the phrases

template.

syntactic

systems

Grammar--

with, PHRAN,

While

(cf. articles

has been widely

in message

domain

omit articles

issues such as semi-frozen

with the UNIX

-- feature

Unification

same conceptual

system

which

but especially

that characterize

bulletins

can be incorporated

(1985).

interaction

query),

strategy

5.

and flexibility,

as in Jacobs

or Spanish

pattern-concept

translation

in current

expressions

of modularity

English

weather

with troubling

and "kick the bucket")

and generation

systems

since they reduce the size of the grammar

These phrasal
degrees

(e.g., for database

are linguistic

machine

deal head-on

that are difficult
sudden,"

grammars

For example,

in the ME'lEO

sublanguages

just one form of the "sublanguage"

Sublanguages

and vocabulary.

reflected

more

not only discourse

applications.

Danlos'

deliver

grammar.

of the discourse

black box" or "the big box" or "the box" or "it").
restricted

that identifies

phenomena,

Granville

(replacing

an entity with a

cohesion.

Carter

as a by product

Grammars
of argument

(1984)

(which
structure)

(1986)

of work in

provide

local

to vary word

5Note that the last of these examples can be interpreted using traditional grammar whereas the fast two examples are
phrases.

Chapter

2. Explanation

order.

As we discuss

generation

_$tory

(1988)

semantic

uses a "spreading

choices.

matches

For example,

the output
choices

"Mary

loves

claimed,

attract

these

techniques,

most limited
English

lexical

mechanisms
really

powerful

syntactic

mechanisms
MUMBLE

significant

an efficient

and application-independent

from

knowledge

a variety

Representation
network

representation

of knowledge
Language)

form_sm

(Brachman,

independency.
representations

1979).

from the input

and Roberts,

Adjoining

1988).

as possible

While

Miezitis'

in which

nodes in

is unique

and is

of surface

This

requires

formalism,

generation
grammatical

and for any but the

cover a reasonable

syntax explicitly,

range of

the provision

of

of the last decade.

Grammars
(1980

(unpublished),

1981, 1986)

et al., 1987), both which have the goal of being

relation
McDonald
including

for

approaches.

which

is McDonald!s

_eW.er

lexical

information

can then serve

of text.

general-purpose

Generator

to a set of possible

specification

activation"

formalisms

systems

Option

1966), the process

grammatical

lingmstic

(Goldstein

(see Quillian,

representation

version, _LE-86

a Lexical

(e.g., Watt,

has been a major concern

generation

and its modern

called

knowledge

Tree

units (individual

choice can be made based on

eye," which

for the realization

and

lexical

can add to the repertoire

some earlier work exploited

_LE,

addressed

basis

of any underlying

2.6.2
One of the most

in the incremental

(patient john1 )), LOG retrieves

than non-"spreading

domain-independent

Though

developed,

constraints

information

undoubtedly

be the

appropriate

in a frame formalism

or pragmatic

relevant

to retrieve

of Mary's

is not novel

to be more efficient

applications,

appropriately

represented

stylistic

or "'magnetize"

independent

grammar.

are most effective

from which an individual

is the apple

of the lexicon

they cannot

representations

model

The mechanism

or "John

that imposes

but not proven,

While

criteria.

a given situation

John"

representation

the hierarchy

Grammars

given the input (love (agent maryl)

for a generator

hierarchical

activation"

such as "bury the hatchet")

or pragmatic

(LOG), dynamically

Tree Adjoining

structure.

words as well as idioms
syntactic,

Page

in the next section,

of grammatical

Miezitis

and Issues

component.
(I981)
predicate

1977) and KL-ONE,

From the beginning
explored
calculus,

the generation
FRL

M_LE
of English

(Frame-oriented

a structured-inheritance

semantic
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INPUT

1.

premise:

2.

existential

3.

tautology

4.

universal

5.

tautology

6.

conditionalization

3x

(barber(x)

barber

kly

and

(g)

and

Vy

(g,y)

(g,g)

<->

not

shaves

(y,y)))

<->

not

shaves(y,y)

<->

not

shaves(y,y)))

<->

not

)

not

shaves

not

and

shaves

not

shaves(g,g)

Vy

(g, g)

(shaves(x,y)

and

not

reductio-ad-absurdum
3x

(g,g)

(5, I) :
and

(shaves

(y,y)

(3):

:

(barber(x)

not

<->

:

(shaves(g,y)

<->

(4)

shaves(g,g)

7.

(x,y)

(i)

instantiation

shaves

->

(shaves

(2) :

shaves

3x

Vy

instantiation

shaves(g,g))

(6):

(barber(x)

and

Vy

(shaves(x,y)

shaves(y,y)))

OUTPUT

Assume

that

himself

there

{and

shave

himself

himself.

is

no

one

would

That

Figure

is

a

its structure
domain

generation

predicate

to organize

This

it

plan.

if

he

Giuseppi
did

not

shave

13 and 14)

in translating

Paradox.

_s

The generator

a predicate

quite impressive
has semantic

is used for the premise
the last formula

(Conklin,

doesn't

the
assumption
leads
is no
such
barber.

1981, Figures

of the Barber

shave
who

include

only

by the original _LE

that represents

information

would

and

_cDonald,

calculus

Genero

if

doesn't
anyone

This
means
that
is
false,
there

the verb "assume"

calculus,

who
Now

himself,

the refutation

the final utterance

from predicate

visual saliency
OUtpUt

output achieved

For example,

begins

shave

The Barber Paradox

proof,

everyone

Giuseppi.

byGiuseppi.

would

from the underlying

"therefore"

shaves
h_

contradiction.
Therefore,

2:22

induction

terminology.

who
Call

shaved

he

Figure 2.22 illustrates
form of Russell's

barber

be

is,

himself,
which
to
a contradiction.

a

else).

text receives

knowledge

of key

of a proof and the connective

in a proof.

In con_ast

1983) started from a rule set of descriptive

about a house which

calculus

was then feazed

to this
_es

with _LE.

and

A typical

was:

This

is

around
There
In

the

a

picture

it.
is

The
a

of

door

driveway

foreground

a

of

two
the

next
is

a

story
house

to

the

white
is

house

this _guistic

New

England

and
and

so
a

is
tree

house
the
next

gate
to

with
of

a
the

!the

fence
fence.

driveway.

mailbox.

In its latest form (Meteer et al., 1987), _LE,86
It accomplishes

red

realization

b_ds

via three closely interacting

and then traverses
processes:

a surface

realization,

syntax tree.

attachment,

and

Chapter2. ExplanationHistoryandI$sues
phrase

structure

example

verb object)

positioning
Finally,

for a main, unmarked

"'phrase structure
which

morphology

PSE,

"attachment
Adjoining

specifically

(TAGs)

(1985b).

incremental

production,

example,
properties,

constructing

planning

text planning

structure

control,

modifiers

and linguistic

of objects

(McDonald

realization

and then realizing

speech

errors

(1980)

attachment

classes

precedence

relationships

relationships."

compounds
utterance

at the University

representation

prose style.
and reduced

which abstracts

and MUMBLE's

surface

parsing.)

trees

ordered

tree.

For example,
or full relative

legal

as employing

Tree

as detailed

of TAGs

1987).

the inclusion,
in McDonald

to generation

at
and

including

In MUMBLE-86,
objects

if MUMBLE-86

personal

formalism

MUMBLE

First,

for

with associated

already

This raises

has

begun

the possibility

the generator

that direct

choices

are un-retractable

Third, McDonald

of

as opposed

to

is "description-

characteristic

syntactic

he can encourage
clauses.

errors

mechanisms
complex

While incorporating

is
is

to human

from the use of
and linear

preserves

these

to his model

or simple
MUMBLE

sentences,
into multi-

1986), it has been ported to four applications

communication,

1990).

with the goal of identifying
details of language"
between

would

similar

relationship)

Adjoining

added

systemic

clairns that the process

the filler-gap

(1985b)

(as with

that arises

structures.

of the surface

(this characteristic

and produces

(including

task (Rubinoff,

as a layer intermediate
tree.

because

through

that contains

incremental,

McDonald

"away from the syntactic

syntax

even

distinguishing

Later

(McDonald,

be used in generation

structure

of the input and the characteristics

relationships

to be a non-trivial

on MUMBLE's

system

properties.

on the elementary

p. 555).

of Permsylvania

Other work builds

therefore

1987,

surface

trees

to grammars

is left to right,

Yet another

are defined

appears

a noun.

structure

on the partially

tree is extended

that is decisions

of deterministic

processing
1986).

or embeddings,
planners

is in contrast

is "indelible,"

notion

to enforce

before

the

it.

is that "'both constituent

(Joshi,

(COUNSELOR)

This

the process

(McDonald,

onto

(see Figure 2.0 at the start of this chapter)

of other noteworthy

constructed.

motivated:

verb patient)

of the surface

can be viewed

and Meteer,

tree being

psychologically

constraints

and benefits

based

structure

to Marcus'

For

modifier

and word order variation.

in other words it is guided by the representation

analogous

traversal

"auxiliary"

the relevance

in a knowledge

the object

has a number

Second,

a restrictive

MUMBLE-86

directed,"

grammars).

(agent

constituents.

on the other hand, govern

to the existing

of one or more

movement

become
about

a whole sentence

MUMBLE-86

locations,

can

Thus,

an initial phrase

descriptions

a noun group

interleaving

on the tree.

constituent

properties

splicing

or enforce

new units

Joshi (1987) discusses

when providing

classes",

a depth-first

that transform

where

constrained

Pustejovsky

for example

can attach

are indicated

Grammars

the subcategorization

"Attachment

performs

onto grammatical

and actual output of lexemes.

MUMBLE-86

points"

clause.

(PSE),

are invoked

map subcategories

class maps

structure,

execution"

procedures

During

classes"

realization

of units in the surface

PSE also performs

very

"'Realization

the subject-verb-object

(subject

during

execution.

_ge 47,

an intermediate

(Meteer,

the underlying

1989, p. 9) and could

knowledge

work from this, which

level of

would

representation
incorporate

the

Chapter2. ExplanationHistory_andIssues
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knowledge
basemessage
content,ratherthanfromthesurfacesyntaxtreedirectly. ThususingMUMBLE
asa realizationcomponent,
theSPOKESM_ (Meteer,1988,1989)textgeneration
systemhasproduced
a
varietyof textsincludingdescriptions
(e,g.,operations orders, simulated radio messages), def'mitions, and
paraphrases.

A t_ical

example

is the foUowing

command

post overview

of some military

units (Meteer,

1989, p. 3):

C/l

TB

is

ES646905
HHC/2

to
to

are

to

SPOKESMAN
consisting

of nodes

coordinate,

matrix,

the

east

and

ES758911
the

at
east.

supports

mission

a data structure,

noun phrase

or a paragraph

1989, p. 15) the _U_TRZXis always

principle

"this structure

paragraph

elaborating

with a topic

adjectives"

(Meteer,

sentence,

1985)

of main

clause

Chapter

3), are encompassed
intraclausal

captured

by the matrix

distribute

information
This

one.

This kind

B/I

from
TB

which

represents

and

to their parents

and siblings,

structure

and some optional
are illustrated

(termed

supporting

in Figure

of an action

a tree structure
such as
a x.zm_r.

element

2.23.

(e.g.,

In examples

and its _Gr.Wmm?s, though

in

and zero or more

of structure

appears

at all levels

clause with subordinate

clauses,

to a head

and adjoining

distribute

their elements

and

1987; Paris,

subordinate

sentences

1987ab;

of text, from a

noun modified

by

as well

of Rhetorical

Structure

and adjunct

relations.

This unifying

to the

effective

surface

input

to other
units

supplied

Theory

as message

representation

Hovy,
and

adjunct

1987) which
merge

are also

the text planner

of clausal

cannot

1987) in

knowledge.

with modifiers

allows

independent

content

to other parts of the text either in planning

and

the

relationships

(Mann & Thompson,

or noun phrases

work (e.g.,

2.6), Meteer

For example,

and satellite

of matrix

position,

text planning

boundaries.

as nucleus

representation

units of texts (e.g.,

1988a; see section

cross sentence

such as clauses with adverbials

most

as the primitive

Hovy,

clause,

by SPOKESMAN's

struct_es

assumes

that relationships

of text (see discussion

is in contrast

ordering

Maybury,

recognizes

larger chunks

boundaries.

GAMMA

south.

that is made up of one main subconstituent

in text generation

1985ab;

between

Furthermore,

the

I_E_-_Gr.rVmm?

an EVENTcomposed

to a main

research

1985; McCoy,

notion

Objective

to

1989, p. 17).

(as well as Appelt,
syntactic

For example,
MATRIXelement

a constituent

the main

While much current
McKeown,

attack
is

with respect

with a topic sentence),

(Meteer,

subconstituents

TB

called the text structure,

head, or argument.

is simply

to

A/I

by their function

tree), as well as a COMPOSZT_ of a mandatory
a complex

is

Apr.

6

that are marked
adjunct,

its

141423

to

or sentential
is restricted

them

together

to
or

or realization.

6The following abbreviations apply: TB - rank battalion, A/1 TB - 1st company of the 1st tank battalion, B/1 TB -2nd
company of the 1st tank battalion, C/1 TB - 3rd cornpany of the 1st tank battalion, I-_C- Headquarters unit.
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k

/

\

KERNEL

Figure 2.23

Meteer's
generation.

work

thus

embraces

were sequential

and linguistic

linguistic

instructions)

of "local"

limited-commitment
proposition

planning

or compare

whereby

two entities)

(pragmatic

activate

goals

subordinate)

which guide

relationships

of these levels of processing

Once a sequential
of content

approach

of revision

and identify

smactures.

These notions
generator
2.6.3

formalized

and linguistic

a system

(for generating
at a minimally
additional

level, Hovy

suggested

(1988b)

(e.g., convince

the hearer

are tempered
or make

structure

is discarded,

by bottom-up

them

feel socially

choice).

The precise

this raises the potential for

analyzed

the text, making

discuss

deletion,

to be investigated

of a

issue.

Meteer (1988)

(1987)

selection

some revisions

-> "decide").

it more concise,

(e.g., matrices

of actual

and making

and adjuncts)

could be

psycholinguisticaUy-motivated

replacement,

computationally

and reformulation
and could

models
of linguistic

prove to be invaluable

in

fluency.
Realization

to MUMBLE's

in (Patten

and Kempen

in

rules to incorporate

the hearer

how her notions of text structure

key processes:

remain

planning

into messages

which

and syntactic

and realization

(restructuring

25)

of processing

object with a strong verb as in "make a decision"

of revision

De Smedt
three

like impress

form during generation.

and then suggested

goals

an open research

to text planning

a weak verb and direct

for text revision.

In contrast

remains

building"

text plans

(e.g., lexical

content

text elements

"'prescriptive"

choices

3.1,p.

levels

developed

At a more general

"'prescriptive"

realization

three major categories

it more explicit)
exploited

linguistic

and linguistic

text (e.g., replacing
She identified

and stylistic

concerning

(1987)

for "structure

top-down

1989, Figure

work takes the view that content

Mellish

structures.

_eteer,

that (sentential)

and organized

into linguistic

ITE

issue

assumed

and then allowed

"restrictive"

increasing

fundamental

Similarly,

that examined

messages

Composite

(see Figure 2.0), Meteer's

are concurrent.

level of abstraction

revision

Kemeland

a more

processes

construction

language

portions

Trees:

While much initial work in generation

realization

natural

Text Structure

COMPOS

and Ritchie,

among

grammatical

which

allows for a choice

as Choice:
tree adjoining
1987),

grammar

attempt

features such as number
among

Systemic

grammatical

Grammar
approach,

to model

and mood.
features.

and

systemic

a network

PROTEUS
grammars

choices

Each single choice point is a grammatical

system

systems

which

1976),

encode

Grammatical

of systems

(I-Ialliday,

are connected

together

to
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declarative

interrogative

Figure
form system

networks.

Figure

2.24 shows

2.24

Systemic

a fragment

Network

of a network

containing

two systems which

classify

clause types.
Just as BABEL
network

of choices

other knowledge

travels

accumulating
to provide

They use procedural
Because

through

realization

generator

[<proteus>

as they go by using inquiries

pragmatic,

only when required,

features

started

PROTEUS

(Davey,

with propositions

features

3>].

To realize

of the output

For efficiency,

i978)

produced

from a record

case

PROTEUS

as a whole,

defaults

realization)

subject]

[Lexical

PROTEUS
here

to utterances

1988, p. 135).

and function

[Ng

commentary

of moves

to guide decisions.

grammatical

Three

it played

(Houghton,

accessed

first traverses

POSTVERB)

1988):

syntactic

..."), and morphological

<square

3>

start

grammar

and
<game>

to obtain the

REMOTE TRANSITIVE

...).

of processing
a message

Tensed]

(feature

translation,

grammatical

into a set of constituent

[Object

Ng]

feature-sets,

in this

By]. Constituentgroup

[Prepg

game

structure

by

taking

a

corner."

detailisratherunsatisfactory.
Thus afterthefirst
two transformation

(APPENDIX

BYOBJ)

(POSTVERE indicates

(FINITE

left to right,

(e.g., "counter-attack"

its systemic

FINITE

tic-tac-toe.

game, for example,

processestheresulting
feature-value
pairs,in theabove example ((SUBJECT INITR)
(ACTOR

structures.

that are ZNDEPENDENT, IrrOICATIVE, DECLARATIVE, and

levels

Remote

[<proteus>

(CLAUSE SIMPLE

then transform
Vg

Unfortunately,
some of PROTEUS'

while

in the tic-tac-toe

specialists
then constructthe finalsurfaceform: "I started the

PAST)

a

syntax and

than sequentially

of the state of the game and game tactics

this message,

sentence

PAST TENSE (Patten,
building,

information

and produce

traverse

between

took the top right hand comer of a 3 x 3 board numbered

Using a representation

<square

generators

which interface

they tend to be more efficient

"foiled-threat")
thispropositionistranslated
intothemessage:
take

systemic

and even extra-linguistic

rules to take the resulting

3 ], i.e., the computer

top to bottom.

nets to select lexemes,

grammars.

Under this formalism,
Davey's

features

semantic,

systems are activated

phrase structure

discrimination

denotes

), inteIITliX

object

a tensed verb).

7Systemists argue that this interleaving is deliberate.

a wide

position),

(PROCESS FINITE

range of information
7 including
lexical

(BYOBJ

results

in "by doing

Chapter2. ExplanationHistory_
andIssue_
Textuality
program,

in PROTEUS'

(2) the grouping

output

(e.g.,

PROTEUS

the following

The
I

game

the

"and",

started

threatened
one

blocked

by

which

I

had

yours

and

my

just

won

by

Thus while some of the linguistic

you

the

other.

to the text.

Nigel
developed

(Matthiessen,

1981;

for the PENMAN

of any systemic
coverage).

generator

Nigel

consulting

a "chooser"

(McKeown

and

Fawcett

the system

1987))

"metafunctions"

decisions.

of text):

meaning

subject),

and finally

"textual"

reflected

in language

(Bateman,

meaning

claims

one

(i.e.,

of the speaker
to a discourse

component

grammatical

coverage

with even broader

of syntactic

200-300

and extralinguistic
three classes
to the

These

features

by

in the Nigel grammar

to the audience

model).

allows an

Meaning

grammar

referring

some of the

realization

the broadest

of linguistic

and

application

Textual

(between

I

edges

produced

tic-tac-toe

a linguistic

to

me.

my

PROTEUS

Nigel represents

ideational"

(referring

help

one.

adjacent

of

a collection

The choosers

adjacent

and

a systemic

to produce

In particular,

to the relationship

and (3)the

mechanisms

threatened

and

1983), has perhaps
(1988)

an

and

blocked

1983),

a wide range

"experiential

(referring

it

Interpersonal

network

can consult

These

that

the underlying

Matthiessen,

(Mann,

to date (although

when making

"interpersonal"

Ideational,

text generator

down

took

details were unsatisfactory,

at each branch in the system.

and Swartout,

using inquiries,
the

travels

blocked

in part because

Mann

you

opposite

Although

'obvious'

Representing

you

completing

per sentence,

local cohesion.

and

edge

you.

realization

Nigel:

corner,

middle
but

by machine,

2.6.4

a

tic-tac-toe

1979, p. 17):

taken

most fluent text yet generated
structure

to ensure

(Davey,

the

of the underlying

into not more than three clauses

taking

taking

(1) the organization

"but")

commentary

forked

I

sequential

from

"however",

with

you

threatenedme,

_ses

of related predicates

use of connectives
produce

Page 46

knowledge,

of meaning

(termed

knowledge

base),

and the speaker
three metafunctions

to the
are

1988, p. 126):

Experiential
ideation strongly favors 'building block', constituency-style
organizations;
interpersonal
meanings strongly favor 'prosodic'
organizations
that persist over stretches of
text; and textual meanings
favor 'pulse'-style
organizations
that may cut across the
constituency
and prosodic strands of organization.
So, for example,

when identifying

(e.g.,

or indefinite

a definite

(Matthiessen,

a referent

noun

phrase,

in discourse
a pronoun,

a chooser

may select

or by deixis),

among

by using

inquiries

1987):

-the knowledge base to see if the object isan individual or an instantiable
- the user model to see if the hearer knows the referent
- the text (discourse)history
to see if the object is given or new

a variety

class

of options

to examine

Chapter 2. Explanation
- information

History and Issues

about the setting of the speech

(e.g., allowing
There are currently

exophoric

inquiries

reference

over 600 inquiries

tied into each new application.
as possible

Page47

"Fudge

(Bateman,

PENMAN

communicate

manner

interpersonal

via the inquiries

personal

Heat the oven to 350°F'.)

communication,

has been designed

in an application-independent
and by providing

Brownies:

to provide

(e.g., by having

and ideational

to the upper structure,

1990), some of which

as much of this support

current

defauks).

text planners

The choosers

a knowledge

representation

must be

knowledge

control

in the system

textual
network

based on KL-ONE

object

and events.
By examining
interpersonal,
the interface
parallel,

constraints

and textual),
between

systemics

Recent

from that about

realization
carpentry

tasks in the systemic

Generation),
painting."

though

functional

the problem
promise

as a common

to a systemic
functional

feature-value

found
_ctional

_

1985).

production

of syntactic

functional

specifications.

functional

constraints

can be inefficient
MUMBLE's

similar

Functional
p_s

of

investigated

the
about

to Natural-language

such as "first

you do the

the extension

of

Notwithstanding

the systemic

formalism

can be simplified

process.
generator

although

to MUMBLE.
for expression

in his planner

systems

However,

(GPSG)

against

holds

application
of choice

of grammatical

1982).

to

Bossie

generator

Unfortunately,

for
the

which contains

of the explicit

encoding

of

over several rules), unification
(as in systemic

a sixty-fold
1986).

and Paris (1987)cl_
of their efficiency,

knowledge.

(FUG)

is analogous

(Gazdar,

the grammar

because

in TEXT (Rubinoff,

regardless

As

_LEGRAM.

For example,

McKeown

Grammars

and focus into the sentence

an input message

to deterministic

_cation)

in the grammar.

Grammar

to govern constraint

sentence

to be a clear method

FUG

grammar

the _G

to be _-complete,

realization

representation

Grammar

Structure

_g

re_zation

has shown FUGs

Approach

be sequential,

knowledge

in their social context.

such as topic, comment,

indelible

replaced

(1985)

some semantic

and realization,

of choices,

Phrase

(e.g., using metarules
in comparison

produced

as attribute-value

(1983)used

the

Bateman

(1988) have been investigating

Unification

description

involves

While

when _LE

continue

Functional

categories
Appelt

utterance

their processes

an integrated

Linguistic

the nature of

to both plan and rezliTe text.

information

smacture

left-to-right,

with efficiency

utterances

in Generalized

(1982) incorporated

to single

of text planning

in which

text.

(Systemic

in text generation:

Should

(1988) included

(1987) and Bateman

network

(Kay, 1979)encode

_cKeo_,

Patten

in SLANG

the processes

2.6.5

p_s

in discourse.

to investigate

paradigm

mechanism.

has taken the first steps toward

formalism

linguistics

problem

to that for multisentential

Matthiessen

of controlling

In contrast

a major unsolved

his work was still limited

More recently,

systemic

work

effects

that go beyond the level of syntax (e.g., ideational,

and the realization

clauses

of intersubjective

realization

addresses

the text planner

or interleaved?

information

on linguistic

grammars)

or

speed up was achieved
In fact, Ritchie
a _G

(1986)

implementation

functional

grammars

.Chapter
2. Explanation_story andIssues
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2.6.6
A chief benefit
generation,

of declarative

paraphrase,

or translation).

1988) have suggested
from

a stronger

strategies

schemata)

of linguistic

coverage

in input and output.

in the past,

only a few systems

PHRED

sentences

and PHRAN's

(Maybury,
grammar

Levine
(discussed

later in Chapter

(e.g., count)

bidirection

(1989)

grammars

grammars

"'pattern-concept"
by producing
in a parsing

8), each phrase

structure

which can be bound to particular

values

coding of constraints,
as in the syntaxrules [tense

advantages

in many systems

t ] --> NP

[count

discussed

and generation.

GENNY

inspired)

unification

base query (Maybury,

As in Maybury's

plu=al).
x]

and Chester

already

(1987ab)

rule (e.g., s _ NP VP) is augmented
(e.g., sinwalar,

using a

and consistency

Simmons

the same (GPSG

bidirection.

and parse

We have

for knowledge

processing

of using bidirectional

and generation.

text using

generic

have been present

in PROLOG.

Shieber,

This is distinct

knowledge),

pair for both parsing

system

have also investigated

in which

of grammatical

declarative

bidirectional

used previously

and Fedder

While

1988;

and generation).

to both generate

The principal

(be it parsing,

1987; Jacobs,

(1980)

grammars

(i.e., no duplication

use of a common

and dictionary

by Kay

have used them for both parsing

using

1987b) exhibited

table).

from process

(Appelt,

(i.e., for parsing

on common

substring

of representation

generated

of researchers

suggested

operate

(i.e., a well-formed

is its independence

architectures

bidirection

are economy

(1982)

knowledge

A number

bidirectional

of process

algorithm

chart data smacture
grammars

general

sense

(termed

linguistic

Bidireetion

VP

1987a).
grammar

with features

This allows for efficient

[tense

t,

count

x]

(where

featurevariablesfortense and count areitalicized).
Associatedwith each syntaxruleisa semanticrule
based on Montague semantics(Montague, 1974).In contrast
to Maybury's grammar, Levineand Pedder's
syntaxgrammar allowsfora number of discoursefeatures
includingtheme (theinitial
entity
in thesyntactic
structure
or "immediate focus" of attention),
linguistic
focus ("thecontextually
non-bound (i.e.,
new)
portion"of an utterance,
takentobe thefinalnoun phrase),and emphasis ("aBoolean flagwhich issetto
true when special

emphasis

distinct processes

use these bidirectional

dialogue

about Cambridge

is applied

colleges

on the linguistic
syntactic

(Levine,

focus of a sentence

and semantic

by the use of an it-cleft").

rules to interpret

and generate

Two

the following

1989):

Q: When was King's founded?
A: It was founded in 1441.

Q: Was Kings founded by Wren?
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Levine

No, it was founded by Henry the Sixth.
Did Henry the Sixth found Trinity?
No, it was Henry the Eighth who founded Trinity.
Is Trinity open today?
No, it's open on Wednesday and Saturday.

(1990, forthcoming)

based communication

which

is presently

investigating

shares knowledge

extending

about physical

the notion
and linguistic

of bidirection
actions

to include plan-

in the dom_

and the

Chapter

2. Explanation

Hi_tory

and Issue$
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beliefs and plans of the user. The aim is to move beyond
longer

stretches

2.7

Discourse

section

examined

choice,

phrase construction,

focused

on planning

developing

pairs to the production

of

of discourse.

The previous

is influenced

simply question-answer

a number

and sentence

multisentential

by the context
mechanisms

Strategies

for

of techniques

generation

realization

including

stage in Figure 2.0).

occurs.

In particular,

lexical

Other research

stage in Figure 2.0) and on how linguistic

an utterance

to select information

Text

for linguistic

(the tactical

text (the strategic

in which

Structuring

research

realkation

has keyed

and then to focus, group, and order it over longer

has

in on

stretches

of

text.
Initially,
and ordering
elementary

Mann and Moore
are performed

propositions.

resulting

possible

selected.

_s

could

structure

Next,

these

the structure

of texts

view can be characterized

this sort, producing

are ordered

evaluation

texts for output

connected,

a "fragment-and-compose"

First the message

are evaluated

idea of structure

represent

suggested

independently.

orderings

To model longer

(1981)

using

by means

planning

purposes,

as wholes.

as essentially

multi-utterance

(the representation

rules

(e.g.,

however,

text by following

researchers

and TEXT

models

is divided

chronology).

into
The
is

of text.
turned

to early bottom-up
BLAH

grouping

and the best organization

role in the production

In contrast
top-down.

values

whereby

of content)

of aggregation

of preference

plays an important

approach

to techniques

approaches,

that

the text

were the first systems

of text structure

of

guided by local

focus constraints.
2.7.1
With the goal of structuring
method

of analyzing

seem to apply
showing

among
OR.

to structure

conditionality

are implausible.

naturally

inclu_g

He then implemented

relations

"Explanation

from the explanation

Grammar"

texts so that they are easier to understand,
occurring

explanations

information.

supporting

these ideas in an "explanation
IF/THEN,
a system,
grammar

justify

examples,

which

constructed

rules shown in Figure 2.25.

into strategies

statements

or showing

grammar"

STATEMENT/REASON,

BLAH,

Weiner (1980)pioneered

in order to gain insight

He found that humans

(if X then Y), providing

He form_

propositions,

Weiner's

that people

by offering

reasons,

that all other alternatives

which represents
GE_RAL/SPEC_C,

hierarchical

the

several relations
_,

trees of propositions

and
and

Charter2. Explanation
HistoryandIssues
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ii STMT/RSNI

/

\

Peter

is

dependent

a

/

of

I

Harry's

I
Peter
less

\

makes

than

$750

/

/

\

\

Peter

Peter

is

Peter's

Harry

Harrypro_ides

does
not

under

19

age
15

supports

more

Peter

of

work

Figure 2,26 BLAH

e-> AND
e
e
e
e

->
->
->
->

is

Explanation

than

1/2

Peter's

support

Tree

e e (e) n

OR e e (e) n
STMT/RSN
e e
XlffEN/IF e e
GENERAL/SPECIFIC

e e

e -> EXAMPLES
e e e (e) n
e -> ALT e e (e) n
e -> simple text
where e indicates a primitive expression (or proposition)
(e) n means one or more occurrences of expression

Figure
Weiner
degree

recognized

2.25

BLAH's

that previous

of detail in an explanation

Unfortunately,
more

this assumes

appropriate

you can provide
explanation
earlier

content

"rule

systems

components

translations".

BLAH

inferable

giving
which

infers

would appear

to Grice's

(1975) Maxim

To see how this process
income

tax law (Weiner,

information

is pruned

"Donor

results in clearer

1980, Figure

knowledge

non-nuclear

by keeping

text, we consider
We begin

example

with the explanation

the
tree.

achieves

propositions

(e.g.,

up the overall

sentences

an independent

more informative

a detailed

BLAH

and breaking

in a well-motivated

measured
reasoning

In contrast,

in the output text as smaller

Hence BLAH,

away as shown in Figure 2.26.

base.

deleting

make your contribution

12, p. 33).

simplistically

in the underlying

for that statement)

what the user knows

and rules that the system and user know.

1980, p. 24)

Advisor)

travelled

propositions,

the reason

assertions

of Quantity:

(Weiner,

to the depth

and a well-written

by suppressing
without

Grammar

(e.g., the Digitalis

as equivalent

a hierarchical

a statement

into smaller

Explanation

and
e.

than the

model

manner,

of the

conforms

than is required."
in the domain

of US

tree after non-relevant

Chapter2. ExplanationHistoryandIssues
Below is the text produced
Individual

propositions

blank templates)

is

dollars
is

a

15,

Harry

graph in Figure

2.26.

To minimize

in increments.

ensure connected

loss

tree.

because

"and",

Peter

makes

Peter

is

Harry

provides

(1972)

less

under

19,

f'dl-in-the-

than

in

more

750

fact

than

and "in fact" are used to indicate

be confusing

Peter
half

of

relationships

between

to a reader who did not have the benefit

and the confusion

First it breaks

Then it determines

surface

form.

such as "uh", which indicates

of the graph.

of the

This is exacerbated

by

BLAH

associated

up complex

with

trees into smaller

the linear order of terminal

indicates

multiple

subordinated

nodes

a shift in focus. This additional

components

nodes

through

processing

embeddings,

(which

BLAH

which

represent

can be

focus), to

the use of structure

markers

results in the following

improved

1980, p. 34):

Well,

Peter

Harry

makes

supports
than

Peter's

less

Peter
750

dependent

of

so

dollars

than

750

Peter

is

dollars,
a

because

Harry's

Peter

because

and

dependent
does

Harry

Peter

of

is

under

Harry's.

not

Uh

work,

provides

and

more

than

19,

and

Peter

makes

Peter

is

one

a

half

of

support.

So unlike previous
BLAH

however,

His system

systems

is guided

cannot

simply

by descriptive

2.7.2

describe

(1982,

that humans

use to identify,

strategies

in TEXT,

a system that generated

database

on ocean

vessels.

requests

for definitions,

objects

(from McKeown,

a process,

1985ab)

analyzed
describe,

identified

for available

1985a, p. 41).

compare

(1985)

to generate

propositions

that Weiner

only a small class of expository
or contrast

and others

objects,

specify

or persuade

a richer

class of

Schema"

short

samples

and compare

to questions
three

among

structure

texts in more varied ways.

"Constituency

textual responses

McKeown

requests

he produces

enables them to structure
McKeown's

knowledge

The relations

next, McKeown

McKeown

discourse

some underlying

and, as a result,

As we discuss
which

traced
strategies.

define terminology,

among propositions

Weiner,

which

are few and too general

to do something.

Like

and

has been lost in the linearization

information

presented

relations

to Winograd's

way.

of justifications.

the explanation

the hearer

because

work

this text would

Information

structures

texts.

(analogous

in a straightforward

type.

Peter

such as "because",

the multiple embedding

provides,

not

supports

Unfortunately,

text, Weiner's

templates

Harry's

does

tree depth-f_rst

support.

propositions.

less

of

Peter

that connectives

text (Weiner,

using shallow

dependent

and

this explanation

with each proposition

because

Peter's

Notice

are realized

associated

Peter

from reading

Page5]

These three requests

objects.

of user requests

and requests

text to discover

She implemented

about the Office

types

information,

of descriptive

of Naval Research
to the ONR

for the difference

were represented

her ideas

in TEXT

(ONR)

database:

between
as invoking

two
the

Chapter2. ExplanationHistory_
andI$$ue_
communicative
goalsdefine,
two

general

constituency,

describe,

discourse

strategies

atwibutive,

and compare

Page52

and compare.

(shown

Associated

below)

from

with each of the request

a set

predicates

consisted

of a sequence

(e.g., attributive,

schema,

which describes

A

guided

types

earth's

The

the

attributes
guided
UNITS,

Unlike

flight

TEXT

based on the object' s location

has

a

is

the

text is characterized

could choose

by
are

the

the

DB

alternative

base gener_ation

of a ship, instead of choosing

the "constituency

by
are

the

HORZ

to define

hierarchy.
schema"

the
The

the

DE
The

RANGE

or describe

For instance,

(which

Schema

on

attribute
by

&

strategies

Constituency

DB

DEPTH).

UNITS,

2
and

DESCRIPTION

provided

1. Identify the object,its class, and distinguishing
attributes
IDENTIFICATION
predicate
2. Present the constituents
of the item (subparts or subentities)
CONS_N_
predicate
3. Present characteristic information
about each constituent in turn
DEPTH-ATrR.IB_
predicate
4. Present additional information
about the item to _ defined
ATrRIB_
predicate
McKeown's

or

OPERATING

TARGET

are

location•

attribute

provided

TO

air

target

MAXIMUM
TIME

There
torpedoes

in

capabilities

in the knowledge

Figure 2.27

when the system is

GUIDED)), the constituency

database:

underwater

example,

between

by the constituency

For example,

self-propelled.

location

an

capabilities

attributes

is
ONR

indicated

(for
DB

rhetorical

1985a, p. 30):

target
has

underwater

DEPTH

to G-rimes' (1975)

types in (definition

that
in

torpedo

torpedo's

projectile
and
NAME.

for the definition

projectile

location

under

BLAH,

corresponding

in natural

text (McKeown,

has

The

missile's
The

a

missile

target

ALTITUDE.

identified

projectiles

surface.

missile's
and

is

guided

missiles.

types

(the user actually

the following

projectile
of

identification,

two Objects

an object using the steps shown in Figure 2.27.

is used to generate

schemas:

analogy).

that McKeown

asked, "What is a guided projectile,
schema

of sentence

constituency,

One of the four strategies

text

and contrast.

- Requests for Definitions
- identification
- constituency
- Requests for Available Infommtion
- attributive
- constituency
- Requests About the Difference Between
- compare and contrast

Each text schema

of four

types were one or

&

an object

if the user asks

details subparts),

_XT

Chapter2. ExplanationHistoryandIssues
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selectsthe"identificationschema"(whichdetailsdefiningcharacteristics)
because
shipoccursbelowapredetermined
levelin thehierarchy(McKeown,1985b,p. 29).
Figure2.28indicatesthe principalprocesses(in rectangles)andknowledgesources(in ovals)of
McKeown'ssystem.Based on the user's question, TEXT first selected a subset of the knowledge base
termed

the relevant

knowledge

pool

the user asked TEXT

"What

system

the database

would

knowledge
text schema

select

base hierarchy
(e.g., Figure

and the amount
identification

is a ship?"

ATN), TEXT selected
from the knowledge

attributes,

2.27) was selected
in the relevant

Walking

individual

to Grosz's

(actually

(in some examples

of information

for a ship.

(analogous

(1977) notion

typed in functional

relations,
siblings
based

superordinates,

the selected

schema

rhetorical

propositions

(rhetorical

by ordered

predicates

1. Shift focus to an entity mentioned in the previous proposition
2. Maintain the focus in the current proposition
3. Return to the topic of a previous discussion
4. Select a proposition with _e greatest number of _ 9licit _s

Figure 2.28

TEXT System _e_ew

to

or compare)

(represented

1983):

the

Next, a

constituency

instantiated

rules of local focus shift (Sidner,

_er

describe,

between

),

if

of ship in the

are also included).

goal (define,

predicates

r_

SHIP)

and subordinates

of rhetorical

input questio_

For example

(definition

pool, as is the choice

through

base) constrained

notation

and their subordinates

on the discourse

knowledge

of global focus).

and
as an

with information

Chapter2. ExplanationHistoryandIssues
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(i.e.,entitiesmentioned
in) thepreviousproposition,
s
Unlike Weiner's BLAH which consideredan entirepropositionasthe focus,TEXT identified the
argumentsof a predicateasfocusedentities. Anotherdistinguishingfeatureof TEXT is that,unlike
BLAH, contentselection(notjust realization)is guidednot only by discoursestructurebut alsoby an
explicit modelof localandglobalfocus.Furthermore,McKeownallowsfocusinformationto beusedto
selectindividual rhetoricalpredicatesduring strategicgenerationto influencesyntacticstructurein
realizations(e.g.,pronominalization,activeversuspassivevoice, there-insertion).TEXT's tactical
component(Bossie,1981)translates
rhetoricalpredicatesinto Englishusinga functionalgrammar,based
onKay's(1979)formalism.A final important characteristic is that the rhetorical predicates in TEXT were
connected

to the database

particular

knowledge

representation

The underlying
a recta-level

application

representation

hierarchy.

While

attributes

via a "predicate
formalism

had to be enhanced

of the ONR

of an object

to support

but is not necessarily

explanation

knowledge

represented

discussion

in Chapter

4 concerning

database

entity in a generalization
McKeown's

hierarchy

generator

is unable

system

selection.

She is currently

to discourse

schema

2.7.3
While BLAH
examining

and TEXT

a variety of texts from children's

a trace of some underlying

process, though

chains

Paris' process

physical

of expert
object

systems.

generate

extra

bases from

as detailed

select the features

phraseology,

the integration

directions

encyclopedias,
in the behavior
trace (Paris,

propositions.

Figure

details

McKeown's

work above,

in the
of an

or stylistic

But

et al., 1985) in an advisory
of graphical

(McKeown,

recognized

explanations

and

1989).

of an external

in the underlying
algorithm.

Paris (1987), after

that texts are often organized

around

entity rather than in the reasoning

1987b, p. 59) describes

trace

variation.

Trace"

two texts (both produced

8Rule #4 is not fotmded on obvious linguistic _ciples.

crucial

rich knowledge

Nevertheless,

for the user (McKeown

"Process

the causal connections

we consider

descriptive

This was effortful,

strategies and focus to control generation,

the process

and attribute

and thus provide

to automatically

informal

or provide

by exploiting
2.29

a generalization

developed

1982), distinguishing

systems.

it is possible

investigating

Paris'

used top-down

McKeown

for each of the objects.

to automatically

ellipsis,

explanations

that instruct

of the

it from its relatives.

to produce

to tailor

included

(McCoy,

database

that distinguish

its output.

it from its siblings

definition,

her model

for course

which

generated

in conventional

she has extended

their relation

schema

it is difficult

was independent

it was tested only in the ONR domain).

-- had to be hand encoded

logical

TEXT

for TEXT to produce

that distinguish

a defect of TEXT:

the sparse

so, in principle,

(although

parts of this were automatically

-- properties

information

semantics"

the function

knowledge
To illustrate

by Paris'

system)

of a complex

base to order rhetorical
the distinction
that describe

from
the same

It was added by McKeown after empirical tests necessitated its use.
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object,a microphone.The first text (Figure2.30)wasgeneratedusingthe constituencyschemaand
describes
thecomponent
partsandattributesof themicrophone.

1.Findthemainsequence
ofeventsthattakeplacewhentheobject

performs
PATH. An algorithm _. 82) computes _s
three connections,
in the following order of

its function: the _
PATH by _sfinguishing
preference:

a. control _
(cause, enablement, or interruptions)
b. temporal _s
(e.g., A before B, Y after X)
c. analogical _s
(equivalence,
correspondence)
Then starting
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Follow
Provide
Include
Follow
Return

with the first event in_

PATH:

the next causal _
in this sequence
ATTR/B_
information
about a subpart just introduced
a side link related to the _
PATH (optional)
substeps (optional)
to 2 until atthe end of M_
PATH.

Figure 2.29

aluminium
the

disc-shaped

response.

button,

and

by following
might
process

the second

the process

be appropriate

diaphragm

Structural

clamped

a

Trace

doubly-resonant
at

trace

trace output of Figure

description

its

of a microphone

text (Figure 2.31) was produced
algorithm

for an expert

and needs to be explicitly

and
is

Process

system

edges.

The

to

broaden

system

has

a

cavity.

Figure 2.30
In contrast,

diaphragm,

The
a

Paris'

(optional)

as described

above.

(constituency

schema)

fxom the same knowledge
_e

the constituency

user who could f_ in the causal interconnections

2.31 is more appropriate

told how it works.

for someone

who is unfamiliar

base, but this time
text in Figure

between

subparts,

2.30
the

with the mechanism
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The

microphone

changes

the

microphone

causes

microphone.

The

hitting

the

soundwaves
the

The

springing

resistance

reducing

resistance

the

causes

the

the important

controlled

by a variety

connections
temporal

of knowledge

not a key
between

events

organization

such as order

goal of Paris'

is central to many texts.

structural/functional

organization

sources might influence

One of the chief problems
predicates.

that the rhetorical

predicates

on several

discourse

relation.

typically

realized

Problems

distinct

For example

which

serve

properties

in relation

as in a concede

Text

Schema

like

predicate

are closely

form,

least

to previous

should

be

In the main body of this

characterization
spatial

strategies

to user expertise

as well

as

are possible
Also,

while

the

a variety

of

of schemata

of

context.

is the inflexibility

of texts
content,

text.

Another

often conflate

wings.").

as in a counter-claim

and

which is

have more to do

information

(e.g., "Planes

act underlying

Finally,

is

their

role,

form as in analogy,
however,

problem

or vary

communicative

role or communicative
have

of the

Approach

deals with part/sub-part

discourse,

base

to most probable.

Other predicates,

(e.g., "I agree that planes

by their relation

Paris' work implicitly

For example,

tied to linguistic

the communicative

the

trace)

that Paris'

of the resulting

blocks

linguistic

which

diaphragm

of the knowledge

and TEXT

structure

The

of texts is discussed.

or from

as the building

predicate,

backward.

decompress.
The

of text and focus.

are like birds.").

Still other predicates identify

...").

solely

some predicates

have wings).

the other hand,

The
spring

many other organization

is made

The
reduce.

and structure.

be noted

obvious,

the

forward.

to

(process

is not exhaustive.

including

as a simile (e.g., "Planes

are identified

it should

in the repetitive

as in the constituency

predicates

compress.

The

of content

to most

with

with ontology

utterance

both in content

with the approach of BLAH

This is manifest

emphasis

spring

varies

of a microphone

In addition,

to

this, such as the current task or goal and the discourse
2.7.4

rhetorical

choice

reduce.
current

soundwaves

to
granules

to

to the formulation

PATH

The

granules
to
to
increase.

The

ordering

work,

from least

increase.

not only models

in her MAIN

of importance,

to

to

vary.

and

sources,

the

causes
the
resistance

description

idea that selection

of

diaphragm

current

to

a range of sources which contribute

Although

the

into

the

The

granules

current

that the two texts are quite different

indicates

dissertation,

the
the

current

Figure 2.31 Functional
It is evident

the

speaking
of

vibrate.

diaphragm

the

causes

backward
causes

increasing
causes
varies.

the

person

diaphragm

disc-shaped.
to

resistance

causes

A
the

and

causes

reducing

The
diaphragm
springing
granules
decompressing

hit

diaphragm
causes

causes

soundwave_intensity

current.
to

aluminum,
the

forward

compressing

vibrating
intensity

is

causes
increasing

diaphragm

granules

into

soundwaves

diaphragm

diaphragm

soundwave_intensity
The
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some

predicate

an

rhetorical
(e.g., "On
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As we_ encounterin thenextchapter,RhetoricalStructureTheory_ann andThompson,1987)
emphasizes
thelatterdiscourserelationproperty(termedrhetorical relations) and the intended effect of
utilizing

these relations

different

kinds of propositional

effect

on the addressee.

on the addressee

an action

or event

jus_cation

is crucial

increases

underl_g

object.")

content

is an equally

to the success

the desire

a causation

may increase

In fact, the failure to account

the addressee's

The failure of current
approach

which

delineates

generators

represents

In the _tial
by controlling
v_ety

the degree

of abstractness

of the explanation

rhetorical
developed

multisentential

(e,g.,

section

EES).

providing

the

de

fiat-head

to pop because

it is a sharp

the purpese

of an entity or

screws,

is addressed

_stic

scrape paint, or chisel

by TEXPLAN,s

some action,
text planning

effects

form, content,

of text, and

communicative

acts,

user.

D_ng

This

on work

text, it does not address many

the generation

individuated

since

Kaplan

by user class

in some

discusses

(e.g.,

support

dialogue

features
novice)

way as in (Wilensky

to producing

However,

of the prior
or other

lexical

it became

and the form of an
choice,

grammatical

feedback

mechanisms

dialogue.
explanations

and

response

in Webber

this section

personal

investigations,

some reactive

Cooperative

discourse

and later how a

such as terminology,

the language

to _or

by ex_g

is overviewed

dialogue.

knowledge,

but _so

efforts

issues.

XPLAIN)

representation

in explanatory

geared

(i982)and

of explanatory

at least by particular
_so

by adding

It concludes

content could be selected

(e.g., _OMYCIN,

the explanation

section

Addressee

we saw how explanation

to tailor not only the content

concentrates

considers

represented

be addressed

to recover from miscommunications

investigated

1988).

could

form, and perspective.

has been

probably

Similarly,

to the

representation,

to the system

As this

Explanations

on explanation

that it would be necessary

structure,

that event.

focus, and perlocutionary

of text including

section

and intent

explanation

recently

Tailoring

of explanations

methodology,
apparent

such knowledge

about the structure,

characteristics

for

and/or ability to use an object or to perform

to incorporate

The

motivation

So too, clarifying

to manipulate

and TAILOR.

relations.

2.8

greater

_gness

and reasons

among the various

and rhetorical

screwdriver

of uttering

providing

the bicycle

belief in the causation.

_XT,

effects

For example,

to perform

(e.g., "The nail caused

the addressee's

may increase

flaw of BLAH,

of an explanation.

of the addressee

an action (e,g., "You can use a fiat-head
wood.")

sig_cant

for the intended

in question

(1987b).

does assume

(e.g.,

goals,

information

on generation

et al., 1988; Kass and Finin, 1988; Carbem.€,

answering

Cawsey

(1989)

that the addressee

focus
(e.g.,

of

of attention),
age)acquired
1988; Qnilici

is
but
and

et al.,
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2.8.1 Lexieai
_e
which
t_e

most obvious

are consistent
of user

referents

and straightforward

"triggers"

based

(1987) selected

way without

on a model

text structure.
schema

to altering

compare)

schema

the object appeared

(1987)

McKeown's

could

decide

in the generalization

found

system.

Paris'

schema
base.

when to choose
of children

that the adult

functional

model

knowledge

basis of analysis

relations

traced the underling

based

from
process

Appelt

of previous

(1985)

utterances

varied

and Hovy

relationships.

researchers

recognized

the advantage

of varying

was able to select different

Moreover,

goal

TEXT

(e.g.,

define,

was able to choose

schema to define an object based on pre-defined

rhetorical

describe,

or

between

the

levels

at which

hierarchy.

process
(Figure

trace (Figure

2.27), ordered

But after implementing
process

were typically

structural

context.

for a medical

Form

on TEXT, McKeown

had identified.

with"

of speaker/hearer/topic

Rhetorical

structures

could select words based on the
associated

and the context
models

words and syntactic

_CIN

to local discourse

structure,

of the complex

2.29), in contrast
propositions
this, Pads

explanations

constituency

descriptions),

to decide how to structure

and constituency

and adult encyclopedia

entries

is to select

"is strongly

of the user's knowledge

between

Variance

on the type of communicative

and the identification

constituency

the underlying

in the section

input processing

Paris used an assumed
her TAILOR

Varying

and surface

a response

she assumed

constituency

words

As we discussed

to structure

reference

based on assumed
2.8.2

In addition

versus

of the user!s knowledge

words and phrases

output

being addressed.

for an engineer

but in a _ed

Grammatical

way to _or

with the type of individual

(e.g.,

professional.),

and

whereas

physical object.

based

guided
developed

orderings
of complex
(presumably

children

the information

to the structural

in

orientation

of

by the causal connections

in

a decision

algorithm

of text (Figure
physical

objects,

because

encyclopedia

2.32).

adults

explanations

which
On the

Paris (1987)
could

infer

typically
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1) Istherea mechanism
associated
with theobjecttobedescribed?
NO: Usetheconstituency
schema
YES: 2) Is theobjecttobedescribed(orits superordinate)
in theusermodel?
(i.e., does the user have local expertise about this object
or its superordinate ?)
Use the constituency
schema
3) Collect all the functional parts of the object.
If the user has local expertise about most of these parts,
use the constituency
schema
ELSE use the process trace

YES:
NO:

Figure

2.32

Pads'

Schema

Then in a further refinement,
to allow the generator
more finely tailored
object,

a process

mentions

output.

trace

a subpart

added a decision
mentioning

to switch

telephone

TAILOR

point to her own process
information

with

it will switch

functioning

knowledge

of the microphone,

conciseness
Although

it produces

schema,

schema
to achieve

the superordinate

and after the CONSTITUENCY
using the process

strategies

trace.

of an

predicate

Similarly,

constituency

in this way.

of a microphone)

Pads

schema

of subparts.
in Figure

schema

(because

uace (italicized

(Sentences
2.33:

The exarnple

and a receiver

but not about the transmitter

that the user has no expertise

after

7-13

(an instance

a
of a

of a phone, then

the user knows

one

text) when it begins

of the two

to discuss

the

about it. The result is a text tailored
in Figure

it is unclear

describes

2.31,

if the exclusion

which
is based

describe

the

on the user

or other criteria.)

shorter responses,

UC can "format"

content using patterned

is used that finds a category
the category

mentions

it to call McKeown's

about the receiver

form based on the expertise

distinguishes

discourse
(an instance

to vary rhetorical

heuristic

constituency

the constituency

predicate

can be described

to the process

disappear

considerations,

within McKeown's

trace while executing

the constituency

since the user model indicates

to the user's particular

1988, p. 21, Figure 7)

about a subpart just introduced.

a transmitter

will start generating

transmitter

points"

trace allowing

the result of mixing

However,

(Paris,

can be provided,

this subpart

If a user has local expertise

components).

model,

to the process

of the object,

which has two parts:

loudspeaker).

Paris placed "decision

of this superordinate

2.33 shows

Algorithm

Thus after the IDENTIFICATION

ATTRIBUTIVE

Figure

Selection

UNIX

and knowledge

responses

dominating

from it (although

Consultant

(UC) (Wilensky

of the user (as inferred

for definition,

example,

the one in the query,

the latter procedure

et al., 1988) is also able

or simile.

from the dialogue).
In the first case a

and then finds information

is not detailed).

A typical definition

that
is:

.Chapter
2. ExplanationHistory_
andIssues

The
a

telephone
housing

changes
to

is
that

change

current
a

microphone

microphone.

The

vibrate.

with
and

a

mechanism
wall.

the

by

the

Figure 2.33

UI:

What

SI:

A

a

is

which

What

SI:

Ruptime
is
the
network.

does

What

Sl:

Use

rm.

For

example,

produce

a

file

format"

ruptime
like

can

realization
actual

I

rhetorical

line,

of

the

current
receiver

to

vary.

is

a

The

loudspeaker
transmitter

to

the

dialing-

dialing-mechanism

Trace

the

diaphragm

the

connected

the

receiver

speaking

diaphragm

contains

is

that

a

person

causes

housing

has

The

the

the

housing

is

to

(Paris, 1988, Figure

used

to

contain

is a simile which expresses

the

10, p. 26)

files.

concepts

in terms of other concepts

that

do?
except

and s_es,

delete

to

a

words

v_ance

techniques

TAILOR,

the

file

punctuation

UC is based

is much more primitive

can be employed,

is

for

all

machines

on

UC can use examples.

file?

delete

('qTo")and

ruptime

if the user is a novice

in UC is based on patterned

Unlike Paris'

UC's rhetorical

hit

The

and Process

text such as "To delete a file, use rm".

templates.

a

A

diaphragm

connects

that

uptime,

to giving definitions

UI:

_

The

transmitter

to know:

UI:

Linguistic

Schema

to

causes

The

telephone

a

dialing-mechanism.

varies.

line

cord,

diaphragm.

the

diaphragm.

The

a

The

colors,

directory?

The second type of "rhetorical

In addition

small

soundwaves

receiver.

cord.

directory

the user is believed

a

intensity

Constituency

is

curly-shaped

vibrating

the

aluminium

contains

a

hitting

diaphragm
like

small

it

the

soundwaves

various

and

with

causes

soundwaves.

and

soundwaves,

microphone

The

varies

transmits

shapes
current,

into

is

current

that

into

the

to

device
various

soundwaves

transmitter
into

a

has
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named

foo,

templates

_e

("comma")

'wra

type

"To

(gen

goals)

with function

These are similar
on a constructed
than that produced

foo'.

comma

c_s

(e.g.,

to Winograd's

(1972)

and not assumed
by TAILOR.

based on the user's expertise

(gen

(gen

plan))

to

more

complex

user model,

although

UC illustrates

and knowledge,

plan)"

to express

that simple
ideas more

effectively.
2.8.3

Tailoring

In contrast to rhetorical
of textual

output

using
variance,

Pragmatic
a number

to the user and the situation

_formation:

ERMA

of researchers

have investigated

by explo_g

pragmatic

models

and

PAUL_E
increasing

of conversation.

the sensitivity
A pioneer
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system,ERMA (Clippinger,1974),modeledfalsestarts,hesitations,andsuppressions
characteristicof
speech
by incorporatinga seriesof sophisticated
modules._ese includedCALVIN(topiccollectionand
filtering), MACHIAVELLI (topic organizationandphraseology),CICERO(realization),FREUD
(monitoringtheoriginsof rhetoricalplans),andLEIB_
(a "conceptdefinitionnetwork',)._e some
of theirfunctionsclearlyincludeissuesaddressed
previously,otherssuggest
amuchbroaderinfluenceon
text (e.g.,self monitoring).
PAULINE (PlanningandUtteringLanguagein Natural Environments)_ovy, 1987)has been
viewedasaparameterization
of ERMA,for writtenoutput.PAULINEcharacterizes
conversational
setting
in termsof conversationalatmosphere(thespeaker,the hearer,the speaker-hearer
relationship),and
characterizes
the interpersonal
goalsof thehearerandthe speaker-hearer
relationship.In a particular
discourse,forexample,thespeakeris represented
in termsof hisknowledgeof thetopic(expert,student,
novice),interestin thetopic_gh, normal,low),opinionsof thetopic(good,neutral,bad)andemotional
state(happy,angry,calm). Depending
on theseparameters,
PAULINE,inthe roleof speaker,generates
pragmatic_y distinct text. Forexample,PAULINE producesthe following whenactingasa student
describing
eventsthattookplaceat YaleUniversityin Ap_, 1986(Hovy, t987,p.8):
I

am

angry

about

shantytown
April

14.

did

A

Yale

After

Yale's

called
lot

have

the

students

of

the

It

pisses

on

Beinecke

with

it

up

(made

that
one

wanted
in
one

again,
out

PAULINE
parameters

off

business

check

generates

a

few

day;
Yale

South

Yale

system

Africa.

said

that

apartheid.

works with a set of rhetorical

of the system

by syntactic

(the interpersonal

experts

I

Finally,

of

operating

a
to
am

Yale
a

April.

a

am

Not
76

university

on
only

students.

allowed

description

from

who is (notionally)

the

the same
_g

but note the differences
_ovy,

were

shantytown,
pull
happy
gave

commission

out

to

Winnie

their

money

that
in

underlying

in person

(and

in lexical choice (e.g.,

1987, p. 9):

students

built

early

5:30

arrested

the

of the events

University

in

destroy

at

again.

quite a different

shiftless
they

officials
Plaza

police

outcry,

Both texts are forceful,

morning.
and

the

it

the

there

had

Beinecke

built
but

huge
up

on

takes the role of a Yale official

Plaza
they

shantytown

it,

and biased interpretation

me

because

students

Shantytown

the events.

informality,

university

City

destroy

PAULINE

when PAULINE

hence informally)about
vulgarity),

concerned

community's

put

On the other hand,
knowledge

The

Mandela

officials

local
to

actions.

Winnie

make

out

of

officials

and

would

let
go

trouble

Mandela

removed

the
to

City,

companies
the

shitheads

South

put

Africa

to

9

goals which

act as intermediaries

goals and conversational

on a phrasal

lexicon).

setting)and

These

rhetorical

between

the pmgrnatic

the grammatical
goals

include

9As this is notional rather than actual speech, it still has more well-formedness than might occur in practice.

decisions
formality,

Chapter

2. Explanation

History

((deny

Page 69.

(classification

(state

Figure

and Issues

OBJECT

(classification

(concede
(override

(share-attributes
(share-attributes

(override

(share-attributes

2.34

McCoy's

simplicity,

timidity,

partiality,

highfalutin,

normal

or colloquial.

POSITED))

OBJECT

REAL))
OBJECT
POSITED
ATTRIBUTES1))
-- POSITED
ATTRIBUTES2))
OBJECT

REAL

DENY-CORRECT-SUPPORT Strategy

detail,

haste,

force

etc.

36-38).

Rhetorical

related

vein,

information
elderly

goals offer a practical

Haimowitz

(1989)

to be output

person

territory

goal but often rather a complex

view of a recommended

optimal
This

addressers

to the addressee,

confuses

inexperience,

addressees

Recovering

but they leave

(Responding

that

misclassification

since

the object

with

the nature

This work indicates

In a
of the

to give a nervous
exciting

uncharted

whales

are mammals

details,

are imprecise,

In other

of a radio program

correction

follows

the pattern
pattern

Misconception)

cases,

in terms which are

over-specific,
perhaps

or ambiguous.

due to inattention

McCoy

that provided

for recovering

callers with financial

expanded

into

the

a whale

or

(fish).

two particular

user)

can make:

as being

this as a "like-super"

a fish it is a

misclassification

Both are fin-bearing and live in the
their young.

these miscommuuications.

By analyzing

advice, McCoy noticed that misconception

Figure

generic

examined

system

lungs and breast-feed

from

DENY-CORRECT-SUPPORT.
is

identifies

identifies

of the superordinate

(1985ab)

consultation

if someone

because they breathe through
strategy

McCoy

(a hypothetical

For example,

are mammals.

a general

transcripts

CORRECT-SUPPORT

Miscommunication

addressee.

a person

(whale) shares properties

suggests

out critical

to Object-related

and misattribution.

McCoy

the user

so as, for example,

stay.

1987, pp.

are to blame for miscommunication.

misclassification

water but whales

about

Hovy,

field of pragmatics.

that they not only do not couch language

the uninformed

of miscommunications

because

from

are so insensitive

or misleads

In ROMPER
types

of many (see discussion

knowledge

the values

effect is seldom the result

at the problem-laden

hospital

can have

exploration.
2.8.4

Oftentimes

to combine

for example,

from an expert system to tailor presentation

a reassuring

for further

seeks

attempt

1985b, p. 40)

since pragmatic

interaction

(but partial)

(McCoy,

Formality,

Hovy argues for this distinct level of stylistic representation
of a single rhetorical

ATTRIBUTES3)))

2.34 shows

strategy

the result

when the DENY-

for responding

to "like-super"

misclassifications.
For example,
incorrect

statement

to correct

a misclassification

("Whales

are fish"),

("Whales

are not fish"), then state the correct

the expert

fact ("Whales

would

ftrst deny the

are mammals"),

then

Chapter2. ExplanationHistory_
andIssues
perhapsconcedesomesimilarity("It is true
this conceded

information

Importantly,
proposition

McCoy's

under which

communicative
However,

In addition
domain

misconceptions

is subsumed

confusions

Joshi,

about plans.

current plan, then it advises

Similarly,

Pollack

in the domain

discusses

of eleclronic

ill-formed

user plans

Patterns"

(e.g., plan

that are the result

(Quilici

of mistaken

unachievable

override

but also the

"concede",

or "override").

to correct

user

goal cannot be achieved

underlying

et al., 1988; Quilici,

goal, plan indirectly

strategies

by

or else says that the goal is unattainable.

misconceptions

user beliefs

so

the user can be confused

several

that a user's

plans

propositions

text as a whole.

suggest

believes

of rhetorical

"share-attributes")

and misattribution),

(1984)

that detects

the type

any order on the associated

the user of alternative

a system

not only

"state",

in the output

if their system

mail, and Quilici's

causes

impose

and Weischedel

For example,

the user's

(1986)

(e.g., "deny",

(i.e., misclassification

Webber,

encodes

(e.g., "classification",

well-structuredness

and finally

lungs and feed their young with milk").

structure

plays in the discourse

of guaranteeing

plans.

of text

role does not necessarily

to object

live in water and have fins"),

they breathe through

information

communicative

that whales

representation

role this content

there is the problem

about

("However,
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1989) UNIX advisor "debugs"

by accessing
thwarts

user's plans for action

a number

goal, plan

of "Justification

indirectly

precludes

effect).
In addition

to user misconceptions

of miscommunication

including

use of poor analogies.
theory

Cohen

of communication.

including

referent
(1987)

correction

subdialogues.

Instead

present

unsignaled

Goodman
action

a series

of investigating

generated

a set of "recovery

explanation

Litman,

1987).

Thus

opposed

to the simpler

(1986)

of plans

specific

investigates

strategies

heuristics"

as unsatisfactory).
as with McCoy

identification

a number

of miscommunication

and cognitive

that allow a system

In particular, they address
above,

the system
TEXT.

topic change,

to recover

overload.

from particular

clarification

1989ab,

within

a dynamic

For instance,

to recover

suggest:

objects,

types

and

of

1991; Moore,

subdialogues

is generating

Litman

clarification,

failure (i.e., if the user rejects

- _ another plan exists for achieving a _ourse
goal, try it.
• If the discourse goal is to des_be
a concept, provide examples.
• _ the discourse goal is to describe a concept and there are similar
provide an analogy,

and the

and its role in a plan-based

of forms

can be used to model

to react to explanation

of other causes

over- or under-specifications,

and Paris, 1989; Moore and Swartout,

situation of, for example,

Moore and Swartout (1989, p. 29-30)

shifts,

goal misunderstanding,

which

(Moore

and plans, there are a number

proper reference

confusion,

object and plan miscommunication,
1989) suggest

focus or context

(1981) examined

confusion,

and Allen

about domain entities

a system
(Allen

and

interaction,

as

from a failed strategy

Chapter2. ExplanationHistory_
andIssues
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Theimportantpointhereis thatinsteadof treatingexplanation
asa one-shotgame--computingthesingle,
ideal response-- the systemmerelykeepson sluggingaway with differentstrategiesuntil the useris
satisfied.
_s reactiveapproach
bringsupanotherissue.Recallthatblamefor miscommunication
canliewith
eitherthespeakeror thehearer. Up to this point wehaveonly consideredhearer_sconceptions. In
contrast,MooreandSwartout'sreactiveplannerkeepstrackof assumptions
it madeduringtheplanningof
a response.Thesecanbecomecandidates
for causes
of the miscommunication
in the speaker
ratherthan
theaddressee.
Therefore,
itusesanotherheuristic:
.

//any assumptions were made in planning
plan responses to make these assumptions

The reactive

approach

is provocative

with give and take between
replan responses
interaction

addresser

and addressee.

to satisfy user goals; however

Other contrasts

are indicated
2.8.5

can be accomplished
perspective.

In the context

produce

with respect
knowledge
request

by "placing

varied

output

and user goal.

perspectives.
•-

a
a
a
a

in the discussions

selects

For example,

It can be viewed

to a Point

a system

believes

hierarchies

a particular
student

process of meeting requirements
state model process (i.e., which
semester scheduling process
process of maximizing personal

it has achieved

courses

in the next chapter.

shoes,"

that

is seeing

courses

to students,

of view the system
of entities

selection

which

variety

of responses

Yes,

data

courses

should

be completed

I take both discrete

depending

their
et al.

in the underlying

is relevant

from a variety

to the current
of different

when)

math and data structures

upon the perspective

structures
and

from

the user is taking

selected

_

as appropriate

Consider:

Science

This

McKeown

believes

and processes

can be seen

things

output.

interests

if the student asks the system "Should

l.Requkements:

on

et al., 1985, p. 794):

Hence,

Computer
structures.

model of the

of View

view of the knowledge
course

affair,

can automatically

keeps both a discourse

which recommends

upon what point

as (McKeown

can be generated

TEXPLAN

of text planners

in the listener's

By crosslinking

base, the system

TEXPLAN

is an ongoing

in the first place is to be more precise in producing

depending

to the problem.

manner,

model of what effects the system

yourself

of Advisor,

that communication

In a similar

in contrast

Tailoring

One way to avoid rniscommunication

(1985)

since it underscores

with the user as well as an explicit

the addressee.

the last explanation,
mae.

discrete

is

a
math

requirement
is

a

for

corequisite

all

later
for

data

semester?"
for the user,

a

Chapter
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Yes,

you
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usually

take

them

both

first

semester,

sophomore

year.

3. Semester Sched_g:
spring

and

you

Yes,

need

to

they're

get

4. Pers0nalinterests(e.g.,AD:Yes,
semester,
you
take
discrete

McCoy

(1985ab)

perspective
similarity

attributes

the following

corrective

USER:

Whales

SYSTEM:

No,

because

they

mammals

since

feed

their

are
they

would

thought

that

lungs

both
are
and

the response

from

highlights

to recover

active perspective.

generator

will ftrst

the salience

this from the salience

body characteristics

may

thought

they

water.

However,

If a

test the
values of

values

on whales

strategy

from user

are fish" (when in fact

by summing

live

have
in

are

they

whales

perspective

of the

and fish are

(see above)

to generate

were

fish
they

through

are

lungs

and

the "common-people's-perception,"

and "scare-people."
and

the

above

for fish descendents

that

From

_s

point

"l_e-super"

strategy

are similar

to whales

schema

to produce

would

which
of view,
not be

in the c_ent
the response:

fish.

were

not

fish,

they

are

mammals.

fish

since

they

are

like

a_atic

mammals

mechanisms

breathe

is active:

fish dissimilar

are

large

feed

the

and then applies the ',like, some-super"

whales

are

strategy

uses her ,_e-super'

havegills),

then looks

isince

their

While most application
not incorporate

fish

and

finds one (sharks),
Whales

dynamically

that"whales

and subtracting

as "large-aquatic-creatures"

So ROMPER

No,

that recovers

milk.

find whales

SYSTEM:

You
and

say a different

ROMPER

whales

mammals.

fin-bearing

youngwith

USER:

McCoy

must

upon shifts in the focus of attention.

is computed

Since

you

fish.

(while

such attributes

that

melric),

are

are

highlights

perspective,

of two objects

1977).

McCoy

based on the currently

is active,

the

this
and

an appropriate

its response

in

response:

On the other hand,

applicable.

depending

not

possible.

in a system

previously),

progresses

(Tversky,

as

of perspective

(discussed

have in common

but

soon

structures

if the user misstates

The similarity

by Tversky's

data

For example,

to both objects

(as measured

as

AI
next
semester,
data
structures.

notion

of the objects

that the two objects

not common

take
to
as

semester,

way

to select

is able to _or

of whales and fish.

the

mechanism"

on 'body-characteristics'

the attributes

s_ar

filtering

ROMPER

you

ROMPER

next

of

an analogous

or misattribufions.

they are mammals),

if

base as the dialogue

this ',attribute

misclassifications

out

Introduction
the
same
time

In her system

in the knowledge

She exploits

take
at

implemented

miscommunications.
attributes

can
math

offered

them

creatures
(while

young

knowledge
for changing

and

fish

have

both

You
the

scare

gills),

may

fish,

have

sharks,

people.

whales

in

However,

breathe

through

withmilk.

representations
selection

_ow

different

of categorizations.

categorizations
However,

of objects, most do

Suthers

(1988a,

1988b)
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is investigatinga "View Retriever"that selectsinformationfrom the _owledge basegivena topic,
rhetoricalrelation,model(clinical,physical,etc.),andadepthboundary.An equallydifficult issueis the
complexreasoningthatmustbe undertaken
toinfertheuser,sperspective
fromdialogue.AsAdvisorand
ROMPERillustrate,however,determiningandusingtheuser,sperspective
on thetaskathandcanallowa
generator
to producetextthatis muchmoremeaningfulandhelpful.
2.8.6
The work discussed
content,

lexemes,

syntax,

perspective,

and text planning

to produce

language

consultation),
because

techniques

to a particular

of weakness

user (cf. Sparck

rhetorical
discussed

that is more natural,

we should

be careful

1989).

and

investigations
form,

enhance

at how quickly

Limitations
into a variety of techniques

and pragmatic

in previous

individuated,

user may indeed

in both the quality

Jones,

Advantages

in this section illustrates

realization

explanations

Tailoring:

Together

sections, these mechanisms

and effective.
performance

we drop general

and the quantity

force.

strategies

of the information

the text

for tailoring

task (e.g., tutoring,

for personally
from which

with

tailor

enable generators

But while mechanisms
on a particular

which

tailored

ones

we can model the

Chapter
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Hi_tory and I_sue_

2.9

Summary

and
2.9.1

We have examined

Future

Directions

Summary

the origins and the current directions

text, while

as fluent as the composer,

conversion

can cope with changes in the underlying formal representation,

coherency

problems.

we can build
contributed

Recent

generation

research

systems

discourse

have been developed

are many

representation
and depth
between

unsolved

schemes,

of human

explanative

control,

(Paris et al., 1988; Hovy
The

remainder

communication
interaction
the context
satisfy
Moore,

capabilities?

From an engineering

the addresser

of the current

descriptive

goals

or comparative

traditional

acts.

illocutionary

Planning

and the addressee,

of text.

from which

researchers

Finally,

have
domain

techniques

from miscommunications.

What

are required
perspective,

be sequential,

support

knowledge,

to capture the breadth
what is the relationship

and the "verba")

Previous

Utilizing

sequences

when,

the

major

what,

their respective

Researchers

of speech acts.

dynamic

to change

of the dissertation.

of

work has focused

1985).

with respect

to shared

parallel, or interleaved)?

knowledge,
primarily

have

speech

to provide

a foundation

text

generation:

is guided

beliefs,

speech

(e.g., Hovy,

andrhetorical

strategies

extends

and persuasive

of rhetorical

for the explanation

production

1988a;

simple
of

acts,

is able to plan

of the addressee,
examines

acts to

texts in terms

1985), TEXPLAN

therefore,

all in

to produce

past work beyond

a notion

by the

and desires,

only recently

and knowledge

The next chapter,

in

on planning

including

acts (Appelt,

not only the beliefs
actions.

narrative,

strategies

issues

and how to utter

TEXPLAN

expository,

communicative

speech acts, and surface

an approach

one

planners that reason about pragmatic

ability and desire to perform

of communication,
the remainder

activity.

texts to characterize

texts that have the potential
addressee's

(the "res"

addresses

(e.g., Appelt,

text embodying

communicative

techniques

(e.g., should the components

discourse.

1989) begun to investigate

multisentential

component

dissertation

as a plan-based

communicative

significant

Others have identified

stretches

code

et al., 1988)

of this

between

models
Some

generation.

and tailoring

and interaction

While

Future

mechanisms,

the text planner and the realization

knowledge,

lengthier

issues in the field of explanation

retrieval

texts.

and phrasal choice.

not only to tailor text to the user but also to recover
2.9.2

There

sophisticated

that characterize

Canned

longer texts introduce

in linguistically-motivated

and more

for lexical selection

strategies

of explanations.

only for the most basic of applications.

efforts have resulted
for longer

more general techniques

and text-independent

is adequate

in the generation

but also the

plan-based

models

system detailed

in

Chapter

3

EXPLANATION

PLANNING

Without knowing the force of words it is impossible to know men.
Confucius, BkXX,

3.1
This chapter considers
begins

by examining

philosophical

basis

computational
systems
recent

that planned
efforts

background
following

The chapter

text.

however,

we first summarize

in subsequent

Motivated

The strengths

of planned

text can be characterized

recommend).
distinguishes

on their content.
are termed

by three integrated

TEXPLAN,

text, and rhetorical

associated

acts

rhetorical

Rhetorical

from initial

speech

acts, to more

characteristics

and their plans

text plan.

acts which

approach

This

sets the

is introduced

in the

described in this dissertation

of TEXPLAN,

inform,

system

request),

define),

(e.g., evidence,

motivation).
as over sixty

acts:

and surface
and realizes

which identify

attribution),

which not only identify

and are formalized

this dissertation

that both plans

acts (e.g., describe,

predicates

explanations,

levels of communicative

(e.g., logical-definition,

relations

effects

(e.g.,

a computer

predicates

rhetorical

the salient

of haman-produced

illocutionary

between

planning

of

progresses

of these systems

for an explicit

need and

to a consideration

single-utterance

communicative

The chapter

and the practical

This leads

and weaknesses
the need

behavior.

with

which is more fully

chapters.

by an analysis

narrate),

systems

This discussion

those that planned

by indicating

theory

generation

utterances.

chapter. In order to contrast the explanation

described

have

through

action and purposeful

to communication.

language

concludes

for the computational

other work,

define,

actions,

to plan multisentential

are indicated.

approach

that plan natural

physical

as planned

flaw in schema-based

for a planned-based

systems

Introduction

the notion of language

a fundamental

3

claims that multisentential

rhetorical
speech

acts (e.g., describe,

acts

(e.g., command,

multisentential

English

the communicative

which identify

text,

function

types of utterances

of

based

content but also relate different pieces of text
Communicative
compositional

acts, just like physical
plan

operators

acts,

in TEXPLAN.

Chapter

3. Explanation

Follo_g

traditional

a plan

operator,

operators

plug

the goal

distinct

effects

user.

onthe

description
which

Taken

narration

are intended

three distinct

the order and realization
now consider planned

As described
and

organizations
paradigm
texts.

effects

Having

communication

The

Need

content

that were

is its excessive

Unfortunately,

plans:

of a decision-making

strategies,

and domain

is their efficiency.

While

in many situations

speakers

to deal effectively

planning.

Central

endeavor

(Austin,

perlocution.

to this effort
1962).

1985a,b)

planning

in Figure

2.0)

Austin

of a language,

requesting,

process

knowledge.
rhetorical

why

by recording
a model

(1) entity
each of

and desires.

temporal,

of

of the expected

and (4)argument,

Finally,

and spatial -- to guide

to explanation

have

standard

inference

Not surprisingly,

plug,

provided

we

weakness

patterns

of this text schema

found in human produced

they can be viewed
speaker

in discourse

of

discourse

exist -- their motivation

about

subject,

a method

prototypical

as compiled
models 1,

of text schemas

(e.g., a formal

and context

-- nor do

and hearer

one of the characteristics

are common

ceremony),

in order to tailor text or

Plans capture the basis for these decisions.

attempted

to integrate

was the philosophical

ordering,

by encoding

For this reason

about their audience,

claimed

text schemas

these patterns

involving

patterns

situations.

rllocution,

warning,

the effects

The principal

enumerate

effect on the hearer.

must reason

researchers

_so,

Communication

(1982,

a theory

foundation

that all utterances

2 The first kind of act, locution,

and semantics
as staling,

standard

with unexpected

From the start,

Planned

do not characterize

of their intended

presentation

for

Text schemas

they take account
the result

are important

my approach

by local focus constraints.

simplicity.

schemas

as its preconditions

beliefs,

of focus - discourse,

Re

These distinctions

exposition,

McKeown's

(text

guided

±t ion.

four text types including

knowledge,

briefly characterized

decompos

of

in general.

in the last chapter,

ordering

and proposition

notions

in the

constructs

characterize

on the user's

but related

of text.

3.2

selecting

unique

selection.

TEXPLAN

the plan operators

action in the header

as well

or planned.

help guide plan operator

(3) plan, process

to have

exploits

occurring

being the latter can be achieved

as a whole,

a communicative

of the action

on the action

from its plan for communication,

(2)event

TEXPLAN

represents

and the subgoals

the constraints

and preconditions

its utterances

TEXPLAN

in the ef f ect,

the distinction

constraints

Page 69

form_sms,

also represent

(enablements),
because

Planning

of communication

perform

is simply that of uttering

in contrast,

is the communicative

or apologizing.

of linguistics

actions
words

with

action-based

as a goal-oriented

by locution,

illocution,

using the phonology,

act conveyed

Each of these illocutionary

and

syntax,

by a locution,

such

acts presents

some

1The term speaker and hearer are used because this is conventional in speech act theory although this is not meant to imply
anything other than written communication. Furthermore,in the context of natural language generation system, the speaker
typically refers to the generator and the hearer to the user.
2In How to do Things With Words, Austin first distinguishes between constatives (which can be true or false) and
performatives (that can be felicitous (successful) or infelicitous). Later, he classifies all utterancesas performatives.
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propositional
contentwith anillocutionaryforcethatcharacterizes
_guistic

act is perlocution,

_ocution_

act may inform

convince

an audience

by the effect

of a proposition,

them of its math (but it might equally

perlocutionary

effects.

Searle

Thus convincing

(1969, 1975) formalized

of _ocutionary
indirect

the act defined

acts (often

(i.e., explicit and implicit).
assertives:
direc8ves:

focused

(1975)

was the first to suggest

on representing

conditions),

effects

interpretation

speech

(termed

speech act interpretation
(Cohen,

acts

essential

and generation.

of referents

(Allen,

conditions

all _ocutionary

1981),

indirect
referring

Grosz

and Sidner

investigated

(1986)

(represented

a plan-based

in plans

conditions

while

an

act may be to

acts in turn produce

fear.

for the successful

to in these terms),

performance

both direct and

speech acts as one of the following:

of speech

preconditions

by Searle),

and surface
expressions

speech

of topic

between

change,

clarification,

of this chapter considers

the evolution

termed

researchers
these

then

preparatory

implementations

investigated

Others

the identification

examined

and Perrault,

intentional

manipulating

intentions.

Several

These plans could apply both to

1985) as action-based

as a stack):

whole view of speech acts based on communicative

1978).

acts (Allen

(Appelt,

acts.

(Searle

and bodies.

(Cohen,

the relationship

computationally

plan recognition

model

with

1979) and production

1987), and planning

examine

produces

In fact some of the first computational

Allen,

segmentation

perlocutionary

Perlocutionary

acts, and so referred

Searle classified

For instance

Commit the speaker to math of expressed proposition.
Attempt to get the hearer to do something
(e.g., questions and commands).
Commit the speaker to future action.
Express a psychological
state (e.g,, apologize, praise)
Correspondence
between propositional
content and reality
(e.g., pronouncing
a couple to be married)

commissives:
expressives:
declarations:

Bruce

them).

and sufficient

called speech

has.

the corresponding

belief, frightening

the necessary

simply

an utterance

insult or frighten

produces

the nature of the act. The third form of a

1980; Hinkelman

communicative
structure

and

endeavors.

and the discourse

goals is an essential

In a related vein, Litman

and correction

both

feature

of the

and Allen (1987)

subdialogue

in task oriented

conversations.
The remainder
select,

organize,

planning

and realize

and linguistic

distinguish

between

realization

systems

as in Power

(1974), Meehan

components

(Hovy,

systems,

TEXPLAN,

application
LACE,

systems

a knowledge

natural

1988a;

language
levels

Moore,

a plan

of Figure

based

simulation

thus applying

2.0.

It is important

and linguistic

and Appelt (1982))

communicative
planner

(Anken,

planning

to communication
to the gamut

throughout
(typically

has been

that

the text

this discussion

to

using the same planner,

that are plan-based

to non-planning

component,

(Dawson

1989)).

actions

from systems

1989) which are attached

(e.g., KRS, a mission
based

utterances,

that plan both physical
(1976)

of plan based approaches

communicative

systems.
applied

Unlike

previous

to both

planning

et al., 1987)) and non-planning

systems

(e.g.,
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3.3

Power's

One of the first implementations
(1974,

1979)

achieve

a goal (e.g.,

assertions
planner

S_S-like

system

in which

necessary

to achieve

John
communication

two robots,

for John to get out of a room).

a precondition,

and

to attempt to integrate

planning

to get infolrnation
represents

Mary

Mary

The robots

the goal.

ACTION:

(robotpush)
(bolt
(door

and John,

could

Power's

formalism

complex

preconditions

were extremely

Three

was limited

were represented

(e.g., disjunction).

all plans are constant,

to

questions

or

(Fikes and Nflsson,

actin

Power's

system

197 I)

was:

up)
move)

to unary acts and subacts

or situations

simple:

actions

collaborate

other

This states that in order to get the door to move, the robot would have to push, provided
up (i.e., the door was unlocked).

was Power's

could

pass each

Just as the S_S

body, and effect of an action, a _ical

SITUATION:
RESET:

with action

in the system:

MOVe.,VuStt, and SLIDE.

and it did not represent

Moreover,

Power's

except for "robot"

that the bolt was

multiple

effects

plans and plauning

which was a variable

or more

mechanism

instantiated

to either

Mary or John.
In order achieve
They executed
For example,

their conversations
if John needed

the conversation
relationship

call.

or inform)
OSCAR

through

he executed

people

their goals.

cannot

constructed

to Power's

simple stories

would describe

getting

of asking,

Unforumately,

infer which

telling,

This was exactly

the question

and so on.

a speech act) and initiated

as Power

himself

game to select and why, given
appropriate

information.

recognized,

linguistic

actions

Cohen would

the

there is simply
dialogue

context.

(e.g., request,

later address

warn,

in his system

(1978).

In contrast

linguistic

methods

the gsi< game (essentially

know to how choose

3.4

success

stereotypical

goals and the games is implicit and fixed in his program:

That is, his system

to achieve

"games":

"May I ask you a question?"

the speaker's

Yet, as Power recognized,

goals, Mary or John might have to seek or provide

information

by uttering

between

a function

their non-linguistic

actions

Interestingly,

While

Meehan

(1976,

when

situations

and events

did not actually produce

language,

_t<, and P_RSUmr. in order to achieve

or controlling
They

1977)

who made plans to achieve their goals.

TALE-SPIN

and postactions.
however,

on conversations,

of the agents

such as _r.r.,

to a location

TALE-SPIN

about agents

the frustrations

of their plans.

postconditions,

focus

Meehan's

some

object.

therefore

The

suffered

some plans could be achieved

The system,

impeded

from the same

a system

that

TALE-SPIN,

the execution

and/or

agents in the story could plan

their extta-linguistic

STRIPS-like

by a number

designed

plans

encoded

drawbacks

of alternative

goals such as
preconditions,

as Power's

subgoals.

plans.

For example,

Chapter

actors
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PERSUADE by simply

5 discusses

T

ALE-SPIN

,

requesting,

s relauonship
•

3.5
Cohen (1978)
Cohen's

system,

focused
OSCAR,

determine

which

utterance.

Like Power's

had to opened
described
certain

agents

were

research,

in a STRIPS-like

formalism

effects

(TEXPLAN's

planner

decompositions).

For example,

except

The linguistic

achieve

1971),

of the

acts are

some EFFECT provided

all aspects

and logical

of the world

entailments

it is hierarchical,

some proposition,

INFORM(AGENT1,
believes

AGENT1

PRECONDITION:

AGENT1

believes

P

AGENT1

wants

AGENT2,

to

are

of those

i.e., plan operators

P, is:

P)
believes

P

and

inform

AGENT2

(and you believe

however,

act,

INFORM, REQUEST, CONVINCE, and CAUSE-T0-WANT.

AGENT2

it. Notice,

content

as well as non-linguistic

effects

although

EFFECT:

that

P

it and want to inform them of it), then they

that they themselves

might not believe

it. In order to

this, the speaker must CONVINCE the hearer of it. The plan for this is:
ACTION:
EFFECT:

CONVINCE(AGENT1,
AGENT2
believes

PRECONDITION:

AGENT2

believes

AGENT1

wants

planning

in OSCAR

AGENT2, as in TALE-SPIN's
preconditions

stops here.

representation

In contrast,

TEXPLAN

text that achieve

communicative

goals

AGENT2,

P)

P
AGENT1
to

convince

believes

of persuasion.

indicates

actions,
explicit

P

AGENT2

There is no description

and the effects of individual

decomposition).

provide

this assumption

of something

linguistic

by the operator's

acts include

the propositional

speech

a robot world, except that the door

and Nilsson,

ACTION:

that you believe

Unfortunately,

hearer

(Fikes

1979). 3 While

an appropriate

an ACTION that will achieve

the plan to have AGENT1 inforffl AGENT2 about

That is, if you INFORM someone
will believe

concerned

model,

that represents

also makes

it did select

act, and choose

Power's

as described

acts (el.Cohen arid Perrault,

output,

in OSCAR

As in STRIPS

or _eatening.

.

speech

in the speech

Unlike

bargaining,

OSCAR

English

conversations

by a key in OSCAR.

to stay constant

Cohen's

reason,

generauon.

.

illocutionary

involved

a good

to narrauve

.

did not generate

PRECONDITIONS hold.

assumed

have

on planning

proposing

So while

and

that

P

of what AGENT1 does to convince
these

acts formalize

they do not tell how to perform
rhetorical

actions

(e.g., to CONV'rNCEthe hearer

speaker

the act (i.e., its

found in naturally

of the truth-value

3Similar speech act operators were used by _en

for a REQUESTis defined

(I979)to recognize speech acts(c/.,

occurring

of a proposition,

evidence).

Like the INFORMact above, the plan operator

and

as:

Allen and Perrault, 1980).
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ACTION:
EFFECT:

REQUEST(AGENT1,
AGENT2
believes

AGENT2,
AGENT1

ACT)
want

PRECONDITION:

AGENT1

believes

AGENT2

can

AGENT1

wants

Thus if you REQUEST someone

to perform

an action

them to do it) then as a result they will believe
the action,

decomposition
Cohen

recognized

that his plans

denominator"

limitation

to single utterances

to capture

cooperative

did not address

what the speaker

Cohen

REQUEST operator

does

the

provide

To actually

get the hearer to want to do

this effect

for an IDENTIFY

yes/no

however,

(i.e., there

is no

search

referents,

which

speakers

which

(e.g.,

is its

Single speech act planning

fails

in part by Power's

location)

Cohen also

based on Allen

(e.g., "Where

but believes

and COIWINCE'rF operators.

the

is Mary?")
hearer

does.

These

also work with the

(e.g., "Is Mary in the room?"),

where the speaker

the hearer does.

often plan to get the hearer to identify
phraseology
can result

system.

speech acts.

to plan wh-questions

Mary's

as "the

act research

and COlWINCEREF operators

but believes

For example,

acL

to his algorithm

of most speech

history).

exemplified

questions

that speakers

and referred

a weakness

II_O_F

referent

of a proposition

a physical

Planner

elaboration

goals by direct or by indirect

I_Om_IF

but they characterize

must identify

strategies,

later formulated

Cohen (1981) later argued

of speaker requests
in a hearer response

must plan them.

expressions

referents.

He provides

such as "Find X" or"Notice
"Got it" or "uh huh."

The next section

was able to plan referring

examines

Appelt's

by reasoning

about

Just as

Knowledge
a number

of

of knowledge.

3.6
Appelt
syntactic

they can do it and you want to request

does to achieve

In general,

communicative

not know

and Perrault

Y" may encourage

further

work with the REQUEST operator

does not know the troth-value

Modalities

require

dialogue

(1979)

operators

the speaker

sources

ACT

As with the CONVINCE act above,

in limited context (e.g., no dialogue

issues like achieving

(1979) 4. These

And

you want the action.

speech act planner.

interactive

Cohen and Perrault

hearers

(and you believe

and

to

of the plan).

lowest common

evidence

ACT

AGENT2

some proposition.

the CAUSE-TO-WANT act does not indicate

Similarly,

request

a CAUSE-TO-WANT act is planned after the REQUEST act, just as a CONVINCE act is planned after

the nWORM act to cause the hearer to believe

where

to

ACT
do

(1982,

structure

1985)

and lexical

which could be modeled
saw goal satisfaction
by the speaker's

extended
choice.

Cohen's

Within

interaction
the framework

KAMP

suggestions

Like Cohen,

by the same planning

as a complex

desires.

Appelt's

Appelt

process
between

by planning
viewed

that handled
physical

of task oriented

not only

speech

acts but also

acts as communicative

extra-linguistic

and linguistic
dialogues

speech

actions,

actions.

In general,

ultimately

and assuming

actions

motivated

knowledge

4See footnote 18 in Cohen and Perranlt (1979), p. 488. Names for these acts were suggested by W. Woods.

he

of the
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stateof theworldandmutualandindividualbeliefs,Appelt'ssystem,KAMP (Knowledge
And

Modalities

Planner),

in order to

planned

accomplish

utterances

some desired

referring

expressions

setting,

such as "Tighten

goal state (e.g., get a pump attached

(e.g.,

"the

and the knowledge

TEXPLAN,

KAMP

Figure

focused

of isolated

hierarchy

surface

speech acts can be viewed

KAMP

activation

hierarchical

knowledge

sentences),

planning

from many different

Appelt's
with respect

planner

planning,

infinite

Appelt's

within

the possible-worlds

power

of the formalism

replanner

few objects),

if not impossible.

was very slow because

and linguistic

generation

linguistic

knowledge

of the system

in a more modular

because

is less sophisticated

goals in TEXPLAN

computational

complexity

is reduced,

reflected

only a few seconds to plan and linguistically

and
by the
act. In

speech

acts":

sentences).

1977) which allow

limitation

because

despite

speeds

made

its restricted

world

during

recovery

formalism

execution,
from

20

including

To express

way than in the initial

the

system,

planning

mechanism

used by KAMP.

However,

in_finite sets of possible

implementation

a failed

(approximately

communication).

formalism

a

(two agents and a

per utterance,

The hierarchical

to a potentially

their validity

not only was the full-

domain

of 1-2 minutes

personal

verifying

plan failed

This

and less ad-hoc

in a more efficient
realize).

the search of this infinite

before

was later integrated.

with respect

1980) where goals are stated

heuristically

tasks (Appelt,

than the possible

are not stated

three "surface

(Moore,

of its use of the possible-worlds

reasoning,

used in TEXPLAN

acts, surface

The illocutionary

nets (Sacerdoti,

semantics.

work achieved

TELEGRAM,

the

Unlike

by the fmal utterance

using

but if the selected

Moreover,

planning,

grammar,

subsequent

world

per utterance)

unification

although

acts.

In order to constrain

actions

planning,

possible

iUocutionary

and ASSERT (declarative

on procedural

This was a significant

to the rich,

choice).

content which is then specialized

are realized

worlds.

summarized

during

objects,

to solve a problem.

minutes

functional

and utterance

sentences),

was based

appropriate

domain

on lexical

before the whole is realized

to interact

system

unavailable

plan difficult
KAMP

selection),

sets of possible

formalism.

had no access

communicative

sources

2.5.1

which included

was based on a possible-worlds-semantics

to a potentially

space during

actions

ASK (interrogative

mechanism

about

planned

utterances.

on the propositional

description

screwdriver"

KAMP

by reasoning

2, Section

mrr_om_ and R_QtrVST acts which

COMMAND(for imperative
KAMP's

(i.e., description

forms of concept

plans

of linguistic

as operators

to a platform).

screwdriver")

on the production

acts, conceptual

particular,

Phillips

(cf. Chapter

3.1 shows KAMP's

of particular

long

of the hearer

speech

selection

the screw with the long Phillips

(individual

a

worlds,

utterances

take
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[ Illocutionary
(e.g.,

request,

Acts]

inform,

promise,

lsurfaceSpeech
(e.g.,

command,

Actsl

ask,

declare)

ActivationI

I Conceptual
(i.e.,

thank)

Propositional

Acts)

lUtterance Acts I
(i.e.,

Figure 3.1

In summary,
conceptual
forms

Appelt's

activation,

were

complex

abstraction

and

earlier,

of planning

were

Control:

an important

the text planner

runs the gamut from a pipeline

process
Appelt's

it brings

the realization

up this general

surface expressions,
a computational
pipeline
however,

relaying
because

the constrained

information
he allowed
search

scale up to a domain
their beliefs.

space

approach,

component

into _ocutionary

1985, p 9).

acts,

only afew

surface

illocutionary

a fimited

domain

and

Realization

in a natural

issue

about

language

realization

using

speech

acts,

acts and surface

a very

powerful

and

are able to interact.

alternatives

from the speaker

is an intrinsically

(writer)

to the hearer

pragmatics

made backup

computationally

many communicative

scope for the bearer's
feasible.
and physical

failed.

which describes

(reader).

Appelt's

knowledge

It is unclear

one
active

sharp way.

from illocutionary

when active subplans

in the conduit metaphor

only a limited

which included

As planning

in a particularly

The

are wholly

2.0) to an interleaved

at multiple levels of abstraction,

disbelief

et al., 1988).

by Figure

strategy

was able to retract previous choices
of Appelt's

(Hovy

system is the nature

and form of the message

(as implied

the generation

generation

component

where the content

is invoked

components

multiple

the planner

manifestation

in

and the linguistic

and realization

system represented

(from Appelt,

However,

consideration

interaction

where the planning

levels

Planning

between

before

tested

_P

mechanism.

of control

pre-plauned

Choice)

_erarchy,

acts was novel

they

plug

3,7
As mentioned

Plug

and utterance

investigated

computationally

Appelt,s

Surface

Since
acts to

This was

language

system

as a

worked,

and state.

Hence,

if this approach

would

actions, domain

objects, agents

and
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In contrast,in an earlyversionof M_LE
allowing

for two-way

communication

a confhence

of prescriptive

suggested
TE_L_

recognizes

another

approach

failed

struc_g,

lack

goal.

Text

1987),

and relations

influenced

analysis

underlying

by previous

of a wide variety

work

text.

Rhetorical

(Grimes,

of texts, identifying

the VURPOS_ relation

rationale

for the utterance

"Brush

utterance

plays in relation

to the other elements

phrases.
etc.

BACI<GI_OImD,
etc.

For example,

or sections).

of a text.

to Grimes'

fact, four of the ten sentence-level

rhetorical

predicates

identification)

correlates

although

Suthers
Mann

had paragraph-level

(1989, p. 54) compares
and Thompson

While
effects

RST endorses

some of the findings

rhetorical

of discourse.

Similarly,

(RST) (Mann

McKeown,

such as "in order
relations

Relations

the function

not obligatory)

by the phrases

For

provides
or role an

connective

"in order to," "so that,"

(e.g., _.r.a_OVmTZOl,t can apply to utterances,

(1975) notion

of recursive

in McKeown's
the recursive
relations

parts of texts.

from

EVIDr.NC_., rr.r.USCP, ACZON,

are key (though

is signalled

resulted

to avoid cavities"

indicate

include

and Thompson,

1985),

that exist between

of

(1982,

rhetorical

predicates.

1985) TEXT

system

issue was only partially

of Grimes

(1975),

In
(e.g.,

investigated.

McKeown

(1985),

and

1975), it formalizes

the

(1987).

that individual

function

the sets of rhetorical

Theory

relations

at all levels by these relations

This is analogous

must interleave

a need for formal representations

1980;

These rhetorical

typically

to select

manner.

Weiner,

with each relation

the vr.mvos_ relation

Text can be characterized

paragraphs,

Associated

constraints.

or failed subgoals

But future generators

Structure

that an utterance

your teeth."

or bottom-up

Structure

23 rhetorical

example,

_.I.a_O_¢rON,

indicates

1975;

1988b)later

signal to the text planner

With the push toward planning multiple utterances, there emerged
the components

planning,

(1987,

of information

user feedback)to

in a yet more flexible

Rhetorical

Hovy

and restrictive

and _ows

or extra-linguistic

and phrasing

3.8

plug,

limited-commitment

and realizer.

constraints,

or negative

linguistic

employed

his planner

or top-down

subplans,

to the current

content selection,

between

the need for flexible

(e.g., failed preconditions,

McDonald

relations

For example,

the relations

of text linguistics

can have on the hearer,

providing

by increasing

and so emphasizes

EVZD_NC_. can increase

El,1_i_Wmler and MOTIVATrON provoke

their ability and the second

(e.g., Grimes,

the hearer's

the communicative
belief in some claim.

the reader to action, the first by increasing

their desire as in:

TEXT
Come

to

my

It's

at

4095

You're

party.
Silvan

guaranteed

RST's

notion

of "nuclearity"

party."

is supported

Ave.
to

have

a

great

is illustrated

by the "satellite"

time.

REQUEST
ENABLEMENT
MOTIVATION

(speech act)
(rhetorical relation)
(rhetorical relation)

by the above text in which the nuclear

propositions

which enable

and motivate

request

"Come to my

the reader to perform

the
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requested
action.Thenuclearandsatelliterelationships
betweentheconstituents
in thetextareindicated
graphicallyin Figure3.2. In additionto encodingthe effectof particularrelations,RSTindicatesthe
constraints
onthenucleusandsatellites(e.g.,thesatelliteof theEVIDENCE
relation,whichis somepieceof
evidence,shouldbebelievableby thereader).But while RSTspecifiesinterclausalrelations,it doesnot
characterize
theillocutionaryactassociated
withanutterance (as in the above request) and so it is therefore
only a partial

account of communicative

In general,
researchers
rather

there

identified

than

behavior.

are no ordering
strong patterns

constraints.

For

constraints

of ordering

example,

they

on relations.

which
found

However,

that

the relations

CONCESSIVE, CONDITIONAL, JUSTIFY, and SOLUTIONHOOD

typically

ELABORATION, m_ABLEMENT, EVIDENCE, PURPOSE, and RESTATn_NT
Unfortunately,
provide

RST as presented

a computational

concerned

account

with the general

attempts

to characterize

conclusions,
Thompson

or provide

constraints

relations

the specific

rhetorical

advice,

i.e., texts

on the way the relations

ones or whether
texts longer

than several

Finally,

since the basis

newspaper

articles,

instructions

or arguments.

has revealed

(Hovy, personal

More importantly,

sentences

relations

may

global

they do not consider

explain

while

behavior,

functions.

Though

characteristic

functional

there is any sort of discourse

up is freely

RST is

of discourse

determined

by context.

Mann

and

structures.

grammar

compose

justify

imposing

to give those for

In fact, no one has

using RST and so this issue has not come to the forefront.

for RST was a broad range

their

texts which

particular

spans

and so fails to

the parts of all genres of text, my work

underlying

greater

In contrast,

that follow the nucleus.

(or interpretation).

have

tendencies

the nucleus.

is purely descriptive

of whether

the way text is built

precede

RST

BACKGROUND,

(1987)

relations

characterizing

text analysis

ANTITa_SIS,

are satellites

which hold between

which

any clear indication

produced

relations

rhetorical

allow for levels of RST characterization

RST does not provide

longer

in Mann and Thompson

of text production

during

they term "c ano hi cal orders " : strong

not capture

This last point is supported

that the set is not complete

of texts, from letters
the rhetorical

to bulletin

nuances

of specific

by the fact that the implementation

and individual

operators

may require

communication).

Figure 3.2 RST relations

board

suppo_g

a speech act

messages
genre

to

such as

of some RST

further refinement

,Chapter 3. Explanation
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3.9
Hovy

relations

preconditions,

are

effects

represented

and snbgoals

based on RST and represent
constraints

on the nucleus

and "relational
illustrates

For clarity,

which

used

CIRCUMSTANCES-OF,
Furthermore,

the mutual

but leaves the rationale
a distinction

distinction,

the result of planning

as plans.

that include

are coded in terminology
satellites,

as well as the

relation.

in some sequential

and satellite
Figure

3.3

order (e.g.,

(Brm SPEAKER HEARER proposition)

of a number

the

added

it tells what to say when, but not why.

spatial,

which

order:

some

are being chosen
states

Thus, for example,
or other ordering.

is a structure

The

apart

which

the

action.

can be added or instantiated,

As a consequence,

system

in a fixed

DETAILS-OF

but no order or choice applies

here).

with Hovy's

the

or

or why these relations

implicit.

temporal,

by the SEQr0ZNCE operator.

of subrelations

PURPOSE-OF,

than a plan operator

for that ordering

is being

actions

tells when these subreladons

to the choice and order of RST relations,
information

operators

and potential

of RST is illustrated

are satisfying

between

plan

The plans

which presents

consists

more

1977)

RST relations

in Figure 3.3.

the ATTRIBUTES-OF,

is nothing

20%)

in the text of the rhetorical

belief notation

implementation

what goal these relations

fact that much

phrases.

about

the plans encode the order of the nucleus

as a plan operator

while the SEQr.rgNCErelation

does not recognize

schemas:

In addition,

in the example

So the SEQUENCE relation

respect

as well as connective

every proposition

with Hovy's

SEQUENCE relation

(currently

(Sacerdoti,

act as connectives/cues

I have dropped

which would appear around
One problem

in NOAH-like

and satellites.

phrases"

some

the name of a plan, its results, its nucleus

the SEQrZENCErelation

temporal).

ordered,

"structurer"

(1988a, p. 168) was the first to encode

Rhetorical

not specify

Hovy's

it does

when they are.

that its child relations
Hovy's

SEQUENCErelation

Planning

is dynamic

within relations
from

are

with

(despite the

the satellite/nucleus

is very similar to McKeown's
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SEQUENCE
:

((SEQUENCE-OF

?PART

?NEXT))

Nucleus
requirements
growth

/ subgoals

:

(AND

(MAINTOPIC

?PART)

(_T-ACTION
((CIRC_TANCE-OF
(ATTRIBUTE-OF

points:

(PURPOSE-OF

?PART
?NEXT))
?PART
?CIR)
?PART
?VAL)
?PART

?PURP))

Satellite
requirements/subgoals:
growth
points:

((MAINTOPIC

?NEXT))

((ATTRIBUTE-OF
(DETAILS-OF

?NEXT
?VAL)
?NEXT
?DETS)

(SEQUENCE-OF
Order:
(NUCLEUS
Relation-phrases:

SATELLITE)
("_ "then"

Activation-question:
point,
or end-point
-- that
is, should

"Could
of
the

the input is included
of 17 propositions

be

E!05

SASEBO), etc.).

related information
For example,
event is constructed

These

a given

text is coherent.

U. S. Naval

vessels

propositions

as

start-point,

SEQUENCE

Hovy's

and events

(1988c)
(e.g.,

so that all the information

system starts with a small database
(ENROUTE E105)

and grouped

(DESTINATION.R

into 6 clause-sized

to be ENROUTE and then to be stopped

along with its time, agent (i.e., the ship KNOX), and temporal
LOADevent).

SEQUENCE relation

of Figure

3.3, along

structure

into the text structure

After constructing

chunks

of

with

(i.e., the prior

of propositions,

the CIRCUMSTANCE and ATTRIBUTE relations,

shown in Figure

ATTRIBUTE
CIRCUMSTANCE

c4-condition

\
ATTRIBUTE

position

to LOAD, an m_RIVE

relations

the 6 clansal groupings

3.4.

SEQUENCE

enrouue

in

rules.

a ship is observed

/

mid-

some
dimension?
a sequence?"

relation

set of propositions

are then enriched

ENROUTEevent and subsequent

the groups

ofHovy's

is used to "structure"

using domain-specific
when

represented

some
succession
of items
along
hearer
know
that
-A is part
of

and the resulting
concerning

?FOLL))

"next")
~A

Figure 3.3 Illustration

The SEQUENCE operator

?NEXT

heading

SEQUENCE
arrive

load

the

is used to
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Figure

The PE_N

systemic

condition

Knox,

which

is

C4,

Knox,

which

is

at

It

arrives

It

loads

the structure

on

condition)

en

route

79E,

3.4 as (where

c4 indicates

the

expressions
attempting

to group information

In particular,

information:

"heads SSW" and "en route to Sasebo").

naturally

at 18N 79E,

arriving

a more

sophisticated

(Moens

and Steedman,

Ehrich,

1987).

To overcome
investigated
sentence

the

using Focus

topics.

among

representation
temporal/tense

and Cheng,

into the discourse

Trees

f_om topic to topic (i.e., a tree traversal)
object, then the conversation

it is introduced

purpose,

to constrain

could improve

text coherence,

approach,

(objects,

attributes,

readiness
is

It

will

at

79N
arrive

C4,
18E

Knox
heading

4/24

and

much more

issue

Hovy

(although

and McCoy

(1989)

and interrelationships

settings,

actions,

see

of

or events)

A node in the Focus Tree (a topic) is subordinate
as a subtopic

of the parent node.
entity.

A legal shift

For example,

if it is a

or an action in which it plays a role (i.e., create

or to subactions.

To illustrate

Hovy and McCoy

is

en

route

to

Sasebo.

SSW.
will

load

for

four

how the use of a Focus Tree

(1989, p. 7) regenerated

Knox text:

It

"en

shifts from an action node in the Focus Tree can be to an actor

to the action's

With

of the events

1947) and event ontology

this difficuk

is based on the type of the current

In contrast,

of direction

be conveyed

1991) to guide the ordering

are "topics"

or object in the action,
generation

solves

RST-based

can shift focus to its attributes

subnodes).

(what is the relation
could

(i.e.,

this may be structurally

(e.g., grouping

(Reichenbach,

generator

by the participants.

the conversation,

While

The content

representation

Trees

of Focus

the CIRC_STm_C_

of verb tense and aspect (cf. Allen, 1988), although this

To be fair, no current

(McCoy

which in fact is also one of

introduces

propositions

the events

and loading?)

of a strictly

node if, during

the corresponding

connected

shortcomings

The nodes

that are introduced
to another

1988).

ordering

on 4/24

given a more sophisticated

necessitates

semantically

no temporal

the text first

One

But this was not the focus of

rhetorically,

a S_QUENCE of events.

it fails to bring

being

together

restrictive

seem odd. A human speaker would

such as "the ship" or "'the vessel."

and then enumerates

is, moreover,

they are simple, except for the embedded

at the same time the text as a whole is unnatural.

appropriate,

There

Sasebo.
SSW.

in the third and fourth utterances

with the above passage.
of the Knox

to

heads

days.

Unfortunately,

He was, however,

the problems

4

references

be more likely to use referring

route,"

in Figure

4/24.

for

in the first two sentences.

work.

is
18N

in the above text are grammatical,

reason is that the anaphoric

Hovy's

then redes

text structure

of the ship):

While the sentences
clauses

generator

3.4 Hovy's

days.

the above
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of the Focus

Tree control

content which results in a more focused
In another

representative

Advisor

(Neches

readability,

et al.,

1985),

how the program

enhances

of his initial

approach

system

particular,

in

order

to

of Common

code generation

the
find

LISP code.

transformations

Providing

the

PURPOSE is clearly

communication)

scans

includes

In the example

and

CAUSE,

one aspect

six major

for

program

the

below,

PURPOSE,

Enhancement

to the

efficiency,

the first clause

elaborates

the purpose

for the activity:

RELATION

ELABORATION

apply

PURPOSE

program

of explaining.

relations

SOLUTIONHOOD and VOLITIONAL-RESULT).
as EVIDENCE

the
to

p.166),

improvements

and the second clause provides

opportunities
to

1988a,

RHETORICAL

system

of propositional

text from the Program

that recommends

.TEXT
In

restructuring

(Hovy,

are used to plan the following

an expert

and maintainability

and, hence,

text.

example

SEQUENCE, and ELABORATION relations

the selection

Hovy's

current

implementation

ELABORATION,

(CIRCUMSTANCE,

(Hovy, personal

PURPOSE, SEQUENCE,

Of courseexplanations
involveotherrhetorical
relations
such

example.

A greatadvantageof Hovy's approach isthatindividual
relations,
such as SEQUENCE, arefol111alized
in a NOAH-like

planning language which encodes the constraints
on the nucleus and satellite,
their

respectivegrowth points,and theirpreferredorder.Unlike TEXPLAN's

plan operators,
however, some

of Hovy's rhetorical
operatorsincludedomain dependentinformation.For example, theCIRCUMSTANCE
operatorrefersto underlyingrelations
such as HEADING.R and TIME.R of navalevents. And unlikeHovy's
planner,which structures
a given setof propositions,
TEXPLAN
structmingconcomitantly.Furthermore,as theSEQUENCE

performs contentselectionand text

operator illustrates,Hovy's

appear in a fixedorder. In naturaltext,particularly
in the case of SEQUENCE,
sophisticated,

based

constraints

on order.

particular

output order.

A final problem

on, among

A text planner

is that though

text structuring

procedures

text structures

not communicative

illocution
extent

example,
between

in particular,

implicit

simply has the effect

or do something).

must reason

temporal,

causal,

explicitly

RST is in principle

plans

are central

two propositions.

things,

effect

to a plan-based

approach

the speaker

is no representation

such illocutionary

The explicit

and hearer mutually
of informing,

of these notions

functions,

a

Hovy's
they are

perlocution

and

like INFOm_ are to some

The SEQUENCE relation,

believe

requesting,

to choose

acts -- indeed
actions,

Actions
way.

and conventional

of information

Yet communicative

acts have on the hearer

formalization

attentional,

or to perlocutionary

to language.

is much more

orderhlg

with communicative

but only in a weak and generaliTed

of making

There

to be executed.

spatial,

about these kinds

concerned

do not refer either to illocutionary

in his RST plans,

nor of the perlocutionary
desire,

other

subactionsin plans

for

that there is a sequence
or persuading

the hearer,

(like having them know, believe,

and their relationship

to rhetorical
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relationsenables
thespeakernotonlytoreasonaboutthepresentation
of anexplanation
but alsoto execute
theassociated
communicative
acts.Thisis oneof thekeycontributions
of mywork.
3.10
Moore's
planner

(Moore

(introduced

subdialogues

and Swartout,
in Chapter

(Litman

Unlike Hovy's

and Paris,

on RST,

but it focuses

a text that achieves

text structurer,

Moore's

form (from Moore

specifically
a given

system constructs

speech

1989) reactive
on clarification

goal (e.g., persuade
a text plan/text

acts as leaf nodes.

in Figure 3.2 by using the top-level

3.5 in its LISP-like

1988, 1989; Moore,

Moore

the

structure

accounts

for

plan recommend-enable-motivate,

and Paris, 1989).

recommend-enable-motivate

EFFECT :
CONSTRAINTS
NUCLEUS
:
SATELLITES

:

(BMB
nil

S H

(GOAL

(RECOMMEND
:

H Eventually(DONE

S H

(((BMB
S H
((PERSUADE

plan indicates

eventually

H ?act)))

?act)

(COMPETENT
S H (GOAL

H
H

Figure 3.5 Moore's
_s

Planner"

1989; Moore

but also has individual

texts like that shown previously

NAME:

1988ab,

1987) after producing

rhetoricalrelations

shown in Figure

"Reactive

2) is also based

and Allen,

hearer to do some act).
which includes

Moore's

(DONE
(GOAL

H ?act)))
*optional*)
H Eventually(DONE
H ?act)))

recommend-enable-motivate

"optional*)

plan operator

that the effect (that the speaker and hearer mutually believe that the hearer has the goal of

accomplishing

that both the speaker

some act) can be achieved

by recommending

and hearer believe the hearer is able to perform

the action,
the action,

(optionally)_g

sure

and (optionally)

persuading

the hearer to do so.
Each

operator

pe rsuade'by-mot

in Moore's
ivat

plan

library

encodes

either

a partic_ar

discourse

goal/plan

ion) or characterhesa rhetorical
relation(e.g.,
mot ivat ion) suppo_g

(e.g.,
thego_

or plan. The leafnodes of a comple_d plancons_tof fllocu_onary
speechacts(informor recommend) as
ha:

(recommend

SP_R

HEARER

(replace

(actor

user)

(object

car-function)

(generalized-means

which is sent off to the PE_
You

In contrast,
the _e

_XPL_,s

of rhetorical

should

sentence
replace

(car

generator
x)

with

and r_zed
(first

first-function)))

as:
x).

leaf nodes indicate not only the speech act and its propositional
predicate

(e,g., attributive,

logical,de_tion,

evidence),

content,

thus abstractly

but also

marking

the
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kindof propositional
contentcontainedin thepropositionin ordertoguidehigherlevelplanningandalsoto
guidesubsequent
linguisticrealization(e.g.,theuseof cuewordsto signaltheclassinformationbeing
conveyedor its connectionto otherpropositions). A more significantdistinctionis that TEXPLAN
explicitlydistinguishes
illocutionaryspeechactssuchas inform andrequest whicharepenultimateleaf
nodesin thetextplanfromsurfacespeechacts(Appelt,1985)suchasassert, command,
andrecomraend
whichareleafnodesin thetextplan.
NAME :

persuade-by-motivation

EFFECT :
CONSTRAINTS

NUCLEUS

(PERSUADE
:

(AND

:

(FORALL

SATELLITES

:

S H

(BMB S M (GOAL
?domain-goal
(MOTIVATION

3.6 Moore's

There also are some problems
For example,

plan operator
?act

distinction

consider

characterizes

achieves

decomposition),

But notice in the

above

Persuade
plan).

appear

in Moore's

include
predicates
process

relations).

Moore's

only rhetorical

acts

on leaf nodes
(over

irate

longer

stretches

distinguish

3.6.

the hearer

This

that the

make the important

as non-optional

portions

and constraints

between

and an action (persuade).

of the

on the satellites

action and effect.

Actions

be the state that the hearer has the goal of eventually

doing

mix

pragmatic
is a

In contrast,
acts.

incorrectly
acts

Similarly,

(the speaker
of the

is that actions

or speech

both an effect

the effect

this effect (which

plans

text plan.

(e.g.,

by telling

plan how the satellite includes

plan,recommend

resuiting

in Figure

these plans

on the nucleus

close tie to

agent; effects refer to states of affairs that are the result of actions.

that achieves

The consequence

in TEXPLAN

do not consistently

ion plan above sho_

Furthermore,

shown

to do an ?act
is that while

constraints

the hearer is competent)

is the action

of her system's

thereof).

e-mot

recommend-enable-motivate

rhetorical

the hearer

(indicated

between

plans

recommend-enabl

believe

plan operator

plan operator

The problem

implementation

persuade-by-motivat
?act.

?domain-goal))

persuade-by-motivation

and satellites

by some intentional

and hearer mutually

?act

?domain-goal.

level, Moore's

executed

?domain-goal)))

to persuade

they do not distinguish

(as does RST and Hovy's

are events

H

with Moore" s plans that are a consequence

an attempt

nucleus

On a semantic

H ?act)))

the persuade-by-motivation

some mutual

between

H Eventually(DONE

nil 5

Figure

RST.

(GOAL

(GOAL S ?domain-goal)
(STEP
?act
?domain-goal)

appears

and rhetorical

speech actbut enable

and

(e.g., speech acts), rhetorical
the decompositions

Rhetorical

relations

relations
motivate

relations,

appear

of the text plan

or are simply

of text).

Thus,

traditional

as special
consequences

planning

slot in the

(e.g., in the
are

RST-based

and effects

of TEXPLAN's

evidence)

following

in the effect

all

plan operators

types

of rhetorical

of the planning

formalisms,

TEXPLAN

5Moore's publications vary the value of empty satellites between "nil" and "none" and some figures omit the satellite
altogether. These cases are assmned to be equivalent.
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representsa communicativeactionin the header
subgoals

of the action

nucleus

in the decomposition

and satellites).

preconditions

The plans

are important

recording

the effects

While
TEXT

Moore

system"

high-level

because

that Hovy's

motivation,

the latter

help

relations

"look

the

as well as its

or planned.

These

plan selection.
TEXPLAN

occasions

where

act supported

in standard

patterns),

Also, by
constructs

a

amount

must precede

necessary

In the following

applications).

example,

(1985)

1988b, p. 12). This

as shown

(achieved

in Figure

3.2. There

by providing

evidence,

rather than follow a recommendation.

the idea or if an explication

(as in tutorial

and Swartout,

relations

of persuasion

of McKeown's

at the same time she admits to a

level (Moore
by two rhetorical

a significant

or cause, for example)

much like the schemas

case ff the user has a strong bias against

making

guide

between

occurring

can be achieved

from its plan for communication,

at the recommend-enable-motivate

purpose,

to distinguish

on the action

and preconditions

RST plans

(i.e., they order rhetorical

is a fixed order of an illocutionary
are, of course,

distinct

marked

and the

effects on the user.
argues

schema

being

constraints

the goal in the effect,

can be explicitly

the constraints

the distinction

of its utterances

model of the expected

(which

also represent

(enablements),

distinctions

of a plan operator,

of the advisor's
the speaker

This is the

reasoning

provides

is useful or

evidence

before

a recommendation:
The X-rays revealed a slight fracture of your femur. And the hematologic
tests indicate
white blood cell count.
Also, you may have internal bleeding near the lacerations
bruises. You really shouldn't play in the game on Saturday.

On the other hand, if the user model,
motivation

task, or situation

haste, then an immediate

request

without

action,

as in the

defmes

"global

is likely:
You should stop by tonight.

or inthe

indicate

low
and

(See you, I have to go now.)

command
Duck!

_e

ball is coming

this way.)

On the other hand, the request can be implicit,

if the hearer

can readily

infer

the intended

advertisement

You can get $500 cash back and a 5 year, 50,000 mile warranty.
_uy a Pontiac now.)
Focus

also affects

context"

as the top level

example

above includes

focus includes

_

entities

ordering

as demonstrated

goal and entity,
the entities:
closely

by Hovy

(1988).

Moore

so the global focus (in the sense of (C_osz,

user, car,function,

related

and McCoy

to these do_

and _st-function.
entities

In contrast,

(e.g., associated

1977))

in Moore's

we hold that global

subacts,

effects, actors
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and so on) and so some local focusing
propositions

(rhetorical

Moore's

system

focusing

is necessary

use of models
local

focus

to achieve

Finally,

passive

Moore's

to guide

called

of text",

heuristics

used by Moore's
1. Avoid
2. Prefer
3. Prefer
4. Prefer
5. Avoid

A weighted

many other

operators

operators

operators

do not generate lengthy

EDGE

discourse

which

approach

improve

upon

achieve

noun phrase

models
form

H

of

(e.g.,

distinctions).
pattern

d-enab

(with

Moore's

1e-mot ivate.

3.7.

Figure

?act)))
I

plan operator

of a reactive

of selection

a given

approach
planner

competing

is provocative,

authority)

explainer

heuristics

discourse

that reasons

which

goal.

about

can be used to

There

are five

such

Hovy's

by explicitly

Discourse

to explore

goes beyond

_is

plans to be rank ordered.
(and the texts

to perform

representing
are s_

and a wide range

some action.
effects

employ

and

fixed at the highest

_so,

while

opdon_ty,

her

level.

Planner

the role of discourse
and plans

they produce)

versus suggestions)

to get the hearer

Cawsey's

begins

humans

versus recommendations

text (e,g., multiparagraph)and

3.11

1990)

in

a number

of the above allows

(e.g., invoking

plan

reactive

surface

by her

plans that make assumptions about the heater's beliefs.
operators that refer to previously mentioned concepts.
operators that refer to concepts the hearer knows.
specific operators over more general ones.
operators that generate verbose responses.

Moore's

Moore's

and

plan in addition to r ecor_en

Local

demonstrated
Explicit

in

system including:

while Moore's

strategies

planning.

strategy is but one (preordered)

recommend-by-simple-statement

surface forms (e.g., commands

of rhetorical

attention

and defirtite/'mdefirtite

shown

sum of numeric measures

In summary,

between

Moore not only offers the notion

plan

(1985)

constraints

that can be used to get the hearer to do something.

but her work also contributes

competing

during

and ensure text cohesion.

the interaction

of rhetorical

by local focus

as McKeown

{BMB S H (GOAL
H Eventually(DONE
recommend-by-simple-statement
(RECOMMEND
S H ?act)

these limitations,

among

selection

recommendation

Figure 3.7 Moore's

choose

content

recommend-by-simple-statement

EFFECT:
I NUCLEUS:
NAME:

the local selection

in plan operators

of relevancy,

in a family of operators

This

the "'effect

of variables

and active voice selection,

system has only one alternative

Despite

is not guided

recommend-enable-motivate

components)

the

content)

maxim

to characterize

(1989)
is

However

in the binding

the Gricean

of focus of attention
are necessary

is required.

plus propositional

but rather is implicit

pronominalization,

optional

relations

mechanism

in explanation.

both content

and discourse

Cawsey's
moves.

(1989,
As in
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Hovy's andMoore'ssystemjust described,EDGE
(cplan)

and discourse

planning

(dplan).

For example,

will use the how-it-works

plan operator

device

(e.g., a light-unit).

If the operator's

information

the device,

structural
process

and behavior

for process
describes

about

associated

and behavior,
the structure,

unit was included
the structure

were

constraints

3.8, which takes
are satisfied,

then the subgoals

This how-it-works

used to produce

the partial

is a precondition

for indicating

content

of a device

description,

as a parameter

plan content

plan operator,

text plan shown

and finally the behavior
user model indicated

to formalize

that indicates
together

The structure

or behavior

the

with those

3.9 which

the user did not know about
the process

EDGE

base contains

in Figure

of a light-unit.

planning

the name of a

i.e., the knowledge

have EDGE

with the device.

an assumed

of the device

to plan the content

shown in Figure

then the process,

because

uses plan operators

fkst

of a light-

it, and knowing

of a device

(see Figure

3.8).

how-it-works
CONSTRAINTS:

((getslot

PRECONDITIONS:

((structure

SUBGOALS:

((cplan

addition
structure

interactions

example,

EDGE

description
_st

to planning

EDGE

has plan

operators

that open

embedded

also has a number

detector

circuit

works").

works.

Finally,

detector

circuit works?")

The discourse

the closing

exchange

analogous

by a request

level

(1974)

Figure

informing

by a focusing

plan next conveys

which is acknowledged

to Power's

The overall

which is followed

is initiated

of discourse

and close exchanges.

in a dialogue.

with a framing move ("ok")

(device)))

Con_nt PlanOperator(cplan)

with the user, using techniques

of the light-unit

opened

(device))

behavior

how-it-works

content,

"structure))

(device])
process

(cplan

Figure3.8

(device)
device

the content

plan

that

games.

For

dialogue

3.10 illustrates
transaction

move

describing

the above

in Figure

('Tll explain

to close ("Is that enough

by the user ("OK"),

operators

3.10 is

how the light

how the light-circuit
about how the light

which ends the transaction.
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how-it-works

structure(light-unit)

identification

(light-unit)

process

(light-unit)

function

(light-unit)

behavior

(light-unit)

[light-unit)

components

(light-unit)

I
inform

(instance

light-unit

pd)

inform

(func-dep

voltage

I

I
"A

light

light-intensity)

detector

circuit

potential

is

divider

a

type

of

"Its

circuit"

function

which

Figure

is

depends

on

3.9 EDGE Content

informing.transaction

( (how

to

give

the

an

input

output
light

voltage
intensity"

Plan

it-works

(light-unit))

I

boundary.exchange

framing.move

(open)

(open)

focusing.move

i
_OK,

boundary.exchange

...

I
n

"I'll

explain

detector

incorporate

dialogue

of how devices
leaf nodes
operators
dialogue.

system

circuit

shows

control.

the

how

EDGE's

inform

that address

and request

a broader

"Is

light

works"

3.10

content

that

light

EDGE

a plan-based

work and have no notion

include

acknowledge.move

I

how

Figure
Cawsey's

request-close.move

(close)

illocutionary

range of explanations

detector

Discourse
approach

plan operators,

of rhetorical

enough

I

about
circuit

although

the

(user)

works?

"OK"

Plan
to communication

however,

In contrast,

can be extended

to

are limited to giving explanations

acts such as describe,
acts).

how

compare

or narrate

this dissertation

it does not address

(although

provides

plan

the issue of explanatory
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3.12
Researchers

have identified

have just examined
Maybury

(1989)

Moore's

the hearer

failure in an expert system),

(rnisclassifications

and

or belief

from it.

Similarly,

misattributions)

state

(1982)

schemas

that the emphasis

here is on sequences

these

plans

illocutionary

schemas

the conversation.

an action
information

we are conveying

text arise

from

propositional
rhetorical
made.

reasoning

schemas

effect),

The ordering

are "frozen

be selected

of relations

unify against
formalize)

the higher

conversational

of a doctor's
These

patterns

of rhetorical

of this dissertation

schemas

(i.e., before

For example

plans are

predicates,

except

acts. I term

is to break

down

these

guided by the context of

into their "tmcompiled"

of order.

versions

requires

not

we may want to recommend

or after providing

approach

goal,

motivation)

plans"

action).

composition

based

on the

organization

of the

way dependent

orderings

on discourse

As mentioned
are mere

planning

and rhetoric
higher

context,

state,

to achieve

to the observation

that

why choices

a communicative

goals (e.g., CONVINCE) should

are
(the
goal.

therefore

they are the first operators

RST (the theory)
and could

and the

at the level of perlocution

not because

previously,
preferences

and belief

a text but fail to indicate

requires

of speech acts),

knowledge

This is analogous

that tell how to compose

output,

level plan.

is to have the pragmatic

the hearer's

(e.g., MOTIVATION) which satisfy

recognizes

be modified

to

(but does not

by, for instance,

Why

Build

a Text

Plan?

given in this chapter so far show, there have been several systems that plan individual

acts or multisentential

discourse

the critique

the

context.

As the accounts

text structure.

misconceptions
to "debug"

so that they can be recomposed

decomposition

3.13

speech

elements

(the sequence

that relational

on addressing

guides

(in this

and finally tells

acts, be they speech acts or rhetorical

One aim

the speaker's

targeted

in a principled

with evidence,

work

(1989)

standard

of the text (e.g., the recommended

ilIocun'on

a problem

as well as the context (e.g., the state of the speaker and hearer).

about

In more effective,

intended

capture

but also flexibility

to this top-down

content

which

or end of a text

identifies

deny-correct-support

Rarddn

these (illocutionary)

of text constituents,

An alternative

strategy

text. We

At the same level of abstraction,
which

(1985ab)

these to organize

warn-justify-suggest_alternative.

schemas.

into their primitive

at the beginning

McCoy's

of communicative

illocutionary

Decomposing

only optionality

strategy.

supports this identification

Finally,

using the plan

to McKeown's

pragmatic

in text and exploited
ivate

uses the

of the hearer.

diagnosis/suggested-treatment
analogous

strategies

the plan identify-support-recommend

how to recover

knowledge

plan-based

Schema

recommend-enable-mot

suggested

case a rule constraint

Illocutionary

Thus, although

text, research

in the latter has conflated

both Hovy and Moore

goal using a library of plans formalizing

use a hierarchical

RST relations,

the distinct
planner

notions

of textplan

that attempts

the end result of their planning

and

to achieve

a

process is
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a hierarchicaltext structureof rhetoricalrelationswhich structurepropositions(in Hovy's case)or
illocutionaryactions(in Moore'scase).Theproblemis that(hierarchical)planningis anactivity which
producesa plan,i.e., adecomposition
of actionsandsubactions,
whichcanthenbeexecutedto achievea
particulareffect(or effects).But rhetoricalrelationsarenotexecutable
actions. In contrast,TEXPLAN
producesa decompositionof (communicative)actionswhich arethenexecuted,the processof which
resultsin a (potentiallymultisentential)
text. Thusrhetoricalrelationsarea by-productofrhetoricalactions
(e.g.,giving evidenceimpliesanevidencerelation)just asperlocutionaryeffectsarethe by-productof
illocutionaryactions.This final sectionarguesfor the needto constructa text planasopposedto atext
structure(although
it canbearguedthattheformeris includedin thelatterasit is inherentlyhierarchical.)
As the plannerin TEXPLAN (detailedin the following chapter)attemptsto achievesomegiven
discoursegoal it reasonsalongpragmatic(i.e., intentionandbelief),rhetorical,andepistemological
dimensions.Thehistoryandresultof thisplanningactivityis recorded
in ahierarchicaltextplan. Thistext
planis neededfor a numberof reasons.First,aspointedoutin Chapter2 andsummarized
atthebeginning
of this chapter,text schemas(a la McKeown,1982,1985)areinadequatebecausewhile they record
standardpatternsof organization(in essence
"frozen"plans),theyfail to capturetherationaleunderlying
thosepatterns(i.e., their intendedeffect). This makesmiscommunicationrecoveryor replanning
impossibleexceptatthehighestlevelof organization(i.e.,attempting
to useanotherschema).Second,a
textplanis neededfrombothepistemological
andlinguisticperspectives.
In particular,in mostknowledge
basesthereis not enoughstructure(e.g.,atlributestructure),order,or indicationof whatis salientfor
efficientandeffectivecommunication
betweenahumanandmachine.Linguistically,atextplanis needed
toabstractawayfromsyntacticandsemanticdetailsandtorelatedomaincontentanddiscourse
smacture
to
higher-level
discoursegoals.Therefore,
thetextplanactsasacommunicative
interfacetothepropositional
contentof theunderlyingapplication.Third,thetextplanactsasa historicalrecordof boththesystem's
reasoningaboutpragrnatics,rhetoric,andepistemologyandtheexpectedeffectof this on thehearer's
knowledge,beliefs,anddesires.
In additionto the advantages
of a deeperandricherrepresentation,
the text plan's hierarchical
structurehelpsto guidesurfacechoices.Forinstance,rhetoricalrelationsbetweendifferentpartsof a text
(theirorderandsubordination)
helpguidetheselectionof connectors
whichcanaidin localcohesion.For
examplethe"illustration"relationsuggests
theconnective"for example"anda "justification"or "causeeffect"relationbetween
two partsof textmaymotivatetheuseof"because"asin "X because
Y".
Justasrhetoricalstructurecanmotivateconnectives,
thesubordination
relationships
capturedby the
textplancanbeexploitedby a focusmodeltomakeappropriate
contextspaceshifts.Forexample,when
the text plan indicatesthe introductionof subclasses
or subpartsof an entity (e.g.,an object,action,
process,or state)thesenewentitiescanbepushedontothecurrentfocusspace(assuming
local focusis
implementedas a stack(Sidner,1983;G-roszand Sidner,1986)). In contrast,whenthe underlying
applicationindicatestheneedtocommunicate
a warningor anurgentmessage,
theresultingtextplancan
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signaltothefocusmechanism
to suspend
(orpush)thecurrentattention
space.Equally,hearerfeedback
caninterruptthecurrentdiscourse
focus,introduce
newloci,orevenreturntooldones.Furthermore,
the
textplanirnpliciflyincorporates
anotionof focus,although
independent
mechanisms
forglobalfocusing
(Grosz,1977)andlocalfocusshift(Sidner,1979)arenecessary
to guideplanning,asin theselection
of
alternative
propositions
(McKeown,
1982;HovyandMcCoy,1989).
A plan-based
approach
to communication
thusyieldsa numberof theoretical
andcomputational
advantages.
First,planoperators
capture
theconditions
forusingutterances
designed
toachieve
specified
perlocutionary
effects.A second
benefitis thecomputational
efficiencyofferedbyplanoperators:they
constrain
thesearch
space
andencode
constraints
ontheselection
andorderingoftheprimitiveelements
of
text. Pruningthesearchspacewill becomeincreasingly
importantastextgenerators
arescaled-up
to
capturehundreds
of alternativestructuring
andorderingpossibilities.Third,andmostsignificant,the
resultingtextplanincorporates
a moredetailed
representation
of thestructure
andfunctionoftextwhich
allowsfor greatercontroloverthecommunication
thanpreviousapproaches.
As was indicated, text
structure can guide attentional

shifts as well as surface choices to aid local cohesion.

resulting

text plan is "self-conscious",

it can react (by replanning)

(Moore,

1989).

arguments

corresponding
view:

Given

these general

text plans, the remainder

description, narration,

exposition,

of the thesis considers

lin_stic

action.

approach
_e

expressions, the extension
rhetorical

of plug

investigated

only p_ally

details how TEXPLAN

by the reader

of communication

and their

four major types of text fzom this point of

focused

Conclusion
has proven

fruitful in integrating

on the generation

to multisentential

the _ocutionary

dealt with the requirements
uses communicative

linguistic

text aims to formalize the perlocutionary

structure

and rhetorical

of multi-sentence

and extra-

of isolated speech acts and refe_g

devices, record dialogue history, and replan failed communications.

has only partially
therefore,

to communication

initial research

models

or "poked"

and argument.

3.14
A plan-based

for plan-based

if queried

Finally, because the

However,

previous work

form of explanations

generation.

plans to generate descriptive texts.

effects of

and has

Thus the next chapter

Chapter

4

DESCRIPTION

Praise no man before thou hearest him speak, for this is the test of men.
Ecclesiastes 27:7

4.1
This chapter

begins by defining text.

narration,

exposition,

four major

classes

formalizing
operator

rhetorical

-- each of which perform

of text rather than genre

which is used to represent

acts (rhetorical

structure,
some

description
description,

realized

In doing so it classifies

these text types as plans, the chapter

communicative

planner

are types

language

presents

and argument

Introduction

pragmatic

human

descriptive

as plan operators.
comparison,

reasons

function,

and analogy.

text.

The chapter

acts).

an extended

these

by discussing

predicate

effects,

definition,

a direction

calculus

plan

and decomposition
capture

the

types

detail, division,

how TEXPLAN's

of

The chapter

of the main

text plans which

The

the aim of

these plan operators

a formalization

illustrates

hierarchical

With

of the four classes of text.

include

the chapter

to produce

concludes

with

prose.

first-order

constraints,

content

in communication.

in actual

Taken as a whole,

plan operators

Throughout,

about these plan operators

as English

describes

and follows

The descriptive

functions

and may be mixed

and epistemological

text,

distinct

the preconditions,

acts and speech

four major types of text -- description,

of

extended

explanation

are then linguistically

for future research:

figures

of

speech.

4.2
To constrain
spoken discourse
(i)

the scope,

this discussion

such as prosody.

original
them.

words

of

Re

What

is Text?

focuses

on written

Concise

author

as

Oxford
opposed

En_sh
to

text and does not consider
Dictionary

a

paraphrase

defines
or

properties

',text" as:
commentary

on

of
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a

Page 9?,

passage

of

subject

But the definition

of

of "texture"

arrangement
this;

scripture

sermon

of

threads

representation
by

textile

structure

knowledge

and

led Halliday

follo_g

relationship

of a previous
utterance,

prec_g
Re

detail

that is not atext

pronoun

backward

referring

exophora
("this"

(extra-textual
in 2b above)

expressions

discourse

entities

in the discourse.

directly

at a previously

Utterances
"then',.

Re

relation

feel

to

structure;

art;

quality

of

text has texture

and this is

by the cohesive

relation."

of an utterance

presupposes

can exist as an anaphor.

Consider

the

2a-2e:

mentioned

In 2b, the definite

refers

("that"

as evidenced

m 2e above)

by temporal

series of instructions

examples

show,

(as in pronorninalization),

through

refers

of the set of Nes.

with cataphora

which refer to the time and location

with a preceding

"them"

(forward

to the

utterance.

In addition

reference)

to

and also

a text may refer not only to an object but also to an action

of discourse

entity

pronoun

"it" refers to the entire preceding

to some member

can be connected

As these adverbial

can also be unified

follo_g

... the texture is provided

In 2c, the sentential

to noun phrases

later", "five miles away")

in

p. 2) to state that"a

a cohesive

to "Jack".

Furthermore,

or to segments

minutes

time or location)assodated

refers

"the flies".

reference).

are not reslricted

objects

in text when interpretation

successors,

in 2d, in contrast,

anaphora,

of

perceived

Jack swatted the flies.
He killed them.
_s
killed them.
It was horrible.
One of them got away.
I had dif_ctdty saying that.

"he"

one,anaphora

as

Cohesion

itself

For example,

1, with the alternative

definite noun phrase

indefinite,

chosen

characteristic

parts,

and Hasan (1976,

manifests

utterance.

1.
2a.
2b.
2c.
2d.
2e.
In 2a, the personal

as

parts.

it from something

connective

especially

fabric,

constituent

4.2.1
_s

authority
theme.

in

small

combining

Perhaps this characterization
what dis_guishes

!etc.

of
of

formed

as

subject,

is more suggestive:

arrangement

sound

quoted

etc;

(Webber,

I988).

and locative adverbials
of previously

the referring

Referring
(e.g., "three

introduced

expression

need

events

or

not point

but rather at some characteristic

(e.g.,

entity in the text.
fo_

markers

illustrates

such as '!and", "however',,

',for example',,

how rnarkers can indicate discourse

relations:

and
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(.=on no, o th
irst
ext
I

s_uence
_

[

Use
the
Final.ly

/

Several

grammarians

1976).

Halliday

enhancement.
adversative

pull
take

have
(1985,

phillips
insert

classified

screwdriver
the
washer,

connectives

p. 302-307)

Extension,

offers

for example,

("but", "yet",

cover.
,______
two
screws.

off
the
out
the

in
then

(Quirk

order
to
replace

and Greenbaurn,

a taxonomy

of such

can be additive

"'on the other hand",

("and",

"however"),

He relates

surface forms with these connectives,

discourse.

Reichman

(1985) enumerates

structure.

However,

terminology

can be both additive

they are not always
historically

present.

significant

Many devices
lexical

these

Connective

dates,

(synonymy,

1973, pp. 284-308)
4.2.2

Whereas
text content.

relation

hyponymy,

repetition,

Coherence:

The

arises from textual linkages,

Halliday

and Hasan

relation"

and suggest
utterances.

hold between

(1976,

a taxonomy

Hobbs (1979) investigates

two given

sentences

of underlying

coherence

coherence,

is more properly

viewed

neither alone is sufficient
Text coherence,
and function

coherence

of coherence

to guarantee

and argues

relations.
as support

(e.g.,

Function

relations

rather

than explicit

including

structural

structure,

as in a list of

choice

(e.g., Sidner,

deixis,

like clausal

(see Quirk

and

1983).

of Prose
integration

of coherence

such as "elaboration"
required

that anaphoric

resolution

while

ellipsis,

relationships

the processing

for coherence.

in

in HaUiday's

tmderlying

stems from the conceptual

that the heart

Cohesion,

"and"

of tense and stylistic

and

p. 229) claim

function

and their relation to argument

may indicate

focus of attention

Form

"apart from

their cohesive

and connectives,

collocability),

consistency

as well as maintaining

"in addition"),

of events.

coreference

part-whole,

extension,

("on the contrary",

ambiguous

of text can be implied
or a sequence

"moreover",

words"

Also, while cue words

and Hasan,

elaboration,

illustrating

of"cue

in themselves

of text beyond

recognition

structure

a number

cohesion

can hold between
relations

often

a series of actions,

(e.g., "so am F'), syntactic

Greenbaum,

semantic

are

and variation).

aid the cohesion

relationships

substitution

words

"also",

cover.

1973; Halliday

markers:

or variation

that", "alternately").
Similarly,

remove
them.
the
screw
and

of the

"is the underlying
or "contrast"

to establish

which

that coherence

is aided by the hearer's

it might be seen as a consequence

Both are necessary

for effective

of

text since

it.

the less understood
of the discourse.

of coherence
While

cohesion

and cohesion,
arises

relies

from local

to a great
connective

extent

upon

devices,

the

global
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coherence
is maintainedby theselection,structuring,andorderingof contentthatisrelevantto thegoalsof
thediscourse.
Not surprisingly,humanwriterslearnspecialformsof discoursetoproducespecificeffectsontheir
readers(BrooksandHubbard,1905;KaneandPeters,1959;Brown andZoellner,1968;Dixon, 1987;
PickettandLaster,1988). In particular,they aretaughthowto write aboutpeople,placesandthings
(description),events(narration),ideasandmethods(exposition)
aswell asconvictions(argument).These
typesof text areshownin Figure4.0. Humanslearnhow toproduceparticularrhetorical forms (such as
definition

or comparison/contrast),

how to write longer

forms

text types in various,
(e.g., to define)

or state),

and uses

(see Figure

and analogy,

is to relate events

stories

or weather

and

biographies.
or ideas,

descriptive

and narrative

cause/effect

relations

persuade

as illustrated

As Figure

Exposition

although

- categorical,

techniques

indicating

causes,

the purpose

between

forms

and hypothetical;
or positive

are broad.

consequences

Particular

devices

instances

of others,

of one form may subsume

text can and often do serve multiple purposes
More particular

types

process

instructions

use second person,

person,

past

as well

brochures,
Despite

tense)
and room

these

types

as organization

descriptions

(Linde

of genre-specific

discourse.

All text achieves

by general

rules

concerning

that attempt

characteristics,

division,

The purpose

enable

methods,

so uses

actions,

not only

and indicate

that make claims

support

shown in Figure

These

different

may subsume

purposes,

4.0 -

such as

distinctions
and instances

description.

These

types

of

inform and frighten).

such as lexical/syntactic

whereas

detective

1975) is typically
however,

and/or

to evoke action use techniques

may support

of

("on the

complex
and

of syllogism

(e.g., the content

and shift

de_,

but also

Arguments

some

though it may be. Furthermore,

focus maintenance

event,

not only reports,

as in advertisement.

characteristics

attributes

action,

...") as in

to them,

entities,

distinct

the hearer to believe a proposition

argument.

tense verbs

act

-- have

sequencing

understand

subscribe

(e.g., to simultaneously

and Labov,

effect, limited

includes

the hearer

e.g., exposition

present

these

........ in France

(e.g., "in England

of the action

of text have individual

as definition,

like temporal

that identify

like definition

and

a rhetorical

thing,

techniques

as in the three forms

argtunents

place,

or travel brochures.

To convince

and logical reasoning

such

narration

the final form of text:

between

entries

to make

but also devices

can exploit

and argument

a person,

techniques

not actually

as in operationalinstructions.

disjunctive,

(e.g.,

sequencing

may

distinguish

exposition,

by dictionary

is intended

the hearer

the hearer to act reqttires

these with evidence,

entities

4.0 illustrates,

which

proofs,

(e.g., a definition).

narration,

4.0) rhetorical

day ...") or spatial

reports.

processes,

form

or formal

and stories,

We explicitly

a rhetorical

about

surveys,

to the hearer so its uses rhetorical

first da y ........ on the second
newspaper

ways.

the hearer

of text like insmlctions

market

of text -- description,

informs

comparison/contrast,
narration

often conventional

types

types

reports,

and the result of that action,

Description

process,

such as technical

though

The four principal
purposes.

how to compose

properties

stories commordy

of locational

and ordered

general

principles

discourse

and communicative

use third

directions,

grouped

(e.g.,

travel

spatially).
apply

to all

seems to be governed

structure

(Sidner,

1983;
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Narration

Description

/'3"-..

definiti_alogy

report

story biography

Exposition

instruction

Argument

process proposition

operational locational

dedu

categorical disjunctive

Figure 4.0 Classification

Grosz,

1977; Sidner

and Grosz,

organized

hierarchically

grouping.

Perceptual

comes

before

before

small, outside

saliency

particular,

structure

third (Chapter

Its purpose

variety

of rhetorical

forms

these techniques

of this chapter illustrates

A common
it. Perhaps
espoused
(species)

method

the oldest

is to inform

of describing
form

by Greek orators

definition,

A parallelogram
(species)

of text.
narration

of some entity.

detail,

division,

and formalizes

and

is the logical
Aristotle,

its distinguishing

is a quadrilateral
(genus)

that text is
conceptual

so that general

before

included,

large

Cicero,

by capturing

the

of this thesis

investigates

the

The thesis is organized
second

(Chapter

(also called
Isocrates).

around

5), exposition

perhaps

the most common

Authors

describe

descriptive

form

things using a
and

texts.

them as plan operators

Entity

characteristics

to compose

comparison/contrast,

more complex

an entity (i,e., an object, action,

(e,g., Plato,

level

ordering

including

The remainder

to produce

Definition

of definition

by its class _enus)and

element,

1983)

higher

normal

must be taught

chapter),

the hearer

can be combined

Logical

through

7). We begin by examining

each of these techniques

4.3

4.0.

first (current

including

related

of these four classes

last (Chapter

description.

Dijk and Kintsch,

before possessed.

as in Figure

description

6), and argument

set before

so too a machine

and production

discussing

are clearly

component,

of text classes

of text:

Furthermore,

before

(van

1977) also seems to determine

inside, and possessor

representation

these four classes,

elements

learn to write prose,

and purpose

computational

level

hypothetical

of Text Types

It has been claimed

(van Dijk,

whole

before

Just as humans

1986).

so lower

uasion

analogy.

The remainder

for TEXPLAN.

Differentia
event, process,

or state)is

to define

formal)approach

which

was first

It consists

(differentia).

whose opposite sides are parallel.
(differentia)

of identifying

Consider:

a term

Chapter
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The order of the elements

of a logical definition

TEXPLAN

captures

so common

that one model under consideration

readable

dictionary

Since the parents
knowledge
current

defines

entity's

distinctive

are hand-encoded
approach,

algorithm

in a domain

attributes

and

prototypicality
indicates

A.

values

of a given

attribute

the discriminatory

measures
feature

are dependent

A composite

attribute

or attribute

differentia

of some entity,

of prototypicality

found

in most

are more complex.

and QuiUian

which

by reasoning

measures

which

entity.

The

of related

entities

(1969)

selection

first

and Rosch
generates

an
and

is "on-line",

it
it is

P, indicates

The second

hierarchy

the

measure,

value pair (i.e., its uniqueness).

power

to

of the algorithm,

measure,

in a generalization

Using this measure,

1987).

are used to select distinguishing

e, as well as of all its siblings,

value pair of an entity.

because

about the attributes

value pair (i.e., its commonness).
or attribute

In

approach

automatically

of the length of the derivation

and discriminating

D,

Both

(e.g., ff some

then f is not very discriminating

yields

the disn'nctive

the distinctive

power,

features

DP, of an

of an entity -- its

-- can be selected.
4.3.1

Motivated
differentia

by Rosch's

algorithm,

features

of prototypicality
to its children

(P), discriminatory

(e.g., vertebrates

features

Entity

examples,

the distinctive

measures

which

psycholinguistic

knowledge

calculating

to determine

Computing

a vertebrate

example,

common

1989).

set theoretic

entities. 1 Since differentia

of a given attribute

upon the context

f, is characteristic

of e.)

related

manner

of a given

or attribute

power

machine-

1985; Maybury,

(1977)

of Collins

independent

Because

the differentia)

by Tversky's

of this research

It is based on two numerical

(i.e.,

base (McKeown,

is

(Atkins,

hierarchy

Differentia

definition

Oxford

of differentia

in a generalization

experiments
as part

by context and perspective.

in Appendix

encoded

and motivated

of the entity as well as those of closely

presented

of the proposed

and a number

in the knowledge

was developed

characteristics

can be modulated

to a genus

template

Logical

of the entity (e.g., a brain is unique fzom other organs

as well as the psycholinguistic

a differentia

of three sides is a triangle."

logical-definition.

for the lexeme

exph'citly

features

to this labor-intensive

(1973),

predicate,

"A polygon

the genus of an entity can be easily retrieved.

and location)

similarity

values

are generally

the distinguishing

of its function
In contrast

in the rhetorical

an entry with respect

of entities

based systems,

systems

object

this technique

is variable:

base

Differentia

and in order to test the illustrative
was implemented

of the class object
power

are unique with respect

as an experimental

vertebrates,

(D), and distinctive

have a nervous

system

the algorithm
power

and a segmented

to its siblings

plausibility

of the

domain.

uses the above

(DP) tO collect
spinal column)

(e.g., invertebrates

For

don't

features
and then

have

spinal

columns).
Table
ordered

4.1 shows

the calculated

values

of e, D, and De for attribute-value

in terms of DP. Using the DP value we can select the most distinctive

pairs

features

of the class bird

of a bird:

its flying

1Distinctive features m_ important not only in entity discrimination in a logical definition, but also in referent identification as
in definite noun phrase mtexpretation or generation.
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motion,wings,feathers,andseed-eating
characteristics.
SimUarly,acanaryis identifiedasa domesticated,
singing,yellowbirdfromtheCanaryIslands.
ATTRIBUTE-VALUE

_

DP

1.00

1.00

1.00

wings)

1.00

1.00

1.00

feathers)

1.00

1.00

1.00

seeds)

0.88

1.00

0.94

warm)

1.00

0.75

0.88

1.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

(movement

PAI_S

(propellors
(covering
(eats
(blood

2

flies)

(subparts

(crest

crown

bill

(segmented-spinal-column

tail

...))

t)

Table 4.1 Prototypicality
(P), Dis "cnminatory power (D), and Distinctive
of attribute value pairs of object class #<bird>.
The generator
by (1) retrieving

uses the differentia

the parent(s)

DP. This is illustrated
variety

of domains

below

(Maybury,

algorithm

to select the propositional

of the entity to be defined
with logical

definitions

and (2) selecting

generated

Power

content

(DP)

of a logical definition

the characteristics

by TEXPLAN

with maximum

from knowledge

bases in a

1990; 1988, 1987, 1989, respectively):

A canary is a yellow bird with a Canary Islands origin, that sings,
and is domesticated.
A brain is an organ located in the skull consisting of gray nerve tissue
and white nerve fibers.
An optical lens is a component for focusing located in a camera.
An A-10 is a fighter for air-to-ground
interdiction. 2
Note that the most distinctive
such as modifying
salient property

can be given

the head noun in the object position.

of a canary, modifies

A variation
constituents

characteristic(s)

on the logical

of the entity.

a prominent

For example,

surface

position

(or intonation),

notice above how "yellow",

the most

the subject "bird."

definition

replaces

the

differentia

component

with

the purpose

or

Consider:

A bicycle is a light vehicle having two wheels, one behind the other, a steering handle, a
saddle seat(s), and pedals by which it is propelled.
(Webster's
New Collegiate Dictionary,
1957)
The

use of purpose

in place

distingnishing

characteristics

tankers/cargo,

reconnaissance,

times, etc.) and only slightly

of differentia

is illustrated

of an A-10 are computed
etc)have
differing

s_ar
values.

by recognizing

attributes
However,

by the fo_

(e.g., speed,

example

above.

The

that other classes of aircraft

(e.g.,

empty

_-

they do have unique

given

and loaded
tactical

2All military data is unclassified and was obtained frompublic sources (e.g., Jane' s Aircrgft Almanac).

weights,

roles or p_oses,
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the A-10 from them.

of an unconventional

logical

definition,

_e

function

subsequent

and subpart information

sections

illustrate

may appear

their use in other

as

forms

of

description.

4.4
As Figure
antonymic.
effective

4.0 indicates,

3 In contrast

a speaker

Similarly,

MiG-25

can

consider

("A MiG-25

to logical

Soviet

is a Foxbat").

following

entities

which

fighters.

concerns

Classification

interdiction.")

are two subclasses:

synonymic,

less explicit,

For example,
define

and

can be very

to define the term

the term synonyrnically.

logically

using their technical

or synonymicaUy

contrasts

or enrage,

and antonymic

a number
the purpose

a writer

name

using their nickname

("A

of an entity.

has access

of classification

right and

oblique.

(These

subsets

Consider

pacify,

the

of division:

must

illustration

or

classification

and

an entity in terms

its subordinate(s):

and mangles.

For example,

triangles

of an entity

of a dog."

except that instead of defining

rectangles,

or

an entity by

the key features

can also give a particular

is an example

may be varied.

But if we characterize

of to calm,

characterizing

the speaker identifies

squares,

what it is not.

a writer can tersely describe

to the two techniques

hierarchy,

are circles,

is the opposite

An author

Terrier

with

and then antonymically.

including

is related to logical definition

or equilateral.

the entity

definition,

of techniques

in a generalization

that the _s

isosceles,

logical,

while

and s/he will thus

They can be identified

to infuriate

Plane figures
Note, however,

of definition:

definition,

an action synonymically

synonymic,

to detail,

of its superordinate(s)

scalene,

is a tyrant"

of the unknown thing, as in "A Yorkshire

constituency.

forms

synonymic

on the other hand,

means

and indicating

In addition

Definition

4

Apart from logical,
it. Detail

Antonymic

related to the one being defined.

fighter for air-to-air

which first defines

To madden,
assuage.

(attribution)

definition,

or American

definition,

passage

and

are three principal

say, "A despot

is a Soviet

Antonymic

example

there

when the hearer knows

despot,

detailing

Synonymic

we may classify triangles

by their angles

be mutually

as

and not their sides, there

exclusive

to yield

a rigorous

classification.)

3Etymological definition is another form not addressed by this thesis as this information is typic_y not available in most
knowledge based systems.
4Synonyms are often used to identify entities in definite noun phrases (e.g,, "me MiG,25 Foxbat shot down the F-15E
Eagle.").
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While classification
entity,

for example

can describe

is based on subtypes,

the bicycle

description

a road by its segments,

event can be decomposed

provide

into subevents,

assuming

an incomplete

the unknown
so sections

4.9 and 4.10 are dedicated
the philosophy

the rhetorical

actions

which

plan operators

which

capture

well as their

expected

mechanism
which

can then be executed

discourse
beliefs,

goal.

A discourse

or desires

goals to the effects
TEXPLAN's
antonyrnic

but not its genus,
or contrasting

using an analogy.

the entity (be it characteristics,
the hearer

activity,

conditions

the

In each
examples,

can forge a correlation

between
and

the next section begins formalizing

These

plan operators

about individual
realized

the addressee

operators

or uttered)

to believe

plan operators
operators

acts are formalized
rhetorical

are manipulated

to produce

to achieve

text plan
given

knowledge,

The text planner relates

with the formalization

acts as

some

effect on the addressee's

The remainder

discourse

of this chapter

of logical,

as

by a general

a hierarchical

in an attempt

some P).

in the plan library.

beginning

Rhetorical

for using individual

goal is stated in terms of some intended

plan

Frequently

details

synonymic,

and

definition.

4.5

The

The act of defining
Each communicative
represented

1977)

Communicative
rhetorical

is encoded

act

of Definition

in a plan language

-- either a rhetorical

inspired

acts have

act

compare)

Formalization

as an operator

(Sacerdoti,

(Searle,

and sufficient

(i.e., linguistically

of individual

descriptive

entail comparing

the text types shown in Figure 4.0.

reasons

(e.g., convince

an

are found in many forms of communication

as a planned

on the addressee.

which

Similarly,

to their formalization.

the necessary

effect

(a text planner)

These techniques

one

into subacts.

differentia

with and, alternatively,

In this manner,

of communication

underlie

methods

of an

Equally,

for entity description.

an entity's

used to describe

to the hearer.
entities.

lengthier

or subparts

components.

and actions

methods

and describe

is familiar

that the information

entity and familiar

Following

definition

the hearer/reader

or some related entity) is familiar

the constituents

or a set by its elements.

a process into subprocesses,

Two other, possibly

unknown entity with entities
of these cases, it is essential

by its ingredients,

there are several common

logical

this can be inferred.

identifies

given earlier that details a bicycle's

an entree

Apart from detail and division,
writers

constituency

concerns

and may employ

in a library

specific
a more

enabling
general

level

other rhetorical

speech

acts are achievable

effects

speech

by surface

speech

acts

(Hovy,

than speech

acts

acts to achieve
(e.g., inform,
(Appelt,

speech

by a hierarchical

on the hearer,

force of utterances

in the previous

act, or a surface

about

formalisms

of abstraction

acts and/or

speech

axe reasoned

planning

conditions,

1969, I975) refers to the _ocutionary

mocutionary

act, an illocutionary

text

Operators

much like those discussed

of plans which

by previous

as Plan

1988a;

chapter.
act -- is

text planner

Moore,

1989).

and decompositions.
(e.g.,

describe,

its goals.
request,

A
define,

A speech

act

warn, promise).

1985) (e,g,, assert,

command,
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ask, recommend)

which

characterize

particular

forms

(e.g., declarative,

surface

The propositional
particular
entities

kinds

content

independence,
propositions

predicates

semantics,

of the plan operators

(e.g., frames,

rules,

planning

(KRS),

battle simulation

the same rhetorical
relations,

PCL)

predicates

characterize

includes

(claim).

of a concept

Unlike constraints,
can attempt
know

to achieve

about something

between

essential

allows the planner
goai.

In order

(McKeown,

of domains

that characterizes

several

is

simply

a

formalisms

called

mission

supports

rhetorical

using

rhetorical

parts of a text.

(evidence)

'stand-alone'

The

fault detection)

different

a proposition

rhetorical

diagnosis,

predicates,

of

domain

knowledge.

knowledge

and photography

Some rhetorical

how

to maintain

neuropsychological

classification,

text elements.

refer to subparts

application

text from

(e.g.,

is to abstract

1982, 1985), connect

content and by their nature associate

each plan operator
the constraints

or the models

in the knowledge
indicate

defines

the preconditions

on the act occurring,

Constraints

encode

That
some

predicate

that they should

then the planner

of a communicative

to make more sensitive

both physical

base then an exemplification
states of affairs

choices

that must hold

its intended

of the agents that guide plan operator

that

selection

before

a

effect, as well as its

and cognitive

plan operator

that enable

these if they are false when the plan operator

preconditions

predicates

of entities).

by generating

vertebrate

into subactions.

preconditions

with

of an entity.

act can be executed,

of the world

are associated

whose function

to the underlying

logS.cal-def±n±t±on

planners,

or decomposition

on the model
instances

relation

In contrast,

Like conventional

refinement

(LACE),

both propositional

the genus and differentia

communicative

in a variety

as primitive

is, e-v-5.clence is a rhetorical
statement

refer to subtypes

is illustrated

predicate

base (e.g., constituency

and constituency

independence

and therefore

interrogative).

like those used in TEXT

such as classification

FRL,

imperative,

from a knowledge

classification
predicate

form of utterances

of a speech act may be a rhetorical

of information

whereas

the locutionary

restrictions

(e.g., if there are no
cannot

be invoked).

the action to occur and so the planner
is invoked

can try to achieve
act and desirable

when it has multiple

(e.g., ff the hearer does not

it). Preconditions

preconditions.
alternatives

distinguish

This distinction

that achieve

the current

Page101
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NAME

describe

HEADER

Describe(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Entity?

-by-de

fining
H,

entity)

(entity)

A

(HASTE

(S)

v

HASTE

(H))

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTI_

KNOW-ABOUT(E,
WANT

DES

I_LE

(S,

entity)

KNOW-ABOUT

m KNOW-ABOUT

EFFECTS

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Define(E,

(H,

example

communicative
by defining

the

it so that the hearer

intention

that the hearer know

operator)

that defines an entity.

an extension

H,

entity)

conjunction

(H) knows

type.

contrast,

variables

and constants.

typeface.

For example,

acts.

in constraints,

in Figure

act, Describe,

Intensional

operators,

specific

knowledge

-,Yellow

(ROBZN)) ) where

ENOW(H,

P)

BELZEVE (JOHN,
called

the agent's

abstraction

model,

(S,

H,

BELIEVE(H,

(ROBIN))).
is a subset

of a set of episternic

attitudes

is defined
P)

It follows,

(e.g.,

base.

In

and are in lower-case

appear

optional

and

acts include

in upper-case

indicates

in capitals.

plain

the name of the

KNOWdetails

Red (ROBIN))

in the knowledge

can

then, that any particular

of the knowledge

of plan operators.

s, H, and entity.

I<NOW(H,

so an agent

logical

in lower-case

may include

entity),

in

by a trailing

and communicative

by the propositions
and

to indicate

and appear

of plan operators

and constants

as a plan

and are in lower-case

and effects

functions,

has the

are encoded

distinguished

of values

to it, the variables

of propositions

troth or falsity

P ^

Yellow

are further

such as WANT, KNOWand BELIEVE appear
truth-values

values

of a plan operator

(e.g., entity)
Describe

act (foimalized

is used

the

or state)

entity, if the speaker

notation

a range

or decomposition

and the three arguments

of the

xmplies

4.1 the header

some

preconditions,

to predicates,

are italicized

action, event, process,

have true/false

return

The decomposition

Arguments

Variables

algebra

predicates

appear

4.1 encodes

and effects of plan operators

Predicates

functions

acts appear in the header

communicative

communicative

Boolean

argument

in Figure

by any communicative

preconditions,

calculus.

type with their initial letter capitalized.
alternative

That is, given

In contrast,

and functions

communicative

it.

(A and v respectively).

(e.g., Entity?)).

Both predicates

about

(single

shown

an entity (e.g., an object,

The constraints,

predicate

and disjunction

mark

plan operator

(S) describing

type with their initial letter capitalized
question

describe-by-defining Plan Operator

about it, this can be achieved

of first order

)

entity)

describe-by-defining

act of the speaker

entity)

entity)

Figure4.1 Uninstantiated

For

^

(H,

hold

or I<NOW(H,
base.

an invalid

agent's

That is,

belief

knowledge,

KNOW-ABOUT is a predicate

of some agent toward an individual.

an agent's

(e.g.,

which

is

that is an

An agent can KNOW-ABOUTan

Pagel02
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entityor action (e.g.,KNOW-ABOUT
superordinate,

characteristics,

Because

models

representation

beliefs,

three

this includes

that H believes,

knowledge
agent's

Another

base is partitioned

first-order

an agent's

beliefs

problem

knowledge.
about

and avoids

knowledge

infinitely

and beliefs

about

does not infer the logical
their inferable

ones.

consequences

others, mutual

belief,

TEXPLAN
specific

discourse

with

where

(Cohen,

each belief

can be objects,

chains

1978)

that S
(say to

whereby

the

space represents

an

they can be lhrtked to represent
TEXPLAN

only an agent's

does not address
beliefs

at one level of rect_sion.

limitations

that H believes

is to limit inference

spaces,

by represenling

about what the hearer

what S believes

databases

and

i.e., agents believe

about

this

their own

Furthermore,

the system

their explicit

beliefs, not

in their ability to infer the logical consequences

is less severe than it initially

deals with implicit

appears.

Finally,

belief representation

it would be possible

to replace

beliefs,

about

knowledge

this belief

the beliefs

of

and so on (cf. Allen, 1987; Levine, forthcoming).

uses plan operators
goals.

such as to get the hearer

linguistic

belief

about knowledge

must reason

approach

focus of this work, although

Figure

like that shown in Figure 4.1 to conslruct
4.2 shows

begins to plan a text when a discourse

communicative

and prune its

nested

of all current beliefs,

one which

is able to avoid repetition

(Allen, 1987, p. 462).

knowledge

demonstrate

so this restriction

of TEXPLAN

beliefs

other agent's

and mo_ fification was not a principal
component

termed

knowledge

recursive

Even humans

of all of their beliefs,

is recursive

As belief space themselves

other agent's

as well as a

when reasoning

that H believes,
One common

approach

into sections

the system

and hearer

Since the speaker

what S believes

FLYING) ) if they KNOW its

of the speaker

is introduced

beliefs.

and so on, ad infinitum.

or five inferences).

and desires

are maintained,

reflexive

(H,

or purpose.

beliefs,

a complication

that of infinitely

and believes,

believes

structure

or KNOW-ABOUT

subtypes,

of the knowledge,

Unfortunately,

namely

knows

components,

of the discourse

communications.

(H, ROBIN)

to know

and physical

and extralinguistic

the general

flow

of conlrol

goal is posted by the discourse
about

X or a physical

goals and actions
goals and actions.

goal

are represented

hierarchical

during

controller,

plans to achieve

planning.

The system

be it a communicative

such as to make

the hearer

in the same plan language,

do Y.

goal
Both

thus joining
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i.
2.
3.

DISCOURSE
CONTROLLER
POSTS
FIND
OPERATORS
THAT
ACHIEVE
INSTANTIATE
PLAN
OPERATORS

4.

THAT
SATISFY
PRIORITIZE
PLAN

5.

DISCOURSE
CURRENT
AND THEN

CONSTRAINTS
OPERATORS

&

ESSENTIAL

loop until
succeed
or no more
plan
a. SELECT
NEXT
MOST
PROMISING
PLAN
b. PROCESS
DECOMPOSITION
OF CURRENT
loop
until
succeed
or fail
for each
SUBGOAL/PRIMITIVE
if SPECIAL-OPERATOR
then
ELSE

6.

RECORD

POST

SLrBGOAL

_

PROGRESS/FAILURE

4.5.1
operation

of the planner

implemented

in the domain

this example

the user) asks the speaker

queries

in Figure

this to the speaker's

mentioned).

Next (Step

describe-by-defining
also includes
Those

until

one

succeeds

quantifiers

metric

below

Define

IS,

recurses
library

whose

plan operators,

that satisfy

effect

5).

assume

for choosing

This

involves

H, KC-135)

the planner
among
(Step

HEADERportion

define an entity, the planner

about KC-1355

aircraft.

between

chooses

5). Because

the planner

language

it is a subgoal

then uses a unification

matches

the current

algorithm

subordinate

the

in Figure 4.3.
are defined

(such

It

later.

of each

as optional)

or

acts.
4.3 (see the preference

to execute
to a primitive

its decomposition,
act), the planner

to find all plan operators

goal (Step 2). Because

the alternative

This includes

the decomposition

shown in Figure

(as opposed

as Step 1

input of the kind just

which

operators

then attempts

is able

(Step 3) are then prioritized

tries to execute

and primitive

the user

component

to that shown

preconditions

the plan operator
The planner

Perhaps

this goal are found.

and antonyrnic,

is

that the hearer (in

interpretation

any special

subgoals

example

which is posted to the text planner

matches

processing

alternatives).

instantiates

Assume

a direct formal

and essential

following

et al, 1987).

a linguistic

such as synonymic

the constraints

to Step 1. The text planner
whose

assumes

from this list of plan operators,
(Step

(Dawson

The

of Figure 4.1, which is instantiated

(V or H) as well as distinguishing

For instance,

with an example.

actual input is currently

2) all operators

other deflrtition

(Step 4). Working

TEXPLAN

ACT

PLAN

Example

(in this case the system)

plan operator

plan operators

An Extended
conveyed

TEXT

for Text Planner

goal m_VW-ABOr.rr(_, KC-135)

4.2 (so the text planner's

PRIMITIVE

HIERARCHICAL

of Air Force mission planning

the system "What is a KC-135?"

to translate

IT

_C_SE/EXECUTE
IN

is best

THOSE

PRECONDITIONS

operators
OPERATOR
P_
OPERATOR

ACT
PROCESS

Figure 4,2 Flow of Control

The

GOAL
GOAL
SELECT

there are a variety

plan operators

from the
of ways

to

and tests their constraints

5The printed version in the example (implemented in the Symbolics Common Lisp Object System) is #<KC-135>.
clarity, it is presented here simply as KC-135.

For
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NAME
HEADER

describe-by-defining
Describe(S,
H, I<C-135)

CONSTRAINTS
PRECONDITIONS

Entity?(KC-135)

^(HASTE(S)

ESSENTIAL

KNOW-ABOUT(S,
KC-135)
WANT(S,
KNOW-ABOUT(H,

DESIRABLE

- KNOW-ABOUT(H,

EFFECTS

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Define(S,

v

HASTE(H))

^
KC-135))

KC-135)
KC-135)

H,

KC-135)

Figure4.3 lasmntia_d describe-by-defining

and essential

preconditions

(Step 3). If, for instance,

Operator

Flail

there is no knowledge

of superordinates

of a

KC-135

then the system may attempt a synonymic definition.If,however, multipleplan operatorsmatch the
current

posted

preference

goal and meet the constraints

metn'c (Step 4). The preference

and essential

preconditions,

metric prefers plan operators

then these are ordered via a

that:

- have fewer subplans (cognitive economy)
- have fewer new vm'iables (limiting the introduction of new entities in the focus space of the discourse)
- meet all desirable preconditions (no need to plan other actions to enable current action)
- are more common or preferredin natural text (e.g., logical definition is preferred by rhetoricians
over synonymic or other methods because of its precision)
While the first three preferences
in which plan operators

entity's

superordinate

A logical

it is indeed

of an object

processes,

and states are analogous

the header

(a I<c-135

are common

4.4 to that shown

constraints

and essential

plan operators

is irrrplemented

refueling

informs

the hearer

by the sequence

aircraft),

the variable

bindings

preconditions

4.4) is one of the plan operators

about the superordinate(s)
and, preferably,

about the entity.

to that for objects

While

where

When

notions

illustrates

for describing

of classification,

the action Define

(S,

and differentia

that the hearer

the example

the plan operators

the skeleton

Other plan operators

H, KC-135)

of the instantiated

plan operators

selected

the

the logical
events,

decomposition,

logical-definition

are similarly

knows

actions,

unifies

entity is bound to the object KC-135, S is bound

are used to instantiate

in Figure 4.5.

are prioritized.

(see Figure

an entity with a superclass

to these entities.

of this plan operator,

is bound to H. These header
Figure

definition

but does not yet know

definition

attributes/values

the last preference

define-by-logical-definition

that can define an entity.
provided

inferred,

are listed in the plan library (Step 5a).

The plan operator

of an entity,

are explicitly

and
against

to S, and H

plan operator

and instantiated.

of
The

are tested and then any remaining
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NAME

define'by-logical-definition

HEADER

Define(S.

CONSTRAINTS

H.

entity)

3c

Superclass(entity,

ESSENTIAL

3c

Superclass

DESI_LE

_KNOW-ABOUT(H,

c)

PRECONDITIONS

EFFECTS

(entity,

Bc

Superclass

Vx

E superclasses

Vy

_ differentiae

^KNOW-ABOUT

Superclass(entity.

c)

(H,

x) )

^

(entity)
Differentia(entity,

H,

Figure 4,4 Uninsmnfiatcd

c)

(entity)

KNOW(H,

Inform(S,

c)

^KNOW-ABOUT(S,
^

(entity,

KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

c)

entity)

y) )

Logical'Definition(entity)

)

define,by-logical-definition

NAME

define'by-logical-definition

HEADER

Define(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Hs

Superclass(KC-135,

ESSENTIAL

3c

Superclass

DES!_LE

. KNOW-ABOUT(H,

H.

Pls/l Operator

KC-135)

s)

PRECONDITIONS

EFFECTS

(KC-135,

Bs

Superclass

Vx

E superclasses(KC-135)

Figure

Inform(S,

which is posted to be achieved

involve

processing

the bold, special

The _st-order

(v) as well as quantification

hierarchical

is incorporated

(H,

x))

Differentia(KC-135,

s)

^

y))

Logical,Definition(KC-135))

each item

by the planner

operator

predicate

_

text plan records any selected

4.5) becomes

a

(Step 5b). Each subgoal in the DECOMPOSITZONmay
which _ows

plan language

_ows

each be discussed

of a plan operator

into a hierarchical

in its DECOMPOSITION (see Figure

optional

calculus

_ and V). These

If and when the decomposition
plan operator

^KNOW-ABOUT

define-by-logical.definition Plan Operator

is selected,

subgoal

constituents.

s)

Superclass(KC-135,

H,

4.5 Instantiated

If the logical definition

c)

differentiae(KC-135_
KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

^KNOW-ABOUT(S,
^

(KC-135,

KNOW(H,
Vye

c)

KC-135)

succ_s,

structure

plan operators,

for conjunction

but possible

text

(^) and disjunction

below as they arise in examples.

the communicative

representing
untried

for non-mandatory

the current

subplans

act represented

by that

text plan (Step 6).

whose constraints

_s

and essential

Page106

.Chapter
4. Description

Describe(S,

H,

Define(S,

Inform(S,

H,

H,

KC-135)

KC-135)

Logical-Definition(KC-135))

Figure 4.6 Partial Text Plan

preconditions

were successful,

and plan operators
section
4.6.

4.5.3).

that where

whose

constraints

tried but that the hearer rejected

At this point in the KC-Z35 example

In other words,

defining

failed plan operators

in order

to get the hearer

it, which is accomplished

by informing

or essential

(reacting

to user feedback

the text plan has the decomposition

to know

about

a KC-13 5,

).

in

shown in Figure
describes

it by

the hearer of its logical definition.

matches the headerof the inform-by-assertion

This

failed,

is discussed

the speaker

Next theplannerattemptsto achievetheleafnodeact Inform (s, H,
135)

preconditions

plan

(KC-

Logical-Definition

operator

shown

4.7. This

in Figuie

definition
of inform isdifferent
from thatfound in some speech actwork (e.g.,
Allen,1987) in thatthe
effectisnot thatthehearerbelievestheproposition,
but simply thattheybelievethespeakerbelievesit.
Chapter

7 details

example,

techniques

the variable

that can be used to convince

proposition

in the

plan

operator

De f in i t i on (KC- 135 ) and the skeletal

plan operator

constraints

are satisfied

speaker

and essential

preconditions

wants to convey it to the hearer),

At this point planning
achieve

a goal because

act.

1985),

preconditions,

propositions.

ASSERT is a primitive

include

modal

to declarative

surface

These

the speaker knows

mood),

the speech

goal(s)

or because

forms).

LogicalSince the
it, and the

failed.

the planner
planning

all possible operators

imperative,

failed

If this is the case, the planner

will stop if it encounters

primitives,

called

surface

on individual

by the surface speech

act REQUEST Can be accomplished
to

In our

First, the planner may be unable to

just as the speech act INFORM Can be achieved

acts COMMAND,aSK, or RECOMMEND(corresponding
"should"

the proposition

to that shown in Figure 4.8.

in two ways.

Second,

a proposition.

to execute the decomposition.

or decompositions

act.

with

ASSERT, COMMAND,asK, and RECOMMENDand operate

For instance,

(corresponding

attempts

the current

and tries previous, untried alternatives.

In the example,

(Appelt,

essential

to believe

(i.e., it is a proposition,

the planner

achieve

unifies

is instantiated

This happens

no plan operators

since their constraints,
backtracks

is halted.

the hearer

interrogative,

a primitive
speech

rhetorical
act ASSERT

by the surface
and

acts

speech

"obligatoD,"

or
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NAME

inform-by-as

HEADER

Inform(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Proposition?

sert
H,

ion

proposition)

(proposition)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW(S,

proposition)

WANT(S,

BELIEVE(H,

EFFECTS

BELIEVE

DECOMPOSITION

Assert

(H,

(S,

A
BELIEirE[S,

BELIEVE

H,

(S,

proposition)

proposition)

))

)

proposition)

Figure4.7 Uninsmntiatedinform-by-assertion Plan Operator

NAME

inform-by-assertion

HEADER

Inform(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Proposition?(Logical-Definition(KC-135))

H,

Logical-Definition(KC-135))

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW(S,

Logica!-Definition(KC-135))

WANT

BELIEVE(H,

IS,

EFFECTS

BELIEVE[H,

DECOMPOSITION

Assert(S,

A

BELIEVE(S,

Logical-Definition(KC-135))))

BELIEVE(S,

Logical-Definition(KC-135)))

H,

Logical-Definition(KC-135))

Figure4.8 Insmntiatedinform-by-assertion Plan Opemt0r

For example,
them

("Can

TEXPLAN,
based

someone

to open the window

you open the window?"),

or recommend

the choice

speech

among

surface

on the class of text being produced.

realized

as commands

are realized
would

to request

be to reason

appropriate

surface

appropriate)

although

operators
(Hinkelman

for surface

from

For example,

(e.g., "You should

first principles

speech

act (e.g.,

this requires
requests

and Allen,

it to them

acts, encoded

(e.g., "First take off the bolt.")

as recommendations

you can command

about

whereas

detailed

1989)could

your medication.").

In

of the plan operators,

is

actions

and Allen,

in instructions

An alternative

supervisor,

then

a command

focus of this work.

at_

level.

approach

to determine

1987) or other indirect

be added to the plan library to operate

are

actions in an argument

of the conversation

not a principal

ask

open the window").

to perform

is the hearer's

user modeling,

(e.g., "Can you ...')(Litman

to perform

requests

the pragmatics

if the spe_lrer

("You should

in the constraints

requests

Me

them ("Open the _dow."),

the
is

Other plan
speech

acts

.Chapter
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the planner encounters the actionAssert

recognizes

that ASSERT is a primitive

defirfifion
of theobject,
Kc-135.

A

surface

speech

(S, H,

Logical-Definition

act and queries

(KC- 135)

the knowledge

base

), it

for the logical

procedurecalledinstantiate-rhetorical-predicate

returnsthe

genus and differentia
of theobjectKc- 135 astherhetoncalproposition6:
(Logical-Definition
((KC-135))
( (tanker

(FUNCTION

air-refueling)

(transport-vehicle

_s

(FUNCTION

)
cargo-transport))

))

rhetorical
proposition
isstoredin theleafnode of thetextplan,along withitssurfacespeechact(i.e.,

ASSERT).

The finaldecomposition of the textplan is shown in Figure 4.9. A depth-first
search routine
linea_dzes

_s

associated

tree by following

rhetorical

Chapter

proposftions

8. The above example
A KC-135

the selected

is

e

paths.

are mapped
produces

tanker

The resulting

ordered

onto text by the linguistic

list of surface

realization

speech

component

acts with
detailed

in

the final surface form:

for

air-refueling

and

(1982), a default

focus position

a

transport

vehicle

for

cargo

transport.

Follo_g

McKeown

that discourse

focus information

the above logical definition,
default

current

(defined
convey

discourse

By t_ng
effective.

advantage

If, for instance,
could identify

KC-135

is

a

to a member

about object
modelling

of a model

vehicle

classification

for

team

of _s

of the rhetorical

proposition

focus

for temporal

positions

and properties,

as a member

and properties

proposition

predicate so

For example,

(i.e., I<c-135)is
and spatial

in
the

focus

for predicates

that

simply

disclosure,

language

of a personnel

In contrast,

produce
however,

and _XPLAN

can be found

of a KC-135
airlift

could

be even more

organization,

then the

that would be of interest to that user and utter:

cargo-transport."

might

limited

the definition

in (Maybury,

selecting

"A KC-135

does not address

1987).

information

is a tanker

is that a hearer

in this sense.

of the rhetorical

proposition.

in time and space, for example

of the hearer,

only those classes

danger

rhetorical

of rhetorical

states, and locations.

the user was identified

transport

The

are also default

in order to track changes

of an air-refueling
."

refueling

There

about events,

utterance

6Details

focus.

with each _e

from the selected

the entity in the first position

in the next chapter)
information

can be extracted

is associated

may draw false

the complex

"A

salient

for airinference

matter

of user
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Describe(S,

H,

KC-135)

/
Define(S,

H,

/

KC-135)

",.
.

Inform(S,

H,

Logical-Definition(KC-135)

o

.

)

/
Assert

(S,

H,

Logical-Definition

(KC-135))

KEY
SELECTED

ALTERNATIVE

UNTRIED
- - - _

PRECONDITIONS/CONSTRAINT

HEARER

REJECTED

Figure 4.9 Hierarchical

4.5.2
In the KC-135 example,
Z<C-135 ), logical definition
section.

alternative

actions.

Synonymic

was chosen

synonyms

or preconditions

of a z<c-135

of the given entity

synonymic

of the entity.

Figure

4.10 matches

the current

instantiated

to the plan operator

represented

in the knowledge

of the logical

operator

the decomposition
In our example,

base),

achieve

then the planner

4.10.

in Figure

of this plan operator

(e.g., if

attempted

the knowledge

base

knows

the hearer

at least
of the

of the skeletal

plan operator

shown

in Figure

4.10 is then

The plan operator

shown

4.11.

a z<c-135

base and the hearer knows

of the

as the

informs

H, KC-135).
Since

H,

is formalized

4.10) and the speaker

goal Define(S,
in Figure

had failed

would have

definition,
Providing

( S,

Define

at the beginning

plan operator

acts, synonymic

the header

the goal

metric outlined

definition

in Figure

(see the constraints

of a KC- 135

Definition

that could potentially

communicative
plan

preconditions),

Antonymic

in the knowledge

One of the alternative

one (see the essential
definition

and

first based on the preference

define-by-synonymic-definition
contains

ALTERNATIVE

Text Plan for Logical Definition

of all plan operators

But if the constraints

there is no superordinate

ALTERNATIVE

FAILED

it, this plan operator

has a nickname
is chosen.

(stratotanker)

in
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NAME

de f ine-by-

synonymic

HEADER

Define(S,

H,

CONSTRAINTS

Bs

-definit

ion

entity)

Synonym(entity,

s)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

Bs

DESIRABLE

Synonym(entity,

s)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

EFFECTS

Bs

Synonym(entity,

Vx

e synonyms

Inform(S,

Synonym(entity,

s))

^

s)

^KNOW-ABOUT(H,

s)

(entity)

KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

^KNOW(S,

entity)

Synonym(entity,

H,

x) )

Synonymic-Definition(entity))

Fig_e 4.10 Uninsmntia_d define-by-synonymic-definition Plan Operator

NAME

define-by-synonymic-definition

HEADER

Define(S,

CONSTRAINTS

3s

Synonym(KC-135,

ESSENTIAL

Bs

Synonym(KC-135,

DESIRABLE

_KNOW-ABOUT(H,

H,

KC-135)

s)

PRECONDITIONS

EFFECTS

Bs

Synonym(KC-135,

Vx

E

Inform(S,

Figure 4.12.

text plan, similar

The linguistic

realization

base.

the synonym

"stratotanker"

s)

s))

^KNOW-ABOUT(H,

s)

x))

Synonymic-Definition(KC-135))

define-by-synonymic-definition Plan Operator

to the logical
component

A

where

Synonym(KC-135,

^

Synonym(KC-135,

H,

Figure4.11 _smnda_d

The resulting

^KNOW(S,

synonyms(KC-135)
KNOW[H,

DECOMPOSITION

s)
KC-135)

KC-135

definition

linearizes
is

a

description

provided

this tree and produces

above,

is shown

the utterance:

stratotanker.

was found in the "codename"

attribute

of the object in the knowledge

in
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Describe

Define(S,

Inform

(S,

H,

Synonymic-Definition

(S,

H,

(KC-135)

H,

I<C-135)

KC-135)

)

/
Assert(S,

H,

Synonymic-Definition(KC-135))

Figure 4.12
Unlike
The

logical

or synonymic

Synonymic

definition,

and prefers

the knowledge

antonymic

Text Plan

definition

tells the reader

what an object

is not.

plan operator,shown in Figure 4.13,requiresthatan entity

define-by-antonymic-definition

have antonyms

Definition

that the hearer is familiar

base, the constraints

NAME

de fine

HEADER

Define

CONSTRAINTS

Bx

with them.

of the plan operator

-by

- ant

IS,

H,

onymic

Since there are no antonyms

of rzc- 135 in

fail and it is not chosen.

- de f in i t ion

entity)

Antonym(entity,

x)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

Bs

DESIRABLE

Antonym(entity,

s)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

EFFECTS

3x

Antonym(entity,

Vx

e

antonyms

Inform(S,

Antonym(entity,

x)

^KNOW-ABOUT(H,

Antonym(entity,

H,

x)

x) )

Antonymic-Definition

(entity))

Figure4.13 Unmsmntia_d define-by-antonymic-definition

4.5.3
As the above generated
planner

can dynamica_y

operators)

strategy

operator

in Figure

fails

Nustrate,

fail.

upon execution.

4.9 is executed

it). At this stage the discourse

in contrast

ahemate

In addition

to ks

controller

passes

to preplanned

Operator

dynamic
the

reded

the hierarchical

approaches

communicative

communicative

That is, assume

(i.e., lingnistically

Plan

a Definition

the appropriate

context and attemp_g

of plan operators

planned

Replanning

plan a text, selecting

for the current

preconditions

definitions

s))

^

(entity)

KNOW[H,
DECOMPOSITION

^KNOW(S,

entity)

planning,

actions

to generation

act (formalized

the

as plan

when the constraints

the planner

can recover

define-by-logical-definition

or
if its
plan

or uttered) and fails (i.e., the hearer

rejects

text plan of Figure 4,9 to a replanner

which
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attempts
thenextitemin theordered
list ofalternatives
in thetextplan,indicatedas"untriedalternatives"
in
Figure4.9. _s corresponds
to thefollowing interactionwhereuserinput _ is italicizedandsystem
output(S)is in _ewriter font. As TEXPLANperformsno queryinterpretation,the user'srequestis
simulatedby pos_g thecorresponding
goal,KNOW-ABOUT(I_,
KC-135),tOthetextplanner.Subsequent
userinteractions
(e.g.,"What?"and"ok'') aresimulated
by asimplecommandlanguage.
UI:

Whatis

SI:

A

aKC-1357

KC-135

is

vehicle

U2:
$2:
U3:

for

a

tanker

cargo

for

air-refueling

and

a

transport

transport.

What?
A

KC-135

is

a

stratotanker.

ok.

So after U3 _XPLAN

assumes

it has achieved

the effect of S2 0.e.,

KNOW (H, Synonym {KC-135, STRATOTANKER) )). Thus TEXPLAN
believes

it has achieved

future responses
the cognitive
frightened)

on the user's knowledge,

by referring
(e.g.,

to _s

knowledge,

user model.
beliefs,

state of the user to _or

mode_g

is not the principal

sophisticated

account

different

The system

build a model
characterized

detailing

ability)

to _or

it is necessary

and emotional
versus

this user model

its

to model
(e.g.,

arguments).

is a placeholder

sad,

As user
for more

synonymic,

and antonymic

definition

of its expected

recording

the effects associated

alternative

communicative

effect on the knowledge,
techniques

with each executed

beliefs,

of definition,

and desires

the next section

can be
acts

action, itcan

of the user.
fortunes

Now

ways of

entities.

Definition
impossible

Details:

succinctly

describes

and values

when an abundance

of an entity.

in the Attribution

a WHEREfield is used within

an entity.

Oftentimes,

and values
predicate

plan operators

and

details.

it is unnecessary,

For instance

In a knowledge

or salient
exist.

based system

characteristics

The ',differentia

local variable

or

these include the
of an entity is

0.e., differentia)
formula"

Following
definition.

difficult,

a writer can make the

that details the properties

in the decomposition.

to provide

Illustration

however,

the plan operator

distinguishing

attributes
rhetorical

provide

its characteristics.

In TEXPLAN,

In a_ibufion,
of entity

Purpose,

and so writers instead

entity by detailing

in Figure 4.14.

exploited

Attribution,

to define something

know about _

attributes
shown

discuss,

can also replan a failed plan by executing

the three p_cipal

4.6

reader

(e.g.,

however,

acts of logical,

in the text plan, and by explicitly

having

allows the system

of text (e,g., descriptions

aim of this thesis,

and

(cf. Allen, i988).

planned and executed.

gradually

_es

_s

chapters

physical

XC-135)

bnfldsa user model of theeffectsit

and desires.

As subsequent

desires),

We have seen how the communicative

recorded

beliefs,

Y,NOW-ABOUT(H,

de_ed

Levine
In Figure

are used
earlier

is

(forthcoming),
4.14 the local
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variableattributes

is defined

is used to indicate

a set and 'T' means

operator,

set-vat,

operators

to bind

local

This

is similar

the bound local variables

but also in the constraints,

instantiated

preconditions,

to attribution,

of an entity.

another

For example,

this is achieved

to Moore's

(1989)

are used not only in the decomposition

of plan

During

planning,

transports

local variables

are

is instantiated.

details is to describe

we can say that "A bicycle

using a special
in plan

of the plan operator

way to provide

(where "{ }"

use of "setq"

and effects.

in step 3 of Figure 4.2, just after the header

In addition

of the entity that the speaker knows

suc h that ' ). In the implementation

variables.

except that in TEXPLAN

operators

use(s)

as ("=") the set of attributes

the purpose(s),

people"

indicating

function(s),

or

the primary

use

or purpose of a bike. Tb/s techmque iscapturedby the describe-by-indicating-purpose

operator

shown

base

the

describes

an

in Figure

fnnction(s)

4.15

or use(s)

where

the Purpose

rhetorical

predicate

retrieves

from the knowledge

of an entity.

NAME

describe-by-attribut

HEADER

Describe

CONSTRAINTS

3a

(S,

ion

H,

entity)

Attribute(entity,

a)

^(HASTE(S)

v

HASTECH))

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

WANT

DESIRABLE

KNOW-ABOUT(H,
3a
E attributes

(S,

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

- KNOW(H,
EFFECTS

KNOW(H,

Inform[S,

WHERE

attributes

entity)

=

(entity,

(entity,

Attribution(entity,

{a

a) )

^

Attribute

H,

)

^

Attribute

KNOW-ABOUT(H,
Va
E attributes

DECOMPOSITION

entity)

entity)

a) )

attributes))

I Attribute(entity,
KNOW(S,

a)

^

Attribute(entity,

a) )

Figure4.14 Uninstantiated
describe-by-attribution PlanOperator
Another
entity
Lessons

approach

by furnishing
in Physical

to short description

a particular
Geography

illustration

is exemplification.

This technique

of it.

For example,

consider

(Dryer from Brooks

and Hubbard,

1905):

concretely

the following

passage

The lower portions of stream valleys which have sunk below sea level are caUed drowned
valleys. The lower St. Lawrence is perhaps the greatest example of a drowned valley in the
world, but many other rivers are in the same condition.
The old channel of the Hudson
River may be traced upon the sea bottom about 125 miles beyond its present mouth, and its
valley is drowned as far up as Troy, 150 miles. The sea extends up the Delaware River to
Trenton,
and Chesapeake
Bay with its many arms is the drowned
valleys
of the
Susquehanna
and its former tributaries.
Many of the most famous harbors in the world, as

from
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NAME

describe-by-indicating,purpose

HEADER

Describe(S,

CONSTRAINTS

3p

H,

entity)

Purpose(entity,

p)

^(HASTE(S)

v

HASTE(H))

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

WANT(S,

DESI_LE

. KNOW-ABOUT(H,
3p

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

E

purposes
- KNOW(H,

EFFECTS

KNOW.ABOUT
Vp

E

Purpose(entity,

(H,

entity)

VpE

A

Purpose

(entity,

purposes

=

H,

{p

[

Purpose(entity,

Figure 4.15

p))

Purpose(entity,
KNOW(S,

San Francisco
Scottish _s,

p))

purposes
Inform(S,

WHERE

p))

purposes
KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

entity))

entity)

p)

Bay, Puget Sound,
are drowned v_eys.

the estuaries

an entityisconsideredan

subtype

of it. In the WHEREportion

speaker

knows.

vertebrate

Exemplification

of the Thames

What's an invertebra_
Crustaceans,
crabs,
such

for

shrimp,

As in the previous

as

assumes
discourse

and the Mersey,

and the

plan operatorshown in Figure4.16.In

the variable

TEXPLAN

to produce

examples

is bound to those that the

text like that shown

below

from

the

scorpions,
as

dialogue,

by posting

:invertebrates

such

Arachnids
and

are

ticks.

centipedes

and

the user query
the corresponding

shows how illustration

relates

it has achieved

or if the user explicitly
the effects

updates

of the above

as

lobsters,

invertebrates

Myriapods

are

millipedes.

(U1)

is italicized

because

no interpretation

entities

(preferably

one of which

of invertebrate.

the text (e.g., "ok."),

plan operator

(recorded

the effects

the user KNows-

If the user does not react

acknowledges

the user model to include

is

goal, KN0W-ABOVT (H, INVERTEBRATE), tO the

by the user model) to the more general concept

(e.g., "what?"),

controller

are

barnacles.

such

definition

This example

?
example,

spiders,

it is simulated

ABoryr as indicated
negatively

of the plan operator,

and

invertebrates

planner.

)

domain:

UI:
$1:

performed:

)

of anotherentity ifitiseitheran instanceof itor a

Illustration

enables

p)

Plan Operator

describe.by-indicating-purpose

Exemplificationiscapturedin the describe-by-illustration
TEXPLAN,

^

Purpose(entity,

then TEXPLAN

in the text plan)

of the above plan operator.

and so the
As a result,
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NAME

describe-by-illustration

HEADER

Describe(S,

CONSTRAINTS

3e

H,

entity)

Illustration(entity,

e)

^(HASTE(S)

vHASTE(H))

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

WANT(S,

DESIRABLE

- KNOW-ABOUT[H,
3e

EFFECTS

E

KNOW-ABOUT[H,

entity)

entity)

examples

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

KNOW-ABOUT(H,
Ve
_ examples

entity)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,
KNOW(H,
DECOMPOSITION

Ve

_

e)

^

e)

^

Illustration

e))

(entity,

examples
Inform(S,

WHERE

)

A

examples

=

H,

{ e

I

Illustration[entity,

e ))

Illustration(entity,
KNOW(S,

e)

^

Illustration(entity,

e) )

}

Figure4.16 describe-by-illustration Plan Operator
the user model

now indicates

that the hearer

INVERTEBRATE) ) as well as about
ABOUT

(H,

Illustration

knows

any examples

(CRUSTACEANS,

about

the class invertebrate

(i.e., KNOW-ABOUT(H,

of it (e.g., KNOW-ABOUT [H, CRUSTACEANS), KNOW-

INVERTEBRATE)

), and

This informationcan then be

so on).

used to guideplanoperatorselection
when producingfuturetext

4.7
A very common
division.

Division

subclasses

technique

involves

or subtypes

constituency.

The

entity have

subtypes

_s

_hnique

Division:

de

that allows

separating

this

lass

scribe'by-c

or subclasses,

on using

this plan operator

extended

description

discusses

each of these in turn.

and

the writer

an entity

is termed

is more informative

to rapidly

into classes

classification.
if icat

and prefers

discussed

ion plan operator

Whaf
A

U2:

What s a carto,_ect_

S2:

There

If an entity is described
into

subpans

which

divides

is

are

a

ii

carto-object

which

distinguishes

the entity into subclasses

below is from the Map Display

carto-objects:

intersection,

airstrip,

a

a
line

heliport,

segment

with

roads,

a
a
object,

a

town,
dam,
and

size,

an
a

System

a

segmented

a

a
block,
object.

lake,
ian

Since

A constraint
it from

or subparts

(Hilton, 1987).

perimeter.

obstruction,

bridge,
a

and

that the

with at least one of these.

s a town?

town

this is termed

it is listed before it in the plan library.
or hearer

is

using its

shown in Figure 4,17 requires

that the hearer is familiar

in the next section,

Sl:

give the hearer a picture of an entity

If it is divided

than exemplification,

The dialogue

Constituency

or parts.

is haste on the part of the speaker

UI:

an

Classification

the
and
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NAME

describe'by-classification

HEADER

Describe(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Hx

H,

Subtype(

entity)

entity,

x)

^ (HASTE(S)

v

HASTE(H)

)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

WANT(S,
Us

E

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

KNOW(S,
DESIRABLE

EFFECTS

Subtype

DECOMPOSITION

E

U3:

What's a segmen_d

$3:

There

are

Therefore

And if the user model

x)

^KNOW-ABOUT(H,

KNOW(H,

Subtype

H,

(entity,

s) )

Classification(entity))

describe,by-classification

Plan

Operator

object?

and

objects:

a

definition

TEXPLAN

s)

entity)
(entity)

segmented

powerline,

As a result of the logical

responds

5

^

^

x)

subtypes

Pig_e 4.17

object.

(entity,

Inform(S,

(entity,

entity)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,
k/s

a

Subtype

-KNOW-_OUT(H,
3x

entity))

subtypes(entity)

a

waterway,

a

(S1), the hearer knows

a

that the hearer

knows

about

plan operator

one of the segmented

of carte-

in response
objects,

to U2.

the system

to U3 with $3.

The cousin

to classification,

constituency

rather than its subtypes.

For example,

car phones,

cordless

pay phones,

(also called

partition)

just as a writer can enumerate

phones),

discusses

the different

s/he can also detail the subparts

the subparts

of an entity

types of telephones

of it: the transmitter,

dialingmechanism, housing,and cord. The describe-by-constituency
Figure

railroad,

about the concept town, a subordinate

can select the describe-by-classification

indicates

road,

border.

(e.g.,

receiver,

plan operatoris shown in

4.18.
Using a small entity, event,

below to indicate
a process

the constituents

(composed
Uh

What_

Sl:

Chili
and

and process
of a recipe

knowledge
(composed

base, TEXPLAN
of ingredients),

produces

an event (composed

of events, in this case transformations):
chili con came?
con

chili

carne
powder.

consists

of

meat,

beans,

onions,

the responses

tomatoes,

shown

of stages)

and

.Chapter 4. Description
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NAME

describe-by-const

HEADER

Describe(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Hx

ituency
H,

entity)

Subpart(entity,

x)

A (HASTE(S}

v

_TE(H)

)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

WANT(S,
KNOW-ABOUT(H,
VS
E subparts
(entity)

DESIRABLE

_KNOW-ABOUT(H,

KNOW(S,

3x
EFFECTS

Subpart

(entity,

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

DECOMPOSITION

e

(entity,

entity)

Subpart

Vs

entity))

^KNOW-ABOUT(H,

entity)
(entity)

KNOW(H,

Subpart

Inform(S,

H,

s) )

^

x)

subparts

A

x)

A

(entity,

s)

Constituency(entity)

)

Figure4.18 describe-by-constituency Plan Operator
U2:

What is chili powder?

S2:

Chili

powder

and

UI:

What is a _?

SI:

A

UI:
Sl:

day

consists

chilies,

oregano,

afternoon,

to

cumin,

and

night.

constituency

schema,

4.8
writers

a

larva

transformation
to

pupa,

from
and

a

egg

to

larva,

transformation

adult.

_ght

spatial

of

from

be more

constituency.

length,

Oftentimes

consists

pupa

other responses

foreword

dried

morning,

transformation

simply to illuslrate

(1985)

of

Metamorphosis

from

importance,

of

What is metamorphosis?
a

While

consists

garlic.

effective

In a description

(e.g., logical

and so on.

discussed

in Chapter 2.

things

of the i986 Cambridge

University

_s

together:

want or need to provide

these

of this kind, the constituent

relationship,

Putting

definitions),

extended

rhetorical

technique

examples

are intended

parts can be ordered

by size,

is the core of McKeown%

Extended

Description

descriptions.

Consider

paragraph

two from the

Varsity Handbook:

Re Varsity Handbook
is different
It does not attempt to present a unified and neatly
packaged version of the 'real' Cambridge.
It is written and produced
entirely by students
and reflects a range of opinions.
The 'University'
section is an assortment
of articles by
students on aspects of University life. The Time Out' section is intended to suggest ideas
about how to spend your spare time in and around Cambridge
and includes an extensive
restaurant and pub guide. The 7.rfformation' section is a useful Re of the many services and
facilities available in the area.
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The text first introducesthe handbookby indicatingsomeof its attributes,includingwhat is not its
purpose.Thepassage
thendescribes
eachof thebook'sconstituent
parts.Firstthe"university"sectionis
characterized.Next the "time out" section'spurposeandcomponents
(restaurantandpub guide)are
indicated.Finally,the"information"chapteris described.
This andother texts like it suggest the extended-description
plan operator shown in Figure 4.19.
The boldfaced

special

of the decomposition
gets the hearer

the

following

and therefore

the mandatory

an entity by defining
an example

discussion

and analogy.

previously

relaxes

only when available.

them, and providing

exemplification,
defined

optional,

are provided

to know about

then describing
formalized,

operator,

or analogy

extended-descript

HEADER

Describe

CONSTRAINTS

Entity?(entity)

(S,

of the entity.
plan

and exemplification

however,

NAME

it, dividing

subordinate

The detail, division,

do not have the same constraints

Like the Varsity Handbook

it, detailing

defines

for terse descriptions,

defatdt in the decomposition

text, this plan operator

it into its parts or classes
Since definition

operators

for

plan operators

the ones here are imbedded

regarding

so that parts

was previously
detail,

division,

are related

in an extended

haste on the part of the speaker

and

to those

description

or hearer.

ion
H,

entity)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-ABOUT(S,
WANT(S,

DESIRABLE

entity)

^

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

EFFECTS

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Define(S,

entity)

)

entity)

entity)

H,

Entity)

optional(Detail(S,

H,

entity))

optional(Divide(S,

H,

entity))

optional(Illustrate(S,

H,

Give-Analogy(S,

entity))
H,

v

entity))

Figure4.19 extended-description Plan Operator
One method
attributes

of characterizing

an entity is to detail

of an entity, the result is that the hearer

When the speaker

knows about those properties.

this rhetorical

act are that the entity must have attributes

of them.

act is form_ed

ms

its attributes.

as detail,by-attribution

and that the speaker
plan operator

The natural

conveys

the

constraints

on

must know about at least one
shown in Figure 4,20.
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NAME

detail-by-attribut

HEADER

Detail(S.

CONSTRAINTS

Ha

Attribute(entity.

3a

E

ion

H.

entity)

a)

PRECONDITIONS
DESI_LE

attributes
.KNOW(H,

EFFECTS

Va

e

Attribute(entity,

attributes
KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Inform(S,

WHERE

attributes

Attribute

H,

(entity.

Attribution

=

{a

I

Figure4.20

p_ose(s),

when the speaker
function(s),

or use(s)

that it must have a purpose
The

detai

conveys

represented

the purpose

)

a)^

Attribute(entity,

ion

Plall

of an entity,

The constraints

in the knowledge

a))

Operator

the result

on de_g

base

planoperatorcap_g

detail-by-indicating-purpose

attributes)

Attribute(entity,

l-by.attribut

of the entity.

a) )

(entity,

KNOW(S,

S_arly,

a))

is that the hearer knows the
the purpose

and that the speaker
ms

of an entity are

must know about it.

isshown in Figure4.21.

In an extendeddescription,
afteran entityhas been introduced,by definingit and (op_onally)
detailing

it, it can be decomposed

techniques

of classification

(subt_es)

than components

into its subparts

or constituent.

or subtypes.

_s

To be as informative

(subparts)

then classification

NAME

detail-by-indicating-purpose

HEADER

Detail

CONSTRAINTS

3p

Purpose(entity,

3p

E

(S,

H.

division
as possible,

is chosen.

is achieved

ff there are more subclasses

As shown

entity)

p)

PRECONDITIONS
DESI_LE

purposes
KNOW(H,

EFFECTS

kfp E

VpE

Purpose(entity,

p)

)

purposes
Inform(S,

WHERE

p))

purposes
KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Purpose(entity,

/gurposes

=

H,

{19

Purpose(entity,

I Purpose

(entity,

KNOW(S,

Purpose

p))

p)

^

(entity.

Figure4,21 detail-by-indicating-purpose

by the rhetorical

/9) )

Plan Operator

in Figure

4.22,

the

Chapter
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divide-by-classification

entity and then optionally

plan operatorinforms thehearerof _ae subclasses,
types,or groups of an
describes

each of them in turn.

NAME

divide-by-classification

HEADER

Divide(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Bs

H,

entity)

Subtype(entity,

length

s)

(subtypes

A

(entity)

)

>

length

(subparts

(entity)

)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

Vs

E

subtypes(entity)

DESIRABLE

3x

Subtype(entity,

KNOW(S,

EFFECTS

k/s

6

Subtype(entity,

subtypes
KNOW(//,

DECOMPOSITION

Inform(S,
Vx

x)

//,

x)

(entity)
Subtype

E subtypes
optional

s))

A KNOW-ABOUT(H,

(entity,

s) )

Classification(entity)
(entity)
(Describe

(S,

)

H,

Figure4.22 divide-by-classification

x) )

Plan

Operator

In con_ast to fffis
categorization
technique,the divide-by-constituency

planoperatorshown in

Figure 4.23 informs the hearer of the parts,segments, or elements of an entityand then optionally
describes

each component

in tttm.

In both classification

and constituency

the special

allows for variability.

NAME

divide-by-constituency

HEADER

Divide(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Bs

//,

entity)

Subpart(entity,

s)

^

length(subparts(entity))

>

length(subtypes(entity))

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

DESIRABLE

EFFECTS

DECOMPOSITION

k/s

e

subparts

(entity)

KNOW(S,

Subpart

Bs

Subpart(entity,

Vs

E

subparts

(entity)

KNOW(H,

Subpart

Inform(S,
Vs

H,

E subparts
optional

(entity,
s)

s) )

^KNOW-ABOUT(//,

(entity,

s)

s) )

Constituency(entity))
(entity)
[Detail

(S,

14,

s) )

Figure4.23 divide-by-constituency Plan Operator

operator

optional

,Chapter 4. Description

Rile

classification

information

associated

both forms

of division.

Encyclopedia

( 1986):

they

and constituency

with the underlying

MICROSCOPE

_s

is

can

be

original

an

used

in

the

foot,

most

There

instrument
upright

(2)

the

and

tube,

discusses

components
by giving

the

major

(constituency)
their function

thus complement

magnifies

basic

The
holds

is initially

classes

and

the

tube
the

and describes

each other to ensure

the

Book

so

than

the

three
is

the

(i)

microscopes
parts:
base

and

(I)

on

the

body

and function.

and partitions

which
is

The passage

a microscope

-- foot, tube, and body -- in turn.

Both types

a well-structured

from the World

microscopes:

purpose,

(classification)

using

objects

optical

lenses,

by its genus,

these components

with respect to the whole.

foot

to convey

warrants

larger

have

The

contains
tube.

of microscopes

of

which

sometimes

small

The

teaching

with

excerpt

much

ion.

body.

identified

image
kinds

(3)

for

(3)

knowledge

extremely
an

three

colleges
and

stands.
support
that

In this text the microscope
then

are

structure

by the follo_g

produces

electronic;

schools

<2)

It

generator

the av_able

is illustrated

that

easily.

light;

the text

application,

instrument

seen

or

give

dual division

object.

optical,

the
the
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text.

of division,

classification

This strategy

is captured

NAME

divide-by-classification-and-constituency

HEADER

Divide(S,

CONSTRAINTS

3s

H,

in the divide-by-

entity)

Subpart(entity,

s)

length(subparts

(entity))

Positive

(subparts

(length

^

3s
=

Subtype(entity,

s)

length(subtypes

(entity)

^

(entity))

))

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

Vs

E

subparts
KNOW(S,
subtypes

EFFECTS

3x

Subpart(entity,

x)

^

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

x)

3x

Subtype(entity,

x)

^

KNOW-ABOUT(//,

x)

Vs

E

subparts

(entity)

e

KNOW[//,
subtypes

Subpart
(entity)

Inform(S,
Vx

(entity)
Subtype(entity,

KNOW(//,

H,

s) )

(entity,

Subtype(entity,

Vx

H,

^

Classification(entity))

E subtype(entity,

Inform(S,

s) )

^

s) )

x)

optional(Describe(S,

H,

x))

Constituency(entity))

E subparts(entity,
optional(Detail(S,

Figure4.24

^

E

Vs

DECOMPOSITION

s))

Vs

KNOW(S,
DESIRABLE

(entity)
Subpart(entity,

x)
H,

divide-by-classification-and-constituency

This is done

and constituency,

plan operatorshown m Figure4.24.

classification-and-constituency

into

x))

Plan Operator
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The last part of an extended
operator

in Figure

speaker

knows

variable
throughout

4.25 defines

one, then

examp.Ze

description
exemplification.

the speaker

is bound

provides an illustration
Providing

informs

to a particular

that there

the hearer
example

or analogy.

The

are examples

of it and, optionally,

of the entity

illustrate

plan

of the entity,
describes

and the

it .......

so that is can be used consistently

the plan operator.

NAME

illustrate

HEADER

Illustrate

CONSTRAINTS

3e

IS,

H.

Illustration

entity)

(entity,

e)

PRECONDITIONS
DESIRABLE

. KNOW(H,

EFFECTS

KNOW

(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Inform(S,
optional

WHERE

example

Illustration

[entity,

Illustration

H,

( entity,

e

I

(S,

Finally,
operator

Figure

means

shows

preconditions

where

plan

e)
e)

with.

e) )

Plan Operator
operator

analogue

for analogy.

NAME

give-analogy

HEADER

Give-Analogy(S,

CONSTRAINTS

3x

Analogous

(entity,

x)

Bx

Analogous

(entity,

x)

The constraint

(as defined

in section

to an entity that the hearer

The speaker

H,

^

A

an entity has an analogy

first bind the variable

to the one the hearer is unfamiliar

)

Illustration(entity,

illustrate

TEXPLAN's

it can only be exploited

The essential
analogous

4.26

)

example))

example)

Illustration(entity,
KNOW-ABOUT
[H,
KNOW(S.

Figure 4.25

H,

)

example)

Illustration(entity.

(Describe

=

example)

must know this analogy

entity)

PRECONDITIONS
DE S I_LE

EFFECTS

KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Inform(S,

WHERE

analogue

Analogous

H,

=

x

^

(entity,

analogue)

Analogy(entity.

)

I _alogous(entity,

KNOW(S,

give-analogy

x)

analogue)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

Figure 4.26

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

x)
x)

)

^

^

Analogous{entity,

Plan Operator

x) )

on the plan
4.10 below).

knows

which

is

(or at least be able
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Describe(S,

H,

TARGET)

llustrat

Detail(S,

H,

Inform(S,

H,

Assert(S,

H,

A_ttributive(TARGET_

Attributive

Figure

to formulate
attempts

it).

to the planner

the assumed

model

definition

plan operator

weapons

and the speaker

4.27 is produced.

_s

Targets

a

words

linguistic

utterance)
re_zation

Assuming

(TARGET))

Classlflcatlon
....

Definition

(TARGET))

of a TARGET

can be very effective

in discourse

because

it

goalm_ow-_ouT(a,

for resource

the speaker

nor

_ocation

hearer

that the agent model

(Dawson

are rushed,

indicates

of a target,

definition

plan

TARGET)is
et al, I987).

If

then the extended

that the user knows

then the text plan shown

about

in Figure

to the text :
They

for

have

a

and

a

latitude/longitude,
weather

are

missiles,

a

condition.

electronic

example,

(e.g., "for example"

and

enemy

such

structure

cover,
are

and

anti-aircraft

aircraft.

in the fmal utterance).

8.) While

a
five

weapons,
as

both by the content of the different

(e.g., there-insertion

details are given in Chapter

cloud
There

hardware,

targets

focus and using it to guide pronominalization

and grammatical

user input, improvements

Classification

when the discourse

of the text plan in Figure 4.27 is conveyed

as well as by tracking

second

that neither

facilities,

cue words

TARGET)

of the extended

based system

surface-to-surface

as well as by explicit

H,

in the decomposition

what happens

visibility,

Weapons,

missiles,

analogy

that they are an example

passages,

vehicles.

The structure

knows

entities.

height,

targets:

is selected.

corresponds

are

cloud

indicates

H,

(S,

knowledge.

in a hybrid nfle/_ame

agent

(S,

Text Plan for Extended

all the constituents

its use, consider

H,

Assert

plan operators,

with the hearer's

We have now characterized

posted

Inform(S,

(TARGET))

As with previous

To illustrate

)

4.27 Hierarchical

to make contact

operator.

Divide

TARGET)

TARGET)

Cohesion

is aided both by cue

(e.g., the use of "they"

in the third

the above

parts of the text

utterance).

text is a reasonable

can be made both in terms of content and presentation.

in the

(The relevant
response

to its

First, the initial utterance

Chapter
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because
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the concept

of"target"

is defined

useful to distinguish

between

the concept

domain

Second,

while the current

application.

based

on a model

sufficiently
electronic
could

of what

well-know
hardware

be chosen

enhanced,

is known

concept

A for a discussion

randomly

examples,

by the user.

selects

One could

can be effective

parenthetically.

with the realization

4.9

argue

Instead,

of prototypicality).

concepts

It would be

usage in the context

Also, only a few of the most prototypical

by exemplifying

phrasing

implementation

"entity".

and its particular

and so does not need to be exemplified.

(see Appendix

how parenthetical

in general

or not known

could be detailed.

for example,

of "target"

in terms of the vague concept,

choice could be

that weapons

passages,

of the plan operator

and

examples

the presentation

The next section

is a

facilities,

and best-known

Finally,

of the

could

on comparison

be

shows

in Figure 4.29.

Comparison
S

Comparison
comparison
genre.

focuses

on the similarities

is a complex

Comparison

concerning

text genre.

is sometimes

the difference

between

Like

and differences
division,

used to respond
an alligator

Alligator

Like extended

it can be used independently

to an explicit

and a crocodile

or Crocodile:

of two entities.

What's

query.

definition,

or as part of another

Consider

(Hckett and Laster,

the following

passage

1988):

the difference?

The alligator is a close relative of the crocodile.
The alligator, however, has a broader head
and blunter snout. Alligators are usually found in fresh water; crocodiles prefer salt water.
The alligator's
lower teeth, which fit inside the edge of the upper jaw, are not visible when
the lipless mouth is closed. The crocodile" s teeth are always visible.

This paragraph is organized
finally, the visibility

point by point.

is reflected

which first states the resemblance

(1977)

and contrasts
contrasts
which

metric

the attributes

and refined in Appendix

of two entities
pairs.

This formula
rhetorical

can be decomposed

gives

metric

This is necessary

predicate

A. As detailed

and,

of entity

at the end

attributes

the equality

calculated

common

them

is based on Tversky's
compares

to them, it compares

similarity

on the range

attributes

value pairs.

of the superordinates

for logical definition

and contrasting

of the compare

and attribute

in Figure 4.28

there, the formula

common

into the parts that identify

must also consider
since differentia

rhetorical

a measure

predicate

plan operator

this by comparing

and then, for all attributes

value pairs as well as the parts that contrast

that the comparison
entities.

and then supports

The coraparS.son_cont:rast:

can be used in the inference
the formula

in the eorapare-po±ne-by-po±nt

of two entities

as discussed

their attribute-value

Furthermore,
attribute

by characteristic.

similarity

then natural habitat;

of their teeth.

This type of comparison

characteristic

First head and snouts are contrasted;

plan

and
[0 1]

operator.

and common
Note, however,

of the two compared

only considers

entity attributes
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NAME

compare-point-by-point

HEADER

Compare(entityl,

entity2)

PRECONDITIONS
DESI_LE

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

EFFECTS

KNOW-ABOUT
KNOW

(H,

(H,

entityl)

v

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

entityl)

^

KNOW'ABOUT

Difference

(entityl,

entity2)

(H,

entity2)

enti

ty2)

^

)

DECOMPOSITION
optional(Inform(S,
V attribute

H,
E

Inform(S,

H,

4.28

and values, not their strperordinates.

The

compar

e- point

and

birds

birds
eat

have

are

have

arrangement

analyzes

In addition

to this

comparison.

and

locomotion
different

text

comparemany

are

(swim

addresses

fly),

versus

common

features

attributes

there

goal KNOW (H,

classification.

As

unique

Fish

are

warm-

each point before going to the next.
other

birds

propellors

common

have

(fins

the

same

versus

different

wings),
diets

covering

(scalesversus
versus

This

to

different

(cold-blooded

last.

approaches

then differences.

have

terrestrial),

features

fins;

scales

birds

birds

pls/1operatorshown

in the third utterance,

have

are two

different

are
have

terrestrial.

Fish

and

and

blood-temperatures

ftrst;

birds
Fish

out s_arities,

Fish
fish

versus

seeds),

and

are

seeds.

_rst pointing

different

(aquatic

fish

discourse

of vertebrate

cold-blooded;

entities.

s imilari t ies/dif ferences

different

eat

are

However,

different

the

fly.

birds

organization,

different

versus

and
and

birds

fish

birds

whereas

Fish

(vertebrates).

(vegetation

The

whereas

by point

environments

feathers),
blooded).

aquatic

text uses one method,

birds

superclass

Both

whereas

FISH and BIRDS point by point, completing

The follo_g

Fish

when

in the domain

entities.
swim

feathers.

point

notion of feature equality

form:

are

fish

the refined

tests.

is used

tO TEXPLAN

fish

Fish
and

birds

plan operator

different

wings.

vegetation

whereas
blooded.

int

is posted

However,

attribute))

compare-point-by,pointPlB/IOperat0r

English surface

vertebrates.

)

entity2,

The formala can also incorporate

-by-po

BIRDS))

results in the following
Fish

differentia(entity2)

A to be more sensitive than binary equality

(FISH,

Difference

entity2)))
^

Comparison,Contrast(entityl,

Fi_e

as defined in Appendix

Inference(entityl,

(differentia(entityl)

organ_ation

warm-

corresponds

to the

in Figure4.29. In pm_ because there are

I fred this text less effective

than

the previous

example.

Chapter
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NAME

compare-similarities/differences

HEADER

Compare

(en

tityl,

entity2)

PRECONDITIONS
DES!_LE

EFFECTS

I_NOW-ABOUT(H,

entityl)

v

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

KNOW'ABOUT(H,

entityl)

A

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

optional(Inform(S,

their common

Inference

Similarities

Inform(S,

H,

Differences(entityl.

the most common
and unique

H.

H,

compare-s

imilar

it ies

form of comparison,

features,

and optionally

entity2)

entity2)

Inform(S,

Figure 4.29
Perhaps

Difference(entityl,

entity2)

(entityl.

(entityl.

however, _st

Plan

describes

compare-describe-in-turn
Compare

(entityl,

Operator
the _o

entities,

plan operatorshown inFigure 4,30. Figure
using_

organization.

entity2)

PRECONDITIONS
DESIRABLE

EFFECTS

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

entityl)

v

KNOW.ABOUT(H,

entity2)

KN0W-ABOUT(H,

entityl)

^

KNOW-ABOUT(H.

entity2)

KNOW(H.

DECOMPOSITION

Difference(entityl,

Describe(S,

H.

eniti!tyl)

Describe(S,

H,

entity2)

Inform(S.

H,

optional(Inform(S,

Fi_e

A

entity2))

Comparison-Contrast(entityl.
H,

then details

how close or far apart they are from each

4.31shows thetopmost levelof thehierarchical
p_n producedby TEXPLAN

HEADER

))

)

entity2))

infers from _s

NAME

entity2)

entity2)

/ di f ferences

other.Thiscorrespondsto the compare-describe-in-turn

^

)

Inference(entityl.

entity2))
entity2)))

4.30 compare-describe-in-turn PlanOperator
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Compare(S,

H,

FISH,

BIRDS)

Inform(S,
Describe(S,

H,

Inform(S,

Figure 4,31
men

linearized
Fish

and reded

are

Birds,

on

and

birds

_e

different

the _ee

emphasis

have

the

different

is distinct

have

_re

involve

feathers,

same

superclass,

entities

asserts

A simile

beau_.

matter

implies

Metaphor,

aquatic,

wings,

eat

are

locomotion,

they

have s_

different

diffierent
are

effects,

covering,

different

entities.

the resulting

surface

form and

broadly

a comparison

she

or metaphor.

describes

an entity using

_malogy

rhetorical

predicate

have

and crudely,
whereas

_e

two distinct

the

as a she

with familiar

way, perhaps
which

implicitly,

compares
real

knowledge,

or imagined

are two forms
expresses

Rat

of analogy,

or attempt
plan

with an analogous

to make it explicit

entity,

to the reader

To

si_e

and

is, a simile
Robert

fragrant,

and

fortress."

to capture

operator

different

Consider

are not roses, both are delicate,
as in ',God is a mighty

to the

similarities.

of analogy:

it explicitly.

figures

related

two essentially

says that one entity is another.

entities

ff the hearer is familiar

is realized

there

women

describe-by-analogy

contact

certain

a metaphor

a very deep analysis

Thus

analogy

that are in some

whereas a metaphor

equates

does not embody

Analogy

that nevertheless

very

in conlrast,

between

used.

have

diets,

of speech is analogy

"My love is like a red, red rose?'

TE_L_

are

warm-blooded.

different

the hearer by making

entities
figure

that one entity is like another

Burns she

fly,

are

different

of comparison

to _own

and a pump)

a complex

metaphor.

that

Therefore,

attempts to inform

The most common

(e.g., a heart

characterize

!gills,

cold-blooded.

and

environments,

arrangements

reference

entity.

ofFISH and BIRD

for each.

Just as comparison

_own

have

are

vertebrates

have

4.10

of speech

fins,

and

blood-temperatures.

alternative

BIRDs) )

Text Plan for Comparison

scales,

hand,

iseeds,

BIRDS))

surface form, the :text plan of Figure 4.31 yields:

swim,

have

other
eat

propellors,

that

fish,

the

terrestrial,

and

onto English

and

Inference(FiSH,

Comparison-Contrast(FiSH,

of _erarchical

vertebrates

vegetation

Fish

H,

Top.Level

H,

BIRDS)

shown

the distinctions
in Figure

and for simplicity
that analogy

4.32
the

is being
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NAME

describe-by-analogy

HEADER

Describe(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Entity?(entity)
^ Bx
(HASTE(S)
v
HASTE(H))

H,

entity)
Analogous(entity,

x)

^

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-ABOUT(S,
WANT(S,
WANT(S,

DESIRABLE

entity)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

EFFECTS

A

KNOW-ABOUT[H,
entity))
^
KNOW(H,
Analogous
(entity,

KNOW-ABOUT(H,
KNOW(H,

entity)

Analogous

DECOMPOSITION

Inform(S,

WHERE

analogue

H,

formulas

detailed

feature-based
unknown

in Appendix

compares

X)

their similarity.

measure,

by exploiting

only entities
type,

and length

base.

dialogue

simulated

by posting

Similarly,

feedback
options

After the system

the corresponding

such as 'accept'
defines

UI:
Sl:

anF-15?

What's
F-15

algorithm

is

an

($3) of a MiG-29

American

is produced

by allowing
'reject'

in action.
(e.g.,

(e.g., "huh?"),

entities

for

can be

can consider

Once

by the

an analogous

by distinguishing

the

A.
As before,

user queries
F-15)

from a "'reaction

in U1).

menu"

when the extended

air-to-air-interdiction.

are

with

("Tell me more.").

fail, the system refers to the F-15 in describing

fighter

this

entity (see $4 in dialogue

and "elaborate"

about it. Therefore,

the

Using

is measured

nNOW-ABOUT (H,

the user to choose

the

[0, 1] indicating

selection

base.

detailed in Appendix

plan operator

an F-15 (S 1), the user knows

definition

predicate

between

are analogous.

closeness

entity f_om those of the known

goal to the planner

(i.e., "OK"),

analogy

entity where

uses

two entities,

for analogous

in the knowledge

rhetorical

the analogy

from the user is simulated

($2) and synonymic

An

illustrates

For example,

the two entities

selection

Given

that two entities

The search

to the unknown

of the Analogy

Again, this uses the differentia

the degree of similarity

pairs and tetanus a value on the range
indicates

operator

to select an analogy,

(i.e., in the user model).

threshold

pairs of the unknown

in the plan

For example,

A measures

of the knowledge

the content

predicate

analogies.

ordered.

that are "close"

Operator

Plan

are preferentially

of links between

and attribute-value

The following

canned

analogies

the structure

entity has been selected,

below).

and attribute-value

x) )

(entity,

the Analogous

about

A

^

Analogous

in Appendix

that the user knows

in the user model

number,

attributes

plan operators,

A value above some predefined

this similarity

x)

describe-by-analogy

melric described

their attributes

)

I Analogous(entity,
KNOW-ABOUT(H,

A to select and produce

entity similarity

entity and entities

ftmction

pruned

comparison

analogue)

analogue))

KNOW(S,

As in the above

))

^

(entity,

Analogy(entity,

= x

Figure4.32

analogue)

entity)

It

definition
it.

has
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several
350

standard

miles

weight

per
of

capacity

and
the

OK.

$2:

A

MLG-29

What's

It

has

a

loads

(scl-dl

communications

maximum
a

time

the

F-15B,

of
of

package

and

radius

weight

turn

ferry

F-15A,

24,500,

3,600,

of

3,000.

the

F-15C,

scl-d2),

of
a

a

There

speed

an

maximum

ferrying

the

a

2,220,000,

fuel
range

are

of

five

F-15D,

of

empty

classes

and

the

of

F-15_.

a MiG-29?
is

a

a

10,600,

4,630,000,
F-15s:

a

12,500,
of

U2:

configuration
hour,

a

Soviet

speed

fighter

of

600

for

miles

per

air-to-air-interdiction.
hour,

and

a

communications

radius

of

1,200,000.

U3: Huh?
S3"

A

U4:

Huh?

MiG-29

84:

A

MiG-29

has

U5:

a

a

Fulcrum.

is

like

an

faster

speed,

4.11

Further

F-15

except

and

has

to analogy,

are not formalized,

that

it

smaller

form

is

a

Soviet

fighter,

communications

language

ideas).

in which human

Apostrophe

is _e

radius.

several

Hyperbole

is an exaggerated

iron fist."

SNarly,

rhetorical

question
question

irony

Speech
that should

be noted.

effect.

(Nevertheless,

least part of their characterization).

qualities

are attributed

to inanimate

but it pertains

These

the developed
Personification

entities

(e.g.,

to the direct address

is

objects,

of in--ate

as in Tennyson's:

techniques
expression
emphasizes

(also called
denies

of

of speech

for literary

personification

Break, break, break
foot of thy crags, O Sea!

Atthe
are also

Figures

other spatial figures

should be suitable forat

objects or the absent as if present

There

Other

as they are used primarily

of metaphor

animals, abstract

Work:

there are several

however,

plan representation

_ative

a

OK.

In addition

a special

is

whose

effect

it is to emphasize

the content

the effectiveness

of a statement

just the opposite

of what is intended.

used to increase
a point by saying

interrogation)is

used not as a request

("Am I my brother's

keeper?")

of an utterance.
as in "He has an

but as an emphatic

and a negative

question

Finally,

statement.

_s

a
An

("Am I not

free?").
Two other figures
another, closely

associated

of speech

involve

substitution.

Metonymy

entity as in "The class is reading

consists

Shakespeare."

SNarly,
Consider:

of substituting

a part of something

for the whole or a whole for the part.

eagle soared."

or "Each household

answered

There
can operate

are also severalrhetorical
over longer

involves contrasting

stretches

statements

one entity for

synecdoche

consists

"Two moons

ago the

the survey."

arrangement

techniques

that achieve

of text (i.e., at the clausal,

as in (Brooks

of substituting

and Hubbard,

sentential,

1905):

_

effects on the hearer and

or paragraph

level).

Antithesis
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Look like the innocent flower,
But be the serpent under k.
--Shakespeare

Unlike

the contrastive

example,

of antithesis,

"I came, I saw, I conquered."

the characterization
exciting

order

of their

specific

climax

constraints,

preconditions,

arrangement

is beyond
effects,

of propositions.

For

the scope of this thesis and

and decomposition

remains

an

area for future research.

This chapter first defines
description,

narration,

thesis to formalize
used to define
description,
then

TEXPLAN.
actually

the ascendant

Each of these phenomena

4.12

data,

entails

text and then classifies

exposition,

communicative

the principal

comparison,
formalized

been generated

are briefly

catalogued

TEXPLAN

composes

and argument.

techniques

to provide

and finally

a direction

the three remaining

illustrated

with

as literally

In closing,

for future

definition,

figures

research.

main types of text:

speech
detail,

hundreds

acts).

the

This is then

division,

extended

using naturally-occurring

implemented

examples

of descriptive

from

texts have

of speech that were not formalized

The chapters

narration,

genre of text:

that is used throughout

act is first identified

illustrations

applications.

a plan language

including

Each communicative

are only selected

of the four major

acts, speech acts, and surface

of description

as a plan operator,

from multiple

the form and function

It introduces

acts (rhetorical

and analogy.

These examples

Conclusion

exposition,

that follow

detail

and argument.

how

Chapter

5

NARRATION

Show me a heroand I'll write you a nagedy.
The Crackup, 1936 Francis Scott Fitzgerald, 1896-1940

5.1
This chapter begins by conlrasting
of events

and states.

Having

generate

narrative

text_

together

with temporal

defined

narration,

knowledge

manner.

of narrative

events), stories (causally
communicative

events),

based simulation

system.

attempts
narration

tells

ontology

of events

focus (Webber,

that automatically
and states which,

1988), can be used to realize

how TEXPLAN

uses temporal

adverbials.

The remainder

of the chapter

events:

reports

(temporally

(event sequences
text are formzliTed

to select and organize
by discussing

events

sequences

to

then focuses

on

or topically

concerning

sequenced

one agent).

as plan operators.

with examples

more advanced

information

narrative

The

I detail

from a knowledge
techniques

such as

and mystery.

the primary

to produce

is a formal

and biographies

The chapter concludes

5.2
Whereas

systems

these three types of narrative

uses these plan operators

suspense,

previous

I detail

text that organize

sequenced

acts underlying

temporal

a type of text which conveys

critiques

of temporal

In particular,

how TEXPLAN

surprise,

with narration,

the chapter

and the notion

select tense and aspect and to generate
types

description

I then argue that what is needed

events in a more principled

three particular

Introduction

p_ose

a verbal

a story of what

motion

Narration

of description
picture

happened.

Defined

is to paint a verbal

that conveys
Narration

picture of some entity,

a collection

comes in the form

of related

events.

of anecdotes,

narration

Simply

incidents,

put,
short

Chapter
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tales, letters, novels,

strips.

Usually

events

drama,

are narrated

can also be conveyed
in the action.

temporal

and causal orderings.

dynamic

While

can include

foreground

tense

description

descriptive

events.

biography,

by an omniscient

in the present

involved

Narration

history,

newspaper

story-teller

as they unfold
typically

passages

This setting includes

of backdrop

for the action that aids the reader in interpreting

common

the most difficult

using

Therefore,

connectives

persistence

fortitude,

the narrator

selecting

or circumstances

of the story.

events.

plot or causally

The most

connected

such as courage,

or magnanimity.

of multiple,

series

cowardice,

In more sophisticated

autonomous

agents

or simply

while in real life actions occur in parallel,

must deal with simultaneous
and "in the meantime".

In short, the narrator

for the

of the most salient happenings,

issue, or problem

immaturity,

issue because

by

It thus acts as a kind

and ordering

some underlying

the actions

is guided

of the static background

presentation

theme,

maturity,

reflecting

such as "while"

(i.e., duration).

and overlapping
Furthermore,

events

prose

by, for example,

s/he must reason

often uses both temporal

the

about event

as well as causal relationships

to

in a story.

events

In some
appropriate.
ideas

compassion,

concerns

follows

a basic human

nature of life. This is an important

is linear.

narration

why or how events took place.

a chronological

A story, in contrast,

the plot line is multi-level

complex

of narration

is simply

A plot line may concern
dishonesty,

stories,

aspect

of narrative

which I shall term a report.

honesty,

organization,

the reader

But events

by one of the characters

tells the reader the who, what, when, and where of the story.

organization

of events.

a spatial

the time, place, characters,

in narration

and even comic

in the third person, past tense.

inform

Description

Perhaps

travel writing,

or in the first person

follows

which

articles,

types

of narrative

Histories

and biography

or accomplishments

combination

of these.

temporal

or causal

stimulates

interest

developed

to its current

order of importance
generation

text,

however,

can be ordered temporally

of an individual
Furthermore,

sequence

(e.g., education,

a narrator

state.

backward

or causally,
literature,

specific

leave

effects

In contrast,

to create suspense,
point in the plot:

that it can capture

or revolve

significant

It is usually

some

events

out of

flashback

in how the situation

can be communicated
A plan-based

order,

are more

For example,

interest

the climax.

the structure,

around

out events or present

on the hearer.

events

orderings

discoveries).

in time in order to stimulate

to a decisive

has the advantage

and non-causal

may intentionally

in order to achieve

by jumping

leading

non-chronological

and effect

has

in increasing

approach

to language

of different

narrative

techniques.
It should
event

be noted

sequences.

stereotypical

For example,

situations

about

settings

event

summaries)

that many researchers
SCRIPTS

independent

(1981 ) also characterized

However,

on fairly

a number

(Schartk,

fixed

the representation

1975) attempt

of their order of presentation

as well as agent roles.
was based

have investigated

in a text.

the presentation

conceptual

to capture

of events

templates

of event and state configurations

and/or

event sequences

SCRIPTS
represented

associated

recognition

included

underlying
information

in SCRIPTS

with each script.

that she claimed

of

(e.g.,

Letmert

were the basic "plot
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units"in narrative.In contrastto thisfocusoneventsequence
recognition/representation,
thenextsection
examines
workthatfocusesongeneratingnarrativetext. Theremainderof _s chapterthendens how
TEXPLANcaptures
narrativeorganizational
techniques
in termsof planoperatorsthatareindependent
of
theunderlyingeventstructure,i,e.,tacklesthepresentation
issuethatSC_S wereintendedto brass.

5.3
For several
Gee

principal

Previous

decades
avenues

domain-specific

Attempts

researchers

have

to

attempted

of work have been story

One of the first computational
SPIN (introduced

The program

vanity,

in Chapter

plans to achieve

dominance,

used

to develop

simulation,

honesty,

implementations

Text

mechanisms

to generate

domain'independent

narrative.

The

story grammars,

and

plans

affection,

Simulations
to write stories

simulated

their extralinguistic

the rational

goals (e,g., fulfalling

and characterized

mast, d_it,

and intelligence),
Below

Story

3). TALE-SPIN

STRIPS-like

familiarity,

model" map).

Narrative

text grammars.
5.3.1

executed

Generate

is a typical TALE-SPIN

space

behavior
desires

inter-agent

and indebtedness),

and physical

was Meehan's

story, narrated

1977) TALE-

of agents as they made and
for food, drink,

relationships

personalities

(as an abstract

(1976,

rest, or sex).

(e.g., competition,

(e.g., degrees

representation

-- a _d

of _dness,
of "mental

in thkd person:

ONCE
UPON A TIME
GEORGE
ANT
LIVED
NEAR A PATCH
OF GROUND.
THERE
WAS A NEST
IN AN ASH
TREE.
WILMA
BIRD
LIVED
IN THE
NEST.
THERE
WAS SOME WATER
IN A RIVER.
WILMA
KNEW
THAT
THE WATER
WAS
IN THE RIVER.
GEORGE
KNEW
THAT
THE WATER
WAS
IN THE RIVER.
ONE DAY
WILMA
ACROSS
THIRSTY
GEORGE
PATCH

WAS VERY
A MEADOW
ANY

THIRSTY.
THROUGH

WILMA
WANTED
TO GET NEAR
SOME WATER.
WILMA
FLEW FRON
HER NEST
A VALLEY
TO THE RIVER.
WILMA
DRANK
THE WATER.
WILMA
WASN'T

MORE.

WAS VERY
OF GROUND

THIRSTY.
GEORGE
ACROSS
THE MEADOW

THE WATER.
GEORGE
WANTED
GEORGE
WANTED
TO GET NEAR
WANTED
GEORGE

TO GET NEAR
THE
MEADOW.

SOME WATER.
TO A RIVER

GEORGE
BANK.

The user/programmer

created

want to rescue

stayed in the water.
The content

Wilma

TO
THE

George

WILMA.
MEADOW.

rescues

of this story

realization,

however,

simulation

are mapped

fairly directly

in danger,

him and as a result

is plausible

Linguistic

GEORGE
OWED
THE END.

TO

because

THE VALLEY.
WILMA

WILMA.

WILMA

to solve:

LET

"thirst".

GO

Both George

would have drowned

if he

earns his devotion.
the underlying
grammar:

onto surface form (although
between

FROM
HIS
FELL
INTO

GEORGE.
WILMA
GRABBED
THE VALLEY
TO THE

and both knew George

is not based on a syntactic

some lexical choice such as choosing

EVERYTHING

and Wilrna, the river, and a problem

other characters

WALKED
GEORGE

THE VALLEY.
GEORGE
COULDN'T
GET NEAR
GEORGE
COULDN'T
GET NEAR THE MEADOW.

GEORGE
TO GET NEAR
THE
MEADOW.
WILMA
WANTED
TO GET NEAR
WITH
HER CLAW.
WILMA
TOOK
GEORGE
FROM
THE RIVER
THROUGH

MEADOW.
GEORGE
WAS DEVOTED
OF GEORGE.
GEORGE
FELL TO

and Wilma

WANTED
TO GET NEAR
THROUGH
THE VALLEY

actions
entities

TALE-SPIN

and reactions

are rational.

and events in the underlying
could, for example,

"Joe Bear went to the cave" versus

"Joe Bear returned

perform
to the

Chapter,5.Narration
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the knowledge
for coreference

A more significant
and of the effects

_

base to see if Joe Bear has been in that cave before).
or connection
problem

structure

that hierarchical

manipulation

essentially

a trace of events

as character's

coherence

of short stories,

it fails to prune

which

millions

ordering

occur

salient

simulations.

a ten-second

presented

complex

More important,
temporal
task.

This

of events,

also makes

or can be inferred

is

ensures

the

(e.g., most

a story in the real world, in

interdependencies),

becomes

the strong

Thus, the narration

While this technique

to narrate

and causal

later in this chapter

thousands

(This

that are not interesting

thirst).

is a complex

For example,

run generates

events

of narrative

of the story arises from the

human behavior.)

goals are solved by the planner.

(with

events

solver.

or the use of

knowledge

the slructure

there

apparent

in more

an Air Force simulator,

only the most salient

selecting

sophisticated,

LACE,

of which

and

is discussed

are organized

in
and

to the hearer.

Inspired
TALE-SPIN

by the Aesop
could

fables,

produce

Meehan

someone

high-level

author goals and underlying

of general

organizational

Dehn

the goals

did X something

principles

(1981) recognized

perspective.

Her program,
of the author.

are no longer

directly

tale, Dehn
revisions

for presenting

this limitation

distinguishes

1981, p. 17).

Since an author's

process

between

-- of personal

narrator

episodes

and character,

textual structure

of stories.

reformulation

or informative.

and acquaintances.

As we will discuss,

the author's

goals, it has its own formalproperties.

stories from the narrator's

the story;

they

situations

and resolutions

changing

as s/he writes

of the author's

Story content
While AUTHOR

even though

in the story and

in constructing

in the storyworld

the system, like Meehan's

the abstract

between

had no knowledge

the goals of the characters

goals are constantly

is a successive
dramatic,

simulator"

the need to produce

between

connection

so that

events.

goals serve as a sort of scaffolding

can make the story more plausible,

distinction

the simulated

"story

could be produced.

up the simulation

this made the important

in the final story, but are reflected

claims the story-generation

own experiences

While

and discussed

with morals

do X" by setting

actions in the story, Meehan's

"The author's

visible

how stories

like "Never

bad happened.

AUTHOR,

they gave rise to." (Dehn,

also considered

a story for a moral

whenever

author's

of the goal stack mirrors

water quenches

of events

the most

multiagent
which

that &inking

In particular,

on the stack of the problem

assumption

know

for pronominalization

is that there is no content-independent

they have on the reader.

subgoal/event

readers

(e.g., focus models

However,

goals.

a

These

is often based on the
makes the important

TALE-SPIN,

does not reason

about

narrative

text may be motivated

by
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5.3.2

Abstract
grammars.

Modeled

independent
structures.

story structure

scenarios

story grammar,
in the story

response"

in Fi_e

Frisch

failings

illustrated
grammar

5.I)

DayN->

such

that context

in Figure

free

is its lack

of specificity:

are well documented
1983; Wilensky,

semantic

syntactic
Story
Setting
Episode

4

namely the classification

Setting + Episode
(State)* [i.e., an arbitrary
Event + Reaction

Event

->

f
Episode
1
_Change-of-state_
/
Action
[
LEvent
+ EventJ

5

Reaction

->

Internal

6

Internal

Figure

response

[ Emotion
Desire

The semantic rules (corresponding
l
Setting _LOWS
episode, i.e.,
2
State _
State AND .... i,e.,
3
Event INITIATES reaction, i.e,
4
Event CAUSES event, or event

÷ Overt

proposed

the first more

rules.

categories

heavily

(e.g., Black

The greatest
(e.g., "internal

on world,knowledge.
and Wilensky,

of repetitive

stories.

which essentially

For example,

1979;

number

of states]

response

to each syntactic rule)
makes it possible.
logical conjunction
of the states.
an external event causes a mental reaction.
ALLOWS
event.

Story Grammar

in the syntactic rule,)

(from Johnson-Laird,

they

follows the pattern:

_

(No semantic rule is require for the first three options
Internal response MOTIVATES
overt response
i.e., the response is a result of the internal response.
No semantic rule required.

5.1 Rumelhart's

in syntactic
(1968) theory

rules

->

content-

1983).

style of the biblical story of Genesis

response

in story

Propp's

and semantic
terminal

in the literature

->
->
->

6

regularities

(1975)

rules rely

codify

Divine-suggestion
+ object-creation-event
+ object-naming
+"Evening came and morning foUowed, the nth day."

The
1
2
3

5

capture

Rurnelhart

to capture

grammars

who reformulated

both syntactic

and

attempted

these

grammars

rules.

5.1, _th

have

as folk tales,

by Lakoff (i972)

definitions

have some utility,

are able to capture the repetitive

grammarians

in terms of rewrite

lack explicit

1981; Garnham,

Story grammars

forms

proposed

form_sm

of story grammars

and Perlis,

spirit

folktales

Grammars

what story

prose

were _st

of Russian

weakness

Other

narrative

in the same

Story grammars

of the structure
general

after

is precisely

Story

1983 p. 363)
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ITALIAN

ENGLISH

AUa fiera dell'est

At the Eastern

for 2 pieces of money
a little mouse
my father bought

E venne il gatto
che si mangib il tope
cite al mercato
mio padre comprb

And then came the eat
that ate the mouse
that at the market

E venne il cane
che morse fl gatto
che si mangi5 il topo
che al recreate

And then came the dog
that bit the cat
that ate the mouse
that at the market
my father bought

my father bought

mio padre compr5

And in the end God

E in fine il Signore
sull'angelo della morte
sul macellaio
che uccise il tore

on the angel of death
on the butcher
that killed the bull
that drank the water
that extinguished
the fire
that burnt the stick

the bewe racqua
the spense il fuoco
che bmcib il bastone
the picchi5 fl cane
che morse il gatto
che si mangi5 il tope
che al recreate

that beat up the dog
that bit the cat
that ate the mouse
that at the market
my father bought

mio padre compr5

Figure 5.2 Angelo Branduardi's

Similarly,

Figure

be interpreted
power

5.2 shows

repetitions

an abbreviated

by the story grammar

of a context

fair

per due soldi
un topelino
mio padre comprb

free grammar

of the role event

->

form and translation

because

of its regular

is unmotivated
event

Alia Fiera delI'est

of a popular Italian

recursiveness.

As this example

since a finite state machine
(rule #3 in Figure

+ reaction

folk-song

which

5.1) would

which

can

illustrates,

the

allowed

for, say, 100

suffice

for all actual

stories with this structure.
In summary,
Unfommately,

story

nor the intended

to separate

precision.

their primitive elements

and their relationship

story grammars

attempt

their rules lack descriptive

of text being generated:
exposition

grammars

are compiled

general

Furthermore,

story form

from particular

they are dependent

on the particular

type

cannot be used in other forms of text such as description

to other types of prose has not been investigated.

text plans.

story content.

They capture neither the necessary

effect their use has on the knowledge,

beliefs, and desires

Finally,

conditions
of the hearer.

or

like schemas,

for their application
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5.3.3
One proposed
representation

by physicians,

free grammar.

system---a

current

Grammars

of story grammars

text grammars.

For example,

after

Their text planner

and Collier

produces

smms report and a discharge

and order of facts in the reports

are guided

->

+

Laboratory_Tests

The fist constituent

expands

Initial_Information

->

and

reaches

_e
text.

137
WITH

IS
A

_s

127

_s

A

70

MILD

surface

generator

of a patient,
YEAR

OLD

BILATERAL

NO

A

OF
THERE

analogous

text gr_ars.

expert

The selection
howa

Physical-Examination

÷

Outcome

+

Chief_Complaint

+

Defect_Evolution

rewnte ruleare _eady

+

+

Handedness

it accesses
(Sager,

+

a number

1981)and

MAN

ADMITTED

FOR

+

Sex

of facts and produces

a stroke

of facts can be combined
WHITE

Race

the database

may embed clauses to combine

RIGHT-HANDED

YEAR

OLD

the text grammar
corresponding

RIGHT-HANDED
DEFICIT

LIVING.
NO

Age

lexicon

a

of about

3560

related propositions.

For

to form the sentence:
A

STROKE

ON

AUGUST

I0,

WEAKNESS.

THE

DAILY
WAS

HEADACHE,

THE
NO

paragraphs
WHITE

CAME
DEFICIT
IMPAIRMENT

approach

ON

MAN
WHILE

WAS

MAXIMAL
OF

limits the variability

from two different
FOR

ADMITTED
HE

WAS
AT

ONSET.

CONSCIOUSNESS,

A

AT
NO

reports.

STROKE

CARRYING

WITH
ON

THE

SEIZURE

of the resulting

THE
ONSET

A

Consider:
MILD

NORMAL
OF

ACTIVITY,

THE
AND

VOMITING.

domain-dependent

sentences.

48

WEAKNESS.

ACTIVITIES
DEFICIT

IS

Stroke Consultant

on thefight-handsideof_s

String Parser UP)

is evident when one examines

LEFT-SIDED

÷
÷

Admission

Registration_Number

the output is indeed impressive,

PATTENT

These

->

in giving the _story

1983,

+

a leaf node of the grammar,

enwies. In building phrases

PATIENT

in a

The first
elementrewntesas thetercel leaves:

form using the Lin_stic

example,

org_ation

reports:

Medical_History

Defect_Evolution

Patient_Information

surface

their

reports

The to 9-level rule below illustrates

+ Final_Diagnosis

Patient_Information

terminalleaveshathe_.

the system

of stroke

to:

The elements Chief_Complaint

When

a number

froma

two different

by the text grammar.

is a domain-dependent

captured

of reports

report--using

Initial_Information

studying

(forthcoming)

two _es

of a series of more specific

Case_Report

Generation

inadequacies

Li et al. (1986)

stroke case report consists

for Report

to the descriptive

of discourse:

handwritten
context

solution

Text

_s

lack

text grammars
of variety

one for patient

do not s_cturaUy

is illustrated

137 below:

by comparing

vary the text, say by v_g
the above

paragraph

for patient

the order

of

127 to the
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PATIENT

137

BILATERAL
ONSET.

AT

ACTIVITY,

A

THE

OR

This structural
consumers

IS

70

YEAR

WEAKNESS.
ONSET

of reports
string parser

conveyed

by distinct

does produce
structures

pronominalized

in this passage
to story
terminal
categories

or where

interclausal

by connectives

rhetorical
(e.g.,

or desires

used in machine

sublanguages

generating

STROKE

OF

WITH

WAS

A

MILD

MAXIMAL

CONSCIOUSNESS,

stock market

report

News Service

database.

AT

SEIZURE

translation,

rhetorical

summaries.

how the same

these examples

categories

or argue

and suffer

represent

for a particular

purpose,

do
is

from

elaboration)

types

treatment.

For

text grammars
which

are often

and are used to increase
or in its parts,

in a non-interactive

multiparagraph

reports

simply

effective

setting

preferred

but in a domain-dependent

the

content

manner.

in restricted

text

on the

were generated,

indicate

and

different

Furthermore,

of the text, as a whole

can be quite

is

sentence

that is, both their terminal

and narration.

schemas,

content

Like

domains

(as

applicable.

Sublanguages

for

Report

text grammar,

text org_ations

stock

the

do not explicitly

text grammars

text grammars

domain

to one domain,

Even though
because

structure,

context is equivalent.

which may of course be sufficient

shallow

paragraph

why the third

non-terminal

events,

the effect

the

However,

"in order to", "in particular")

characteristics.

an explicit

Figure

narrate

or where

notice

for instance,

(e.g., exemplification,

of the hearer,

(1982)

general

is essential

fixed

of the two examples.

mix description

reports

5.3 _splays

by Victory J. Hillery.

for report

ANA,

price
a typical

Generation

other researchers

(at least 20)in

Her system,

using a set of half-hourly

for the same day written

For example,

It is unclear,

do not capture

human-produced

daily market

thoroughness

Thus, text grammars

relations

and domain/task-specific

1988) analyzed

A

IT

the relatively

are particular

"for example",

5.3.4
of using

variation.

have very

here) but it is unclear if they will be generally

Instead

where

Despite

or concepts,

much like McKeown's

subgrammars

syntactic

specific.

of the text is rather

sequencing

output.

report paragraphs

all users have similar

representation

FOR

SLEEPING.

IMPAIRMENT

in domains

which

people

text grammars

beliefs,

WAS

but not in the earlier one -- the attentional

are domain

the above medical

knowledge,

ADMITTED

HE

HEADACHE,

ones, text grammars

example,

Also,

MAN

WHEN

mechanisms.

grammars,

those that describe

cohesion.

NO

ON

in the last sentences

the reference

of text:

signalled

WAS

standardized

about

do not capture

BLACK

CAME

may be desirable

raise questions

non-terminal

THERE

prefer

Nguistic

vaguely-defmed

RIGHT-HANDED

DEFICIT

VOMITING.

repetition

In contrast

OLD

THE

generation.

order to develop

produced

and volume

have

investigated
Kukich

(1983,

a prototype

the first three paragraphs
quotes

output together

from

the use of
1985b,

system

for

of the daily

data from the Dow Jones

with the Wall Street Journal's report
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Just as the text grammar

for the stroke

examines

a database

of half-hourly

messages

concerning

10 specific

tradin g ...., m_txed
"
market',
and prunes
reports.

quotes

market

messages

The ordered messages

from

and orders domain-specific

one day of trading

information,

and co,cots

including

"closing

market

fluctuations".

A relatively

simple

"discourse

according

to a standard

are then lin_stically

ordering

re_zed

found

status",

"volume

org_er"

in human-produced

using a slot-fKler

template

associated

_

ANA'S

wall

street's

morning,
stock

securitiesmarkets

before
market

being
closed

showing

inmoderate

the

Jones

Dow

out

volume

on

the

the

downhill
day

with

late
a

upward

through

in

day

yesterday,

and

turned

small

the
loss

most

of

the
the

a

mixed

trading.

average

big

Report

meandered

pushed

of

day
at 810.41,
off
2.76
indicators
edged
higher.

shares
final

Stock

board

on
Wednesday.
bell.

30

industrials

points,

was

!the

55860000

advances

Wall Street

were

declined

slightly,

transportation

shares
ahead

and

compared
by

about

finishing

the

utility

with
8

to

62710000
7

at

the

Journal Stock Report

The stock market finished with mixed results after the attempt to push its rebound into the
fourth session faltered in continued active trading. Technology issues, Wednesday's
star
performers, were among yesterday's
biggest losers. Some of the drug, oil and steel issues
also were casualties.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average, which bounced back 24.55 points in the prior three
sessions after plunging more than 80 points since early May, was upS.04 points at 1:_
p.m. EDT yesterday.
However, the index posted a 2,67 point loss an hour later and then
closed at 810.41, down 2.76 points. The transportation
and utility averages both moved

higher.
New York Stock Exchange gainers led by better than two to one early in the day but at the
final bell were ahead about seven to six.
[two paragraphs

deleted --commentary

Big Board volume slowed to 55,860,00
lower institutional activity was indicated
905 from 1,053 in the prior session.
[4 paragraphs

extracted

on performance

Figure 5.3 ANA _d

from financial

and industry

experts]

shares from 62,710,00 Wednesday.
Somewhat
by the decline in trades of 10,000 shares or more to

of key stocks,

AMEX,

Wall Street Journal

and Nasdaq.]

Stock Reports

ANA

semantically-related

issues/indicators

and "interesting

these semantic

report selects

of

groups
stock
with
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each message
paragraph
average),

and a phrasal

typically

three relatively
forced

ANA's

(just under 600 entries).

in stock

required

the program
module

An analogous

reports

Kukich's

from formatted

RAREAS,

data

and French,

delivered

in 1987 to Environment

offices."

Like AlgA, RAREAS
• domain-specific

WINDS

Canada

loaded

Contant's

realization

and volurne

processor

of processing
FRANA

of the industrial

The OPS5 production

VAX11780

(I986)

only one type of

to produce

for a complete
system

later

replaced

to generate
After

examining

RAREAS-2

for "testing,

extensions,
approach.

Arctic

marine

over

(Polgu&e,

weather

100,000

words

in regional

RAREAS

in

of marine

1987), was developed

and implementation
In particular,

forecasts

and

weather

exploited:

lexical semantics
(e.g., among

synonyms

in marine

bulletins)

about the saliency of content
preceded normal weather
groupings follow the order:
> CLOUD-COVER

knowledge

> PRECIPITATION

connections

conslr_s

> FOGkMIST

between

the selection,

meteorological

> VISIBILITY

events.

order, and re_zation

of content.

First, a pre-linguistic

DATA:
2200

mon

frob

wind
nt
wea

83/09/22

5

end.

220

30

&

300

35

&

rain
nt

temp
end.

INTERPRETATI

stock

component.

version,

used the sublanguage

• causal or temporal
domain

mode.

produced

from human text.

of 25 minutes

et al, 1986).

a bilingual

• syntactic patterns
• frequency preferences
• knowledge
- warnings
- sentence

the trend

indistinguishable

was developed

(Kittredge

in English

(regarding

estimate

with a French linguistic

system,

Even though ANA

of real time on a lightly

to be used in batch

forecasts

_s

market

5 minutes

short paragraphs.

linguistic

English

found

lexicon

the quality of the text makes it virtually

rule implementation

report
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15

cont
nl

nt

18

heavy
n

65

rain

speed

4!0

&
per

moderate

-3

ON:

Line 1 of the above formatted data identifies the Greenwich line of report v_dity.
The
beginning of_e
2 indicates the area concerned, Frobisher Bay (frob).
The remainder of
the data specifies initial values for each important weather parameter (e.g., wineL ra±n).
Subsequent changes in the value of a parameter are preceded by the number of hours until
the forecast changes.
For example, line 3 says that 5 hours after the initial reading in line 2
(30 knot wind at 220 degrees), the _d
_
change direction (to 300 degrees)and
sp_
(to 35 knots) and then 18 hours later winds _
increase speed to 40 knots.
Figure

5.4 Weather

Report Data (from Kimedge,

1988, p. 3-4).
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moduleusestheformatteddatashownin Figure5.4 to computeadditionalweatherparameters
dangerous

wind

and

information

to produce

marine
at

spray

the English

forecasts

3.00

for

freezing

pm

tonight

arctic

monday

and

The

domain-oriented

text

planner

then

uses

this

text:

for

mdt

conditions.

such as

22

waters

issued

september

by

environment

canada

1983

tuesday.

frobisher-bay
gale

warning

freezing

issued

spray

...

warning

winds

southwesterly

gales

35

late

this

gales

40

late

tuesday

developing

issued
30

north

...

veering

evening

and

then

strengthening

afternoon,

of

65

n

to

strengthening
cloudy

latitude

to
with

tuesday,

northwesterly

northwesterly

rain

then

showers

visibility

fair

in

precipitation.

as well as the corresponding
previsions
canada
pour

French

text:

maritimes
a

10h00

cette

pour

har

nuit

le

et

l'arctique

lundi

22

emises

septembre

par

environnement

1983

mardi.

frobisher-bay
avertissement

de

coup

avertissement

d'

embruns

vents
du

du

sub-ouest

nord-ouest

vents

du

pluie

puis

35

virant
ce

40

soir

weather

following

report using facts from an operating
system

run

six

times,
on

to

linguistically

times,

the

for

53

%

of

system.

used

surface

used

for

compilers

for

Martin

English

was

ran

the

form

marked
is possible

"relatively

transparent".

47

%

the

system

is produced

Guided

hours

of

32

the

fragments

to reason in general about content

the

40%

of

a

latitude

de

vents

coups

de
avec

65

Kittredge

n

mardi.

et al. (1988) focused

reports

in their GOSSIP

by fixed, domain-specific

on linguistic

(Generation

of

produced

the

plans, GOSSIP

audit frail:

minutes

12
this

seconds.
time.

The
users,

system
the

fairly

followed

editors

for

time

direct

in

63

mapping

information

and organization

were
and

%

users

of

of

compilers
run

Martin,
the

time

the

were
twelve
logged
in

use.

use.

by dome-specific
between

The
The

Jessie

the input to these report generators
selection

coups

nuageux

u_zation

Two

only if the relationship
Because

la

cpu-time.

used

using

de

during

cpu-time.

for

a

renforcant

generator,

system

editors

Jessie

sentence

translation

7

and

se

nord

report

Systems

system

...

renforcant

apres-midi,

hardware

in Prolog).

vigeur

precipitations.

_erating

The

se

puis

au

...
en

mardi

les

of generating

Summaries

vigeur

et

tard

sous

the bilingual

context

en

conunencant

passable

in the

30

a

averses

vent

verglacants

tard

nort-ouest

After producing
realization

a

a

visibilite

de

of the

content

grammatical
structure

of "messages"
adjustments.

and language

is constrained,

that longer texts demand.

_s

onto
direct

structure

is

there is less of a need
Equally,

the goal(s)
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andstructureof the text are_ed andsothereis no needto reasonaboutspeakeror hearermodelsto
determine
content.
Insummary,eachof theabovereportgenerators
--for strokes,stocks(ANA), weather(_AS),
or computeruse(GOSSIP)--simplifies the generation
processby limiting thelexicaandsyntaxto the
sublanguage
employed
by domainexperts.By usingatextgrammarappropriate
tothe specificapplication
anddomainsublanguage,
ambiguousor otherproblematiclinguisticstructures
canbeavoided. Finally,
theseworksneitherfocuson content-independent
textsmacture
nor aretheyconcernedwiththeeffectsof
different kinds of information of the hearer'sknowledge,beliefs or desires. In short,thesereport
generators
areefficient,butresuictedto thegeneration
of domain-dependent
reports.
5.3.5
Hovy's

(1988)content

and Thompson,
Chapter

"structurer"

1987)and

3, Hovy

RST

operationalizes

embodies

a more

uses his sequence

Sequencing
part of Rhetorical

general

plan operator

approach

Structure

to narrative

(see Figure

3,3)to

Theory

planning.

produce

(RST)(Mann

As described

the following

narration

in
of

events in a naval domain:

which corresponds

Knox,

which

is

C4,

Knox,

which

is

at

It

arrives

It

loads

on

is

en

18N

route

79E,

to

heads

Sasebo.
SSW.

4/24.

for

4

days.

to the text structure:

SEQUENCE

ATTRIBUTE

CIRCUMSTANCE

enroute

in Chapter

are (1)contiguous
nucleus
and/or

of the sequence
p_ose

aUows

of an action.

the text to indicate

recursively

sequence,
operator

call the

_ows

focus more on stmc_g

addition

of information

at gro_

operator _st

operator

tests to make sure two given "actions"

a "main-topic".

the text to "grow"
the satellite

the attributes

schemas,

heading

and (2)are

S_arly,

sequence

load

ATTRIBUTE

3, the sequence

in some

arrive

c4-c0ndition

position

As illustrated

SEQUENCE

and/or

of the

details

points should

and indicate
sequence

point in the sequence,

the circumstances,

operator

in the sequence.

than on formal_g
have

given

of the next action.

on the next action

information

Atany

on the hearer.

Hovy's

actions)
the text to

operators,

various

_e

orderings

not addressing

the

attributes,

(for subsequent
It also _ows

the effects
_e

(not events)

text
or the

narration,
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Moore (1989)investigated
operation_zingthespecificeffectsof usingparticularRSTrelationsonthe
heater'sbeliefs.) It is thereforeunclearhow Hovy's sequenceplan operatorcould be modred to
characterize
themotivationfor selec.ting
amongthedifferentarrangements
thatnarrativeemploysto achieve
specific effectson the hearer(e.g.,creatinginterest,suspense,or mystery).In addition,the science
operatordoesnotconsiderstatesasfirst-orderobjectsin somecausalch_ (thefact"Knox is C4"is just an
attributeextending
off the"enroute"event)._s is importantbecause
stateshavecomplexrelations(e.g.,
enablement,
causation)to
otherstatesandeventsin theworld,butthesearenotexploitedto organizetextin
Hovy's system. Finally, Hovy treatssequences
as contiguous,yeteventsare often simultaneousor
overlapping
in_e.
Asindicatedin Chapter3,_ purelyRST-based
approachwasimproveduponby HovyandMcCoy
(1989) by inco_orating Focus Trees (McCoy and Cheng, 1991)which guide the ordering and
interrelationships
of sentence
topics._s combinedapproach
produced:
With

readiness

It

is

It

will

Text coherence

at

Tree)

explicitly

indicate

generated

are provided.

details

the temporal

of events,

how TEXPLAN

narrative

In summary,

event

grammars
dependent

independent

orderings

Whereas

events

although

lack general

potentially

states, a topic addressed

as text

principles
proposed

these

tense of "arrive"

Unfortunately,

forms.

have

been

like Meehan's

of
to

of how this tense is

of verb tense

This demands

and aspect

a more sophisticated

The remainder

suggested
were

used

of _s

sublanguages

More recent

work based

approach.

events

to present

(1976, 1977) cortflated

but were criticized

which

to present

and were unable

and

knowledge

no details

chapter

and how these are used in tandem

1975)

had a fixed order

1988a),

on the traversal

in the last utterance)

representations

relations

(Schank,

in a plan-based

in the next section.

(a result of restrictions

with

techniques.

grammars

effect the reader's

days.

to tense and aspect.

and temporal

scripts

(Hovy,

content

narrative

techniques

applicability.

four

more sophisticated

narrative

story simulations

Sasebo.

for

events.

coherent

with

to

(e.g., future

among

organizational

such

has been

route

load

story form and story content,

organizational

plan operator

verbs

to generating

associated

techniques

consequence,

will

relations

to capture specific

several

separated

and

work illustrates,

event sequences,

scenarios.

en

SSW.

states, and their relationship

templates

stereotypical

is

tensed

characterizes

plan operators

Conceptual

4/24

but also by using

1988) are critical

representation

Knox
heading

here not only by regrouping

As Hovy and McCoy's
(cf. Allen,

18E

arrive

is improved

the Focus

C4,

79N

and states.

summaries

to handle

non-standard

author and events,

for their overgenerality.
overcome

Unfortunately,

does not address

story

Domain-

this limitation

on RST attempts

of

but,

in

to capture

domain-

only one "action"

sequence

how differing

and is not based on a formal

ontology

presentational
of events

and
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Unlike past attempts
structure,

and intended

narratives,

at narration,

TEXPLAN

effect

narrative

information

of the narrative

After

this discussion
sections

operators

characterize

operators.

of events

in the chapter

events),
The

three

stories

The chapter

and states,

Representing

and

and enablement

acts underlying

concludes

researchers
et al, 1990).

lingnistics

While

and

events),

in philosophy
_oens

process

State

(energia)
1986),

and Steedman,

a taxonomy

the input to
and aspectual

introduces

the

events:

and spatial

plan operators.

reports

of narrative

These

(temporally

(event sequences

focus,

suspense,

plan

or topically

concerning

text are formalized

can characterize

the

narrative

one

as plan

techniques

and mystery.

Ontology
events

Discussion

concerns

linguistics

of and knowledge

Recently,

(Tedeschi

1988; Nakhimovsky,

of treatment

issues

of temporality,

of noninstantaneous

and state (stasis).

implementations

I make no claim of great depth
work to develop

types

(articulating)

(Dowry,

computational

and temporal
narrative

such as surprise,

and

realizing

between

aspect,

how plan operators

Event

how temporal

A final subsection

and biographies

these three

that defines

of

of the verb and adverbials.

various

as well as verb tense and aspect.

have begun building

from this previous

and adverbials.

tense

effects on the hearer,

and states form the backbone

then describes

text that organize

by discussing

linguistically

distinction

of attention

computational

subsection

TEXPLAN's

sequenced

5.4.1

the focus

Since events

the event and state ontology

by the verb

illustrate

(causally

communicative

least to Aristotle's

it produces.

types of narrative

that can create more complex

causality,

abstractly as an author wottld about the content,

reasons

The second

grammatically

TEXPLAN

and spatial focus which guides the realization

remaining

sequenced

in

of this section details

plan operators.

is conveyed

of temporal

agent).

Narration

the first subsection

TEXPLAN's

notion

5.4

these issues have been

and Zaenen,

1988; Webber,

(Hinl-ichs,
of events

events dates at

1981),

1988).

1988; Passonnean,

Several

1988; Allen

and states, my research

representation

and

for events and states.

drew

.Chapter
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osyc.o,
ogi

linguistic

/
inform

I\
request

deny

cognitive
regret see/N
:m°ym!°L

rejoice

//

_L_me_U

_

/

feel

learn

I\
reason

recall

State

physical

psychological

/i,,

hot

cold

/

tired

relation

\

own

emotional

sad

\

resemble

cognitive

/IN
happy

possess

/!
frightened

know

N
believe

desire
I

Hgure 5.5 Taxonomy

The input to TEXPLAN's
classification

of events

happenings

condition

or emotional

of an agent

gaseous

state

possession,
example,

Emotional
perspiration)
general
regarding

properties

state).

ownership)

More complex,

in space and time.

(e.g,, hot, cold,

or larval

a perceptual

narrative plan operators

and states used in TEXPLAN.

at some point(s)

psychological,

States

as well as overt physical

are physical,

Some

by changes
manifestations

result

that

event

in physical

and

state

unbounded

or phase

classes

agents
are

events

state (e.g., changes

events
_s

physical,

can refer to the

of an enti_

(e.g.,

or entities

(e.g.,

interrelated.

that may involve cognitive

emotional

physical

and so on. However,

form,

the

or psychological

state, for example,

or events (e.g., _g,

For example,

linguistic,

hold between

stimulus
from

Figure 5.5 illustrates

refer to temporally

A physical

relations

of an external

happiness)

ingestion

and states.

as well as the structure,

I988).

can be speci_ed.

translocation,

Events

States, in contrast,

also include

(e.g.,

states may be accompanied

motion,

or _ed)

event is an impression
states

are events

of an entity or agent.

(Nakhimovsky,

emotional

classification

of Events and States

(i.e,, internal

For

processing.
feelings).

in heart rate, respiration,

shaking,

and laughing).

can be subclassified

is not the aim of _s

work.

_s

into events
It is also
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importantto notethatthis classification
is but one
(1986), for example,

uses the features

of duration,

(conceptual)

classification

resultativity,

of events

and intentionality

and states.

to produce

Ehrich

an orthogonal

categorization.
Each
collection

event or state is represented
of related

event/situation
Events

and

events

structure.
states

in a frame-like

and states constitutes
This network

have

associated

structure

an eventstate

of events
attributes,

and states
roles,

as illustrated
structure

in Figures

analogous

5.6 and 5.7.

to Webber's

serves as the basis for narrative

and

relations.

The

term

A

(1987)

generation.

attributes

refers

to
)

characteristics
physical,

local to the event or state such as its time of occurrence

psychological),

entity plays in the event
enablement(s),
agency
refers

and any constituents

or state (e.g., agent, beneficiary).

cause(s),

and effect(s)

(i.e., an agent with intentions),

of an event or state.

stimulus

from

a reaction

of a physical

(classified

(e.g., an event or state of affairs).

Roles

causal relations

Actions,

which

which

state)

refer to the associated
that involve

and purposes.

type:

location:
constituents:

is a response,

e,g., in Rome, in the kitchen, 25 ° 5" 26"' longitude 30 ° latitude, etc.

Roles
agent:
patient:
benefi_
.°.

Relations
enablement:
motivation:

event-or-state
state
event-or-state

effect:

event-or-state

purpose:

event-or-state

Figure 5.6 Representation

of Events

to a

action of an agent.

instantaneous (point) or duration (interval)
e;g., physical, psychological, or linguistic
subevents

A motivation

often involuntary,

refers to the goal state or intended

..°

some

that moves an agent to act.

EVENT
Attributes
time:

its type (e.g.,

refer to the role an

are events

motivations

or psychological

as a causation)
Purpose

or substates).

Finally,

can also have associated

to an inner urge (the consequence

This is distinct

(i.e., subevents

(a point or interval),
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STATE

Atwibutes
time:

instantaneous (point) or duration(interval) (e,g., ice is solid for ...)
e.g., physical, psychological, or relation
e.g., (it's cold)in Rome.
e.g., 10% complete, partially (cold, broken)

type:
location:
degree:
constituents:

stlbstates

..°

Roles
agent:

patient:
_nefielary:
..°

Relations
enablement:
motivates:

event-or-state
event

cause:
effect:

event-or-state
event-or-state

Figure 5.7 Representation
States differ from events in that they are perpetual
"Sally

was sick und

transformations
toward

she took

her medicine.").

over the interval

for which

a goal or a rate of consumption

key distinction

between

of States

or unbounded

Processes,

in time (unless stated

in contrast

they hold and often have

of resources

(Nakhimovsky,

otherwise

to states, involve

some

1988).

associated

changes

rate

N_ovsky

as in
or

of progress

(1988)makes

a

events and processes:

For a linguist, the distinction
between event-process
is one of aspectual perspective:
"The term !process'means
a dyn_c
situation _ewed impeffectively,
and the term 'event'
means a dynamic
situation
viewed perfectively"
(Comrie, 1976: 5I). The distinction
process-state
is one of aspectual class.
hat

is, an event

both utilize
both

the common

to instantaneous

viewed

perfectively

instantaneous

events

consume

endpoint
_te

knowledge

events
(event)or

can be a culmination
definite

is a completed

representation

irnperfectively

goal or p_ose

event/process

shown in Figure

_)

behavior

(e.g., "The log is b_g.")

5.6.

disturbance,
and Steedman,

distinction,
is used to refer

with a duration,
(1988)for
activation,

I988).

(e.g., "I am running
__ovsky,

a lin_stic

The term event

(See Nakhimovsky

c_ation,
_oens

is principally

as well as to events

(process).

transition,

in time such as goal-directed

resources

Because

(e.g., snap, click,

(e,g., happening,
of some

process.

1988).

which

can be

a classification
or switch),)

A relic eventis
to school")

of

Events

one with a

or processes

that
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5.4.2

Because

events

verbalization.
perfect)

and states incorporate

In English,

Tense

the utterance

the point of reference
overall

narration

"<" means

tensed verbs (e.g., simple past, present,

instead proposed
is spoken
(R).

English

before).

R also equals

tense.

future,

of tense which

includes:

by (1)

the point or time

i.e., the absolute

or "focused

time (E), and

on" (i.e., the time the

(e.g., Iohn has eaten. E < R = S, where
tense

(e.g., John eats.

R is the same as the event time, E. The distinction

will eat the beans"

In the former,

about"

S in the simple present

is narrating

and future

tense has been explained

(S), the point at which the event happens,

future is what time the speaker

S, but we say "John

interpretation

and past, present,

to the time the tensed clause was uttered. 1

R is the same as S in present perfect

past and simple

past and simple

a tripartite

must be paid to their proper

and future;

Traditionally,

This last time, R is the time "talked

takes place).

temporally

In the simple

perfect

to time, attention

time of an event and (2) the time of the event relative

In 1947, Reichenbach
at which

Aspect

rich references

play a key role in event and state narration.

the absolute

and

from.

We say "John

if S < E = R. Two final cases

involve

E < R < S as in "John had eaten the beans."

E = R = S).

between

simple

ate the beans"

if E = R <

the past perfect

and future

In the latter case, S < E < R, as

in "John will have eaten the beans."
Because
the event
narrating
time,

structure,

captures

the absolute

time of the event, i.e., the Reichenbachian

it can select the appropriate

(S) and the time the overall narration

tense,

incorporates
(1984)

TEXPLAN

and aspect

(both

a point-based

suggests

a temporal

verb tense

by reasoning

about

focuses on (R). Table 5.1 indicates

perfectivity

and progressiveness).

time representation,

this could

logic for relating

temporal

While

be extended

intervals

event time (E) in

the time the speaker
how TEXPLAN

the current

to consider

is

relates

implementation

time intervals.

Alien

(e.g., BEFORE, EQUAL, MEETS, OVERLAPS,

DURING, STARTS, FINISHES).
Following
Modal

+ Have

"could"

Winograd

TEXPLAN's

+ Be1 + Be2 + Main-verb.

(which

singular:

(1983),

have

infinitive

only

one form),

("swim",

sentence

Individual

and ordinary

generator

uses the prototypical

verbs include
verbs

which

"be",

"walk"),

simple

present

participle

("swimming",

both modals

have

("swam",

"was",

"walked"),

present

("swam",

"been",

"walked").

Future tense does not have its own syntactic

the modals
shown

"will" or "shall".

Tense is defined

by the relationship

such as "will",

five basic

("swims",
"being",

"is",

verb sequence:

forms

in third person,

"walks"),

"walking"),

"can",

simple

and past participle

form, but it is implemented

of the time intervals

past

by

of S to R and E as

in Table 5.1.

1This description of Reichenbach's work is based on part of Bonnie Lynn Webber's foreword to "Special Issue on Tense and
Aspect," Computational Linguistics, 14(2), June 1988.
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Time

Mary
Mary
Mary
Mary

sings.
sang.
will sing.
has sung.

E=R---S
E=R<S
S<E=R
E<R--S

Mary will have sung.

S<E<R

Tense

Verb

simple present
simple past
simple future
present perfect
(or present/past)
future perfect

A_eet
Perfectivity
no
no
no
yes

simple present
simple past
WILL + infinitive
HAVE in present
+ past participle
WILL + HAVE in

Mary had sung.

E<R<S

past perfect or pluperfect
(or past/past)

Mary

E=R=S

present

Mary was singing.

E=R<S

past progressive

Mary will be singing.

S<E=R

future progressive

Mary has been singing.

E<R=S

past perfect

Mary

will have been singing.

S<E<R

future perfect

Mary

had been singing.

E<R<S

pluperfect

is singing.

Structure

infinitive
+ past part.
HAVE in past +
past participle

progressive

progressive

progressive

progressive

BE in present +
present participle
BE in past +
present participle
WILL + BE in infinitive
+ present participle
HAVE in present +
BE in past participle
+ present participle
WILL + HAVE in present
+ BE as past participle
+ present participle
HAVE in past +
BE in past participle
+ present participle

Perspective
nonprogressive
nonprogressive
nonprogressive
nonprogressive

yes

nonprogressive

yes

nonprogressive

no

progressive

no

progressive

no

progressive

yes

progressive

yes

progressive

yes

progressive

Table 5.1 Relationship
of Time, Tense, and Aspect
(verb structure based on Allen (1987, p. 31-32))
In conlrast

and so on (Nakhimovsky,
(i.e., point versus
R indicates
use Bel

is a grammatical category

to tense, aspect
1988).

interval),

peffective;

This arises from both the temporal

as well as the relationship

E = R impeffective).

(e.g., was taking),

and passive
5.4.3

(TF).

Webber

realization,

(1988) proposed

is used to integrate
depending
three

on the relations

TF shifts:

forward,

events

sideways,

the consequence

into

Focus

computes

and backward
or preparatory

and

some evolving

forward,

Spatial

the reference
being

spatio-temporal

(e.g., has taken),

progressive

Focus
and speech time can be bound at the

time by following
attended

and

backward.

event/situation

of events

Nakhimovsky

Forward

and backward

(Moens

and Steedman,

shifts in temporal focus

to in time.

events and their limes of occurrence.

"micromoves".
phases

of the underlying event

time (R) to event time (E) (e.g., E <

use Have

event representation

TF as the event currently

that hold between

maintenance,

sequences

by affLxes, auxiliaries,

use Be2 (e.g., was taken).

Temporal

TEXPLAN

characteristics

of the reference

Peffective

While event time is explicit in the underlying
time of linguistic

of the verb implemented

(1988)

She suggests

structure.
Webber
classifies

shifts correspond
1988).

Backward

that TF

TF can shift
(1988) suggests
TF shifts

as

to introducing
shifts start a
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segment.

shifts (micromoves)

In TEXPLAN,

are implemented

TF indicates

the Reichenbachian

via the plan operators

(1947)

and are ordered

reference

time.

Local TF

as follows:

1. Maintain current TF (maintenance)
2. TF progresses "naturally"
forward (progression)
3. Shift TF to a simultaneous
event/state (lateral shift)
In addition,

two other

long distance

temporal

shifts are possible

but are not addressed

in the current

implementation:
4. Shift TF to a prior event/state
(flashback)
5. Shift TF to a future event/state
(flash-forward)
Temporal
"John

shifts are conveyed

just arrived.

adverbials

He was in an accident

(e.g., "five

"simultaneously").
content

minutes

later"),

TEXPLAN

selected

McKeown

to the reader in part by verb tense and aspect,

explicit

just as it records

As with DF, past, current,

and ..."

references

tracks TF by recording

by the text planner,

(1982).

yesterday

as in the use of future tense in

Temporal

shifts

are also

to time ("at seven p.m."),
pointers

to events

DF from selected

and potential

temporal

and clue words

that appear

by
(e.g.,

in the propositional

propositional

focus registers

indicated

content

following

are updated

after each

utterance.
Just as discourse

can be topically

utilize spatial organizations,
Shifts analogous

and temporally

for example

when people

organized,

psychologists

describe

their apartments

to those of DF and TF can occur along the dimension

I define spatial focus (SF) as the current entity or group of entities

location)

that the reader

Conklin's

(1983) notion

an entity in relation

to in space.

of visual saliency.

The notion

Spatial

(a "moving

target") that is spatially related to the other entities currently

foreground

(dynamic

appear to govern

Just as DF and TF follow regular

refers

1975).

or time, but rather

of spatial focus is related

focus, in contrast,

that humans

and Labov,

(and its/their

Visual saliency is the noteworthiness

to a set of static objects.

entities).

(Linde

not of discourse

of space.

is attending

have observed

associated

spatial

to but distinct

from

(from one perspective)
to a currently

in the background

shifts, the following

focused

of

entity

(static entities)
ordered

or

legal shifts

SF:

1. Maintain the current SF
2. Shift SF to an entity spatially related to the current SF
3. Shift SF to some distant point or region
Shifts in rule 2 can be relational
or in terms

of distance

(e.g., "'five miles away").

TF can refer

to points

or intervals

longitude"),

a region

(e.g.,

discourse
content

focus spaces
TEXPLAN

(e.g., behind,

updates

left-of,

1977)).

a point

above,

in space

today .... "') or a set of points

After

global registers

right-of,

below,

Shifts in rule 3 signal a new discourse

of time, SF can refer to either

"in Chesterville

(Grosz,

in-front-of,

each utterance,

by examining

that encode the past, current,

segment.

Just as

("At 23* latitude

or regions
the underlying

and potential

on-top-of)

(analogous

5*
to

propositional

spatial

loci.

SF is
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usedtorealizelocativeinstructions,
detailedin thenextchapter.In thecurrentimplementation,
thesystem
hasa preference
rankingoverdifferent_es of ordering:thusit preferstopicalovercausalovertemporal
overspatialorderings.
Theremainder
of thischapterillustrateshowTEXPLANusesthenotionsofReichenbachian
timeand
temporalfocusto narrateeventsandstates.Bytracking_ andexploitingthetemporalinformationin the
underl_g event/state
model,TEXPLANis abletoselectproperverbtenseandaspectaswell asindicate
s_s in _, for example,_ough theuseof adverbials.Thesectionsthatfollow focusonthegeneration
of reports,stories,andbiographies
fromevent/state
networks.Wile reportsandbiographies
weretested
using a knowledgebasedsimulation system,LACE, stories weregeneratedfrom a hand-encoded
event/state
networksothatcausalandmotivationalinformationcouldbeexplicitlyindicated.

5.5

Reports

in

TEXPLAN:

Given the means of representing
and aspect just detailed,
form of narration

this section

recounts

events

record,

account,

or chronicle,

salient

events in some domain

1988), weather
involving

report

during one period

simulation
(Hilton,

plan operators

system
1987).

(Anken,

In LACE,

multiple

For example,

ground

forces with electronic

destroy
classes

intruders.

attacking

simulation

run, their actions

and the behavior
aircraft
along

LACE

forces

account

record,

generate

agents

thousands

in the simulation.
mobile

and fire at the incoming

convey

Sometimes

an educational

of dense multiagent

action.

journal,

the most important
(Kuldch,

reports

record,

in the simulation.

1983, 1985b,

focus on events

or a political

Saliency

in ERIC,
interact

In contrast,

record.
by

is determined

a knowledge

an object-oriented

by

to achieve

refuel

aircraft,

move

forces

attempt

defending

of the simulation,

In a typical run of the simulation,

For example,

The generation

and suppress

to detect,
there
hundreds

track, and

are over

150

of instances

at the start of a

as agents react to their environment

if a long-range

radar detects

sites to electronically

LACE is challenging

language

their individual

cargo,

(e.g., 10 or 15) are given goals to pursue
per minute

based battle

simulation

simultaneously

of the complexity

of events

or

in the domain.

surface-to-air-missile
target.

The most basic

This occurs in a report,

typically

report).

to bomb targets,

of behaviors.

And if several

it will order its associated

a coherent

attempt

agents

countermeasures.

of other agents

the ground),

battle

to tense

in Figure 5.8 gets the hearer to know about the events

is coded

autonomous

of entities each with dozens
are generated.

narrative.

of time (e.g., stock market report

and so on of events

To give a feel for the nature

of objects

and their relation

were tested in LACE (Land Air Combat in ERIC),
1989).

goals.

and realizing

Reports

ones in their order of occurrence
importance,

Application

of occurrence.

a report.

1988), news report,

plan operator

uniqueness,

Narrative

termed

order

of an agent as in a medical

the most salient

the frequency,

turns to the task of planning

collectively

The narrate-report-temporally

LACE

and states, their temporal structure,

in their temporal

(Kittredge,

one dimension

presenting

events

The

because

an intruding

track, pursue

it is necessary

task, then, is to produce

(i.e.,

to produce

a report

of the
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NAME
HEADER

narrate-report-t
Narrate(S,
H,

CONS_INTS

Temporal-Sequence

emporal
events)

ly

(events)

_

We

E

events

Event(e)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

We

E

events

KNOW-ABOUT(S,

e)

EFFECTS

We

E

events

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

e)

DECOMPOSITION

Ve

E

temporally-ordered-events
Inform(S,

H,

Event

(e))

temporally-ordered-events

=

Select-and-order-temporally

Figure

events

after

sample

simulating

of which
The input

the previous
LACE
that

seconds

conflicts

is discussed

section.

since

into

with

their

associated

patient,

an overall

and so on).

spatio-temporal

For example,
run

of the

roles,

example,

persistent

and

a number

can be grouped

(i.e.,

such

was

for which

military

forces.

Over

built

fifty

time

(e.g.,

and temporal

these

structures

this

clock

using

at time

of an event,

network

to construct

the simulation

of events

in the case

as causal

picture

is an event/state

measures

snapshots

Collectively

The

module

the representation

the diagram

simulation.

attributes,

Similarly,

events

operators

simulation
These

properties

to other

plan

second

The

I900).

be interpreted

agent,

machine

the year

then

its relations

narrative

moment.

must

opposing

texts

where

produced,

a

below.

A preprocessing
Each

at that

two

Operator

Plan

narrate-report-temporally

between

to TEXPLAN's

simulation.
occur

5,8

(events)

Common

34300023

or states

shown

its attributes

connections;
characterize

such

as that described

event/state
ticks,

network

LACE

Lisp's

universal
began

in Figure

5.6 and

(i.e.,

as

sweeping)
Figure

such

as time,

location,

and any

associated

roles

network

the

the events
time

#<SAM-291>

the event/state

from

records

in

5.7,

duration;
such

that

as the

represents

of the simulation.
in Figure

diagram

temporal

of abstractions

into lime segments.

shows

relations.

or uninteresting

5.9 illustrates

(e.g.,

three
This

LACE
event/state

frequent,

can be made

a portion

from

domain

events

network

non-unique,
this

of the network
(e.g.,

is processed

or unimportant)

representation.

constructed
fire)

after

and their
to prune

events

For example,

a typical
associated

details.

For

can be deleted.
events

and states
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#<event-fire>
attributes

#<event-begin-mission>
attributes
type: physical-action
time: 34200000
roles

mT_

type: physical-action
time: 34200015
roles
agent: AIIstedt-B
patient: OCA100

agent: OCA100

'

\

"'"

T\

-T---I_

Figure 5.9 Portion

is built.

intentions

the narrator

possibility

examine

Accessing

include

a temporally
from event/state

the event/state

domain),

motivations,

a "glass"

embodying

of key events.

plan operators

simple

past tense is used.

simple

present

But if TEXPLAN

However,

if TEXPLAN

events

agent
This

to agents.

is

One

on these snapshots

Instead

Subsequent

TEXPLAN

sections

with LACE events

psychological,

are represented

events

so

limits

on stories

will

operates

in LACE,

and states or those

events

to compose

and linguistic)
although

in this post-simulation,

the future

a
and

there are a
reporting

so E = R < S, and in this case

as they occur then E = R = S which

were to narrate

agent then S < E = R which would dictate

no shift in TF.

internal

plan recognition

and S = time of narration,

narrates

(i.e.,

of the simulation.

select, order, and realize

When the generator

of the event,

and purpose

causal relations.

could be instantiated

of E, R, and S). Only physical

R = S = time of occurrence

cases assume

causation,

and causal information.

models

narrative

simultaneity

on behaviors

by attempting

report

(which

--S-II_

is not available when the event/state

is based both on event type (e.g., physical,

mode,

stack of a particular

network

precendence

in the snapshots

eye perspective

both temporal

of these (e.g., begin, ftre, dispense).

tense.

is implicit

_T--Ib.-

Network

information

enablements,

organized

network

TEXPLAN's

Event verbalization

on time (i.e., values
variety

not have

representations

generation

of another

about

as well as state changes,
does

to generating

of LACE Event/State

is that some important

would be to enrich the event/state

that event/state

report.

Information

and goals),

because

itself

one of the problems

"• •

TEMPORAL RELATIONS

agent:
902TFW-F-16c
recipient: OCA100

network

,. •

#<event-dispense-aircraft>
attributes
type:
physical-action
time:
34200010
amount: 4
roles

However,

-T---I_

plans associated

simple future tense.

suggests

with the goal

These straightforward
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Eventselectionfromtheevent/state
is guidedby asaliency
an event relative

to other events in the simulation.

Saliency

metric

which

is a function

measures

and does it motivate,
of relation

issues
enable,

links does it have in the event/state

frequent

or commonplace

mobile

SAMs 2 regularly

ingress/egress

routes.

events

is analogous

reposition

of this dissertation

weather

active

aircraft

reports

which

> VISIBILITY.

of events

event and state persistence,

are

function

indicate

always

constantly
flying

is that mission

that
sweep,

point-based
types have an

> transportation).

warnings

This

first and then wItrDs >

threeitemsyielda numeric measure

These

that supersede

and states

and what type

the observation

radar

> refueling

There are other issues involved

such as the inferability

told otherwise),

in LACE long-range

either to select those events

events in order of salience.

item is simply

air attack > SAM suppression

> FOG&MIST

which can be used by TEXPLAN
sequence

The second

For example
and

to occur (i.e., how many

of the third item in the saliency

et al. [1986]

> PRECIPITATION

or states

network).

themselves,

(e.g., offensive

to K_ittredge's

CLOUD-COVER

are boring.

An example

order of interestingness

unless

of events

network

a main goal of a key agent in the simulation,

such as does the event achieve
or cause a number

of

of:

1. the kind and amount of links associated with an event or state in the event/state
2. the frequency of occurrence in the event/state network
3. domain-specific
knowledge of importance
The first item concerns

the importance

some deemed

threshold

in saliency that are beyond

(i.e., if a target is bombed,

and the representation

of perceptual

or to

the scope

it is destroyed,

saliency

(Conklin,

1983).
For example
red forces,
salience

after a typical run of the LACE simulation

TEXPLAN

first selects

melric detailed

to produce

the rather

individual

shallow

5.10 is shown in Figure
the linguistic

realization

"then .... and then")

2Surface to Air Missile.

by reasoning

The temporally-ordered
5.11.

Adverbs

detailed

(e.g., Figure

which incorporates
about
English

communicative

in Chapter

of passage

of time.

In Figure
They exploit

are also central to conveying

5.9) using

and subsequent

the structure

the

are formalized

in

to the text plan in Figure

it is realized
5.11

chapters,

and order underlying

acts which

report corresponding

8.

some

plan operator of Figure 5.8

As in the previous

Like other text plans in this dissertation,

component

context.

network

narrate-report-temporally

action decomposition

give the impression

event in the temporal

from an event/state

text plan shown in Figure 5.10.

text and is constructed
plan operators.

events

above and then uses the

a text plan is a cornmtmicative
an English

salient

in which some blue forces are attacking

as English

temporal

the temporal

event information.

text using

connectives

(e.g.,

focus to locate the
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Narrate

Inform(S,

H,

(S,

H,

Event(#<event,begin-miss±on>)

)

Inform(S,

H,

Counter

2,

The

1987.

eight

minutes

dispensed

Mission

later

one

began

Air

902TFW-F-16c

its

execution.

for

126TFW-F-4g

Counter

Air

Mission

i00.

loading

its

cargo.

Twenty

mission

execution.

Mission

102.

And

and

minute

three

Sam

seconds

later

Mobile-SAMl

later

Haina-B

thirty

seconds

later

Rotational-KC-135

Air

Mission

mission.

Air

and

102.
Two

a

a

Then

missile

one

later

Offensive

Allstedt-B

again

One

minute

later

Erfurt-A

fired

102.

One

minute

later

Erfurt-D

and

444

ended

its

Mission

mission.

It

seconds

later

Mobi!e-SAM2

minutes

later

Offensive

102.

its

a

Counter

Air

Mission

"when")

uses temporal adverbs

to help convey

combined

a temporal

"again"

Other

classes

of adverbs

(e,g.,

',deftly",

',sa_y"),

manner,
events

(e.g., "three

Sam

aborted

its

Counter

Air

Counter

Air
a

missile

Suppression
Then

a_

Mission

thirty-four

Air

Mission

102.

Two

target.

Unfocused

minutes

model of the events.

its

102

fired

Counter

minutes
Counter

LACE report

later",

"simultaneously",

For example,

events

"before",

occurring atthe

frequency

can also enrich
rate

("every

rate, duration,
and therefore

is used when an event has already

ten

the event description.

t" s 1o wl y ......
, 'ra p idl-"
y ), duration
minutes"),

locational)are
are external

and

internal
such

numeration

occurred,
These

adverbs

include

('!for twenty
("seventeen

to the event whereas

as temporal

and thus functions

others

(e.g.,

adverbs
minutes"),

times").

_ssion

as an anaphor.

regarding

manner

location

("in

Some

adverbs

relate the current

"simultaneously",

"after",

same tirne are

as in "One minute later Erfurt-Aand Erfurt-Dsimultaneously fired a missile at Offensive Counter _

102." The adverb

park"),

bombed

(Topically)

later

Two

Offensive

Offensive

report.

Offensive
101

at

three
Then

Offensive

Mission
at

And

513TAW-SAC-

100.

simultaneously

seconds
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Offensive
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adverbs

(e.g.,

"again",

"as before").

(see

Winograd

(1983,

p. 540-2)

for other

adverb

classes).
Despite

these grammatical

Part of the reason
interpreted.

is that there

competing

would

be confusing

discourse

because

here between
focus

cache

of multiple

the simulation
Figure

there

there

(introduced

utterances,

uniqueness,

and

importance

(e.g., offensive

(Sidner,

chapter

The decomposition
background

below.

frequency,

of attention

of events)

to order

time, place, agents

of Figure

(i.e., characters),

saliency

> refueling

in the current

the various

in

plan operator

in

metric (which

narrate-report-topically

HEADER

Narrate

CONSTRAINTS

Topical-Sequence(events)

(S,

H,

in decreasing

E

EFFECTS

DECOMPOSITION

Ve

_

Vtopic

events

e

KNOW-ABOUT(S,

topics(events)

events

Event(e)

"Introduce(S,
Vtopic

E

H,

e)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

topic)

events)

order-According-to-SalienceCTopics(events))

Narrate-Sequence(S,

H,

the
of

given a

by conveying

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

in

in order of saliency.

of the story, or any particularly

Ve

order

In LACE,

events)

^

shown

considers

or unusual entities that the hearer does not know about.

NAME

or

missions

5.13 sets the scene of the narrative

circumstances

We

8.4) and the topic

> transportation).

they describe

organization

plan operator

topics

(1)

topical

agents).

is captured

example

because

temporal

in Section

the various

a list of the missions

plan operator

which

there are

enables

different

using the Introduce
detailed

Because

which

of the narraue-report-topically

air attack > SAM suppression

The introduce-setting

1979)

sequence.

5.12 is selected

involving

are to be

of the events will be

a top-level

In our current

It then uses the previously

list of events, the function Topics returns

temporal

and topically.

and detailed

for the events

importance

a simple

(i.e., missions),

events

to comprehend.

the events

organization

(for example,

simultaneous

difficult

which

of Figure

agents

are less appealing

in the previous

which

plan operator

i.e., what they are "about".

are the topics.

Figure 5.13 and described

both temporally

must determine

are many

within

the text follows

are few principal

the local focus

5.12 first sets the static

the principal

because

The narrate-report-topically
of events,

or framework

the propositions

TEXPLAN

and (2) other plan operators

dislinguish

subject

however,

to the number

grouping

background

is more difficult

upon by organizing

organizations,

most effective.

the LACE report of Figure 5.11 remains

is no static

Also, comprehension

This can be improved

relative

devices,

Events-with-Topic(events,

Figu_ 5.12 narrate-report-topically Plan Operator

topic))

significant
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PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

We

e
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DESIRABLE

EFFECTS
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[
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e)
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Main-Event(x,

^
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Main-Time
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Main-Agent

v
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(x,

v

entities)

v

Unknown-or-Unique-Entity

(x,

optional(Describe(S,

By referring

to the description

plan of Figure
division,

comparison-contrast,

narrate-temporal-sequence

operators,

chapter,

the setting

using a variety

of means

and analogy.

After events

are grouped

illustrated

in Figure

the decomposition

such as definition,
topically

of the setting
characterization,

in order of salience,

5.14 exploits

the temporal

the

order

of

plan operator,
a narrate-

narrate-temporal-sequence

plan operator(notillustrated)performs
a sire/far
orderingfuncti0nexceptin space
a narrate-topical-sequence

plan operator(noti]]usUated)
ordersevents

to topic.

To contrast
structure

in the previous

plan operator

ratherthan time. SNarly,
according

entities)

x))

introduce-setting Plan Operator

eventsto sequencethem. In additionto the
spatial-sequence

H,

plans developed

5.13 can describe

ties)

v

entities)

Main-Location(x,

5.13

enti

x)

I Main-Event(x,

Figure

x)

v

entities)

Main-Location

x)

^ _ KNOW-ABOUT(H,

these

plan

the same events
TEXPLAN

topic, temporally
that achieves

operators

used to produce

constructs

orders

the top'level

the events.

previous

the simulation

the text plan shown

ones,

we use these

improved

report of Figure 5.11.
in Figure

5.15 which

act, narrate. The

plan operator

Introduce

plan

operators

to

Thus using the above plan
topically

The text plan of Figure 5.15 is a communicative

communicative

the use of the introduce-setting

with

action decomposition

communicative

in the first part of the decomposition

and then, for each

act(arising

from

of the narrate-report
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Figure5.14 narrate-temporal-sequence
plan operator

of Figure

5.12) sets the static background

so on) for the events that occur dynamically
is retrieved

from the overall

which are to be executed

described

using two rhetorical

the package)
structure

is captured

defining

it and then indicating

(which

contains

case the package

predicates:

and constituency

a frame-like

This package

their type, and so on. In this illustrative

logical
indicates

In LACE,

which indicates

the intended

its constituent

the planned

in this case missions).

H,

H,

Inform(S,

H,

#<air-strike-10>)

Logical-Definition

H,

even_-sequence)

°

Narrate-Sequence

,/ /

Event(#<ev-begin-mission>))

5.15

(S,

°

.

H,

_opicl-events)

)

H,

Event(#<ev-dispense>))

( #<air-strike

Constituency(#<air-strike-10>Ol)

Figure

This

- - -

j

Inform(S,

Text Plan for Topically/Temporally

of

descriptive

the air strike by logically

ee

Describe(S,

event and is

the genus and differentia

missions.
H,

missions

their location,

is the main

(which indicates

time, and

for the introduction

time of the missions,

(#<air-strike-10>)

the subparts,

key characters,

information

in the branch of the text plan in Figure 5.15 which introduces

Introduce(S,

Inform(S,

Operator

(i.e., the location,

structure

definition

Narrate(S,

Inform(S,

scene

in the foreground.

mission package,

by LACE.

Pls/l

Ordered Report
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suppression

the improvement

simply a recounting

to indicate

the next section

how

obtained

>
by

of salient events.

causal relations
discusses

> refuel

among events
stories revolve
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5.6

Like

a report,

stories

plot, a series of cansaHy

connected

effect interdependencies.
because
where

typic_y

Stories

recount
events.

events

(Brown

a college

That is if John _sses

and _ellner,

student,

TEXPLAN

in time.

In stories, events

Mary is in a state of elation because
B_,

in

tells the story

Mary then _s
of John's

They differ,

however,

are narrated

with respect to their cause and

"kissing"

action.

about asking

event may cause a smiling

For example,

his father

in that stories

consider

to borrow

the passage

have a

event
below

the car for the first time

1968, p. 619):

As I made my request, Dad's face assumed an expression
of horrified astonishment; it
was obvious that he regarded my asking for the car to be in the same category with asking
for matches to burn down the house. He didn't say anything.
He rattled his newspaper.
He coughed.
He uncrossed his legs and then recrossed them. He elaborately
studied the
toe
of
his
right
shoe.
He
looked
out
the
window.
Finally he said, "Let's see that license again."
I got out my wallet, extracted the license, and handed it to him. He took it gingerly by
the comer, as if it might contaminate him. With his head tilted back, he glared at it through
his bifocals;
he apparently
thought
it was counterfeit.
With a gesture redolent
of
disapproval,
he handed it back to me. He looked out the window some more, his fingers
drumming on the arm of the chair.
"Okay," he said. "Okay. And God help the insurance company."
The story concerns
therefore

mysterious)

the son' s desire to use his father's car, motivated

reason

(e.g., an important

give him the car.

The narration

implicit

(e.g., the father's

emotions

using humor
or counterfeit).

(e.g., borrowing
Notice

Note also the inclusion
state of the characters
Emotions

paragraph

choice

This leads him to attempt
between

fear that son will wreck

the car).

This prose is sophisticated,

to arson;

use of past tense to describe

(e.g., "He didn't

say anything."

are also expressed
the simple,

reflect his agitated reaction).

the father

active

events

to the action,

sentences

word choice

that occurred
lend insight

"He elaborately

through

the characters

treats the license

studied

as well as
even

as if contaminated
prior to speech time.

into the psychological

the toe of his right shoe.").

(e.g., hon-ified

that describe

(and

his father to

dialogue

of details that, while not central

(e.g.,

to convince

both by explicit

the car is compared

the consistent

of the characters

and syntactic

is connected

date).

by some as yet unexplained

the father

astonishment,

glared)

at the end of the first
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shown
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and state relations
in Figure

causation,

of the above story are presented

5.18 with a key in Figure

motivation,

purpose,

5.17.
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essencea graphicalview of an event/statestructure).This includesthe plansandgoalsof individual
agents.Forexpositorypurposes,only temporalprecedence
links areillustratedalthoughothertemporal
relations(e.g.,simultaneity,overlap,contiguousness,
etc.) arerepresented
in the event/statenetwork
underlyingthisstorydiagram.
Fromthisnetworkacriticalpathof eventsandstates
canbeselected
whichformstheskeletonof the
story. Thispathis indicatedby dashedarrowsin thestorydiagramsgivenin thischapter.Currently,the
criticalpathis markedin theinputto TEXPLANbecause
pathselectionhasnot yetbeenimplemented.
However,analgorithmhasbeendesignedthatis notunlikethatin ParisandMcKeown(1986)andParis
(1987ab,1988)(hereafter
referredto asParis). In Paris'so-calledprocess trace, a main path is selected
through

causal relations

The system
entities

in order to describe

starts with a frame-based

and events,

enablement,

and then

or interruptions),

the process

representation

selects

There are several
concerned

differences

only with describing

events

found in stories.

richer

set of relationships

links).

Second,

richer temporal
Third,

while

constituency,
events,

carried

in TEXPLAN

representation
TAILOR's

process

and cause-effect)

trace

found

individual

in object

processes

In addition,

cognitive

the process

or mystery

generation

by restructuring

process

the interaction
should

be noted that Paris's

autonomous
principal

precedence

of hierarchical

schema

content

in a text.

aim was to tailor

underlying

the process

a description

3Another link type was temporal, although its use was not illustrated.

a

simultaneity,

etc.

attributive,
content

(i.e.,

above

of
of the

has on the reader's
to use it as a

effects such as suspense
A further complication

process

is

trace, and yet stories

goals) as a consequence

trace has these weaknesses,

to a user's

the

standard

structure

it is not possible

the main path in Paris's

But although

incorporates

representation

about the hierarchical

the elements

and purpose

encodes

the underlying

As a consequence,

conflicting

content

leads to a

text structure

constituency
follows

in stories

of the application

because it cannot capture how different

agents.

and

(identification,

what effect the selected

or reordering

to the situations

but overlap,

predicates

than reasoning

or desires).

was

motivation

narrative

independent

trace

start and goal states (not to mention

of multiple,

as opposed

(e.g., it includes

McKeown's

that a start state and a goal state are crucial to selecting
may have multiple

and length

First, TAILOR

nature of characters

representation

rather

beliefs,

(canse-effect,

3) and (2) the structure

objects,

rhetorical

trace does not indicate

for narrative

can be produced

use

While

Paris'

control

and TEXPLAN.

to represent

of representation

a description

state (i.e., their knowledge,

general mechanism

and states

not only temporal

is no explicit

descriptions,

to generate

out by physical

does

as a level
there

system, TAILOR,

used in TEXPLAN

indicates

(either

between

side _).

for events

network
which

corresponds-to)

the intentionality-based

level as in say a story grammar.

patterns

text.

Paris'

Not surprisingly,

states, relationships),

utterance

between

processes

the event/state

isolated

object (e.g., a telephone).

all the a priori relationships

on (1) the link type

(equivalent,

of links off the main path (e.g., side chains,

out by a physical

that indicates

the path based

or analogical

carried

level of expertise.

of
it
She

page163

Chapter5. Narration
succeeded
by generatingfunctionaldescriptions
using
an entity

and by switching

to structural

they were familiar with it (because
Because
complex.

more types

Path selection

temporal

relations

occurring,

etc.),

is a function

state),

debate

over story grammars

While

the computation

mission

the context

of surrounding

frequency

with varying

of these criteria,
degrees

by the current

enablement,

with

selecting

motivation,

the main

purpose,

path will prefer

temporal

precedence,

These preferences

a side link?),

can override

and interestingness

the believe-legal
algorithm

cumulative

rating

chooses

events

succeeding,

and context

and context
goal),

and

states

co-

(e.g., object,

of controversy

in the"

dependent.

dependent

(e.g.,

it also relies on general

(which relies
(e.g.,

follows

the temporal

number

of pieces

event (e.g.,

"took

motivation

of their
the cause

order

Several

the path through

occur in

on the model of the
is the event

actions,

or state

researchers

on the "real"

structure

or form.

describe

request

becomes

examined

to abstract

the causal

chains

5.18 of the event
the path

the plot chain.

can indicate

enables

the father),

underlying

stories

of the
the

the boy to exlxact

his

effects

(e.g., the father
of certain events

of the events.
(e.g.,

of a story as opposed
events

a

face"),

its purpose

or psychological

away from the underlying

structure

the manner

in the event (e.g., "'My Dad's

and events, i.e., the content

The

After each event is introduced,

out the wallet

and any physical

(note

of the path (i.e., is it just

is rich, the underlying

the narrator

horrifies

simultaneity

events and states.

account

agents

causation,

and states in time which has the highest

and events.

For example

At any given

order:

in Figure

can provide his or her own interpretation

order of situations

In an attempt

Bill's

of paths

or state) in the network,

rated path overall

an event (taking

(e.g., the boy's

the narrator
have

any node (event

of states

any principal

to verify its authenticity),

Furthermore,

focusing

can be added.

While

events.

and temporal

as in the choice

events

a number

in the following

by the topology

this skeleton chain with related

what enabled

of an event

Given

but rather

all important

overlap,

are tempered

The highest

and causal connection

it gingerly"),

temporal

the remaining

Bill and his father.

of information

asks to see the license
(e.g., horror).

state in the main path.

later embellish

the story about

the network,

connections

these decisions

(using the above criteria).

plan operators

Recall

license),

inferability

other

a topic

is more

and purpose),

(i.e., does the event typically

Of course we would like to convey

that the first four imply the fifth).

narrative

prototypicality
script),

causation,

it is subjective

in part determined

there is no one best path through

of goodness.

the algorithm

selection

when

or does it effect other agents or the world).

Because

following

has been

because

algorithm

entity importance

is in part domain

relations

schema

overlapping,

in TEXPLAN

of occurrence,

of causal

motivation,

side links),

Interestingness

events as in a Schankian

and the density

node,

ordering,

the path selection

(e.g., preceding,

isolated

1983), primarily

of interestingness

These include

intransitive

chains,

of entities.

(Wilensky,

types have a saliency

hearer),

sides

and the interestingness

principles.

in my story diagrams,

of link types (e.g., enablement,

(e.g.,

(1985) constituency

of

"fill in" the causal links).

events and states in the network

topology

event,

using McKeown's

they could mentally

of link are represented

between
link

descriptions

her process trace when users had little knowledge

Schank,

1975),

to its discourse

and states of a story, Lehnert

Chapter

5. Narration

(1981)

suggested

honored
emotional

Page 164

a number

request)

which

states.

Lehnert's

were

(1981) argued that events
processed

by Dyer's

units"

configurations

aim, however,

system, BORIS,

was narrative

to discuss

a legal case.

"negative"

summarization

as opposed

perspectives.

to represent

in terms

After interpreting

and

trade,

For example,

Dyer

in one narrative

they haven't

of a suspended

and

"neutral"

to generation.

him in a divorce case.

of the theme

satisfies,

means,

events,

agree to meet at lunch because

one wants the other, a lawyer,
script,

by intentional

events,

from multiple

in terms of the plans or goals the meeting

a client meeting

resolution

of "positive"

two characters

as a part of a restaurant

can be viewed

(e.g., problem

need to be interpreted

other in years and because

renewed,

of "plot

seen each

Their meeting

friendship

being

or in terms of the roles of the characters,
events,

Dyer's

system

would answer

i.e.,

questions

about them.
In contrast
underlying

to this previous

narratives,

operators

The remainder

given

an event/state

story.

To compose

key characters,
all the events

involved

which

reasons

about

take place

should also be introduced.

to introduce

events

significant

causal sequence,
Figure
story.

events

mirrors

of significant
or unusual

the event sequence.

a

a story
of Bill's

any key settings,

of state that result from events.

is one frequently

narrate

the structure

first describes

then this should

plan

used to present

which

For example,

be initially

if

described.

involved

in events, or one

social importance,

and so on. It is

entities

that the hearer

For example

does not know

if the story is about a boy's

on his first visit to his local pond, then its beauty

Once this background

scene has been set, the story proceeds

and key features

by expressing

events

in

that is the events on the main path.

5.19 illustrates

The constraint

event/state

structure

in TEXPLAN

TEXPLAN

A key character

particularly

fishing pole breaking

be detailed.

changes

of events

and states), using narrative

for story narration

network,

in the sequence,

and representation

the actual discourse

on the same day and in the same location

about so that they will be able to understand

should

(events

the plan operators

strategy

events, and important

in the most important

favorite fly-cast

to generate

outlines

TEXPLAN's

on the interpretation

story content

a story from a given event/state

significant

important

focuses

of that content,

of this section

structure.

The key characters

equally

TEXPLAN

which are independent

narrative.

work

structure.

the narrat:e-st:ory

plan operator,

on the use of the plan operator
The intended

and states in the principal

the top-level

is that there

effect of its application

must

used to present a

be a causal path through

is that the hearer will know

causal path (which can be used to summarize

that the hearer will know their relation to one another.

operator

the story).

the

about each of the
The intent is also

Chapter5. Narration
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NAME

narrate-story

HEADER

Narrate(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Vx

e

H,

events+states)

events+states

(Event(x)

vState(x))

A

Causal-Path(events+states)
PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTI_

EFFECTS

Vx

e

Vz

E

Vx_y
DECOMPOSITION

events+states

KNOW-ABOUT(S,

x)

events+states

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

z)

E

events+states

Introduce
_x

E

(S,

H,

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

chain

Figure

5.19

The decomposition
(principal

events+states)

of events.
action.

communicative

action.

(Figure

narrate-story Plan Operator

section.

Each

communicative

x,

chain)

select-causal-sequence(events+states)

characters,

in the previous

sequence

=

H,

for Causal Sequence

Narration

of the main narrate-story plan operator of Figure

time, location,

def'med

(x, y) )

chain

Narrate-Event-or-State(S,
WHERE

Relation

etc.) for the story

using

the introduce-setting

The next step in the decomposition

event

or state is then detailed

There are two plan operators

then selects

plan
a causally

operator
connected

in turn using the Narrate-Event-or-State

whose

The first is for event narration

5.19 first sets the scene

headers

(Figure

match the Narrate-Event-or-State

5.201 and the second

for state narration

5.21).

The narrate-event

plan operator

the event and state network
extensions

defined.

on the simple event description.

of an event.

Similarly,

(e.g., changing
ownership).
speaker

previously

is illustrated

it can indicate

the knowledge,
If the event

(i.e., narrator)

involves

and desires

This plan operator

including

of agents

physical

in a scene),

to the hearer,

surprising/expected,

effects,

cognitive

beliefs,

effects

effects

this can be indicated.

indicative

about

cause, or motivation

and relational

the event using a model of his knowledge,

important/trivial,

reasons

allows for a variety of

of the operator

can indicate the enablement,

consequences

an agent unknown

can interpret

is this event positive/negative,

The decomposition

The operator

an event's

beliefs,

in Figure in 5.20.

(e.g.,

Finally,

desires,

the

etc. (e.g.,

of future events,

and so

Oil).

In contrast

to event

narration,

analogous

to that for events

intentions.

States can, however,

except

the narrate-state
states

motivate

have

agent's

neither
actions.

plan operator
purposes

is shown

nor motivations

in Figure
because

5.21.
they

It is
lack
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NAME

narrate-event

HEADER

Narrate-Event-or-State(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Event

H,

e,

chain)

[e)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-ABOUT

DESIRABLE

(S,

KNOW-ABOUT

EFFECTS

e)

(H,

KNOW-ABOUT(H,
Vx

e)

e) A

Motivation
KNOW(H,

Va

(Agent

(Agent

(a, e)

KNOW-ABOUT
Vp

Purpose

[H,

ix),

e) ) ^

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

a)

a) )

A

(e, p)
[H,

Purpose

Narrator-view(e,
KNOW

e)

[Agent

^_

(H,

KNOW-ABOUT
k/x

(x),

Motivation

(e,p))
x)

^

^

Narrator-view[e,

x) )

DECOMPOSITION

optional(Tell-Enablement/Causation(S,
optional(Inform(S,

Inform(S,

H,

H,

Agent(a,e)

^_KNOW-ABOUT(H,

Describe(S,

H,

H,

Purpose(e,p)

optional(Inform(S,

a)

e,

Inform(S,

H,

Figure

chain))

H,

Purpose(e,

opposite

and/or causation

of the enablement

consequences

plan operator

it is not a member

5.20

Plan Operator

narrate-event

states.

of the event or state.
and causation

There are no preconditions

of an event

in Figure 5.23 informs

plan operatorwhich hff0nnsthehearerof

or state

the hearer

illustrated

used by TEXPLAN

Next the plans narrate
well as consequences

knowledge

its consequences.

of the effects

in Figures

to compose

5.19 to 5.23 characterize
stories

from

The

The

t e 11-

of the event or state provided

operators,
of events,

dynamic

events

were appropriate.
the system

can build

states, and their relations.

the explicit
a model

story

structure

generation

of events

and

scene of time, place, and main characters.

and states in the foreground,
Because

the abstract

a causally-connected

To tell a story, the plans first set the static background

in the plan

are

for the plan operator.

of the main path or chain, in which case it will already be narrated.

The plan operators
knowledge

p)))

Narrator-Interpretation(e)))

Pigxue5.22illustrates
thetell-enablement/causation
the enablement

chain))

Agent(e)))

optional(Tell-Consequences(S,

optional(3p

e,

Event(e))
I

optional(Va

H,

Motivation(Agent(e),e)))

detailing

their causes/enablements

effects of each communicative

of what

it expects

its effects

as

act are detailed
are on the user's
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NAME

narrate-state

HEADER

Narrate-Event-or-State

CONSTRAINTS

State

(S,

H,

state,

chain)

(state)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-ABOUT

DESIRABLE

(S,

state)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

EFFECTS

state)

KNOW.ABOUT(H,
Vx

state)

A

I Motivation(Agent
KNOW(H.

k/a

I

(Agent

(a, state)

KNOW-ABOUT
Vx

(state),

x)

Motivation(Agent(state),

KNOW

(H,

(H,

^.

x) )

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

a) )

a)

Narrator-

Interpretation

(state,

x) )

DECOMPOSITION

optional(Tell-Enablement/Causation(S,

Inform(S,

H,

optional

State

(Va

I

H.

(a,

state)

A--

H,

optional(Inform(S,

KNOW-ABOUT

Agent

optional(Tell-Consequences(S,

(Inform(S,

H,

narrate-state

tell.enablement/causation-of-event-or-state
Tell.Enablement/Causation(S,

EFFECTS

v

(Enablement

3x

I

(Cause(x.

_/x

I

k/x

I

_x

I

I

e)

Enablement(x,

Cause(x,e)

optionali(Inform{S,

Figure

5,22

^-Member(x,

chain)

)

chain))

^
e)

^-

Cause(x.

optional(Inform(S,
Vx

e)

^-Member(x.

Enablement(x,

(Cause(x,

KNOW(H.

DECOMPOSITION

e)

chain)

A

(x.

(Enablement(x,

KNOW(/{,

e.

e) A-Member(x,

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

x) ) )

Operator

H,

State(e))

I

(state,

Plan

HEADER

(3X

x)))

Narrator-Interpretation

NAME

(Event(e)

a)

state))

Motivation(Agent(state),

Fig_e 5,21

CONS_!_S

(H.

(state)))

H,
H,

optional

chain))

(state))

Agent

Describe(S,

Vx

state,

Member(x,
e))

e)

chain)

)

e))
chain))

)

A-Member(x,
H,

A-Member(x,
H,

chain)

Enablement(x,

e)))

chain)
Cause(x,

ie)))

tell-enablement/causation Plan Operator

v
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NAME

tell-conseqllences-of-e_ent-or-state

HEADER

Tell-consequences(S,

CONSTRAINTS

(Event(e)
3x

v

H,

State(e))

i Effect

(e,

x)

e,

chain)

^

^ -Member

(x,

chain)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-A3OUT

DESIRABLE

(S,

KNOW-ABOUT

EFFECTS

Vx

Vx

[ Effect(e,

operators,

an event/state

linguistic,

and

event/state

structure

psychological

pilot who, after nearly
to accomplish

Using the narrative
indicated

by the dotted

event/state
Figure

structure)

as well

Events

lines

in Figure

scenario

the structure
example,
information

5.25 has been produced

is available

between

physical,

If the text plan of Figure

top of Figure

5.24 (this is indicated

The scenario

(SAM) missile,

physical,

states.

concerns

This

an insubordinate

defies orders and proceeds

using the same symbols

the information

the pilot's

(see key Figure

follows

and was in fact linearized

underlying

renliTed.

(an

for output presentation.
to re-attack

the target.

as a list of surface
Nevertheless,

the propositional

and linguistic

the main path

in the story diagram

initial request

it was not linguistically

events),

content

speech

because

(including,

a significant

amount

of
for
of

component.

5.25 were realized

The main path also includes

and relational

and orders the information

psychological,

to guide the realization

that included

5.19 to 5.23, TEXPLAN

5.24 so as to organize

of the text plan and the rich ontology

the distinction

was developed

car.

of Figures

content,

in order to test the above story plan

psychological,

surface-to-air

5.25 shows the part of this text plan concerning

propositional

Therefore,

in Figure 5.24.

to obtain a text plan that structures

acts with corresponding

x) ) )

Stories

as physical,

his father's

(e,

Plan Operator

and states are indicated

story plan operators

While the text plan of Figure

5.26.

for a battle

being killed by an enemy

5.17) as the story about Bill borrowing

chain)
Effect

Domain

as a story diagram

his or her mission.

H,

occur in LACE.

base

events

is presented

LACE

events

knowledge

x) ^-Member(x,

tel l-consequences

5.6.1
only physical

chain)

x))

(Inform(S,

Figure 5,23

x) )

x)^-Member(x,

Effect(e,

optional

Unfortunately,

(e, x) )

Effect(e,

I Effect(e,
KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Effect

(H,

as English, it would

yield the story

the side link about the SAM firing on the aircraft
parenthetically

in the English

shown in Figure

which runs across the

text of the story in Figure 5.25).

Chapter

5.

Narration

Page

P

P

s

P

s

target

1

T

- T-

__.k___j__,o_

__e___'-_m"_m_
p

p

Figure

5.24

t'-__

p

Story

Diagram

ordered to

1

of Pilot'

s Story

Narrate(S, H, cha/n)

Inform(S, H,

InfETen(t_'event

Enablement(#<event-radio>

Figure

Inform(S, H,
Purpose(e, #<event-request> #<event-bomb-target>))

#<event-request> ))

5.25

Portion

of Text Plan

of Pilot's

Story

for #<event-request>
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My mission early Sunday

morning

was to bomb the airfield at Erfurt.

I approached the target in order to bomb it.
<sidelink)
Suddenly, two enemy surface-to-air missile sites fired missiles at me. I feared for my life.
jet and exploded 15 yards from my canopy.
I was relieved.
"God that was close" I said.
(continue
I dropped

main link)
my bombs.

They didn't

destroy the target.

I radioed the control tower at my home base.
was expected of a brave pilot.
"No" shouted the air traffic controller.
"I want to try again."
"Commander
"I'm

Willis

I returned

again."

I said defiantly.

was accomplished.

I returned

defy orders, t" he shouted.

to base.

I was happy.

This story is distinct
as narrators

He met me at the flight line.

relationships

of events

(i.e., subordination)

structure

independent

narrator's

interpretation

indicate

brave pilot."

his or her interpretation

states represent),
the quality

relationship
protagonist

in the story

the narrator

although

could interpret

to and affection
look good).

stories

Second,

in Figure

in turn motives
text plans

the utterances

The objective

in the story

represent

as the

that

events and

reply was rapid or that

reaction

could in principle
a variety

and

narrative

by the narrator

view (which the underlying

the particular

the

"He sounded_e he wasunderduress."

of the air traffic controller's

interpretation

the order

such phenomena

5.26 are metacomments

an event taking into account

for the agents

because

First, the generator

The text plan indicates

can characterize

In the implementation,
the narrator's

of ways.

in general

etc.), which

For example

that the manner

of his voice was high-pitched.

in a number

plan operators

of the event or state.

may simply indicate

event or state is hand-encoded,
example,

events.

Story

enablement,

in the text.

TEXPLAN's

of the unfolding

and "This was exr_etod of a

He didn't look happy.

stories

level about

(e.g., cause,

of elements

of content,

Pilot's

generated

to, at an abstract

and states

structure

I yelled.

I feared I would never fly again.

from previously

appear

"Yahoo"

I landed.

Figure 5.26

reasons,

This

to base."

Commander Willis was upset with me.
"Never

I asked in order to bomb the target.

like he was under duress.

to thetarget and bombed it. It was destroyed.

My mission

attack?"

I told him.
orders you to return

going to attack

missed my

I was angry.

"'Can I try another

He sounded

The missiles

of factors

of the narrator to an
be computed.
including

as well as his or her own goals

For

his or her

(e.g., make the
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Therichnessof storiesoften
context.

For example

whereas

a cynical

pragmatic

a moralist

narrator

models

onto language
U_e
actually

produced,

introduce

author

chapter

one story

This in turn should effect

stories revolve

multiple agents, biographies
biography

forms of narration,
conveyed.

or cultural

pays for his/her

To do _s

sins
richer

and beliefs, and their relationships

to each

the selection

defined

independent:
in previous

of content

and its realization

eulogy

in which many reports

the descriptive

that

as well as in other do_s

in

used to produce

only to the formal

ontology

only the most significant

stories

of events,

sections.

in

TEXPLAN
sequence

of states and events and can involve

convey events and states over the lifetime

and obituary

were

plan operators

plan operators

they refer

a casually-connected

in TEXPLAN

includes

However,

the narrative

Biographies

around

generation

section on report generation

Furthermore,

5.7

general,

wrongdoer

author,

one n_s

on report

planned.

in the previous

are domain

states, and their causal relations

section

was actually

on description.

(e.g., narrate-event-or-state)

Whereas

that a fictional

actions that go unp_shed.

in the previous

stories were illustrated

the previous

may highlight

of the audience,

1987).

described

only

of the characteristics

and the hearer, their _owledge

of the story.

(cf. Hovy,
the work

because

might stress unethical

of the speaker

other and to the content

arises

as well as biography

of one individual.

and autobiography.

events and key people involved

In

As with other

in the life of an individual

are

Consider:

Thomas Stearns
(T. S.) Eliot (1888-1965)
was born in St Louis, Missouri.
He was
educated at Harvard University where he received a master's degree in philosophy in 1910,
the same year in which he began writing "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock."
He
finished the poem the following year during a visit to Germany, but it wasn't published until
1915 with the help of Ezra Pound [one of the creators of the Imagist Movement in poetry].
Eliot returned to Harvard to teach for a few years, but in 1914 he went back to Germany.
World War I broke out and Eliot could not return to America.
He went to England to work,
married, and became a British subject in 1926 3
Like this biography,
(i.e., a number

of events

temporal

sequence.

narration

flow.

implicit

the narra.te-bS.ogra.phy
and states)

plan operator

that involve

As in a story, these events

Note that the first portion

in human biographies.

1965) was a great American

some

can be connected

of the decomposition

Nevertheless,
poet.

or concern

in Figure

we can imagine

5.27 takes

specified

agent

(e.g., by cause)

optionally

a number

describes

of situations

and conveys

those in

to make the resulting
the agent

the above text opening

He was born in ..."

4The United States in Literature, Glenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman, and Company, 1976, p. 163.

Often this is

"T. S. Eliot (1888-
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NAME

narrate-biography

HEADER

Narrate(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Bx

I

H,

situations,

(Event(x)

agent)

vState(x))

^

Agent(agent,

x)

P_CONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-ABOUT
[

Bx

(S,

agent)

(Event(x)
Agent(agent,

DESIRABLE

KNOW-ABOUT
We

EFFECTS

_

x)

(H,

KNOW-ABOUT(S,

optional

e)
(H,

^

agent)

(Describe(S,

l s

E

If,

agent))

ordered-situations

A

Narrate-Event-or-State(S,

WHERE

ordered-situations

Figure

The biography
pilot

in the previous

happened

story),

to a ship).

non-human

agents

5,27

plan operator

to illustrate

active,

on other agents

the

effect

decomposition
a role.

produce

of the plan

of the biography
For example,

the biography

remaining

ones indicate

Offensive
mission

Counter
execution

later

in Figure

Air Mission
at 8:41::40

it ended

(as in T. S. Eliot),

(e.g., the

(e.g., a biography

of what

of narration

5.27

in TEXPLAN

after a typical

agent

as agents

history.

and is selected

first describes

101 was
Tuesday

an air strike
against
December
2, 1987.
It

It

Biography

flying
flying

in LACE

generated

its

events

rouge.
route.

The
it
to

OCA101 and the

Then
ten
Thirty-six

report.

this

to the text planner

describes

of Agent in LACE Simulation

if the

in which

Delta
airfield.
It began
received
four aircraft
from

post-mission

are

text planner.

and then describes

its ingress
its egress

agents.

For example,

by the

the first utterance

of

run of the simulation,

goal KNow-ABouT (a, OCA_01) was posted
5.28 in which

biographies

events or states in which it was involved.

mission.

Figure 5.28

or things

agents

because LACE does not model human

tO TEXPLAN

minutes
later
it was
its target.
It began
its

simulated

in Figure 5.27 was tested by producing

in Figure

plan operator

the significant

the 900TFW-F-4c.
Seven
minutes
later
it bombed
minutes

operator

_erator

and thus have an associated

is posted

the discourse

shown

Plan

(e.g., a mission),

principles

and entities,

goal KNOW-ABOUT(E, agent)

matches

played

the general

s)

s)

Select-and-order(situations)

in the LACE simulation

This was sufficient

discourse

agents

the plan operator

(e.g., missions)

have effects

=

narrate,biography

non-human

Agent(agent,
H,

can apply to real people

For example

X)

situations

KNOW-ABOUT

Vs

^
A

agent)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

DECOMPOSITION

^

vState(x))
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U_e reportnarration,biographies
do nothaveto followstricttemporalsequencing.Forexample,
they canfollow somesequence
of importantissuesor problemsfacedby the individual. Also, as the
examplein Figure5.28demonstrates,
biographies
donothaveto involve_ate or humanobjects.They
simplymustconcernagentsinvolvedin eventsor states.Biographycanbeaboutinhuman,animateobjects
(e.g.,animals)aswell asinanimateobjects(e.g.,organizations,
societies,or theaters).
5.8
Because

Narrative
plan operators

more sophisticated
s_rise

characters

justification

Surprise,

the intended

such as the creation
them

Suspense,

and

effects of the text on the reader,

of surprise,

with unexpected,

suspense,

unusual,

or mystery

or strange

for a _er

for the results).
in conflict.

Finally,

can build suspense

mystery

occurs

(i.e., there is no known enablement,

the reader _ortant

information

cannot fit them into any plausible

(as in a detective

mental

model

causation,

The author

states,

can

or characters.

The reader can fear some
(e.g., as in buying

by foreshadowing

when significant

motivation,

they can seek to capture

events,

to strike) or hope for it to happen

The author

Mystery

in a story.

occurs when the hearer is placed in a state of expectation.

event (e.g., as in waiting

ticket and listening
putting

capture

by s_g

in contrast,

expected

telling

effects

the reader

Suspense,

Techniques:

events

happen

or purpose

story) s/he is puzzled

future

a lottery
events

or

with no apparent

for the event).

by the events

By not

because

s/he

Consider:

How was the prisoner able to escape?
Rat
motivated the butcher to leave his shop early?
Rat
caused the clock to stop ticking?
Rat
effect did the locked door have on the murderer?
Flashback
future

and flash-forward

times,

characters

(in the present

These
Figure
some

the reader

techniques

5.29 intentionally
event.

justifications

can also induce mystery.

does not know

sequence

or chain

suddenly

of events

jumps to previous

connects

the story

or

and its

lime) to these past or future circumstances.
can be form_zed
does

The constraints

as plan operators.

not convey

some

known

on the plan operator

for the event (this ac_y

For example,

enablement,

indicate

the mystery

motivation,

that the hearer

knows

about the event.

motivation,

cause, or purpose.

It is mysterious

plan

cause,

does not know

may be difficult for a user model to asc_).

is simply that the hearer
enablement,

what

When an author

to the hearer because

operator

or p_ose

in
for

any of these

The cognitive

effect

they do not know its

Page174
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NAME

narr_t

HEADER

Narrate-Event-or.State(S,

e- event

-MYSTERY

CONSTRAINTS

Event (e) A
_X
[ Motivation(x,

H,

Vx
Vx

- KNOW-ABOUT(H.
I Enablement
(x,
. KNOW-ABOUT

e) v

e) )

A

Motivation(x,

(H,

(x.

(x,

e) ) A

e)

e)

Purpose

chain)

e) vEnablement(x,

Cause(x,
e) v Purpose
I Mot ivation
(x, e)

Cause(x.

e,

e)

Enablement

(x,

e) ) ^

-KNOW-ABOUT(H,

Cause(x,

- KNOW-ABOUT(H,

Purpose

e))^
(x,

e) )

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-ABOUT

DESIRABLE

9KNOW-ABOUT(H.

(S.

KNOW(H,

e)

^

Motivation(e)

--KNOW(H,
EFFECTS

e)
) A

Narrator-view(e)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

)

e)

DECOMPOSITION
Do
Do

not:
not:

Tell-Enablement/Causation(S,
optional(Inform(S,

Inform(S,

H,

optional(k/a

H.

A-KNOW'ABOUT(H,
Agent(e))
)

I Consequences(e,
Tell-Consequences(S,

not:

optional(3p

optional(Inform(S,

suspenseful

H,

H,

if the hearer
something

does not expect

the reglar

Narrate-Event

knowledge

of the event but the hearer

analogous

chain))

Purpose(e.

that Attempts

does

p)))

to happen

except

does not.

what

caused

or enabled

but they are not told about
Re

corresponding

that the conslxaints

Of course herein

States as well as events
could formalize

to Create Mystery

not know

that the hearer does not know about

set of plan operators

e,

an event to occur.

plan operator

have not been implemented.

a)

Narrator-interpretation(e)))

is mysterious

occurs when the hearer

user model determine

H,

Plan Operator

expects

e)))

Purpose(e,p)

Figure 5.29

if the hearer

chain))

x)

Inform(S,

Just as an event

e,

Motivation(Agent(e),

(e))

I Agent(a,e)
Describe(S,

optional(3x

Do

Event

H,

H,

would indicate

hdeed,

can be mysterious,

these effects.

Finny,

plan operator

lies the operational

an event?

it.

it, an event is

is the same as

that the speaker
difficulty:

these proposed
surprising,

surprise

has

how does a

plan operators

or suspenseful.

An
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Toseehowtheplan operators
eventuallymightfunctionfora story,considerthecanonicalformof a
subclassof mysterystories(Brewer,1983in Wilensky,1983,p. 595):
Butlerhateshis employer.Butler decides

to murder him. Buffer buys poison.
Buffer
poisons food. Buffer plants empty poison bottle in guest's purse. Employer eats food and
dies. Detective is c_ed.
Detective eventually works out how and by whom murder was
done. Buffer is arrested.
The story

diagram

mysterious,

for this murder

the planner

poisoned)

or withhold

could fail to indicate

interesting

Similarly,
solve

example,

elements

surprise
arrests

techniques

and order affect the hearer's

narrative)

for mystery,

suspense,

of its infrequency

occurs

and finality

when

the employer's
the soup orits

motivation).

In general,

causes and multiple

does not expect

examining

the evidence

the death

an event

this would

It

effects.

if the reader expects

the reader

being

upon your religion).

the detective
to happen.

to
For

violate the reader's

considered

in this section correspond

plot (i.e., the principal

make

of the underlying
and surprise

and states).

Event and state inclusion

beliefs,

and desires)

and psychological

clear how story form (i.e., the discourse

story content

have

the order of, and deleting

chain of events

(e.g., knowledge,

techniques

to modifying

(the event/state

not been tested

structure).

computationally,

it appears

P
M

E
S

_ _,

¥

p

p

_' T

_C_

Figure 5.30

employer

solves eas_

Story Diagram

C_invCl_gti:_

of Detective

Story

state (e.g.,

structure

of the

While plan operators

$

_$

death

death (eating

(depending

by calling the detective

the buffer before

cognitive

Narrative

is independent

chain (e.g., the buffer's

To make

be surprising.

from, the underlying

fear, expectation).

5.30.

the cause of the employer's

can create suspense

and therefore

The narrative

in Figure

in this story since it has multiple potential

Finally,

if the detective

expectations

in part because

the narrator

the crime.

is shown

events prior in the causal

of an agent is interesting,
is particularly

mystery

C @_ve

that the formal
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propertiesofnarrativetechniques
canbeoperationalized,
notwithstanding
thedifficulty ofsomeoftheuser
modelingissues.

5.9
This chapter
attempts

is concerned

at narration

The limitations
underlies

including

adverbials,

notions

used to produced
illustrated

from

independent

example,
(including

estimates,

unusual,

and interesting

-- especially

therefore

be a rich vehicle

fact that the narrative
not tested
principles
raise

texts

the issue

of the more

which are discussed

stories,

over fifty reports

produced

RST-based

research.

ontology

which

to tense and aspect was
of verbs

acts as plan operators
and biographies.

(although

it was produced

History

and

the interaction

only topical

of this chapter

histories

noting

sophisticated

the plan operators

in the final section of this chapter.

long texts.

techniques

forms

are

have been
with domain

often multi-page),

stretches

country,

especially

of these

and the descriptive

narrative

are

of text.

those
of future

period,

organizational

sequences

or person.

that are important,
events

and states

are illustrated.

Finally,

many

In the

Despite the
chapter

were

of the organizational

complex

such as surprise,

axis and

threads.

ones of the previous
contain

For

of events

or spatial (e.g., geographical)

and temporal

which are typically

which

traces the causes and effects

of some people,

along a causal, temporal,

for evaluating

(and

operate on even longer

ideas)

These

and over a dozen biographies

were multi-paragraph

these happenings,

(other than reports),

the seem to underlie

previous

the realization

those that can or will shape the course

for example,

plan operators

on lengthy

reports,

(e.g., objects,

can be organized

from LACE,

of this ontology

communicative

and story is history.

and interprets

History

reports generated

first analyzes

event/state

To help guide

is how well these techniques

(e.g., glasnost).
would

including

the reports

and entities

evaluates,

models.

narrative

While

of biography

states,

of the formal

only one story was generated

While

to be investigated

actions),

of narration

planner,

a close correlate

formalizes

examples.

plan operators).

what remains

History

forms

a mission

and, more recently,

The relationship

tense

The chapter

focus and spatial focus were introduced.

with implemented

produced

by TEXPLAN.

of the chapter

several

text grammars,

led to the definition

Reichenbachian

of temporal

The remainder

research

produced

by exploiting

type of text, narration.

story grammars,

of this previous

the narratives

established

with a second

Summary

forms

suspense,

of narrative
and mystery

Chapter

6

EXPOSITION

Ido not know what I may appearto the world,
but to myself I seem to have been only like aboy playing on the seashore
and diverting myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble or a prettiershell thanordinary
whilst the great ocean of truthlay all undiscoveredbefore me
Isaac Newton

6.1
This chapter considers
TEXPLAN,
claimed

and relates

complex

or ideas.

stage

play

or motion

background
about

for events

processes

processes,

spatially,

or topicaUy

texts

and situations,

the hearer

including

definition,

instructions,

it is

centered

Just

may require

(e.g., attribution,

a mental image

of expository
around

employs

plans.

the use of the rhetorical

and analogy.

and purpose),

As in previous

is to get the

in the bearer's

description
to convey

prose as I am defining

a chain of events

illustration,

(which

or painting

and nalration

narrative

to understand

of events as it were by producing

as narration

uses description

them

four types of expository

exposition,

and proposition

text in turn:
exposition.

a

to set the
information

it is to elucidate

or ideas causally,

temporally,

And in order to paint mental
techniques
division

found in descriptive
(e.g., classification

chapters,

by exposition

we refer to

operational

instructions,

Iocational

to a genre.

examines

process

chapters,

in

and its associated

of description

a sequence

the need for embedded

comparison/contrast,

of text as opposed
This chapter

exposition

purpose

as producing

mind).

As the purpose

hence

detail

exposition

to do things or to enable

(which is to convey

or ideas, it is typically
related,

texts are handled

it. As in the previous

of text, and

with the primary

in the hearer's

of unknown entities, exposition

and constituency),
types

of narration

and propositions.

methods,

images

is to enable

This contrasts

picture

and generate

the production

to know about an entity and can be viewed

mind) and with the purpose

the way expository

as plan operators.

of exposition

processes

and illustrates

to model

acts underlie

acts are fommlized

The purpose

text, presents

this to other attempts

that communicative

communicative

hearer

expository

Introduction

Operational

and locational

instructions
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indicatehow to do somethingor howto get someplace,
respectively. In contrast,processexposition
indicateshowsomemechanism
works.Finally,propositionexpositionelucidates
a proposition,explaining
what it meansor how or why it is the case: this finks into Chapter7, which in part formalizes
communicative
actsthatattemptto convincethehearerto believea claimedproposition.Eachof thefour
generict_es of expositionproducedby _XPLAN----operationalinstructions,locationalinstructions,
processexposition,andpropositionexposition---is
composedof communicative
actswhicharefonn_zed
asplanoperatorsin _s chapter.Webeginbyconsideringtextsthatinstruct.
6.2
Perhaps
operational

the most common
instruction.

of tasks including:
(auto

and home

products

using _gs

(assembly

instructions

cooking

instructions).

First, unplug the appliance.
plate. Now ....

"now"),

the necessary

("carefully").
changes

the issue

knowledge

(e.g.,

screwdriver

(a Phillips)

focus information

of producing

saying

"the
visible).

present

tense

to a working

the purpose

referring

of the instruction

it can be inferred from context

phone).

In contrast,

taxes (tax form instructions),

screwdriver

fixing _gs

and assembling

found in a "fix-it"

book is:

the back

and remove),

their temporal

relation

("first",

action

a Phillips

("with

screwdriver"),

to "fLx" the appliance,

state.

Specific

the back plate).
expressions

actions
Unlike

a process

and its manner
which

KAMP,

(hopefully)

TEXPLAN

to the situation
screwdriver"

does pronominalize

"then",

within the text are also enabled

Appelt's

appropriate

of "a Phillips

are normally

Reichenbachian

because

subtasks

manual),

a variety

remove

the system

instructions

or "Captain

required

in an owner's

is

does

and the user's

if there

is only

when this is appropriate,

one
using

9).

1212."

Ahab's:

In the telephone

frequently,

carefully

instead

However,

example,
(i.e.,

paying

the hearer

screwdriver"

(see Chapter

As in the above

instructions

(unplug

which tool is needed to remove

we come in contact

part of a simple instruction

of the second

from a broken

not address

Sometimes

the two actions

The text as a whole enables

(e.g., indicating

or machinery(as

Then with a Phillips

preconditions

the appliance

implied),

(recipes),

For example,

one with which

tell us "how _to", that is they enable us to perform

such as appliances

books),

The text above indicates

Instructions

form of exposition,

Operational

rep_

Operational

just mentioned,

446-3272").

Often,

it is assumed

and the necessary

products often include
TM

equals

(as in simply listing a telephone

(e.g., how to telephone)

on the label of Tilex

time

in second
event

person

Instant Mildew

explicit

however,
number

the hearer

precondition
instructions

Stain Remover:

(often

with

time), and imperative

is explicit in the text (e.g., "To get telephone

For reservations,

examples

household

speech

given

information

the purpose

on a business
knows

mood.
call 555-

is implied
card).

how to perform

for doing them
for product

"you"

use.

(e.g., having
Consider

the
a
the

.Chapter
6. Exposition
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HOW TO USE: Use in well ventilated areas. Open windows and turn on fans before
use. Turn sprayer nozzle counter-clockwise
to open.
To remove stains: spray, wait until stains disappear,
and rinse.
To dean soap scum:
spray, wait a minute or two, and wipe with a sponge.
The instructions

indicate not only how to use the product

and its purposes,

but also the preconditions

of its

use and where to use it.
After

examining

instructions),

a variety

of instructional

the enable-go-do

operator

texts

(e.g., product

shown in Figure

6.1 was developed.

operator

require

that (1) the speaker

knows

how to perform

operator

KNOW-NOW),(2) the speaker

knows

the subtasks

convey

all of this to the hearer.

know

how to perform

individual

the overall

plan operator

the hearer may not know
tO perform

the physical

subtasks

or mental

their knowledge

also prefers

that the hearer

such as sweeping

capability

of the operation,
(desirable

preconditions)

the task (while

knows

is that a user modeling

knowledge,

beliefs,

abilities

component

and so on (indeed,

were available

for testing

we assume

on the user, it is possible

the plan operators

that refer to the cognitive

and effect portions

of plan operators

state of the user.

which pair communicative

about the addressee,

to

handicapped

ABLE tO do it).
any subtasks

operator

task, which

The assumption

will be able to provide

wants

The
(e.g.,

they raqow-How and are

Thus the intensional

by the r,NOW-aOW operator.

on the plan

that the hearer does not
a physically

or mental

assembly

by the intensional

and is able to perform

a physical

books,

and (3) the speaker

they may not be physically

and mopping).

of an agent to perform

dissertation

or no information

a task,

(indicated

how to wax the floor but they are able to do it because

of that task captured

even if no information

prefers

fix-it

The constraints

the operation

task but is able to perform

may in fact r:NOW-HOW tO perform

enable-go-do

_r.E

The plan operator

use labels,

is distinct

from

made throughout

this

information

a given

ABLE refers to

about

user model).

to relax the constraints

the user's
However,

and preconditions

in

We can then still utilize the decomposition
acts with their expected

the generator

would

of course produce

plan operator

is that the hearer knows

effects.

With little

text that was less tailored

to

them.
The effect of the enable
action

(physical

or mental)

-to-do

and knows

its subactions.

mental capability

of the hearer to perform

perform

The plan operator

the task.

and subactions
example
to actually

necessary

about fixing an appliance,

the tasks.

Finally,

subactions

in the operation,

that subaction.

if the (user

the action

the indication

taking off the back plate.

does not affect the physical

this by conveying

the various

(see decomposition

in Figure

that a Phillips

The plan operator

model

some task or

the task, it only gives them the prerequisite knowledge

accomplishes

to perform

The plan operator

how to perform

indicates

the decomposition

6.1).

Thus,

hearer

enable-go-do

of how to

preconditions,
in my initial

is to be used is a precondition

also warns the hearer of any dangers

that the)

of the

screwdriver

constraints,

or

does not know
plan operator

of performing

how to do any of the
allows for recursion

on

Chapter6.
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NAME

enable-to-do

HEADER

Enable(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Action?(action)

H,

Do(H,

action))

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-HOW(S,

action)

WANT(S,
VX

E subacts

ABLE(H,

Subaction
action)

action)

A

Constraints(action))

VX

E preconditions(action)

Vx

E subacts(action)

KNOW(H,

H,

Request

E

H,

Do

subacts

optiomal

6 {y

[Request

preparations,
product

skills, equipment
parts).

For

H,

Apart from linguistic

strategy

with

normally

recipes

assume

(e.g., tools),

the hearer

used for assembly

tasks should
instructions

the

(S,

H,

Do(H,

p)

))

A_

KNOW-HOW(H,

y) )

y))

a task,

instructions

often indicate

and types of materials
fish

recipe

such as coreference

constituents

define basic terms, tools, and operations
tools or uncommon

or amounts

consider

has access

)

enable-to-doP18/lOperat0r

complexities

is to indicate

(subact))

subact))
x)

Do(H,

how to perform

example,

p. 228).

Do(H,

[(Subaction(y,

the hearer

Constraints

(subact)

H,

Figure 6.1

to telling

)

H,

Enable(S,

In addition

x) )

(action)

E preconditions

Request(S,
Vy

(H,

Danger(action)

optional(Inform(S,
k/p

(action))

(action)

(S,

H,

A

x))

Constraints

e preconditions

Vsubact

action))

Subaction(action,

Inform(S,

(S,

A

Enablement(x,

KNOW(H,

Warn

x))

A
X)

KNOW-HOW(H,

Vx

^

Subaction(action,
x)

KNOW-H0W(H,

KNOW(H,

x) )

(action)

-KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

(action,

action)

6 subacts

ABLE(H,

EFFECTS

A

A

--KNOW-HOW(H,
k/x

action))

(action)

KNOW(S,
DESIRABLE

A

KNOW-HOW[H,

in

and then narrate

key

be explicated.

(Verdon,

The strategy

with new products

or repair

1985).

6.2

of graphical

events

to and knows how to use key tools.
in appendices

(e.g., recipe

Figure

or issues

ingredients

(Street,
layout,

Instruction

or

1986,
the basic

in the process.

Recipes

books sometimes

Special terms, tools, novel uses of

used in the above recipe
instructions

any necessary

in "fix-it"

is analogous

manuals,

to that

although

the
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Smoked Herring

Fillets on Garlic
preparation time: 15 minutes
3/4 lb smoked herring
3/4 lb brown bread
2 tbsp butter
2 garlic cloves
(optional) chili sauce or pickles

Bread

1. Cut each hening into half and divide into ftllets, removing the bone.
2. Slice the bread. Mix crushed garlic with butter, spread on the slices of
lay the herring fillets on top with skin and roe.
3. Serve cold, accompanied
by chili sauce or pickle.
Figure

latter do not always
communicative
operator

explicitly

first indicates

constituents
calls the

Enable

required

to perform

as a plan operator

the purpose,

of the object

the action, for example,
any constraints,

operators

recipe/instructions.
system,

or narration),
nature

his underlying

of ingredients.

well-structured

of a plan.

base, a generated
a FRL

constraints,

ii'

(Roberts

preconditions,

6.4 all knowledge

object

that results

by Dale's

to Dale's

simplifies

tested

the problem

effects,

temporal

base entities

from making

cookies

plan

the individual

an entree.

steps

The maable

with the principal

knowledge

of cooking

a rich ontology

and allows

knowledge

are events

the

action

(e.g.,

as required.

generation

the three principal

relations,

to know

with a small

work, the plan operators

1977)

of the instruct

base

recipes.

of cookie

While

Dale's

(and not on other forms of text such as description

text plan, and the corresponding

and Goldstein,

associated

on subactions

(1989)

included

Figure 6.4 represents

hierarchical

Figure

cookies.)

6.1 and 6.3 were

representation

in the instruct

The last item in the decomposition

an object or cooking

or warnings

only on recipe generation

In contrast

data which

presentation

using

focused

is reflected

The decomposition

gets the hearer

the steps in fixing

the oven " ), and recurses

of Figures

6.3.

or parts list).

6.1 which

preconditions,

This was motivated

EPICURE,

in Figure

The strategy

or effect of some given task or action and then details

act in Figure

"'tin p lu g thea ppliance
"
"", preheat
The plan

motivation,

materials.

of the action (e.g., ingredients

communicative

act alSO indicates

6.2 Fish Recipe

list tools or necessary

act, formalized

bread,

that even represented
in Figure

English
base

text.

which

or actions)

(this can also be thought

to focus

of the recipe test:
The example

represented

as well as other attributes

(processes

6.1 and Figure

the text planner
elements

the changing
6.3 assume

solely

on the

the knowledge

was implemented

actions,

and values

subactions,
of entities.

In

except for COOrUES, which is an

of as the state of there being two-dozen
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NAME

instruct

HEADER

Instruct(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Action?

H,

Do(H,

action))

(action)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-HOW(S,

DESIRABLE

action)

WANT(S,

KNOW-HOW(H.

ABLE(H,

action)

action)

KNOW-HOW(H.
Vx

action)

^

(KNOW(H,

Purpose(action.

KNOW(H.

Motivation(action.

KNOW(H,
VZ

action))
A

-KNOW-HOW(H,

EFFECTS

A

KNOW(H,

x) )

Cause(action.

x) ) )

Constituent

v
x) )

(object

v

A

z))

(action),

DECOMPOSITION
optional(Vx

Inform[S,

H,

Purpose(action,

Vy

Inform(S,

H.

Motivation(action,

Vz

Inform(S,

H,

Cause(action,

optional(Inform(S,
Enable(S.

H,

H,

Do(H,

Figure

The

6.3

text plan in Figure

indicates

the result

includes

indicating

before the cookies

of improvements

by deleting

propositions

recipe

the amounts

seems

probably

Instruction

to the discourse

plan operators.

or preconditions

goal KNow-How (_,

The corresponding

English

then walks through

the key actions

on individual

and the overall task:

actions

in parcel

A presentational
recipe above.

reflects,

MA_Etext first

in the task.

This

for example,

I believe, human produced

enhancement

Similarly,

would

with inslructing
Next

them
...").

by humans, its verbalization

in the first paragraph

(based

read "'For two dozen chocolate

be to lay out the

the output text can be compressed

can infer or, as in some instructions,

of dry gas to your tank.

those produced

utterance

more naturally

can be made.

as in the "Herring"

of constituents

to reflect

of the cookie text plan accurately

which the addressee

add two pints

6.4, the second

in response

of the recipe,

and function

in tabular format

(e.g., "First

for Operational

can be baked the oven must be preheated.

ingredients

about

Plan Operator

and enable-to-do

and constituents

While the structure
text, a number

v

z)))

Constituency(result(action))))

6.4 is produced

any constraints

v
y))

action))

instruct

COOKIES) Using the instruct

x))

on individual

Furthermore,

the addressee

steps in the procedure
while

is less nanmal.

on the constituency

informing

the content

For example,

rhetorical

chip cookies you will need ..."

predicate)

of the

in Figure
would
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HEAT-OVEN

--E--_-COOKIES--C_

COOKIES

--_

SERVE

,
-_

ADD -T_ STIR-IN-_

E
I

KNOWLEDGE
AND

Cause

SYMBOL KEY

_E

subaction
-- S-_
cause/effect
--C_
enablernent
--E-_
ternpomlly prior-- T

ENTITIES

RELATIONS

Instruct

(S,

(S,

H,

Do(H,

_-COOKIES)

(_-COOKIES,

(S,

COOKIES)

)
Enable(S,

(_-COOKIES,

COOKIES)

Inform(S,

P_

ENGLISH

This

recipe

baking

Heat
egg
Grease
350°F

makes

one

the

oven
a

a
for

two
one

tablespoon

soda,

in

/

_

MAKE-COOKIES))

H,

_

HEAT-OVEN)

)

Constituency(result(_-COOKIES)))

H,

Constituency(COOKIES)

)

:

contain

milk,

H,

Assert(S,

TEXT

cookies

Do(H,

)
Do(H,

TEXT

H,

H,
Reql/est(S,

Cause

)

H,

I
Assert

-T_ REMOVE

-T_ B_

E
I
GREASE-PAN

BEAT-EGG

Inform

--

SPOON-DOUGH

and

to

bowl.

one

cup

chocolate

cup

of

350°F.
Add

cookie
9
to

dozen

half

of

vanilla,
of

sheet.
13
minutes.

one

the
and

Spoon

the
Remove

Mix

the
cookie
the

the

baking
dough
cookies

Two

cup

one-cup

chocolate

egg.

flour

cookies.
one

egg,

semi-sweet

Beat
the

chip

shortening,

of
of

dozen

sugar,

flour,

chocolate

two
one

chip

tablespoons
half

of

teaspoon

of

pieces.

shortening,
soda.
onto
from

sugar,
Stir

in

the
the

cookie
oven.

the

milk,

vanilla,

chocolate
sheet.
Cool

Bake
them.

and

pieces.
it
at
Serve

them.

Figure 6.4 Chocolate Chip Cookies Knowledge Base, Text Plan, and English Text
Structured Using instruct and enable-to-do Plan Operators
In addition,
by recipes

there are several complexities

that are not addressed

in generating

operational inslmctions

by, nor are the aim of, this work.

Thus, in recipes

like those exemplified
ingredients

or parts

Chapte,
r ,.6.,,
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maychangein shape,
form,
(Dale,

1989). 1 Other linguistic

of the full form "loosen
wires"),
until

or texture

connectives

wine

starts

simplification
(Mellish

include

with

"stir until

and composition

of underlying

phrases

the expressions

(e.g., "loosen

quantification

or until golden

smooth").

too should

elliptical

a spatula"),

(e.g., "for 9-13 minutes

and Evans,

be properly

complexities

the cookies

to boil",

In addition,

during the process--so

Another

and complex

problem

not addressed

plan components

with spatula"

(e.g., "fasten

brown"),

to produce

adverbials

some instructions

instructions

involve

For example,

complex

temporal,

in many instances

will not have the proper

simultaneously

lift simultaneously
in the underlying
temporal

causal,

it is necessary

by this work

more

fluent

event/state

1984).
structure,

and semantic,

tell how m get places.

of temporal

hotel from the _ort,

The term ',locational

implies

both directions

identifies

instructions

actions

(locational

simultaneously:
clip, and pull

That is, the pushing

lifting a piano

indicate

and pulling

from either side must

this simultaneity

in the previous

tasks to achieve

are those

by generating

chapter.

Nevertheless,

downtown,

a complex

some

instructions),
situations

some goal, locational

given when we ask someone

is used to avoid

complex

which need to

Instructions

how to navigate

instructions"

routes and not more

a given

Locationai

that detail how to perform

tell how to get somewhere

TEXPLAN

forms

issues require further research.

tell how to perform

or, more technically,

salesman

is the

about the lime of these actions is represented

introduced

how to walk to a new restaurant

paths.

_avelling

literally.

can explicitly

focus

and temporal

instructions
Locational

information

the generator

6.3
Just as operational

effect if followed

Assuming

using the notion

all of these syntactic,

point-to-point

surface

and spatial relations

to execute

for the top to come off, just as two people

(cf. Alien,

adverbials

of a mountain,

(e.g., "Heat

1990).

indicated.

must occur

instead

all the red and blue

To release top of clothes dryer, insert putty knife under it, push knife against
on top. It is held by a pair of hidden clips two inches from each end.
These

that refer to them

_

the ambiguity

task (operational
To simplify

how to drive to our

which paths to follow

channel.

to get to the top

of these cases entail routes
of the word '!directions"

instructions)

the _scussion

such as visiting

instructions

multiple

and directions

we _

consider

or

which
that
only

points along the way (e.g.,

type problems).
uses _o

plan operators

entity with respect

to give locational

to its well-known

inslructions.

or conspicuous

The first simply
(i.e., easily

geographicaUy

locatable)

neighbors.

lIn actual recipes human _ters do not always choose correct referring expressions, although what they mean can usually be
inferred. Consider:. "Mash the potatoes. Put them in the pan." There are no longer several potatoes at the time of the second
utterance, just a mush and so the pronoun "it" is more accurate.
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operator

instructions

actually

detail

dens

substeps

in a process.

6.3.1
In the _st

case, a speaker

assuming

the hearer

location

identtfication

reference

is familiar

with

is an address

and recovery
fathoms

missions.

under

Absolute

locations

_s

Location

the general
(e.g.,

s_on

from

one place

considers

these two strategies

locations

Stanwix

satellites)as,

feet above

are illustrated

Street,

Rome,

Absolute

can also be relative
"30,000

just as

in turn.

place by simply identifying

(or can find out about it).

67 ° 57' longitude").

Locations

to another,

Identification

area

"109

(e.g., LORAN,

the sea" (depth),

and relative

of ge_ng

can enable the hearer to get to some desired

(e,g., "29 ° 15' latitude,

devices can pinpoint

the substeps

as in "fifteen

sea level"

NY")

locations

for example,

or some

use_

navigation

miles Northeast

from

when

and rescue

of Calcutta",

or "at the MS

examples

form of

other absolute

are partic_arly

in marine

(height),

by the following

The simplest

it,

"

"15

(ollocauon).
C

the Syracuse,

°

_

yellow

pages:
Lorenzo's

Restaurant,

in

Western

Lights

Plaza

on

Top O' the Hill, minutes from downtown,
5633 W Genesee
west of Camillus Plaza, opposite St Joseph's Church.
In the first example,
second

example,

downtown,

the restaurant is collocated

not only

is an absolute

a plaza, and a church.

in Figure 6.5 which identifies
unknown

These

the location

location
examples

given

where the place

This plan operator

some point or entity)as

well as relative

located

and a well,known

to the J.dent ify-

of an entity assu_g

the hearer

The intended

locat

knows

side.

3/4 mile

boulevard.

In the

is related

to

ion plan operator

the general area of the

effect of the plan operator

is that the

how to get there.

the hearer knows

and so on, the Location

Blvd

(the address) 2, but the restaurant

correspond

was used with the Map Display

object on the map, assuming
lake, an airbase,

is and knows

Onondaga

St., Carnillus,

with a large entity

locale and is able and knows how to get there.

hearer knows

the

about the general

predicate
spatial

System

uses absolute
relations

_S)

(Hilton,

1987) to locate a given

area of the entity.
spatial locations

(e.g., ',across

from",

To locate

a town, a

(e.g., "in", "on", or "at"
"by",

or "North,East

some entity).

2Addresses can of course be ambiguous, but in this example context (i.e., downtown Camillus) enables resolution,

of"
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NAME

identi

HEADER

Enable(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Entity?

186

fy-location
H,

Go(from-entity,

(from-entity)

to-entity))

^

path(from-entity,

Entity?

(to-entity)

A

to-entity)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-ABOUT(S,
WANT(S,

to-entity)

KNOW-HOW(S,

area

KNOW-HOW(H,
ABLE

(to-entity))

(H,

to-entity))

to-entity)

to-entity)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

EFFECTS

p)

Subpath(

KNOW'HOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

area

Inform(S,

H,

Figure 6.5

The Map Display
coordinates

measured

coordinates.

While

Defense

Mapping

system

which

Mercator

represents

(UTM)

(DMA)

kilometers.

As the system

elevation,

etc.) and indicates

structure,

it is possible

(e.g., relating

represents

the entities

therein

not

only

a smaller

to provide

directions

(e.g., N, S, E, W) between

be

up to five

casting

block

each

(b), casting

called

the

a Universal

3 which encodes

absolute

location

of any

functions

objects.

northing

codes.

city).

Using

were developed

(n).

the zone (z),
In the Map
and 2

(e.g., terrain

etc.).
given

Because
object

type,
of this

(in UTM,

within or near its block

the kilometer-based

to calculate

Transverse

10 kilometers,

has properties

dams, bridges,

States

a global mapping

(e), and northing

of these blocks

(x,y,z)
(UTM)

used by the United

of blocks of 100 kilometers,

(e.g., powerlines,

Mercator

System (MGRS),

in a single value

more recognizable

geomeu-ic

and

Grid Reference

Cartesian

Transverse

but also to relate any entity to other entities

town to a larger,
Euclidian

and Universal

abstraction:

the last is the system

hierarchies
based,

or x-y-z coordinates),

can

pairs,

have the form ZZSBBEENN

is knowledge

system, simple

actually

at three levels of spatial

coordinates

100 kilometer

coordinate

3There

locations

based on the Military

for each

) ^

identify-locationPls/IOporator

UTM coordinates

code

to-entity)

p) )

(to-entity))

longitude/latitude

System a spatial database

longitude/latitude,

Location

two-dimensional

coordinate.

to-entity,

(to-entity))

the first two are serf-explanatory,

Agency

strip (s), alphabetic
Display

System represents
in kilometers,

^
from-entity,

Go (from-entity,

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

))

^

^

(from-entity,

KNOW(H,

^

A
area(to-entity)

Go(from-entity,

e path

^

to-entity))

Go(from-entity,

(H,

KNOW-ABOUT
Vp

to-entity))

Go(from-entity,

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

DESIRABLE

^

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

relative

Cartesian
distances

and
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assuming

the user,s

the system

(S,

H,

H,

Assert

in Figure 6.5 to produce

(S,

H

and they ask "Where

the text plan: 4

#<Karl,Marx-Stadt>)

Location

is

)

(#<Karl,Marx,Stadt>))

Location(#<Karl,Marx,Stadt>)

)

is realized as:
Karl-Marx-Stadt

Since it is possible
be produced

is

to convert

a

town

located

from _

in

block

coordinates

33UUS5030

at

to longitude/latitude,

33L_$5135.

the follo_g

response

can also

by TEXPLAN:

Karl,Marx'Stadt
12.88

might

is the town of Eisenberg

Go (#<Eisenberg>,

Inform(S,

_s

location

uses the plan operator

Enable

which

current

°

is

a

town

located

in

block

33_S5030

at

50.82

°

latitude

longitude.

presentational

difference

be assumed

longitude/latitude

to prefer

could
UTM

coordinates.

be signaled

coordinates

_s

Oberlungwitz,

)), and
i.e.,

Oberlungwitz

knows

about

a

town

nine
South

If the user instead asks, "Where
Granetalsperre
10.37
°
kilometers

or novices

to the situation

where military
might

prefer

or expert

users

the more common

where the user asks "How do I get from

thegoalENOW-HOW(H, Go (#<town Eisenberg>, #<town

theuserm0del signalsthattheaddresseeisfamiUar withthegenera/loca_onof

is

12.70
° longitude
two
kilometers

by a user type,

and civilians

is analogous

hereto Oberlungwztz., (shnulatedby p0s_g
Oberlungwitz>)

perhaps

is

longitude
Northeast

its block.

located

In _Js

in

kilometers
of Gersdorf.

dam

two

located

kilometers
of
Goslar.

block

South'West

is _etalsperre?",
a

situa_on

_XPLAN

replies."

33_$3020
of

at

and they know the region,
in

block
North-West

50.75

°

latitude

Lichtenstein-Sachsen

32UNC9050
of

at

and

_L_

51.89

Langelsheim

°

says:
latitude
and

and
three

4 In the actual implementation of the Map Display System, the printed representation of entities includes their type. For
example #<Karl-Marx-S_adt>
actually
appe_sus#<town Karl-Marx-Stadt>._is N n_es_uy tOdi_em between
multiple entities with the same name (i.e,, the town Karl-Marx.Stadt versus the identically named _use).
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Relative

locations

cluster

or region

borders,

some

of entities.
heliports,

according

Each block

anchor

points

size, frequency
TEXPLAN

saliency

(Conldin,

of occurrence

could select reference

precondition

user model
updated.

assumes

returns

towns.

at locating

lengthier

unknown

instructions

entity.

i.e., locational
following
another

entities

could

be devised

but lots of towns)
measure

from

based

and so on.

on

In this

of saliency.
area

used in the essential
An assumed

selection.

by redefining

grouping.

cities

While

user

As a default,

the

this model

the area

function

is

along

the identify-location

one location

with, it does not address
to another.

The

next

this case.
6.3.2

unknown

might be to incorporate
e.g., weighting

locales in areas the user is familiar

on how to travel

entities

lakes or very large industrial

to new domains

is effective

railroads,

While

with all blocks, 5 although after text is produced

could easily be adapted

to a local

intersections,

in wb2ch the entity appears.

plan operator

The location

entities,

6.5, the function

the sector or block

the user is unfamiliar

considers

of related

points based on a dynamic

such as city limits, county lines, or some "virtual"

subsection

approach

Some measure

of Figure

roughly

and bridges.

plausible

well-known

other sectors

given

roads,

users do or do not know is used to guide plan operator

The plan operator

how people

corresponds

the towns,

(e.g., there are few dams

plan operator

of the plan operator

of what sectors

remote

which

dams waterways,

1983)

For example,

than smaller,

In the identify-location

model

records

lakes, powerlines,

to their utility as anchor points.

location,

in the same block,

and subblock

obstructions,

of the perceptual

as better

manner

towns

to other towns in the block, a more psychologically

measure

serve

are based on nearby

airstrips,

are related
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identification
If the hearer

instructions,

directions

is unfamiliar

NY.

to a person

Instruction

is only valid if the hearer is familiar

with the general

with the area, then it is necessary

starting from their current

given

city, Syracuse,

strategy

Locational

or some known

in one city, Rome,

(The writer assumes

the hearer

to give explicit

location.

For example,

NY, who wants
is familiar

area of the

to travel

with the interstate

directions,
consider

the

to a restaurant

in

highway

system.)

To get to the Country Inn from Rome take the New York State Thruway (Interstate 90) to
Exit 39. Take a left onto Interstate 690. Travel a quarter mile to the Farrell Road exit. The
Country Inn is located at 1615 State Fair Blvd.
The directions
are relative

appear in the order of the path from start to finish.

to the current

Road exit" indicate

location

in the path (i.e., the spatial focus).

the local destination

or goal of an individual

utterance,

"The Country

Inn ...", simply identifies

operator.

This is typical

of most spatial

distinguishing

5_e

geographic

Distance

characteristics

directions:

the location

Destination

action

as in the above

mile"

like "to Farrell

itinerary.

The final

ident±fy-location

plan

near the desired

to other conspicuous

lifts could be enhanced, user modeling is not the principal aim of this work

like "a quarter

adverbials

in the overall

once you are physically

(i.e., relationships

adverbials

entities)

location,

its

are identified.
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distinctive

points can also be used to anchor individual

instructions

as in the adverbial

"take a left at the large Exxon sign".
This
Figure

type

of strategy

6.6, which

enables

the hearer

another.

The decomposition

entities.

It concludes

requires

hearer is in fact physically
to, but does not know

The

in the

of the plan operator

knows

enable-to-get-to

to go from one place

by identifying

that the speaker

of the plan operator

is represented

or entity

first finds

the absolute

shown

in

(e.g., home, city, state, country)

to

and then describes

and relative

such a path and wants

plan

location

to convey

a path between

of the entity.

it to the hearer.

able to go from one place to the other and knows

how to get to the desired

operator

locale (i.e., does not know

the two

The plan operator

It also prefers

that the

about the area they want to go
the subpaths

to it). The effect

is that they will know how to get there.
plan operator

enable-to-get-to

was tested using the Map Display
of the Map Display

System

System

which

segments.

The map includes

segments)

and 889 intersections

in Figure

(Hilton,

represents

which

over 200 airstrips,

represents

233 roads

The map also represents

NAME

enable-to-get-to

HEADER

Enable(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Entity?(from-entity)

H,

Go(from-entity,

^

path(from-entity,

plan operator,

identify-location

Figure 6.7 gives a simplified visual perspective

1987).

over 600 towns,

a road network
of roads.

6.6, like the

(divided

605 towns,

and over 4,600 road
up into 4,607 road

227 airbases,

to-entity))

Entity?(to-entity)

m

to-entity)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-ABOUT(S,
WANT(S,

to-entity)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

KNOW-HOW(S,
WANT(S,
DESIRABLE

Go(from-entity,
KNOW-HOW(H,

- KNOW-ABOUT(H,
ABLE(H,

Go(from-entity,

Go(from-entity,

)

))

^
^

A

Go(from-entity,

6 path(from-entity,

^
to-entity)

to-entity))

to-entity)

-KNOW-HOW(S,

^

to-entity))

area(to-entity)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

Vp

A
to-entity))

to-entity))

^

to-entity)

KNOW-ABOUT (H, p)
EFFECTS

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

area(to-entity))

KNOW-HOW(H,
VpE

path(from-entity,
KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

VpE

to-entity))

PathCfrom-entity,
H,

optional(Inform(S.
H,

^

to-entity)

Subpath(from-entity,

Request(S,

Inform(S,

^

Go(from-entity,

to-entity,

to-entity)
Do(H,

Go(p,
H,

next-segment(p))))

Location(p)))

Location(to-entity))

Figure6.6 enable-to-get-to

Plan

Operator

p))

40 lakes,

14
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SYMBOL KEY
|

I

i
i

t

road segment

'

ro.

i

intersection

"JI--

bridge

"1I

"I -

I

--

m

railroad

i
I
|

--H-H-

town

_.

lake

I

waterway

I

i$.::_:_:.::_${:_:i$!:!:!:_:!:_:i:_:!::-,
i

dam

_

heliport

Figure 6.7 Map Display

dams,

and

Figure

6.7).

other

network

path

(dotted lines) and Selected

located

on

used in the plan operator

the two points
and towns

or

at

in Figure

base and, using a branch

intersections,

by the rewrite

of Blocks

are

route between

list of roads,

as defined

Schema

that

knowledge

to return the "best"

is an ordered
another,

objects

The function

from the cartographic

System:

(_

end

of

roads

6.6 takes as arguments

and bound

(if one exists).

indicating

the

Path (bold)

search

strategy,

the preferred

route

two objects

explores

The path returned

(see

the road

by the function

from one entity

to

rules:

path

->

segment

segment

->

road-seGment

+

(path)
I

intersection

town

where "0" indicates
optionality
and 'T'indicates
logicaldisjunction
(i.e.,
or).
For example, assume theuser asks TEXPLAN

(interfaced
to theMap Display System) how to get

from Wiesbaden toFrankfart.Thisissimulatedby postingto TEXPLAN

thediscoursegoalKNOW-HOW(H,

#<Frankfurt-am-Main>) ). Assuming thattheusermodel indicates
thattheuseris

Go (#<Wiesbaden>,

notfamiliarwith thearea,the generatorthen attemptsto achievethisgoal by producingthetextplan in
Figure

6.8

using

realized
as:

the

enable-to-get-to

plan

operator

in Figure

6.6. The textplan of Figure6.8isthen
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Enable(S,

H,

Request(S,

H,

Go(#<Road

Go(#<Wiesbaden>,

#<Frankfurt-am,Main>))

Do(H,

Segment

In form

A66>,

(S,

H,

Locat

ion

(Frankfurt-am-Main>))

#<Frankfurt-am-Main>))

Command(S,

_

H,

Assert(S,
Go(#<Road

Segment

H

Location(#<Frankfurt-am-Main>))

A66>,

#<Frankfurt-am-Main>))

Fi_e

From
Wiesbaden
Frankfurt-am-Main.

take

50.II°

and

A slightly

latitude

more complex

Heidelberg,

_tiated

From

for

_ese
maintained
recently
(e.g.,

Dossenheim,

Southwest

texts

are

segment

"Northwest

(from

implementation,

a temporal

adverbial

(e.g.,

"travel

assuming

some velocity

associated

with each entity.

tense.

and

adverbial

events

four

From

and

6.68

kilometers

to
at

to get from Mannheim

take
is

longitude,

4

of

to

the

Autobahn

Heidelberg
°

to

#<Heidelberg>)).

kilometers

there

Northwest

about

the path

(SF - introduced

distances

(e.g.,

between

in Chapter

to generate

A5

located

in

kilometers

Edingen,

and

relative

"Gee

the two entities.

5, in locational

five

miles

(from

in an ad hoc manner,

per hour).

and direction

Asin operational
as they occur,

When text like those above

in relation
instructions,

speech

_stance
SF.

Straightforward

to the current
because

such as headings
In the

be substituted

current

for a spatial

distance

to tie

adverbials

are based on the

Euclidian

algorithms

SF by using the absolute

tie

if there is no negative

is

the most

which motivates
user feedback

were

locations

the speaker is mentally travelling

time is equal to event

are produced,

there)").

by converting

and direction

A pointer

directions

spatial adverbials

(e.g., "travel West for 6 minutes")can

in the path to the current

distance

for
A5.

Heidelberg.

latitude

(e.g., 120 kilometers

to calculate

present

_

to

West for 12 _ometers")

developed

the path recounting

Southeast

of the path) in order

of the next segment

kilometers
32UMA7050

Eppelheim.

focus

here)")

thirty-one
in
block

if the user asks how

Autobahn

by reasoning

spatial

results

38
and

six
of

produced

to the current
traversed

relation

49.39

for
located

goal r,NOW,HOW(H, Go(#<Marm.heim>,

kilometers

at

of

instruction

38

seven

Northeast
is

Instructions

longitude.

Route

Route

32umv7070

kilometers

°

the discourse

take
of

Northwest

8.66

locational

Mannheim

block

Autobahn
A66
Frankfurt-am'Main

by posling

intersection
Southeast

6.8 Text Plan for Locational

down

the use of
then the user
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by the discourse

controller

to indicate

that the user knows

operator

in Figure

6.6 can

how to get to the desired

location.
The

enable-to-gee-to

instructions

with other

dangerous

when

travelling

highway.

(e.g., special

The examples
own particular
use

materials,

points

it would be desirable

For example,

discusses

how depending

describes
strategies

Shadbolt's

(1984)

instructions

(McCalla

whereas

a planning

exposition

map.

Others

others

In contrast

describes
present

that occur

past events

the same strategy,

of the participant,
to infer.

selection

sensitive

aspects

Refining

these
moves,

navigational

and pruning

buildings).
to a model of

map, Shadbolt

certain

checking

and

they

(1984)

of a discourse
ideas,

Carletta

and repair

instructions

to give better

and

around
locational

1979).

has detailed plan operators

which

to this focus on the enablement
focus

forms explicate

processes

of process

process
exposition

of actions,

the hearer

complex

Process

in some process.

enable the user to perform

on enabling

and locational

tense, as in the follo_g

follow

about a child's

considered

the user to understand

and states,

on their

text types may have their

instructions

have

6.4

or states

tell

speed traps

or preconditions

path segments

involving

text that enables

events

about

equally

notorious

to intersections

miscommurdcations

first consider

the purpose

would likely

from

That is, these two expository

some action,

about

and other related

are left to the hearer

proposition.

perform

a ship captain

you would

of individual

path

locational

etc.).

interruptions,

produces

to operational

to be careful

as opposed

posture"

which

warn

a channel,

allows

and Schneider,

that TEXPLAN

In contrast

landmarks

of giving locational

architecture

to recover

tasks.

(e.g.,

to enhance

them of any constraints

while air routes

on the "communicative

The fkst half of this chapter
and locational

down

conditions,

to make the selection

in the context

explicitly

replarming

weather

For example,

"'anchor"

the user.

(1990ab)

for navigating

you would inform

be extended

just as you might

of a big city, or perhaps

Similarly,

characteristics.

are conveyed

directions

parts

clothing,

For example

in this section are based on a road network

different

Furthermore,

actions.

giving

to avoid the dangerous

along an interstate

might

illocutionary

obstacles

someone

plan

exposition

exposition

the two remaining
to understand

and propositions,

forms of

a process

respectively.

or
We

processes.

Exposition

instructions

Unlike

simply

operational

which enable the user to get to some
is to make the user understand

event

narration,

on the other

usually

des_bes

what happens

hand,

location

the sequence
which

or
of

usually

in the third person,

of how the heart works.

During the heart's relaxed stage (diastole), oxygen-depleted
blood from the body flows into
the right atrium and oxygenated
blood from the lungs flows into the left atrium. Then the
natural pacemaker,
or sinoalrial node, fires electrical impulses causing the atrial to contract.
_s
causes the valves to open and blood falls the ventricles.
D_g
the pumping stage
(systole),
the electrical
signal, relayed through
the atrioven_cular
node, causes the

.Chapter 6. Exposition
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ventricles to contract.
the body.

This forces

This text is organized
impulse,

and

organization

systole.

Process

and how

effect

that

decomposition

first defines
or

Chapter

4. The plan operator

network

To

are subplans

illustrate

the

diastole/impulse/systole
1977) knowledge
gives a sketch

will

plan operator

the process
how

the resulting

was developed

plan

base along with information
base where

Explain(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Has-Process?

to know

The

temporally,

operator,

associated

to recognize

spatially,

EFFECTS

and represented
about a heart

entity)

network

in a small FRL (Roberts

(e.g., subparts,
except

attributes,

DECOMPOSITION

entity))

process(entity))
KNOW-HOW(H,

- KNOW-ABOUT(If,

entity)
process

Vx

Purpose(entity,

if,

(entity))

Narrate

H,
(S,

Figure6.9

)

If,

^
x) )

entity)

optiomal(Inform(S.

Divide(S,

(entity))

^

KNOW-HOW(If,

Vx

^

entity)

KNOW.ABOUT(If,

Define(S,

this

so narrative

If,

Purpose(entity,

x) )

entity)
event-and-states

explain.process

(process

Plan

_erat0r

the

(entity))

)

heart

and Goldstein,
Figure

for the state heart-related.

^

process

for

etc.).

^

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

KNOW(//,

with the entity

or topically,

entity)

KNOW-ABOUT(S,

WANT(S,
DESIRABLE

in

a path through

(entity)

KNOW-HOW(S.

operator's

defined

an event/state

all the items are events

H,

WANT(S,

to operational
plan

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

That is, the

the entity into its main

operators

5 attempt

about some entity

works.

works.

exposition,

process exposition.

process

explain-process

for a process

(in contrast

and states of the process

text causally,

exposition

HEADER

plan

electrical

causal/temporal/spatial

and then divides

defined in Chapter

process

NAME

the process

blood to

diastole,

circulation)

themselves

its purpose,

the events

plan operators

gets the hearer

it (e.g., blood

using

within the whole

of the knowledge

TEXPLAN's

understand

then retrieves

to organize

the underlying

will perform

subtypes

The narration

follows

with

the entity and indicates

subparts

being explained.

they

and oxygen-rich

of the heart' s pumping:

The plan operator

associated

is not that the hearer
but rather

plan operators

described.

the process

instructions),

event/state

being

stages

typically

is shown in Figure 6.9.

(e.g., the heart)

blood to thelungs

the three principal
exposition

of the mechanism

explain-process,

intended

around

oxygen-poor

6.10
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As in the narrative event/state
indicated

by a dashed

temporal

relations

communicative

networks

line.

among

function
STAGE

Because
entities,

of the previous
the information

it is necessary

in the knowledge
to reason

in the text in order to produce
1

chapter, the main path of events in the process

i

STAGE

about

an effective

base

the types

,

Electrical

I

heart-relaxed

....

2
Impulse

. _

atrial-c_tract

ion

causal

of information

and

and their

STAGE 3
Systole

_l_sinoatrial-node-fires

body-blo!d_o-r-at;l_

only

text.

I

Diastole

contains

is

ventricle-contraction

T/_

_

heart-valves-open

_C

lung-blood-to-l-atrium

KEY

prior time

-- T

blood-fill-vertricles

Figure 6.10

Pumping

Heart:

Stages and Event/State

Explain(S,

De f inei

S_IIi_sS_THH),

H,

_e

Inform(S,

(_xRT'I(n:oR_'_A;

HI

the discourse
6.9 produces

Text Plan for Pumping

goal KNOW-HOW(H, process

the (top-level)

6.11 corresponds

signalled

in the text plan O.e., the c_

by the structure

to
the

First

)
-

-

heart
circulate
right

the

is

an

organ

blood.
atrium,

heart

(HEART)) is posted tO TEXPLAN,

to the follo_g

located
The
the

is

Heart Exposition

text plan shown in Figure 6.11 for an exposition

The text plan in Figure

The

HEART)Narrate(_/i_events

(_T))

Figure 6.11

in Figure

H,

Co!tituency(HEART))

H,

Logical-Definition

Ken

HEART)

_
(S,

P

Network

relaxed.

in

heart

the

to the Narrate
chest.

contains

left

ventricle

The

surface

relaxed

The
four
and

heart

form where

the plan operator
of a pumping

the paragraph

heart.
break

plan operator).
purpose
parts:
the

causes

of
the
right

the
left

heart
atrium,

ventricle.

oxygen-depleted

is

is

.Chapter 6. Exposition
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from

from

the

the

fires

body

lungs

open

The first three

and

past tense,

process

Reichenbachian

uses present

tense.

times in the underlying

Chapter

5, the linguistic

later").

It instead

realization

indicates

temporal

component

relative

of the example

analogous

to the use of "again"

Producing

the "also"

adverbial

base).

text.

in Chapter

This

repeated

by preprocessing

events is marked

which drives the realization

in the above
portion

example

narrative
systole.

exposition

text structure
Just before

is structured

that is centered

around

structure

realization
Table

of the text plan.

in order to indicate

the causal

connectives

time is
because

examples

time chunks

of

(indicated

"also"

in the

event (causation)
reports

network

is

from LACE.

to identify

which

of "also".

text plan.

main-path

"next,"

and "finally"

Because

the narrative

of events,

of diastole,

(e.g., 'Ttrst",

"next")

may be subsequently

predicate

the

times (e.g., "ten minutes

a slot in the rhetorical

with a connective

the type of rhetorical

Furthermore,

in narrative

of the underlying

and realized,

Other

speech

in

slot of all but the first of the resulting

the three main processes

the text plan is linearized

with each event in the main path is marked
hierarchical

around

tense.

"also", the clue words "first",

are used to signal the structure

of the heart

or story narration

to a repeated

events

The manner

use of the adverbial

were realized

exposition

the event/state

events

to this anaphoric

which

in report

to specific

reference

events in the main path cause multiple

In addition

chapter

while

purpose,

and states involved

note the use of the adverbial

anaphoric

to

defirtition,

as there were in the narrative

Finally,

to occur.

flow

in Chapter 5, the remainder

of events in distinct temporal

5 to indicate

is accomplished

with this information

defined

make reference

times (e.g., "then")

ventricle
to

acts of logical

in the previous

model

cannot

links in the knowledge

sentence

the

in the use of present

event/state

The

electrical

6.7 to order the key events

This is because

results

open.

blood

to be after the event time, in process

to event time which

atrial

body.

plan operators

exposition

to
The

Finally,

shown in Figure

time is assumed

valves

the heart using rhetorical

Then using the narrative

node

cause

ventricles.

the

blood

sinoatrial

oxygen-poor
to

texts detailed

are no explicit

penultimate

flow

the narrative

speech

heart

the

causes
to

oxygenated

the

impulses

contraction.

blood

and

Next

the

fill

But unlike

to be equivalent

by explicit

causes

contraction

connections

atrium

electrical

to

in this text describe

the causal

blood.

right
atrium.

The

ventricle

respectively.

in pumping

the
left

blood

oxygen-rich

sentences

of the text follows

there

cause
Ventricle

and constituency,

the

causes

also

lungs

into

contraction

valves

contracts.

flow
into

impulses.
Atrial

heart

impulses

assumed

flow

electrical

contraction.

the

to

to

this gives rise to a

electrical

impulse,

proposition

associated

in order to signal the
added during

used (e.g., illustration

and

linguistic

-> "for example";

See

8.1).
As detailed

telephone).
temporal,
chapter,
developed

This

in Chapter
used

2, Paris'

a "'process

and equivalence

connections

the path selection

algorithm

for TAILOR.

There

(1987ab)
trace"

TAILOR

strategy

of entities
underlying

are, however,

system

also generated

represented

in an ATN

in a frame knowledge
TEXPLAN's
several

narrative

differences

base.

a process
to trace

underlying

As indicated

plan operators

between

exposition

TAILOR

(of a
causal,

in the previous

is inspired

by that

and TEXPLAN's
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productionofexposition.First,thetextproduced
byTAILOR'sprocess
tracestrategyincludesonlyatrace
of theunderlyingprocess,whereastheTEXPLANprocessexpositionplanoperatorin Figure6.6def'mes,
characterizes,

and divides

process

(i.e., event/state)

between

a constituency

a device,

both

difference
general

parts (or subtypes

sequence.

of an assumed

(for experts)

and a process

output

to the user

(detailed

descriptive

and expository

is that TEXPLAN's
hierarchical

communication
regarding
operators.

strategy

planner

in the final section

exposition

in TAILOR

Not only do they distinguish

explicitly

represent

TEXPLAN

what expected

effect(s)

to explaining

f'md the need to explain
proposition

as plan operators

and surface

their use wiU have

on the hearer

choose
of

heart

exposition

A more

important

are used by a

of plan-based

models

significant

the content

the

components

which

the most

illocutionary,

effects of its utterances

could

for particular

concurrently.

Perhaps

it narrates

TAILOR

(The advantages

3.)

before

But as the above

concerns

difference

of TEXPLAN's

speech

of

actions,

plan
but they

and so, unlike

TAILOR,

on the hearer.

how to get places,

the how or why of propositions.

and how things work,

This requires

authors

often

a final form of expository

text:

exposition.

It is often necessary
ones like "Napoleon
or states

to an entity

Mary."),

or indicate

propositions

to explain

(e.g., "John
events

with its predicate.

about Noriega

indicate

relations

(John),

wife(John,

(for discussion

the statement

the predicate

about dictators,

and

Mary)

are ambitious"

Propositions

between

hit the ball yesterday.").

entities

These natural
purposes
hit

language

ball,

is a dictator"

is dictator and the term is

simply)

what a dictator

is or does not know

of

as predicateeach

In

6 of the proposition

corresponds

Noriega.

wife is

expressions

yesterday).

with the terms or arguments

"Noriega

properties

(e.g., "John's

here very

(John,

or specific

attribute

The

but not that he was one, and still understand

the hearer either does not know

fully appreciate

such as "Pohticians

are either tree or false.

that the hearer is not familiar

where

and know

is small."),

more formally

For example,

(Noriega)

Exposition

propositions

Propositions

(e.g., "John

can be represented

of these cases it is possible

Proposition
general

was ambitious".

argument s_ucmres likesmall

or

to the proposition
hearer

could

know

the proposition.

about Noriega,

If,

they cannot

the statement_

If the statement
predicate

declaratively

of Chapter

how to do things,

6.5

however,

2).

text plans.

rhetorical,

user model,

can be used

and TEXPLAN

can build a model of the expected

In addition

dictator

techniques

executable

if they exist)

trace (for novices)

in Chapter

is represented

to construct

are detailed

process

On the basis

schema

thus tailoring

illustrates,

the heart into constituent

or the term(s)

of a proposition

confuses

of the proposition

the hearer,

and so speakers

it is possible
often describe

that they do not understand
both predicate

and term(s).

the
This

6Because "argument" can refer to both the terms of a logical proposition and the general form of prose that aims to convince or
persuade,the argument(s) of a proposition are called"term(s)."
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NAME

explain-proposition-by.description

HEADER

Explain(S,

H,

Propos

? (propos

CONSTRAINTS

it ion

proposition)

i t ion)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-ABOUT

(S,

WANT(S,
DESIRABLE

proposition)

KNOW-A_OUT(H,

KNOW-ABOUT(H,
KNOW-ABOUT
Vx

proposition))

proposition)
(H,

E terms

proposition)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

predicate

E terms

Describe
Vx

E

is a natural
explain

strategy

(S,

H,

terms

predicate

(proposi

is a South-American
and the second

"Noriega

H,

x)

mutual

is a dictator",

politician

defines

(proposition))

tion)

Plan Operator

explain-proposition-by-description

since there is a certain

the statement

^

x)

Describe(S,

Figure6.12

^
(proposition))

(proposition)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

DECOMPOSITION

A

x)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

Vx

)

(proposition)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

EFFECTS

^

predicate(proposition)

dependency

between

predicate

a speaker might say "Dictators

and a drug-runner."

were the first utterance

and argument.

wield absolute
defines

Thus to

power.

the predicate,

Noriega
dictator,

its term, Noriega.

This type of propositionexpositioncorrespondsto the explain-propos

it ion-by-description

plan operatorshown in Figure6.12which has theeffectthatthehearerknows thepropositionand knows
aboutitspredicate
and allof itsterms.The decompositionof theplanoperatorflrst
describes
thepredicate
of theproposition
and then describes
a_ of itsterms.As theplan operatorhas accesstoaU of thedifferent
typesof descriptive
operatorsformalizedin Chapter4,itcan notonlydefinethepredicate
and terms of the
proposition,
butz]soitcan giveexamples ofthem, compare and contrast
them tootherentities
thesystem
believes

the user knows,

Sometimes
understand

describing

it.

Just

miscommunications,
the dialogue
explicate
description

give analogies,
the predicate
a variety

we require

in Figure

the dog's

as

of the specific

and terms

of descriptive

alternative

6.13 between

actions

and so on.
of a proposition
plan

plan operators

an adult (Michelle)

to Kelly, Michelle

to elucidate

are

of strategies.

to get the hearer to

necessary

propositions.

and a three-year

uses a variety

actions of the dog to the purpose

operators

is not sufficient

old friend

to recover

For example,
(Kelly).

The conversation

behind the dog's actions,

from
consider

In order to
moves

the cause/effect

from
of the
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action,andultimatelyto the overallmotivationor intent (instinct)of
Michelle

resorts to an analogy

to justify

his action.

In the final utterance,

the events unfolding before the hearer.

Visual context: My dog Fritzie is burying his bone underneath some pillows on the couch.
Kelly:
Miehelle:
Kelly:
Miehelle:
Kelly:
Miehelle
Kelly:
Michelle:
Kelly:
Miehelle:
Kelly:
Michelle:
Kell_€:

What is Fritzie doing?
He's burying his bone.
Why?
Because he wants to hide it,
Why?
Because that's what dogs do.
(perplexed facial expression)
Fritzie is burying his bone so nobody finds it.
Why?
So that he can eat it later on when he's hungry.
Why?
Fritzie buries his bones just like a squirrelburies nuts
so that he can eat them later on.
Oh.
Figure 6.13

TEXPLAN
shows

another

illustration

similarly

Michelle

uses a range of strategies

strategy which exemplifies
conllTllmicative

act

a general

and Kelly's

Conversation

for proposition
proposition.

exposition.
This is distinct

For example,

Figure 6.14

from the describe-by-

de_lnedin Chapter4 because description
has been appliedso faronlyto

thepredicateand/orterm(s)of some proposition.The

plan

explain-proposition-by-illustration

operatorinFigure6.14,in con_ast,providesexamples of theentireproposition.
While a usermay understanda proposition,
theymay notunderstandhow or why itis_ue. This may
be becausetheydo notknow, forexample,what enabledorcaused thepropositiontobe true.Propositions
indicateeither
eventsor states(definedinthepreviouschapter)which have relationships
toothereventsand
states

such

TEXPLAN

as enablement
believes

(i.e.,

precondition),

that the user already

reason-for-propos±tion
cause of the proposition.

plan

operator

causation,

motivation,

knows about or understands
shown in Figure

and

purpose.

the proposition,

6.15 to indicate

Therefore,

if

it uses the explain-

the enablement,

motivation,

or
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NAME

explain-propos

HEADER

Explain(S,

CONS_INTS

Propos

it ion-byH,

it ion?

i i lustrat

ion

proposition)

(proposition)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-ABOUT
WANT

DESIRABLE

(S,

(S,

proposition)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

-KNOW-ABOUT,H,

proposition)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,
Vx

predicate

(H,

KNOW'ABOUT(H,
Vx
6 examples

DECOMPOSITION

Vx

^

x)
x)

^

Illustration(proposition,

x) )

Eexamples(proposition)
Inform(S,

Pi_xe 6.14

(proposition))

proposition)
(proposition)

KNOW(H,

)

^

I Argument(proposition,
KNOW-ABOUT

EFFECTS

^
proposition)

H,

explain-propos

Illustration(proposition,

it ion,by-

NAME

explain-reason-for-proposition

HEADER

Explain-How(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Proposition?

H,

i i lustrat

x))

ion

Pls/l

Opcmt0r

proposition)

(proposition)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-ABOUT(S,
WANT(S,

proposition)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

KNOW-HOW(S,
WANT(S,
DESIRABLE

proposition)
KNOW-HOW(H,

KNOW-ABOUT[H,
[H,

(H,

KNOW-HOW(H,

proposition)

E preconditions

Vx

KNOW(H,
Enablement
E motivations(proposition)

Vx

E causes

KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Vx

^

(proposition)

Motivation

(x,

proposition)

)

^

(x,

proposition)

)

^

(proposition)
[H,

Cause

6 preconditions
Inform(S,
E motivations

Vx

_ causes

Inform(S,

Inform(S,

(x,

proposition)

)

(proposition)
H,

Vx

Fi_ue 6.15

^

x)

x)

Vx

KNOW

^
(proposition))

(proposition,

KNOW-ABOUT

EFFECTS

proposition)

predicate

E Argument

^

^

proposition)

KNOW-ABOUT
Vx

^
proposition))

Enablement

(x,

proposition)

)

(proposition)
H,

Motivation(x,

proposition))

(proposition)
H,

Cause(x,

explain-reason-for-proposition

proposition)

)

Plan Operator

Chapter

In addition
implicit

later

to the plan operators

in the content

For example,
terms

Page 200
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when

operator

of an action (e.g., "Fritzie

in the discussion

of the goal(s)

in Figures

barked.")

which

is executed

in Figure 6.13 about the dog Fritzie,

or purpose(s)

he is hungry.

6.14 and 6.15, it may make sense to explain

This

he is trying to achieve.
strategy

is reflected

in Figure 6.16 where the speaker indicates

Michelle

He buries

in the

the purpose

by some intentional
explains

the dog's

agent.

actions in

his bone to hide it so that he can eat it
plan

explain-purpose-for-proposition

the purpose(s)

of the proposition

(which the constraints

dictate must be an action).

NAME

explain-purpose-for-proposition

HEADER

Explain-Why(S,

CONSTRAINTS

H,

Proposition?
Action?

proposition)

[proposition)

(predicate

A

(proposition)

)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-ABOUT(S,
WANT(S,

DES

IRABLE

proposition)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

KNOW-ABOUT
KNOW-ABOUT
Vx

(H,
(H,

I Argument

proposition)
predicate

A
(proposition))

(proposition,

x)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

EFFECTS

Vx

e purposes
KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

k/x

E purposes

Finally,
understood

if the proposition
if the hearer

plan operator
the hearer

6.16

in Figure

knows

extended
proposition,

has a plan
exposition

H,

does not detail

tion)

Purpose(proposition,

x) )

this.

Plan

an action

about its consequences.

operators

operator

plan

then details

in Chapter

that combines

operator.

This

Given

(which
The

Operator

can have a purpose),

then it might be

explain-consequence-of-proposition

a proposition,

what enabled,
of an action).

these

for process

but is confused

proposition
exposition.

motivated,
Furthermore,

by the statement

exposition
Assume

concerning

4 could be combine
the various

plan operator

could be added to deal with compound

To illustrate
previously

(proposi

x) )

if it is not an action then it informs

of what the state or event causes.

(e.g., as in the purpose
operators

(proposition)

explain-purpose-for-proposition

6.17 does precisely

Just as the descriptive
TEXPLAN

x)

Purpose(proposition,

Inform(S,

Figure

A
proposition))

to provided

proposition

first describes

or caused

an extended

exposition

a recursive

techniques

the predicates

it, and finally indicates

description,
into

and terms

what its purpose

call in the decomposition

an

of the
was

of the above plan

propositions.
plan operators,

consider

the heart knowledge

that the user has just read the exposition
atrial contraction.

Consider

the following

base used

of the heart pumping
dialogue

where user
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NAME

explain-consequence-of-proposition

HEADER

Explain-Consequence(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Proposition?(proposition)

H,

proposition)

A

Action?(predicate(proposition))
PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW-ABOUT(S,
WANT(S,

DESIRABLE

proposition)

KNOW-ABOUT(E,

KNOW-ABOUT

(H,

KNOW-ABOUT
k/x IArgument

(H,

KNOW-ABOUT
EFFECTS

k/x

DECOMPOSITION

Vx

proposition)

A

predicate
(proposition,
(H,

(proposition))
x)

x)

lCause

(proposition,

KNOW(H,

Cause

[Cause

(proposition,

Inform(S,

A
proposition))

x)

(proposition,

H,

x) )

x)

Cause(proposition,

x) )

Figure6.17 explain-consequence-of-proposition

queries

are simulated

by posting

corresponding

discourse

goals

Plan Operator

to the generator.

For example,

U1 is

shnlated by postingthediscourse
g0alKNOW-ABOUT (H, CONTRACT(ATRIA) )tO TEXPLAN.
U I : What does 'The atrial contracts"
Sl:

Contraction
The

The

atria

Sl:

Electrical

U3:

What does atrial contraction

83:

Atrial

is defined

contraction

together

chamber,

in terms

of muscles).

and its distinguishing

While

the response

response,

used to indicate

its purpose.

in Figure

atrial

causes

the

6.17.

muscles.
the

top

of

the

heart.

contraction.

heart

valves

to

open.

operatorin Figure 6.12 isused to produce SI which first
descnbes the
USing a logical

ATRIA

of a more general

Similarly,

event,

(in this domain

restriction,
contraction

definition.

In particular,

and the features
deals specifically

the event,

which

distinguish

with the restriction

the entity, ATRZA, is then defined with respect

to its superclass,

feature, its location.

the proposition,

to know

about

they still may be curious

$2, which uses the plan operator

this were an action executed

the
at

cause?

in S 1 may get the hearer

them to understand

the second

cause

contraction

from other forms of restriction

or pulling

operator

impulses

of

located

Why does the atn'al contract?

plan

mean?

restriction

chambers

CONTRACT, and then its term,

contraction,

enable

are

a

UI:

explain-proposition

predicate,

is

in Figure

by an agent with a purpose,
The final response,

the predicate

and its term which

as to its cause.

6.15 to indicate

the consequences

This is addressed

the cause of the event.

then the plan operator

$3, conveys

may

in Figure

by
If

6.16 cotdd be

of the event using the plan
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_s exampleandsectionillustratea rangeof
can attempt
dialogue

to get the hearer

in Figure 6.13.

ff there are multiple

to understand

communicative

a proposition.

consequences)then

some metric of _ency

explications

so that itis _ored

to the user.

the above short

documents,

explications

This chapter has examined
operational
these

instruction,

expository

operators

locational

forms

chapters

constraints,

In some

(e.g., entity description

hierarchical
forward

text plans

which

into the subsequent

addressee,

and which

expository

plan operators.

In doing it has identified
process

effects

as English

over a hundred

texts

and proposition

exposition

which

these expository

using domain
There
locational

are several
instructions,

about

may know
enable

a locale,
a generic

particular

forms
relations

issues

4 where

require

of knowing

say by its reputation,
distinguishing

an agent knows

investigation

of a locale

(e.g., its location).
about

an entity

or actions

and

identification

process

hand-encoded

of the

narrative,

Location

instructions,

the definitions

and

system

and

exposition,

knowledge

bases

of the plan operators

which

occurring

texts

and were encoded

cause, purpose).

about locations

do distinguish

as plan

are carried

based cartographic

with regard

to exposition.

are rather complex.
of its location.

between

knowing

The semantics
if they know

Regarding

For example,

you can

On the other hand you

(e.g., the shape of a Holiday

you may never have been to the particular

in TEXPLAN

of that entity

forms.

of

in previous

plan operators

of descriptive,

of naturally

Each

are used to produce

in terms

but have no knowledge

attribute

defined

the beliefs

on small,

forms:

are formalized

to influence

expository

relying

expository

exposition.

plan operators

of operational

Nevertheless,

further

_so,

(e.g., lectures, legal

plan operators

of a large knowledge

typically

of potential

state of the addressee),

expository

for argument

testing

(e.g., enablement,

which

These

attempts

were based on analysis

the semantics

plan operators
attribute

limited,

only a few texts.

you to f'md it even though

location

Chapter

independent

In contrast,

was rather

were used to produce

produced

know

were produced.

is that

of all of them.

four principal

acts which

These

the different

were tested in the context

the hearer

and proposition

include

text.

which

plan operators

One problem

(on the cognitive

and event and state narration).

at times defines

instructions

exposition,

decompositions

on argument

limitations.

necessary.

as a series of communicative

are realized

used in the human

in other situations

text.

these

chapter

informs

Summary

The range and depth of testing varied among
and locational

maybe

preconditions,

instances

currently

6.6

instruction,

is characterized

with associated

decompositions.

expository

that

the strategy

must be used to select among a variety

in some cases,

explications

as plan operators)

for an event or state (or equally ff an event or state

TEXPL_

may be sufficient

etc.), longer, more complete

there are several

or motivations

has multiple

w_e

This mirrors

Despite this range of techniques,

causes, enablements,

acts (formalized

Inn sign) and this

one your are seeking.

about

an entity

for knowing

its superordinate,

The

and knowing

about were
attributes,

defined

a
in

subparts,
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subtypes,
or purpose.However,a moreformalaccountof knowandknowaboutarebeyondthe scopeof
thisdissertation
andrequiremoresophisticated
modelingoftheuser'sknowledge(including,for example,
defaultor stereotypical
knowledge).
Anotherissueraisedby locationalinstructionsconcernsspatialfocus. In particular,this constraint
holdspromisefor resolvingor generatingdeicticreferences(e.g.,choosingbetweenthedemonstratives
"this"and"that"). Theselectionofdeixiscanbeenexplained
by relatingtheentitythatis thecurrentspatial
focus(CSF)to thespatialfocusof thepreviousutterance
or by relatingtheCSFtothe speaker'slocation
(e.g.,"here"versus"there";"this"versus"that"). A final issuewasraisedwhenanattemptwasmadeto
producelengthy(i.e.,page-length)
locationalinstructions.It becameclearthatadditionalmechanisms
are
requiredto producedextendedinstructions.For example,becauseof humanattentionallimitationsit
becomesnecessary
to abstractand/orsummarizeaswell asrepeatandremindthe readeroverlonger
stretches
ofprose.Onemethodofredundancy
or repetitionis tocombinetextandgraphics,anissuewhich
is exploredin Chapter9.
Yet anotherareafor furtherwork concernspropositionexposition.A naturalbut largestepfrom
propositionexpositionis the notionof ideaexposition.Thiscanbeaccomplished,
in part,by usingthe
descriptiveplan operatorsdefinedin Chapter4. For example,wecan get the hearerto know abouta
conceptby usingdefinition,detail,division,comparison/contrast,
andanalogy.But "ideaexposition"
actuallyimpliessomemoresophisticated
analysisor synthesis
of anidea.Onestrategywouldbetopresent
majorassumptions,
principalconsequences,
andtherelationshipto otherideas.Forexample,theconcept
of "democracy" can be related to "freedom", "liberty", "self-determination", "equality",
"inherent/unalienable
rights", "majority rule". A systematicanalysisof idea expositionsneedsto be
performedtoundercover
organizational
principlesandrhetoricaltechniques
thatunderlieideaexposition.
HavingdetailedhowTEXPLANelucidates
operations,
processes,
andpropositions,
thenextchapter
turns to techniquesthat convincethe userof a propositionor persuadethem to act,i.e., argument.
Argument

has strong ties to exposition

understand

it (excluding

persuading

someone

on operational

counter

because

examples

such as "blind

to act, they must know

and locational

instruction.

a precondition

how to execute

Therefore,

of the user believing

faith").

Similarly,

is that they

even if a speaker succeeds

the task to be successfi£l,

the next chapter considers

something

and hence

argument.

in

a reliance

Chapter

7

ARG ENT
In a republican nation, whose citizens are to be led by reason and persuasion and not by force,
the art of reasoning becomes of first importance.
Thomas Jefferson

7.1
The previous three chapters
text as a series of communicative

have characterized

employ

Aristotle

emotional

claimed

effective

exemplum
sensible

(example),
ought

intertwined,
(e.g.,

1981)

enumerate

for argument,

are a generic

argument

forms
which

addressed

(e.g., deduction
will

attract

clever".

apparatus

defining

discussions

may

is the

Finally,

syllogism),

of the latter is "'No man who is
Ethos,

1905;

pathos,

Brown

and

logos

Classical

reasoning

and Zoellner,

1968)

or persuade the hearer

sense than this as illustrated,

of rhetoric.

In addition

persuasive

one last.

like

which may be exploited

in a broader

presentational

are

logicians

that while the logical rules of deduction
legitimate

of

and logos.

Pathos

(a truncated

can be used to convince

they also indicate

first and the most

Argument

on the audience.

the ethos of the speaker.

and Hubbard,
which

to act.

the argument.

impact

to be excessively
will disclose

the purpose

ethos, pathos,

its use of enthymeme

I should emphasize

and induction),

motivate

example

techniques

in classical

constituents:

which

examines

or to explain propositions.

its emotional

with here is argument

attention

the hearer

An Aristotelian

(e.g., Brooks

of general

what I am concerned

by the matters

for example

taught

then disadvantages).

syllogism

on three distinct

and expository

This chapter

and exposition,

or to persuade

in particular

the choice of maxims

a number

example,

argument

his children

narration,

of the speaker

(maxim).

and rhetoricians

(e.g., tell advantages,
those underlying

or values

of the argument,

and sententia

to have

relies

narrative,

as plan operators.

to define terms (i.e., entities)

of the argument,

for example

Baum,

similarly

basis

to description,

of a proposition

argument

character

appeal or passion

is the logical

the hearer

text types, for example

Ethos refers to the moral

logos

In contrast

is either to convince
the previous

several types of descriptive,

acts which were then formalized

a final type of text, argument.
argument

Introduction

to discussing

strategies
While

for

general

such as give the
these

ideas

are

Chapter
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they are not formalized

in contrast,

techniques

formalizes

precisely

and illustrates

like the

rhetorical,

illocutionary,

deduction,

induction,

previous

the computational

types

and surface

of text,

speech acts.

and persuasion.

and the latter is used to persuade

implementation

the hearer

theory.

This

of a suite of argumentative

the proposition.

(using plan operators

TEXPLAN

top-level

produces

plan operator

which

employs

three principal

a range

of

fomas of argument:

the hearer to believe

for arguments,

The plan operator

This effect is achieved

defimed in the previous

The first communicative

activity

a proposition

to act.

argues for the truth of a proposition.

to believe

is a goal-based

The first two are used to convince

Figure 7.1 shows TEXPLAN's

validity.

to form the basis for a computational

as plan operators.

Argument,

which

enough

has the intended

by claiming

chapter),

argue-for-a-proposit

act in the decomposition,

effect of getting

the proposition,

and finally attempting

optionally

to convince

Claim,is defined

ion,
the hearer

explaining

the hearer

it

of its

as the claim-proposition-

by-inforra plan operatorin Figure 7.2. A claim consistssimply of informing the hearer of the
proposition,
course

the intended

effect

being

the hearer may not believe

that the hearer

the proposition

believes

themselves.

the speaker
To achieve

believes

the proposition.

this, the speaker

Of

must convince

them of it.
Two types of reasoning

can convince

former moves top-down,

from general

bottom-up,

evidence

from specific

a hearer to believe a proposition:

truisms

to specific

conclusions

to a general conclusion.

induction

within

structure

of Figure

Because

they are the basis for several

deductive

rules of inference,

although

the TEXPLAN

no contribution

NAME

argue-for-a-proposition

HEADER

_gue(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Proposition?

H,

whereas

framework,

to reasoning

specifically

plan operators,
strategies

and induction.

the latter builds

The next section formalizes

one after that formalizes
7.1.

deduction

while the

for arguments

with the

the next section

is claimed.

proposition)

(proposition)

KNOW-_OUT(S,
WANT(S,

DESIRABLE

BELIEVE

EFFECTS

BELIEVE(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Claim(E,

proposition)
BELIe(H,

(H,

Convince(S,

Fig_e

^

proposition))

proposition)

proposition)

H,

proposition)

optional(Explain

(S,
H,

H,

proposition)

arguments

deduction

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTI_

The

)

proposition)

7.1 T0p,eevel,U_stantiated argue, for.a-proposit ion Plan Operat0r

details

Chapter
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NAME

claim-proposition-by-in

HEADER

Claim(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Propos

H,

form

proposition)

it ion?

(proposi

t i on)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

WANT(S,
nil

DESI_LE

EFFECTS

BELIEVE(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Inform(S,

Figure7.2

Deductive

argument

attempts

major premise
minor premise
conclusion

premise),

syllogism

then states

instance

A syllogism

substituted

the premises
premise

is v_d

(although

ion-by-

Deductive

inform

Pls/l

_erat0r

Argument
The classical

by asserting

form of deduction

a major and minor premise

Logical

is syllogism,

which

together

a general
being

concludes

Vx man(x)D
mortal(x)
man(Socrates)
mortal(Socrates)

statement

considered

true of all members

syllogisms

-, mortal(God)

Therefore,

-, man(God)

God is not a man.
of that

can in fact have false premises

this is termed

to be inferable

an enthymeme

a member

(major
of that

come in other forms such as:

Vx man(x)

into the syUogism such that _e premises

class

made about the class can be applied

God is not mortal.

if and only if no argument

of some

(the term of the proposition)is

that the general statement

Categorical

Form

Example
All men are mortal.

a syllogism

is dropped,

is assumed

f_st makes

(conclusion).

_or
premise
conclusion

canbe

)

proposition)

Example
All men are mortal.
Socrates is a man.
Therefore, Socrates is mortal.

and _ally,

major premise

conclusion

proposition)

moves from general to particular.

that the individual

class (minor premise),
to the specific

H,

proposition)))

For example:

Svllo_ism

categorical

BELIEVE(S,

BELIEVE(S,

to prove the math of a proposition

imply a conchsion.

_is

(H,

c laim-proposit

7,2

which

BELIEVE

D mortal(x)

form can have

mac premises

and a mae conclusion).

are tree and the conclusion

which literally

or in the mind of the hearer

means

_at
false.

and a false
is, no terms
_en

one of

"in mind" since the dropped

(the more general

concept

is called ',modus

Chapter
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any portion

of the deduction

occurring

arguments,

important

both for an interpreter

Cohen,

especially

if one (or both)
which

1986) and for a generator

they are unnecessary.

is dropped).

of the premises

occur

premises

of syllogism

are categorical,

in naturally

by the hearer.

when analyzing

can omit them from the arguments

classes

frequently

can be inferred

needs to fill in a missing

which

The principal

Enthymemes

it produces

disjunctive,

This is

arguments

(cf.

when it believes

and hypothetical

(also

called conditional).
Syllogisms
The Socrates
based

rely on basic rules of inference.

categorical

on modus

formed

tollens

and ill-formed,

9). Another

syllogism
(deny

is based on modus ponens

consequent).

of modus

tollens

syllogisms

use two rules of inference.

(afftrm antecedent)

The most common

are shown in Figure

example

Most categorical

forms

and the God example

of logical

inferences,

7.3 (all rules except for 5 and 6 adapted

is "All bachelors

are single.

both well-

from Cohen,

Joe is not single.

is

Therefore,

1986, p.
Joe is not

a bachelor."
Figure

7.3 relates inference

are used by categorical
used for disjunctive
then asserts
Socrates

is male."

married"

the other,

tollendo

as in "Someone

education.

modus

ponendo

as in "Someone

raise taxes."

While

based on inference

supports

deductive

ponens

inference

I am alive.
or "if-then"

education

plan operators

chains

ponens

(rule 3) denies

tollens

Therefore,
syllogism)

in TEXPLAN

is not female.

one member

I am not dead."

Finally,

are currently

Therefore,

hypothetical

if Bush is elected

limited

to categorical

to incorporate

as plan operators

and

John is not

by "If Bush is elected

Therefore,

are
and

of a conjunction
Therefore,

is illustrated

tollens,

of a conjunction

John is single.

could be extended

could be formalized

and modus ponendo
one member

(rule 4) asserts
or single.

rules 1 and 2 in Figure 7.3

Socrates

he will raise taxes.

rules 1 and 2, the plan operators

Even some complex

tollendo

is either married

is dead or alive.

If Bush

While inference

is male or they are female.

(rule 5, also called conditional

support

forms.

rules 3 and 4, modus

Modus

In contrast

or "A person

syllogism

syllogism,

syllogism.

the other,

then denies

rules with syllogistic

he will
he will

syllogism

other inference

rules.

since they rely on these basic

inferences.
Cohen
arguments
order,

(1986)

suggests

(as opposed

representing

to generating

i.e., the minor premise
her ideas,

she suggested

recognize

the structure

underlying

evidence),

"post-order"

(evidence

post-order).

Unlike

order.
produce

argument

some invalid inferences

While TEXPLAN's
post-order

them) given that the argument

or even conclusion

implement

(although

the first four inferences

may precede

how clue words
arguments
before

recognition,

generation

and hybrid arguments

produce

that the speaker knows the hearer does not believe).

While
"so")

Cohen

could

(i.e., claim

format (using

need

in the "standard"

not handle

did not

be used to
followed

both pre-order
ill-formed

by
and

inference

but it does need to be able to vary presentational

pre-order

(e.g., a post-order

"and",

in "pre-order"

and "hybrid-order"

can be very convincing),

plan operators

may not be presented

(e.g., "therefore",

argument

7.3 as frames to recognize

the major premise.

that are presented

claims),

in Figure

arguments,
argument

they could be easily

modified

to

might be used to build up to a claim

,Chapter

7.

Argument

Page

WELL-FORMED
1. modus ponens
2. modus toUens
3. modus toUendo ponens
4. modus ponendo tollens
5. hypothetical syllogism
6. hypothetical syllogism

MAJOR PREMISE
P D Q
PmQ
Pv Q
P v Q
PD Q
P D Q

MINOR

/LL-FORMED
7. asserting consequent
8. den3_g antecedent

MAJOR PREMISE
Pm Q
P _ Q

MINOR

KEY:

"9"

means ',implies";

PREMISE
p
-, Q

-, P
Q
QD R
R D -, Q
PREMISE
Q
. P

"-,"

Figure

Figure 7.4 shows

TEXPLAN's

negation;

7.3

Inference

CONCLUSION
Q
-, P
Qdisjunctive
- Pdisjtmclive
P _ R
R D -_ P

Syllogism
categorical
categorical

hypothetical
hy_thetical

CONCLUSION
P
-, Q

"^" conjunction;

"v" disjunction]

Classes

convince-by-categorical-syllogism-modus-ponens

operatorwhich proves a proposition using the modus

208

plan

pollens inference rule. The effectof the plan operator

isto get the hearer to believe thepropositionby indicatinga major premise, minor premise, and conclusion.
As in the Socrates example, thefirststatement is a logicalimplication,the lasttwo are simply propositions.
In a logic-based application the plan operator could use theorem
support the proposition. However,
1977), which has non-monotonic

proving to find an inference chain to

the plan operators were tested using FRL

(Roberts and Goldstein,

reasoning facilities
such as automatic inheritance. Thus the constraints

on the plan operatorin Figure 7.4 dictatethatthe term of the propositionitis attemptingto prove must have
a superclass in the knowledge
Socrates,

base. In the Socrates example, the term of the claim

Mortal

(Socrates)

iS

WhiCh Callbe extracted from the proposition and used to retrieveitssuperclass,Man, from the

generalizationhierarchy in theknowledge

base. The essentialpreconditions of the plan operator make sure

the speaker isfamiliarwith thisclass,and then examine allinstances of thisclassto see ifthe predicateof
the proposition,Mortal, holds for them. If allthese preconditions are satisfied,
then the plan operator can
be used. The decomposition of the plan operator firststatesthe major premise, a universal definitionsuch
as "All men
man".

are mortal." Next, itindicatesthe minor premise, a logicaldefinitionsuch as "Socrates is a

Itconcludes by simply informing the hearer of the initial
claim, for example "Socrates ismortal".
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NAME

convince-by-categorical-syllogism-modus-ponens

HEADER

Convince(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Proposition?
3c

H,

proposition)

(proposition)

Superclass

^

(term(proposition)

,

c)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

Vx

E

instances(superclass)
predicate(x)

KNOW(S,
DESIRABLE

KNOW-ABOUT(H,
3c

EFFECTS

entity)

entity)

E superclasses[entity)

Vy

e differentiae[entity)

KNOW(H,

Differentia(entiTy,

H,

Universal-Definition(superclass,

H,

Logical-Definition(entity))

H,

Conclusion(proposition))

was developed,

=

predicate)

acts.

=

predicate
=

c

I

surface

(proposition)

Superclass

(entity,

c)

act.

"Socrates

illustrated

form.

entities

in Figure

The hierarchical

the top-level

The convince

7.5.

^KNOW-ABOUT(S,

act is further

In response

the communicative
defirtition,

followed

and finally the assertion
function
conclusion)

Plan Operator

from the Socrates

to the goal BELIL-_rE (H,

to produce

act, argue,

decomposed

c)

and relationships

text plan in Figure

communicative

"All men are mortal.")

is a man.")

logical

base representing

uses the above defined plan operators

In particular,

(the major premise,

captures

a knowledge

TEXPLAN

by a convince

)

term(proposition)

schematically

7.5 and the corresponding

universal-definition,

^

7.4 convince-by-categorical-syllogism-modus-ponens

Mortal (SOCRATES) ),

text plan

^

predicate))

IS,

To test this plan operator,

minor premise,

y))

IS,

superclass

definition

x))

Inform

entity

A

^

Inform

predicate

followed

c)

predicate))

Universal-Definition(superclass,

Inform(S,

communicative

^KNOW-ABOUT(H,

Superclass(entity,

KNOW(H,
KNOW(H,

Fi_e

^
c)

Vx

WHERE

predicate))

Universal-Definition(superclass,

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

DECOMPOSITION

^

Superclass(entity,

_KNOW(H,

example

I

Universal-Definition(superclass,

the text plan in Figure

7.5 is a decomposition
decomposes

of a logical

of the conclusion.

Because

of the different

into a claim

into the assertion

by an assertion

types of content

of

of a universal
definition

(the

the hierarchical

in the text plan (e.g.,

this can be used to signal the information

structure

to

1The plan operators in the implementation actually use a function which takes a predicate along with terms and returns a
composed proposition.
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For example,
e therefore

in the final utterance

the _guistic

realizer

signals

the conclusion

with the

.

MAN
_

_'nce

/

JOHN

ins_

TOM

ins tance

rice

SOCRATES

I_TOW'r._,_._2,E

MARK
age

25

height

BASE

mortal

Argue(S,

Claim(S,

H,

Mortal

60"
yes

(SOCRATES))

H,
Mor_TES))
M_rtal(SOCRATES))

Inform

(S,

Assert(S,

Inform

H,

Convince(S,

H,

Mortal(SOCRATES))

*r

H,

(S,

H,

Universal.Definition

(Man,

Mortal)

)

/
Assert(S,

H,

Universal-Definition(Man,

Mortal))

/
Inform(S,

Assert

(S,

H,

Logical[Definition

(SOCRATES))

H,

Logical-Definition(SOCRATES))

Inform(S,
TEXT

P_

H,

Conclusion

_ortal

(SOCRATES))

)

T
As sert
SURFACE
Socrates
mortal.

(S,

H,

(Mortal

is

Therefore,

(SOCRATES))

)

is

mortal.

All

men

are

mortal.

Socrates

a

man.

Socrates

is

_

Figure 7.5 Socrates Syllogism
In contrast
modus

Conclusion

FORM:

tollens

to categorical

a negated

syllogism

proposition

based

on modus

(-,P) is proved

Text Plan

ponens,

valid by asserting

in a categorical
a major premise

syllogism
as before

based
(P D

on

Chapter7. _gument
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but insteadwith a negatedminor premise(-,Q).
supported

by the major

premise

"_

For example

men are mortal"

the claim

and the minor

"God

premise

is not a man" can be

"God is not mortal".

The

plan operatorisshown in Figure 7.6. For

convince-by-categorical-syllogism-modus-tollens

example, given theproposition-Man (GOD), thepreconditionof theplanoperatorfinds_ instancesfor
which the predicate,
Man, istrue._

common

true of all men) are collected.

properties

men

are male",

properties

"All men are mortal",

a universal

the minor premise
Therefore,
resulting

statement,
states

simply

a set of universal

set of properties

proposition

0.e., GOD). _y

statements

can then
property

about

this property

GOD fails to possess

that the term is not a member

is true of_

to the set of

not true of the term aOD but
Therefore,

individuals

this prop_

men (e.g., ',_

be compared

can be used as the minor premise.

indicates

how the term

it can be concluded

_eld
_s

in the set (of all men)

the major

(i,e., _

men) w_e

(e.g., "God is not mo_,"),

of the class (e.g., "God is nota

man.").

The

text smacture is very similar to that of Figure 7.5.

While more sophisticated
inference.

Consider

Example

syllogisms

the following

......
w h e r e " some " is
interpreted

are organisms

No viruses

are organisms

Therefore,

no viruses

Example

2

Some relatives

two syllogisms

(from

they are often based on standard

Baum,

patterns

of

1981, p. 200 and p. 204, respectively)

as at least one. '

visible through
visible through

some relatives

is a variation

formalized

(e.g., modus

Vx virus(x)

are not enemies.

to emphasize,
therein
ponens)

D -, visible(x)

particularly

however,

(e.g., close world

Form
D ftiend(x)

Vx friend(x)

D -, enemy(x)

Bx relative(x)

syllogism

using

relates to a hierarchical

but rather

application

with

text plan and its linearization

rule 6 in Figure

These

that the focus here is not on the process
assumptions),

D -, enemy(x)

syllogism

quantification.

if the underlying

bacteria(x)

Bx relative(x)

the first uses the hypothetical

on hypothetical

as plan operators,

D visible(x)

Vx virus(x)D-,

these have not been implemented,

complexities

a light microscope.

Logical

Therefore,

it is important

Vx bacteria(x)

are friends.

are enemies.

the second

a light microscope.

are bacteria.

No friends

similarly

may seem complex,

1

All bacteria

While

etc.).

true of the term of the given

true of all individuals
premise,

These

properties
of theseindividuals
(i.e.,
allfeatureswhich are

above

forms

7.3 and
can be

is logic based.

At this point

of reasoning

itself and the

the way some argument
as an English text.

structure

.Chapter
7. _ent
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NAME

convince-by-categorical

HEADER

Convince(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Proposition?

H,

-syl

logism-modus-tol

lens

proposition)

(proposition)

A

Negated?_roposition)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

KNOW,S,

DESIRABLE

- KNOW-ABOUT(H,

Universal-Definition

KNOW(//,
EFFECTS

entity)

KNOW(H,

¸WHERE

predicate2)

entity)

predicate2)

predicate2))

Inform(S,

H,

Universal-Definition(predicatel,

Inform(S,

H,

- predicate2(entity)

Inform(S,

H,

Conclusion

=

term

predicate2))

)

(proposition))

(proposition)

predicatel

=

predicate

(proposition)

predicate2

=

property

I Vx

predicatel(x)

A

property(entity)

Fi_e

7.6

In argument
the validity
believe
absolute

while

used throughout

in an argument,

and an argument

of the argument

alone.

warrant

structure

in Figure 7.7.

can be instantiated

with grounds

providing

consequent
additional

for a claim,
conditions,

argument

and finally

taken

backings

In contrast,
knowledge

for granted

Neches

counter

the credibility

modality
argument,

the claim, discount

it, or qualify

or rebuttals

to indicate

except

et al. (1985), detailed in Chapter

domain

for domain
knowledge

inferences

operators

in its

for the logic

1979) suggests

the model of
a warrant.

A

of the rule to yield the claims,

the

or correctness

or qualifier
counter

to

is important

what is necessary

of the form P D Q is termed

the antecedent

supports
evidence,

beyond

the hearer

of presentation

Rieke, and Janik,

inference

which match

Backing

indicate

serve as backings
as assumed

A general

in argument

Also the manner

an organization

1958; Toulmin,

or supporting

rebuttals

which may refute

does not formalize

domain

of the nile.

A speaker must also argue for

and particularly

as a degree of belief).

shown

instantiated

inference.

this dissertation

(Toulmin,

Operator

to the case at hand in order to truly convince

may thus require

Toulmin

Plan

to simply apply rules of inference.

of a rule itself and its applicability

sense, should rather be viewed

argument

property(x)
2

convince'by-categorical-syllogism-modus-tollens

it is often not sufficient

it (belief,

)

A

Universal-Definition(predicatel,

entity

)

^

Universal-Definition(predicatel,

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

DECOMPOSITION

(predicatel,

indicates

evidence,

it in some way.
that they affect

of the warrant

the degree of support
exceptions,

or special

Unfortunately,
the hearer's

2, take the view that domain
but that these

backings

and may need to be explicitly

by

Toulmin

belief

in the

principles

may not simply

indicated.

Similar

2In frame or object-oriented knowledge bases this amountsto examining the attributes and attribute-value pairs of entities.

and
be
to

Chapter7- _gument
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backing

P(a)

+

Q (a)

warrant

claims

grounds

Figure 7.7 Toulmin

Neches
which

et al., TEXPLAN

supports

are backed by inductive

claims

arguments

Model

rebuttals

of Argurnent

by instantiating
bearing

modalky

_

P(x) -> Q(x)

Structure

warrants

on grounds.

in the form of deductive

This section

has focused

arguments

on warrants;

the

next section details backings.
Bench-Capon
explanation
inference.

et al. (1990) discuss

of logic

programs,

By annotating

explanation
warrant

Just
Birnbaum

(1982)

another:

support

suggests

argue

in the bodies

a structure

They represent

(called argument

Unfortunately,

an argument

producing
among

no computational

an argument

tactics):

of Reichman

a point.

his program

Flowers

Finally,

is beyond

strategies

can relate

and

to one

they suggest

by
three

attack the supporting
"backing"

above).

and attack do not provide

it is important

to distinguish

the scope of this dissertation

and tactics,

(1980)

graph connected

(Toulmin's

of support

by the

chains.

and McGuire

this structure,

the main point

the various

the data followed

as nodes in an argument

of

is able to order

in an argument

has interpreted

to the

chains

to indicate

attack the main proposition,

model.
Debate

of argument

to debate,

(198 lab).
interrupt,

and argument).

signal these moves.
grammar",

models

is fundamental

(e.g., support,

exposition,

as in Toulmin's

to characterize

Iraces of inference

propositions

supports

structure

and can benefit

between

as it requires,

from computational

such as case based reasoning.

Dialogue
the focus

Bimbaum,

details are given and the two relations

and debating

other things, richer

techniques

moves

structure

model

(e.g., present

upon traditional

(not detailed)

and attack the claim that the evidence

of argument

or backing),

it embodies

these propositions

ways to attack

an argument

inference

warrant,

for argument,

Once a program

as rich

rebuttal,

that there are two ways in which

or attack.

model

of the rules of a logic program

how this improves

attack and support relations.

evidence,

single

to the type of information

He illustrates

as Toulmin

of Toulmin's

Toulmin's

(or data), claims,

content according

and rebuttal).

extending

the clauses

roles they play (i.e., ground

the application

Reichman

challenge)

dialogue

characterizes

which

She claims that "clue

Conversational

i.e., a network

and natural

moves are represented

of legal moves

discourse

she claims
words"

in a dialogue.

(i.e., spontaneous,

underlie

casual

using a number
all forms

such as "because",

conversation)

of conversational

of prose

(e.g., narration,

"but anyway"

as the arcs in an ATN that captures
Reichman

also introduces

was

the notion

and "no but"
a "discourse
of"context
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spaces"---hierarchical
segmentations
of
example,

context

debate,

space

necessarily

(Reichrnan,

indeed

formalized

work,

In addition,

discourse
a principal

and surface

speech

or psychological

a physical

connection

between

that generated

the subargurnent"

Levesque,

and revision

a

1985; Galliers,

in a fairly straightforward

instances

writer

of prose

illustrates,

one cannot
General

several inductive

compose

an argument

necessarily

techniques

deductive
arguments

convince

In Reichman's

work,

are not related

the hearer of evidence,

get the hearer

makes

on the cognitive

state of the addressee

the accurate

an active research

in the context

arguments),

techniques
are defined

in the more narrow

analogous

to the scientific

carefully

the important

representation,

area (cf. Cohen and

of the generation

of arguments

Induction

to direct his or her utterances,

(e.g., television

to ensure

the addressee

success.

by backings.

claims

Inductive

so a

model

above

on warrants

and

the next section defines
rules (e.g., supporting

the

a claim.

Argument

such as the syllogism
here in a broad

based

Therefore,

there are

advertisement),

As Toulmin's

by making

or which can be used simply to support

which

or radio

which can be used to back general

work from general

sense as all non-deductive

sense, that is providing
method

feedback

feedback

must be supported

as plan operators

induction

generalizations.

of immediate

there is no immediate

7.3
While

or desires of the

moves

concerning

as this remains

Thus I have treated beliefs

rules or statements

of deductive

no claims

illocutionary,

this dissertation

acts and their effects

and intentions,

has the advantage

in which
must

While

1981b, p. 235).

beliefs,

other.

with

stem 12om the

(Reichman,

and her conversational

and persuading).

it makes

the

acts

are not defined

acts (i.e., rhetorical,

without

a

manner.

While a conversant
many

moves

on the knowledge,

be considered

or direct

and the communicative

structure"

(e.g., argue by informing

and desires),

1989).

that control

text rather than characterizing

conversational

goals (i.e., effects

actions

of beliefs

moves

model

is that communicative

of communicative

beliefs,

Reichman's

goals are not linked,

act by requesting

a range

discourse

are on this discourse

so one cannot

or linguistic

(i.e., their knowledge,

develop

but continuing

multisentential

of Reichman's

of this dissertation

tied,

physical

maintenance,

between

acts) and communicative

to perform

inductive

spaces

a subargument

state of the hearer, but rather "an act's preconditions

acts and communicative

to higher-level

is on generating

and its effects

claim

are inextricably

premises

(e.g., "conceding

does not address

is that the effects

structure,

In contrast,

communicative

TEXPLAN

a key difference

in TEXPLAN

preceding

grounds.

moves relate to, for

how conversational

back to one of the context

the focus of this dissertation

to the cognitive

hearer)

popping

Reichman's

conversation.

respect

entails

and resumption

shows

1981b, p. 199)).

Unlike
dialogue,

suspension

utterances--and

examines

particular
a number

has a close tie to deduction

instances

statements

arguments.

to support

of examples

to particniar ones,
This includes

general claims.

This is

and from these attempts

when the premises

of deduction

to

originate
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of a number

mortal"

may be motivated

premise

"Socrates

picture).

of specific

by observations

deduction

Even if it is logically

false because

event

as support

(e.g., "His flushed look

was visible

that some

operator

used in TEXPLAN

decomposition
supportive
convince

of the plan

the hearer
evidence.
Evidence

followed

by more convincing
of relevance

the saliency

of statistics

with which evidence

detailing

which

this is explicit

in others.

Therefore,

plan operator

This is reminiscent

version

evidence

misconceptions
their beIiefs.

concedes

a claim

of evidence

supporting

in a medical

plan

according

of

recurses

to

the hearer does not believe

the

a diagnosis.

optionally

construct

domain

and her strategies

evidence

In a political

accuracy,
medical

evidence
strategy,

focus

of McCoy's

do not (except implicitly)

indicate

however,

systems),

of the
it may be

a function,

The decomposition
supporting

P, but then finally

work,

The strength

7.8 assumes

detailed

was

that they convince

is

debate it might be

policy.

diagnosis

to its importance.

evidence

and completeness

operator in Figure

supporting

(e.g., if state then

this might correspond

flawed economic

correction

The

the hearer

diagnosis

and then presents

misconception

that
plan

so that least important

of the relevancy,

to

of a state or

in some proposition.

P, that the hearer claims, next states some competing

The

are

evidence

is evidence

and then informs

believes

(e.g., probabilistic

evidence

enough

evidence

the decomposition

of importance

the domain-independent

belief

evidence

of an opponents

in some domains

Q.

if its premises

a sign or indication

uses a conditional

supporting

is a function

of P, then concedes

base for its premise

conclusion

Counter

the hearer's

if the speaker

For example

(1985ab)

(e.g., his

7.8 shows the convince-by-evidence

counter

to its degree

any counter

and the minor

characteristics

is to provide

in particular

evidence,

serve as evidence

of McCoy's

first denies a false proposition,
is the correct

to increase

that carl order the evidence

first concedes

using induction

this the plan operator

and certainty

supports

importance,

may yield an invalid

Figure

of the evidence

evidence.

physical

than the inductive

of this fever.").

supportive

according

While

order-by-

counter

first

is ordered

to the degree

implicit

operator

To accomplish

action).

evidence.

evidence

attempts

of the validity

of Socrates'

for a proposition,

which

When

life spans over the centuries,

"'All men are

reasoning.

state or event is not the case.

evidence.

supporting

or evidence

a hearer of a proposition

is defined

indicates

men's

a deduction

they are based on poor inductive

it. Evidence

For example, the major premise

may be no more powerful

well-formed,

The best way to convince
support

of individual

is a man" by the observation

In practice, therefore,

allows.

cases in the world.

of the

the proposition.

in Chapter

2, which

proposition,

Q, which

overrides

this with

on recovering

from

the hearer or change
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NAME

convince-by-evidence

HEADER

Convince(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Proposition?

H,

proposition)

(proposition)

A

3x

Evidence

(proposition,

x)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

Bx

IEvidence(proposition,
KNOW(S,

DESIRABLE

3x

]Evidence(proposition,
_KNOW(H,

EFFECTS

Vx

_fx

^
x))

(proposition)

Counter-Evidence(proposition,

x) ) ^

E evidence(proposition)
Evidence

(proposition,

x) )

E order-by-importance(contra-evidence(proposition))
Concede(S,

Vx

x))

x)

E contra-evidence

KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

^

Evidence(proposition,

KNOW(H,
Vx

x)

Evidence(proposition,

H,

Counter-Evidence(proposition,

x))

e order-by-importance(evidence(proposition))
Inform(S,

H,

optional(if

Evidence(proposition,
BELIEVE

IS,

x))

- BELIEVE[H,

Convince(S,

H,

x))

then

x))

Figure7.8 convince-by-evidence P_n Operator

The plan operator
consultation
simulates

in Figure

and diagnosis

system,

neuropsychological

given patient.

7.8 was tested

NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST

diagnosis,

tasks.

by standardized
As Figure

conclusions.

an approach

NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST

tests (e.g., from simple blood pressure
measured

(Maybury

to identifying
about

observations

simulates

data (clinical

with particular

of justifying

categories

first

which

of cerebral

comes

then

diagnoses,

observations),

disorders.

in the medical

1987).

The system

dysfunction

in a

in the form of physical

as well as patient

performing

that of a neuropsychologist.

and qualitative

and Weiss,

CAT scans)

of the patient

consults,

conclusions

neuropsychological

evidence

tests to more sophisticated

the system

in the system

data (test scores) and subjective
match the symptoms

reasons

tests and clinical

7.9 illustrates,

Diagnosis

in the context

perceptual
and finally

After collecting
a neuropsychologist

behavior,
or memory

explains

its

the empirical
attempts

to
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,,_
(neuryp_

brain pilysiol_

consultation

dg° base_l-'4

d'ag_°s's }_b'_

-"J

explanation

Hgure 7.9 NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST

System

knowledge )

Overview

apo.....
--

__

-n

_.apo

eras. spnere

a_o

structure

apo

_.Ev _

.............

-_

..Ev-

e

_

r_gl

.

7

ght

f

_

_

2

spher_e

apo

apo

-Ev_

.... _- - ._ - - _.v
...... _

_

-hemi

...........

Ev"

_EvL

"_Ev

....
i

KEY
constituency
(a part
of)
evidence

I

image

--Ev--

Dr. Charles

of a brain, with millions

particular
increase

expert,

test or observation
in brightness.

and

observations

I

--apo---

Figure 7.10
A domain

tests

Brain Structure/Function

Weiss,

described

his problem-solving

of tiny lights of variable
suggested

dysfunction

At the end of the analysis,

Hierarchy

brightness

in a particular
a density

method

attached
region,

of brightness

as producing

to different

regions.

the corresponding

would indicate

a mental
When

light would

the most probable

a
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areaof damage.If the patientsufferedsolelyfrom a focaldiseasesuchas a stroke,onlythatregion
affectedby thelesionwouldbe brightlylit. In thecaseof a global dysfunction, such as in Alzheimer's
disease, the entire brain would

glow.

NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST

performs

of 142 hierarchically-organized
symptom

complex

structurefunction
models

hierarchy)

structure/function

frame

of a disease).

are instantiated

observations,

frames

using

hierarchy,

that relates

in contrast

The

tests

by instantialing

has two hierarchical
disorders

observations

are combined

tests and observations

patient's

lobal

speech impediments
model,

about

brain,

using Bayesian

to specific

to this neurophysiological

models:

the user

one of the brain

a particular

is constructed

the results of tests

from

ob_

is-a

l

is-a

is-a

-

/

•

-

I

_

............

tests

........

and

classification
evidence

observations

--is-a---Ev--

Figure 7.11

>

A Portion

of the Symptom/Disorder

_

is-a

....

KEY

Hierarchy

and
a

with the left frontal lobe.

and observations

is-a

tests

For example,

_s-_
_

The

Figure 7.10 illustrates

--is-a_

is-a

(the

These two
patient.

and functions.

which are associated

base

(i.e., the

hierarchy).

heuristics.

structures

a knowledge

to symptomatology

(the symptomdisorder

from

of the individual

from which

indicate

in a similar fashion

relate gross neurophysiology

system

and

a model

tests which suggest paraphasia
However,

which

and one of cognitive

the evidence

schema

diagnosis

at the same

Chapter
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the symptom/disorder

lobe disorders

which are identified

(e.g., Pick's,

Parkinson's

system,

which

shown in Figure

explanations

reasons

7.11.

disease)

by a listing

was damaged

outlined

in

and which

For example,

different

have associated

Chapter

2.

templates

TEXPLAN

_ed

of evidence

model.

symptoms

has,

or causes that support

in keywords

model to justify

however,

then use the
about

was most likely suffering

from.

level representation
_s

been

like "_Y"

conclusions

or discourse

with v_ables.

expert about a

The system would

the patient

semantic,

with a dom_

by typing

hierarchicA

disorders

had no syntactic,

were essentially

models

the underlying

7.12 to trace the underlying

NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST

language,

or claim followed

along with some entity (i.e,, frame)in

part of the brain

Since

in Figure

and Huntington's

The user could then query the brain and disorder

and "HOW"
functions

shown

after a fifteen minute to half an hour consultation

the system would post a diagnosis

that claim.

partially

by tests and clinical observations.

the ori_al
patient,

hierarchy,

approach

used

of natural

is inadequate

to generate

for

output

for

_OPSYCHOLOGIST.

The following

procedures justify NEUROPSYCHOLOGISTs

inferences:

(HOW-BAD?
entity) If entity is a brain area (e.g., left-ocoipital-lobe)
it prints the extent of damage diagnosed.
If
entity is a cognitive disorder (e.g., Parkinson's),
it lm'ints the probability
of that disorder.
If entity is a test or
observation it tells how well/poorly a patient scored on a particular test or clinica/observation.
(WHY-DAMAGE?
entity) If entity is a particular brain region that has damage,
by moving down one level in the structure/function
decomposition.
(WHY-DISORDER?
entity) Analogous to WHY-DAMAGE?
the reason(s) for determining that a patient has a particular
disorder/symptom
decomposition.

it justifies the damage in this region

function. If ent/ty is a disorder, this function prints out
disorder by moving down one level in the

(WHY-USEFUL?
entity) Tells why a given symptom, function, test. or observation is useful in the diagnosis
organic brain disordexs by indicating how that entity contributes
to other entities one level up in the
structure/function
or disorder hierarchy.

Figure 7.12

Explanation

Thus using the output from a typical
convince

the hearer

disorder.

When

disorder?",
reasons

of a given

the user

simulated

diagnosis.

diagnosis,

for NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST
TEXPLAN's

In one session,

of NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST

by posting

about information

Procedures

the goal BELIEVE(H,

in the symptom/disorder

with others

to produce

proposition

Has (KORSA_r<OFFS
PATV_NT1) and the evidence

7.11.
realized

The hierarchical
as the English

text plan (which
sin-face form:

embodies

7.13.

argument

plan operators

were tested to

the system

has just diagnosed

Korsakoff's

asks

did you diagnose

Korsakoffs

"Why

Has (KORSAKOFFS

hierarchy

the text plan shown in Figure

of

PATIENT1) ), TEXPLAN

using the plan operator

in Figure

In this text plan the variable
relations

the communicative

7.8 along

P refers

to the

are based on those shown in Figure
structure

and order of the text) is

Chapter7. _gament
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Argue(S,

H,

Has

(KORS_0FFS

PATIENT1)

)

/
Inform(S,

H,

P)

Convince(S,

Assert(S,

H,

P)

Inform(S,

H,

Evidence(P,

Assert(S,

H,

MEMORY-IQ))

Evidence(P,

Patientl

MEMORY-IQ)

has

memory
disorder.

and

In contrast
information

low

)

70%

questions

about

the structure/function

if the user asks "Why

in Figure 7.10 to produce

Patientl

has

mental
loss

of

frontal
left
of

lobe

frontal

examples

underlying

epistemological
While
knowledge,
a state

A

system.

85%

probability.

80%

APATHETIC))

An

apathetic

disorder.

probability

the system's

of

hierarchy,

A

damage

the user

simulated

with

90%
of

dysfunction

can

query

for

brain physiology.
by posting

the goal

exaro/nesthe brain suucture/functi0n

indicates

speech

poor

Korsakoff's

model of the patient's

lobe damaged?",

probability

writing
A

as:

probability.

left
a

A

frontal
90%

lobe

loss

a

90%

of

damage.

probability

indicates

dysfunction

do not concede

of

A
left

probability

indicates

a

any counter

evidence

because

This may of course not reflect the realities
can perform

NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST
it has no underlying
which

(P,

95%

of

probability

damage.

level, TEXPLAN

or event)

lobe

damage.

the arguments

application

a

flexibility

lobe

Evidence

Korsakoff's

PATIENT1)1, TEXPLAN

a

cognitive

lobe

75%
of

is the left frontal

frontal

.damage.

APATHETIC))

a text plan similar to the one above which is realized

indicates

left

frontal
left

In these

left

control

H,

the symptom/disorder

hierarchy,

BELIEVE (H, Damaged (L-FRONTAL
hierarchy

with

indicates

Evidence(P,

Text Plan

probability

scores

H,

Assert(S,

Diagnosis

disorder

a
IQ

to asking

about

For example,

Korsakoff's

indicates

P)

Inform(S,

Figure 7.13

demeanor

H,

increases

structure

causal model of the domain.
the heater's

of the relevant

no better than the application

represents

belief

and

is none

domain,

in the

but at an

system.

function,

Unlike evidence

in a proposition,

there

causal

disorder

and

symptom

(i.e., a sign or indication
relations

simply

of

allow the

Page221
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possibilityor probabilityof proof. Causeexplicatesratherthanconvinces.But by indicatinga likely or
actualcauseof a proposition(a stateor event),the hearermay betterunderstandwhy or how the
propositioncameintobeing,eventhoughtheymaynot necessarily
believeit. If I state"Maryis hurt"and
supportthisby acause"Shefell down",thismaymakeyou understand how Mary could have got hurt, but
not necessarily

convince

"she was crying",

you that she in fact fell down or indeed

might convince

was hurt.

not only of that fact that the event

Evidence

happened,

like, "I saw blood"

or

but that Mary was indeed

hurt.
This distinction

between

understanding

how something

could be the case and believing

used in theinductiveplan operator,convince-by-cause-and-evidence,
plan operator
the hearer's

first explains

what caused

belief in the proposition

the event or state represented

by providing

that there must be both a cause and evidence
state that the speaker

must know

evidence.

at least one cause

and one piece

first calls the Explain-How plan operator defined

preconditions,

motivations,

supporting

the proposition

(optionally

of the proposition)

convincing

NAME

convince-by-cause

H_ER

Convince

CONSTRAINS

(S,

by a proposition

and then increases

on the plan operator

in the knowledge

decomposition

and causes

shown inFigure 7.14. The

The constraints

for the proposition

it is the case is

of evidence

and then informs

base. The preconditions
for the proposition.

in the previous

the hearer

of any evidence

-and-evidence
proposition)

Proposition?(proposition)

^

BxilCause(x,

^

proposition)

3x

IEvidence(proposition,

x)

3x

E evidence

-KNOW(H,

EFFECTS

_x

E

KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Explain-How

PRECONDITIONS
DESIRABLE

_x

evidence

E

(S,

H,

(proposition,

Evidence

(proposition,

x) )

x) )

proposition)

evidence

Inform(S,

H,

Evidence

optional(Convince(S,

WHERE

Evidence

evidence

x) )

(proposition,
H,

x))

=

order-by-importance(
Vxl

Evidence(proposition,
KNOW(S,

x)

Evidence(proposition,

Figure7.14 convince-by,cause-and-evidence

The

chapter (which details the

them of this).

H,

dictate

A
x)))

Plan _erat0r
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ks

t_e

of argument,

in FRL (Roberts

a pop_

argument

and Goldstein,

1977).

as well as the text plan and corresponding

claiming

Figure 7.15 illustrates

surface

to select,

In Figure

smacture,

7.15, the cl_

pieces of evidence,

by instantiating

pressure

on

stress

by a number

the plan operator

when

the goal

TEXPLAN

uses its

base to argue for the proposition.

of causes,

from Figure

of the _owledge

produces
effect,

in America

and then supported

7.14.

Instead

of simply

by several

realizing

each

athletics--c.._

careerism

__C..._pdevaluation

of

academics--C_

Ev
SYMBOL

a portion

To achieve ks

and order content from the knowledge
is first explicated

are devalued

form that TEXPLAN

BELIEVE (H, Devalued (ACADEMICS)) is posted to the system.
plan operators

academics

KEY
low

/
teacher

Ev

salaries

apathetic

students

-C
- _-_ _

e_dence

_gue

Claim(S,

Inform(S,

H,

H,

TEXT

(S,

_owr_.,E_-'E _E

H,

Devalued

(ACADEMICS)

P)

Convince(S,

Cause(Increased(CAREERiSM),

PLAN

SURFACE

academics.

H,

P)

P))

Inform(S,

H,

Evidence(P,

Inform(S,

Academics

)

H,

SAL
Evidence(P,

APATHETIC-STLrDENTS))

FORM:
are

devalued.
Low

Focus

teacher

on

salaries

athletics
and

an

and
apathetic

increased
student

careerism
body

cause
indicate

academics.

Figure 7.15

Example

_gument

Knowledge

Base, Text Plan, and Surface

Form

devalued
devalued
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leaf-node(i.e., surfacespeechact)in
contiguous

cause

and evidence

the text plan

propositions

and the two pieces of evidence

as a sentence,

that have common

each form a single utterance.)

NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST

output

because

the surface

terms

(e.g., in Figure

Evidence

each evidence

generator

predicates

rhetorical

can

combine

7.15 the two causes

were not combined

message

had differing

in the

certainty

percentages.
7.3.1
Inductive

argument,

plan operators,

which

parallel

techniques

illustrated

concrete,

for, induction.

evidence

operator

that the salaries

salaries

of teachers

as

examples

comparison/contrast
American

academics

the teaching
convince

although
can

with P. By showing

Unlike

the hearer

formula

with another,

of

the speaker

analogy entails

could

should

a proposition,

illustrate

text

description

the claimed

elementary
be ordered

other

We can support

education

comparing

proposition,

by providing

in this dissertation,
differentia

to highlight

the proposition,

school, the
according

to

such

as

formula

critical

of an analogy

this analogy

the above
America's

to the comparison

detailed in the penultimate

claim

about

low respect for

P, which we are trying to

plan operator

proposition

plan operator

that if Q has property
might look like which

the hearer is familiar

while two propositions
False

section of this chapter.

it

than the entity differentia

in Chapter 4). One reason proposition

may be different.

with.

has not yet been implemented:

similar to but more sophisticated

of false analogy:

techniques

Q, which has several properties in common

an analogous

A (used for entity analogy

fallacies

and

it (see convince-by-

in Charleston

examples

convincing.

and Japanese

with a well-known

is the danger

other features

class of argumentative

American

of a proposition

detailed in Appendix

not been implemented

hearer

7.17 shows what the structure

a proposition

and analogy,

to make an abstract

that P and Q share properties _ and _, we can claim by analogy

the other operators

would require

the

can be equally

In contrast,

Z, then so does P. Figure
convinces

convince

by comparing

the hearer to believe,

to,

acts are multipurpose

by exemplifying

As with evidence,

relevant

so they can be appear in multiple

used previously

For example,

There

it is unclear how to do this computationally.

and analogy

profession.

of a proposition.

comparison/contrast

are low by stating "For example,

are below poverty level."

a hearer

by the above

a claim that are obviously

contexts,

of a proposition

7.16).

as illustrated

4. That is, some communicative

act of illustration,

in Figure

to convince

illustration,

goals in different

the hearer

of teachers

their ability to convince,
Just

in Chapter

the communicative

plan

Argument

can use to support

These include

communicative

is here used to convince

±llu_erat±on

Inductive

in an attempt

that a speaker

those used for entity description

For example,

for

in its narrow sense, moves from particular to general

and can achieve different
types.

Tactics

show cause and evidence

are other more general
and therefore

Supporting

analogy has

may share several
analogy

features

is one of a larger
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NAME

convince-by-illustration

HEADER

Convince(S,

CONSTRAINTS

H,

proposition)

Proposition?(proposition)
Bx

^

IIllustration(proposition,

x)

PRECONDITIONS
DES

IRABLE

Vx

E examples
_KNOW(H,

EFFECTS

Vx

Illustration(proposition,

E examples
KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

k/x

x))

Illustration(proposition,

e examples

(proposition)

Inform(S,

H,

x))

Illustration(proposition,

examples = {e I Illustration(entity,

WHERE

e)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,
KNOW(E,

Figure7.16

convince-by-analogy

HEADER

Convince

(S,

If,

Proposition?
Bx

KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Inform(S,

WHERE

analogue

^

(proposition,

Analogous

H,

=

x)

(proposition,

analogue)

Analogy(proposition,

x

Figure 7.17

Inductive

illustration,
section,

reasoning
presentation

serve

in its extended

the hearer to believe
should

Analogous

sense, can employ
Together

a proposition.

and would clearly

require

more general rhetorical

acts which

handling

x) )

including

with the deductive

effects

^

(proposition,

of argument

Other reasoning

similar

x)
^

Plan Operator

methods

of communicative

also be able to produce

strategies)

inductive

and analogy.

as a repertoire

x)

convince-by-analogy

several

comparison/contrast,

these

convincing

argument,

IS,

)

analogue))

I Analogous(proposition,

KNOW

has formalized

e))

proposition)

KNOW-ABOUT(H,

This section

^

^

Illustration(entity,

(proposition)

IAnalogous

EFFECTS

e)

convince-by-illustrationP1anOperat0r

NAME

CONSTRAINTS

cause.

x))

can achieve

strategies

(although

giving

techniques

arguments
the higher

such as abduction

they may have

in a fuller treatment

evidence

and

including

of the previous
level

goal of

or case-based

thek own particular

of the forms of argument.
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Thesestrategiesareall definedto generate
textswhich affecthearerbeliefs. In contrast,thenextsection
examines
textswhichaffectthehearer'sknowledgeofdomainactionsandtheirdesiretoperformthem.
7.4
important
some action.
oriented,
hearer

Persuasion

link between

While

different

_s

section

physical
forms

the previous sections
beliefs;

Arguments

of argument

similarly

affecting

hearer

(Of course

deductive

or inductive

someone

to act you can change

encourage

action:

techniques

that

and communicative

have de_ed

_

actions.

and

Promote

actions concerns

such as deduction

deductive

define persuasive

techniques

as primarily affecting

in the narrow

someone

The following

the hearer to perform

can be belief or action-

forms narrowly

you can also persuade them to act.
beliefs.)

getting

and induction

and inductive

in the act of convincing

their

Action

to believe

S_arly,

sense as primarily
a proposition

using

in the cottrse of persuading

invitation

exempfifies

arguments

that

Come to my party tonight. It's at 1904 Park Street. We are serving your favorite munchies
and we have plenty of wine and beer. Everybody is going to be there. You'll have a great
time.
The text tells the reader

what to do, enables

common

strategy

consists

communicative
of requesting

occurs fxequently

them that it is a useful

not inclined

In the above

to do it).

The action is motivated

supply

of liquor),

having

fun).

the innate

This general
7.18.

strategy

The operator

do it. Enable,

Figure

property

human

in Chapter

of the plan operators

of the action)

that Hill produce
coming

and by the desired

by requesting,

plan operators.

knowledge

ability

the hearer may want and know

able to come because

If the speaker

its constraints

Hill be able to provide

fail.

The assumption

this sort of information.

knows

plan

enabling,

It

benefit

(if they are

by providing

the

applies

to it (i.e.,

operator shown in Figure

the enablement

compositionality.

instance

plan operator
of the more

The plan operator

in

the action (i.e., knowledge

to do it (ABLE), and (3) the bearer's
how to get to a party, but they are not

this, then they should

is that a general

of coming

and then persuading them to

of how to perform

desire to do it (WANT). For example,

below because

consequence

This is a particular

presented in this dissertation:

(KNOW-HOW),(2) the hearer's

they are sick.

some desirable

to the party, is euabled

act in its decomposition,

among (1) the hearer's

to get people to do things.

them to do it (if they lack the know-how),

to the request-enable-persuade

6 to argument

This

attributes of the party (i.e., tasty munchies and abundant

desire to belong,

communicative

why they should do it.

texts intended

enabling

the action,

by the desirable

corresponds

the second

7.18 distinguishes

of the subactions

example

activity

gets the hearer to do some action

used for exposition
general

in ordinary

them to do the act (if necessary),

and fmally persuading

address.

them to do it, and indicates

not use the plan operator

user modelling/acquisition

component
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NAME

request

HEADER

Argue(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Act_a=Eieu_imnABIxE_E_H_ian_ion)

-enable
H,

-persuade
Do(H,

action))

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL
WANT(S,
DESIRABLE

Do(H,

action))

- KNOW-HOW(H,
DESIRABLE

m _

I_,

action)
_Sac_)

_,s_&_ioB)

DECOMPOSITION

Request(E,

H,

En__._9

7.18,

can be very different

capabilities,

desires,

^
action))

Do(H,

action))

H,

Do(H,

of a communication
depending

action))

request-enable-persuade Plan Operator

that gets an individual

upon the conversants

and so on. Thus to successfully

of the hearer in order to produce

organization,

(perhaps

request

need be made because

the Red Cross for earthquake

in the linguistic

the hearer(s)

action, is able to do it, and knows
hearer

of the action,

the speaker

request

plan operator

in Figure

In addition

them.

argues

a speaker

needs

For example,

is sufficient.

beliefs,
to reason

in an autocratic
no

goal, as in the case of the mobilization

of

Similarly,

if the hearer

And because

them

to do it.

the hearer

wants

wants

This situation

that the hearer perform

in Figure

to do some

an action

7.19 could model delegation,

relations

to perform

the task.

9) informs

the reader of the prerequisites

by simply

whereby

may be necessary

a license:

if the audience

of Motor Vehicles

example

the

to the
asking

simply
above,

1987).

does not know
Driver's

the

the speaker

some task, but the speaker

of the speaker and hearer (c.f, Hovy,

text from the NYS Department
for obtaining

or desires

corresponds

that they figure out how to do it. As with the autocratic

for action, enablement

The following

text.

their knowledge,

In other contexts

to do or does know how to perform

a model of the interpersonal
to a request

of a command)

assistance.

not persuade

7.19 which

may know the hearer is not willing

his wotdd require

need

on plan operator

it is expected

an effective

may share the desired

need not enable

outcome

asks them because

involved,

how to do it, then the speaker can simply ask them to do it. Because

is able to do it, the speaker

them to do it. A variation

form

or other catastrophic

to act, such as that in Figure

get a hearer to do things,

about his or her model
a request

))

action))
Do(H,

Uninstantiated

indeed

) action)

_%s_a_Sp%rator

Persuade(S,

The order and constituents

))

^

Do(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Top-Level,

action)
^

_H_W_n_ction)
WANT(H,

Figure 7.18

^

W_H_D_@B_t_I_,

Manual

how
(p.

Chapter1.7.Argument
To

obtain

how

to

your
drive

The writer indicates
preconditions
men_y

car

to perform

some

consoling

of the action.

action,

to

you
time.

enables

corresponds

must
in

In some

then

situations,

a

your

in which

a writer

car,

case

already

the

road

operation

the reader
should

them

and

are necessary

may be physically

seek

alternative

to do it, perhaps

or

solutions,

widens

and

your

relatives

to do something

plan operator

by outlining

the

Manual:

motorcycle

friends

wants

of

and vehicle

the writer

convince

or

visit

to the request-enable

the hearer to perform

rules

On the other hand, if the user is able but not willing

must

truck

job,

the

however,

this excerpt from the Driver's

drive
do

know

traffic.

of both road regulations

action,

Of course it could be that the hearer
situation

you

vehicle

the reader if all else fails.

Consider

ability

It
helps
leisure

other

a license.

to perform

the intended

The

license

or

that being knowledgeable

perhaps

benefit(s)

driver's
a

for obtaining

unable

eventually

Page227

and

horizons.
enjoy

your

but does not know how to do it. This

shown in Figure

7.20 which requests

and then

some action.

NAME

request-enable

HEADER

Argue(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Action?

(action)

A

ESSENTIAL

WANT(S,

Do(H,

action))

DESIRABLE

_KNOW(H,

H,

Do(H,

action))

ABLE(H,

action)

PRECONDITIONS

WANT(S,

KNOW-HOW

EFFECTS

KNOW(H,

(H,

Do(H,

DECOMPOSITION

Do(H,

WANT(H,

Do(H,

action)

action)))

Enable(S,

action)))

desires,

to perform
TEXPLAN

and preconditions
been defined

some

H,
H,

Do(H,

action))

Do(H,

action))

in previous

planning

On the basis of an assumed

in order to produce

system.

chapters

a text tailored

illustrates

model

strategies

to that user.

(4 and 6, respectively),

A final subsection

Pls/1

communicative

is able to select from these different

in the next subsection.
mission

define the top-level

action.

^

^

Figure7.20 request-enable

hearer

^

action)

Request(S,

The above plan operators

action)

action)

WANT(S,

KNOW-HOW(H,

A

Operator
actions which TEXPLAN
of the user's knowledge,
by examining
While

their various

requesting

the communicative
arguments

uses to get the

that induce

and

constraints

and enablement

act of persuade
action

abilities,

have

is formalized

in the domain

of a
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NAME

persuade-by-motivation

HEADER

Persuade(S,

H,

CONSTRAINTS

Act(action)

^

Do(H,

3x

action))

IMotivation(x,

action)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

WANT(H,

DESIRABLE

3x

Do(H,

action))

IMotivation(x,

action)

_KNOW(H,

EFFECTS

WANT(H,
Vx

Do(H,

DECOMPOSITION

_x

action))

action))

Motivation(x,
KNOW(H,

^

Motivation(x,

^

action)

Motivation

(x,

IMotivation(x,
Inform(S,

action)

action)
H,

Motivation(x,

optional(Vy

action))

ICause(y,

x)

Inform(S,

WHERE

)

events-or-states

=

H,

{x

Cause(y,

x)))

I Motivation(x,

action)

}

Fig_e 7.21 persuade-by-motivation Plan Operator

7.4.1

Persuasive

When a hearer does not want to perform
variety

Techniques

the action, a speaker

of ways to persuade the hearer including

indicating

(1) the motivation

action can enable some event, (3) how it can cause a desirable
some

overall

purpose

motivation
where

or higher

in Figure 7.21 persuades

the Motivation

predicate

option in the decomposition

Another
the hearer.
negative

For example,

the hearer

technique

disaster,

to purchase

This technique

involves

telling the consequences
result

products

is formalized

An extension

(e.g., approval,

or loss of self esteem).
by appealing

named

persuade-by-

the motivation

5 for narrative

is a part of

for the action,

plan operators.

how the motivating

An

event or state

of the action which are beneficial
commendation,

Advertisement

to the emotional

praise)

often uses this technique

benefits

(actual

of this plan operator

or states that would result from their inaction.

by telling them all the desirable

to

or avoid a

or anticipated)

in Figure 7.22 as the persuade-by-desirable-consequences

which gets the hearer to want to do something

the action will cause.

the plan operator

7.21 indicates

(2) how the

or (4) how the action

to act by simply indicating

in Figure

for the action,

circumstances.

An action can either cause a positive

customers

outcome,

is the same as that used in Chapter

the motivating

one (avoid blame,

possession.
operator

persuasive

goal.

of the plan operator

came about, i.e., it explains

induce

level

must persuade them to act. There are a

to
of
plan

events or states that

could warn the hearer of all the undesirable

events
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NAME

persuade-by-desirable-consequences

HEADER

Persuade(S,

H,

CONSTRAINTS

Act(action)

A

Do(H,
I

3x

action))

Cause(action,

x)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

_ WANT(H,

DESIRABLE

nil

EFFECTS

Do(H,

WANT(H,
Vx

E

Do(H,

Vx

action))

Cause(action,

x))

E desirable-events-or-states
Inform(S,

WHERE

^

desirable-events-or-states

ENOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

action))

H,

Cause(action,

x))

desirable-events-or-states
{x

I

=

Cause(action,

x)

x)

AWANT(H,

Figure7.22 persuade-by-desirable-consequences

}

Plan Operator

Some actionsmay notcause a desirable
stateoreventbutmay enablesome otherdesirable
action(that
the hearer or someone
license

is a precondition

else may want to perform).
of driving

For example,

a car, which

enables

in the NYS driving

you to visit friends,

commtmicative actiscapturedin thepersuade-by-enablement
as thepersuade-by-motivation

events or states that would be enabled

NAME

Persuade(S,

CONSTRAINTS

Act

H,

by their inaction.

Do(H.

action))

(action)

-.WANT(/-/,

Do

action)

)

Vx

E

^

Enablement(action,

x)

desirable-events-or-states

Inform(S,

WHERE

(H,

WANT(H,
Do(H,
action))
VxE
desirable-events-or.states
KNOW(H,

DECOMPOSITION

This

operatorcould warn the hearerof allthe

plan

PRECONDITIONS

EFFECTS

etc.

a

operatorshown inFigure7.23.Just

persuade'by-enablement

HEADER

ESSENTIAL

go shopping,

obtaining

plan operatorofFigure7.21 couldbe extendedtoindicate
causesof an

action,an extensionof the persuade-by-enablement
undesirable

plan

example,

H,

Enablement(action,

desirable-events-or-states
{x

I Enablement(action,

Figure7.23

persuade-by-enablement

x))

=
x)

^W_(H,

Plan

Operator

x)

Chapter

7. _gument
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NAME

persuade-by-purpose-and-plan

HEADER

Persuade

CONSTRAINTS

Act

(S,

H,

Do(H,

action)

)

(action)

PRECONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL

. WANT(H,

EFFECTS

DECOMPOSITION

WHERE

Do(H,

action))

WANT(H.

Do(H,

KNOW(H,

Purpose(action.

action))

^
goal))

Inform(S,

H,

Purpose(action,

Inform(S.

If.

Constituent(plan,

goal

=

g

I

plan

=

p

I Constituent(p,

goal))

Purpose(action,

action))

g)

^

WANT(H,

action)

^

g)

WANT(//,

Do (p))

Figure7.24 persuade'by-purpose-'and.plan Plan Operator
One final form of persuasion,
hearer to perform
plan(s)

some action by indicating

that the hearer wants

action

which

persuasive

has the effect

possibilities.

All

the

TEXPLAN

to persuade

cooperative

some goal).
some

TEXPLAN

accesses
high-level

network

a hybrid

of rules

problem

solving

planner which cooperates

(e.g., offensive

some desired

counter

goal (e.g., destroy

and user can make choices

KRS then replans
plan by reasoning

the mission
about

which

frames.

structures).

of

were in fact tested

a sequence

application

(In producing

lower-level

air escort,

target).

result in an ill-formed

activities.

and spatial relationships).

of this mid-agent
mission plan.

backtracking
KRS

initially

was based on

descriptions

surface-to-air-missile

Because

the

planning

of FRL (Roberts

meta-planning

planning

with

of steps to accomplish

in an extension

KRS employs

plan using dependency-directed

temporal

give a range

system which makes

with the user to produce an Ak Tasking

an enemy

an

and purpose,--allow

an advisory

where the underlying

KRS is implemented

air, air refueling,

a check,

et al., 1987), used for mission

rather than planning

govern

cause,

The plan operators

KRS (Dawson

and hierarchical

strategies

gets the

System

enablement,

in this dissertation,

knowledge

is writing

These operators

Replanning

persuasion requires

solver.

and scheduling

7.24,

in the next section.

Knowledge

System,

formalism,

only frame

is a mixed-initiative

the system

allocation

Unlike previous examples

1977),

air missions

problem

of shopping

your liquid assets.

To illustrate

based Replanning

resource

one subgoal

described--motivation,

or a cooperative

Goldstein,

achieve

devices

in the

the hearer to act.

type of semantic

whereby

of increasing

in Figure

or goal(s) and how it is part of some more general

For example,

Persuasion

Knowledge

(but emphasizing

its purpose

Tests with them are illustrated

persuasive

recommendations,

to achieve.
or purpose

7.4.2

shown

persuade-by-purpose-and-plan,

from

KRS,

(Wilensky,

1983)

Furthermore,

KRS

Order, a package of
suppression)
problem

If directed

(e.g., making
attempts

and

that

solving,

by the user,

changes

to retract

in the
system-

Chapter

7. _gument

supplied
recover

choices.
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As a last resort,

from the ill-formed

some underling

rule governing

For example,
7.25 (simplified

interactional

counter

air (OCA), with attributes

relations

daemons

in reaction

C_-S'rGN

the system

tests on the mission
aircraft

and target.

constraint
Figure

Before

TEXPLAN

which detected

7.26).

(called

monitors

plan.

Frames

of

the home
indicates

also record

that the user just selected

displayed.

KRS represents

of the slots can be automatically

the UNIT and ACNUrmER slot of a mission

and detects

For example,

KRS signals

was

for some

an instance

of aircraft,

the strategist)).

in Figure

a

domain-

calculated

by

are filled in, the

generated).

(e.g., ArRCgAFT and TARGET) of the mission
the user.

air mission,

7.25 the H'CSTORYslot records

slots so that values

to user input (e.g., when

planning

incompatible

meta-planner

in Figure

counter

values as well as STATUS slot which

where the mission plan is visually

slot can be automatically

During
diagnostic

among

to

on the basis of

the mission shown

such as the type and number

has actual and possible

for example

target and the WINDOWslot indicates
dependent

with the system to produce

The frame, OCA1002, is an offensive

(e.g., user, planner,

information,

choices

legal plans.

Each attribute

the value

user-supplied

In this case the system tries to justify its recommendation

for readability).

and the target.

who supplied

to the user that they remove

assume the user has interacted

(AIo) the class offensive
airbase,

plan.

KRS suggests

ill-formed

in Figure

the constraint
frame

interfaced

the error in the mission

which

to KRS,

mission

plans

7.25 the offensive
violation

would

counter

by highlighting

is represented
KRS

by running

visually
then

air mission
the conflicting

in a mission

simply

rule-based

state the

plan, and then list some of the supporting

has an
slots

window

to

rule-based

knowledge

(see

Chapter7 _gument
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(OCAI002
(AIO

(VALUE
( POSSIBLE

(AIRCRAFT

(OCA))

(VALUE
(STATUS
(TARGET

(vALUE

(AC_ER

(STATUS
(POSSIBLE
(VALUE

((I 2 ...
(3))
(USER))

BY

choice

for

AIRC_T

TARGET-AIRCRAFT-I:

AIRC_T

FOR

is

(canned
sequence
relate

in

3 THERE

))
AI4))))

IS

TARGET
BE30703
USER>) ) )
i 1142344
deexposed>)
))

_ssion

question

Plan in

because:

A S_

THE TARGET
OF
BE30703
_IATES

3.
4.

THE AIRCRAFT
OF 0CA1002
F-IIIE
IS NOT A F-4G

text plus variables

Current

for the _ssion,

supporting

More important,

OCAI002
4

CONFLICT

BETWEEN

TARGET

AND

BE30703
IS

7.26 were produced

and conflicting

violation

although

the relationships

it is not clear what the system

F-IIIE

of Rule Violation

in Figure

rule name,

the constraint
Because

IS

Explanation

of the explanation

to each other or to the rule.

cohesion.

Simp_ed

I.
2.

f=st two sentences

of information

F-IIIF)))

OCAI002

Figure 7,26
Re

F-IIIE

))

( #<EVENT
INSERT
(#<MISSION-WINDOW

Figure 7,25

The

F-4G

25)))

((ALCONBURY))
((AI A2
...

(POSSIBLE
(VALUE
(VALUE

(HISTORY
(DISPLAY

F-4E

(USER)) )
(BE30703))
(USER)))

(STATUS
(POSSIBLE

(AIRBASE
(ORDNANCE

)

((F-4C
F-4D
(F-IIIE))

among

slots).

using

simple

The list 1-4 is simply

there is no indication
entities

templates

are implicit,

a

as to how these
this text lacks

wants the user to do and why they should

do it.

1 is the name of the nile that detected the conflict. OCA1002reads "Offensive Counter Air Mission 1002"
and BE30703 reads ',Battle Element number 30703,.

3TARGET-AIRCRAFT-

4The fact that BE30703 is radiating indic_that
it is an operational radar. KRS expects domain users (i.e.. Air Force mission
planners)m know that only anti,radar F-4g ( Wild Weasel') aircraft fly against these targets.
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plan operators),

In contrast,

motivation,

violations

operator

the underlying

goal wANT(H,

which

then reasons

of Figure 7.21)to

The output

is improved

Argue

Request(S,

relations

about

H,

Do(H,

and rhetoric

(e,g.,

entities

cause,

(e.g., aircraft

F-111E

(using,

surface

AIRCRAFT

inference

both in rules justifying

AIRC_T

F-4G>))tO

for example,

form shown

the text using communicative

OCAI002

predicates

as

used to produce the text in Figure

OCA1002

epistemology

(such

to the underlying

embodied

approach

the text plan and corresponding

#<REPLACE

discourse

plan and other domain

#<REPLACE

abstractly

occurring

rhetorical

of the domain

and translate-the-code

not only by composing

(S,

by relating

the mission

Do(H,

generate

of naturally

7.26 is isomorphic

to KRS

semantic

the template

model

in Figure

was interfaced

Unlike

poststhe

TEXPLAN,

some

and in frames representing

and target frames).
_S

from

the presentation

_LAN

attribution)to

constraint

7.26,

organization

the plan

in Figure

7.27.

acts, but also by linguistic

F-IIIE

F-4G>))

f

H,

Do(H,

Recommend(S,

H,

#<REPLACE...>))

Do(H,

#<REPLACE...>))

Motivation(#<CONFLICT

Persuade(S,

H,

Do(H,

#<REPLACE...>))

TARGET-AIRCRAFT-I>/

#<REPLACE...>))
I

Inform(S,

H,

/

Cause(#<EVENT
#<CONFLICT

T

Assert(S,

H ....

)

INSERT
TARGET
BE30703
TARGET-AIRCRAFT-l>))

I

Inform(S,

USER>,

H,

Cause[#<STATE

RADIATE

#<CONFLICT
TEXT

PLAN

Assert(S,

H ....

BE30703>,

TARGET-AIRCRAFT-l>))

)
T
Assert(S,

SURFACE
You

replace
1002.

Mission

inserted
which
Mission

)

FORM:
should

Mission
Air

H ....

A
1002

F-llle
conflict
motivates

Ludwigslusts-Alpha
caused
1002.

a

Figure 7.27

aircraft

conflict

TEXPLAN

with

between

the

replacing
in

between

the

tO

aircraft

aircraft
and

F-IIIE
target

the

Argument

F-4g

aircraft

the

in

in

with

F-4g

aircraft

slot
and

and
the

Offensive

target

Counter

Offensive
aircraft.

Ludwigslusts-Alpha
target

get user to act -- Motivated

in

Air
Counter

was
Offensive

by Rule Violation

You
radiating

Counter

Air
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devices,

such as using a dictionary

"Ludwigslusts-Alpha"
which

instead

the discourse

is produced

goal corresponds

show how that action
Since KRS employs
employing.
replan

(e.g., prescan

so on). Associated
name,

type,

history,

order,

associated

entities

ask

an attack

of missions,

relations

by referring

of strategy

mission,

in this thesis in

goal that drives

plan a package

among

subgoals

are executed,

the plan

plans

of missions,

the meta-plarmer

govern

lower-level

plan an individual

necessary?"

(simulated

the meta-plan

sequence,

by posting

the goal

/

and produce

_

including
etc.),

activity
WANT(a,

apo

_

;apo

apol

the response

apo
#<PLAN'MISSION>

apc_

SYMBOL
a

type

of

--is-a--

part

of

--apo--

apo

#<ENSLrRE-S_TY>
I

7,28

apo
!
#<PLAN-GENERIC

Slrucatre

apo%

#<REP_-ATTACK>
!

apo
|

---

Figure

apol

a_vp_.PKGS

apo

f

KEY

a

purpose

is-a
_

apo

Therefore
occur

and they
Do (S,

shown in Figure 7.29.

# <_PI_,_N.ATO>

#<PLAN-PACKAGE>
J

apo

its

planning

actions

Is.a_

#<P_-ATO>

/

and

can use the persuade-by-purpose-and-plan

structure

is-a

order,

planning

and failure handlers.

a plan is a useful

it is

mission,

knows why particular

that scanning

7.24).

(e.g., plan an air tasking

(e.g., enablement,

being replarmed),

is to

to the higher level strategy

#<STRATEGY>

#<PRESCAN.ATO>
j,
i

the text

in Figure

is.a

P-

1002" and

a hearer to do an action

and so on) which

if the user is not persuaded

of Figure 7.24 to examine

way to persuade

its actions

#<PRESCAN-ATO>) )) To achieve_5/sg0al,TEXPLAN
operator

examples

shown in Figure 7.28 are several types of information

by the plans

is scanning

the previous

Air Mission

plan or goal (see the plan operator

(e.g., the name of the mission

For example

"Why

general

it can justify

replan

subgoals,

another

7.28 shows a number

a package

when the actions encoded

may

more

with each meta-plan

purpose,

when they do.

some

Figure

Unlike

Counter

(KRS).

meta-plarming,

For example,

such as "Offensive

user query, here the discourse

cause and motivation,

supports

an air tasking

activities

to an explicit

system

to showing

lexemes

of OCA10 O2 and BE3 o703.

by the underlying

In addition

to produce

of Plans and Meta,Plans

in KRS

-MISSION>

>

,Chapter
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Persuade(S,

Inform

(S,

H,

Purpose

H,

Do(S,

(#< PRESCAN-ATO>,

#<TEST'VALIDITY>)

Assert(S,

H,

#<PRESCAN-ATO>))

)
Inform

(S,

H,

Constituent

(#<PRESCAN-ATO>,

Purpose(...))
#<PLAN,AT0>)

TEXT

SURFACE
The

Assert(S,

PLAN

Tasking
Order.

of

prescanning

Order.

the

Prescanning

Fi_e
Having
between

illustrated

3.

TEXPLAN's

First,

optional

components)

contrast,

TEXPLAN

distinguish

command,

motivating

techniques

of some

in her system

Program

Enhancement

specific

(e.g.,

Advisor)

(Swartout,

motivation,

enablement,

Moore's

multi-function
multiple

system

nature

(indicated

a proposition
and range

prose eludes

based

In contrast,

where

on the

between

plan operators,

by three

Some of the

is a domain

(i.e.,

representation
Expert

can persuade
individual

convince

System's
by showing

plan operators

acts, however,
including

and persuade

(i.e.,

an action).

one unresolved

The plan operators

text planners

do not

in the effect slot of plan operators).

versus persuading them to perform

current

evidence.

Explainable

system,

In

how an action is a step

"replace"

TEXPLAN

(with

from surface

can persuade

and giving

unlike Moore's

of communicative

plan operators

are architecture/knowledge

as does TEXPLAN

of text types and their interaction.

occuning

system

at the end

pattern

(e.g., request)

of an action), showing

by a list of effects

of TEXPLAN's

effects as well as the composition

nature of naturally

Moreover,

Air

Tasking!

to do something.

Moore's

acts

Moore's

and others

et al., 1985)).

effects

strategy detailed

Second,

from illocutionary

is a technique

does not distinguish

the flexibility

at this level.

and/or means

action),

the

Air

we now note the key differences

(e.g., motivate-replace-act,

cause, and purpose.

a hearer to believe

Despite

specific

1983; Neches

can (and often do) have multiple

convincing

specific

of
an

is but one (preordered)

goal (elaborate-refinement-path),

elaborate-refinement-path

architecture

argument,

Furthermore,

the purpose

validity

planning

that can be used to get the hearer

persuade)

recommend).

are domain

the

of

of a Domain A_0n

strategy

of plan operators

higher-level

test

part

(1989) "recommend-enable-motivate"

(e.g., enable,

(by telling

to

is

for persuasive

of operators

has a number

is

Order

Persuasion

resources

in a family

(e.g.,

(i.e., subgoal)

Order

Tasking

the "recommend-enable-motivate"

acts

techniques:

Tasking

Air

and Moore's

rhetorical

acts

Air

the

7.29 TEXPL_

these plan operators

of Chapter

Finally,

Constituent(...))

FORM:

purpose

speech

H,

)

issue concerns

used by TEXPLAN
the flexible
TEXPLAN.

the

allow for

and multi-function
For example,

the
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advertisement
belowcompelsthereaderto actionusinga varietyof techniques
includingdescription,
comparison,
andpersuasion.
Buy Pontiac.Webuildexcitement.ThenewPontiacshavepowerbrakes,powersteering,
AM/FM stereos,andanti-lock brakes. And if you buy now, you _ save$500. An
independent
studyshowsthatPontiacsarebetterthanChevrolet.SeeyourPontiacdealer
today!
In _s example,the initial
attributes

of the product,

courses

request

the desirable

of action/competing

may be implemented

attributes),

the interaction

can persuade

exciting

imploring

as plan operators

of various

by description,

the hearer

a complex

or exposition,

by indicating

comparing

manner

issue.

Rile

some of these

(e.g., describe

For example,

and entertain

the desirable

the action with alternative

to act again.

in a straightforward

text types remains
narration

supported

of the purchase,

and finally

desirable

how is it that some

by persuasion?

_s

issue

is an

area for future research.

7.5
There

are well known rhetorical

hearer

of a proposition

or persuade

sound

logic but rather

on weaknesses

because

it is useful to distinguish

prove useful to the interpretation
in debating
application

although

Others

flawed

include

false

from ignorance,

supporting

the proposition)

and epistemological

or attention.

of N-formed
the truth

by logicians,

which

this end will be achieved

nature

of fallacious
and those

for example

These

argument
argument.

rather

may convince

by means

fallacies

techniques

are identified

These techniques

the

based not on

and because

than uncover it, hence

(begging

and ignoratio

fallacies,

an argument
terms

assuming

the question),

here

they may

are quite effective

the morality

those based on false

a major premise

of their

such as argumentum

(ignorance

because

of refutation).

linguistically.

(equivocation),

ambiguous

inferences,

One type of inferential
of "All green apples are

post hoc ergo propter

is false

can be flawed

flawed.

to these false inferences,

fallacies

something

eIenchi

include

are linguistically

In addition

This includes

that is assuming

arguments

which

in a syllogism

and contradiction.

the use of ambiguous

hoc (circumstantial
arguments

are often

ad ignorantiam

(meaning

there is no compelling

evidence

In addition

to these inferential

This can occur a number
English

syntax

of ways

(amphiboly),

or

referents.

In addition
arguments.

obfuscate

categories

knowledge.

argument

ambiguous

of human

and detection

petitio principii

analogy,

by incomplete

including

termed fallacies

them to act, however

knowledge,

error is overgeneralization,

argument),

techniques,

Arguments

is questionable.

based on incomplete

sour."

Fallacious

them from more legitimate

they actually

The three most common
those

0,e., purchase)is

consequences

products,

techniques

texts

for a_on

to logical,

These

inchde

epistemological,
argumentum

and linguistic
ad hominem

fallacies,

(argument

there are a number
against

the person),

of other fallacious
argumentum

ad

.Chapter 7. Argument
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to the people),

threat),

and argumentum

maxim)

as well as others.

impressionable,

ad verecundiam(argument

of simulating

of persuasive

Sycara's

PERSUADER

(1989)

and mediator)

argument

persuade

goal is to that agent's
of persuasive

Moreover,

plans

are based on simple
PERSU_ER

and persuading

Argument,

Like

them to act.
system

While

argument

The chapter

closing

occ_g

then formalizes

some physical
section

of _s

argue that these should

as a plan-based

quo',

appeal

to

engage

in

a particular

However

the selection

structure

or language

an addressee

in special

cases

are

to believe

human

a

behavior,

(e.g., persuading

identifies

not be employed

examined

communicative

to change

beliefs:

deduction

of intentions

the important
a number

deals

and induction.

The

the latter.
Following

deductive

no

the methodology

of

and inductive

as plan operators

which

link between

of argumentative
interfaces

physical
fallacies.
to advisory

arguments

encode

and decomposition

(i.e., the

Furthermore,

are

the necessary

into other subacts.

acts that can be used to persuade

in communicative

rather than reason.

The chapter

than their representation

and beliefs.

to constitute

and influence

in the previous

activity.

so no claims are made conc_g

of communicative

making

others beliefs

and exposition

(i.e., their form)rather

acts that appear

a number

chapter

(company,

or feasible

may emulate

us to change

of the actions as well as their effects

action,

founded on human limitations

narration,

text and then expressed

and constraints

except

agents

in PERSUADER

is profit).

techniques

More recently,

to "status

convincing

TALE-

Conclusion

the representation

communicative

in naturally

preconditions

perform

or reasoning

concerning

chapters,

between

that are used principally

strategies),

are made

three

some of the
(1976)

them.

in which

and no argument

these coercive

of description,

underlying

inference

threatening

goal of a company

form of text, _ows

of arguments

identified

is young,

medicine).

characterizes

of argument

in Meehan's

belief of how important

not appropriate

focus here is on the presentation

previous

if the audience

have investigated

The agents

if-then heuristics

is probably

the text _es

this chapter

with two classes

claims

theory, or

(e.g,, appeal

and goals.

does not dis_guish

perhaps the most important

actions.

techniques

goal (e,g., the top,level

to take their prescribed

chapters,

or appeal to an authority,

5, characters

labor negotiations

another agent's

7.6

their

to force or

especially

by, for example,

persuasive

agent's

of influencing

their use by an advisory
someone

the stick or appeal

implementations

in Chapter

simulates

from me
other

overall

techniques

As described

program

to effect

with the purpose

proposition

reverence

several

others to do actions

can select

threat)

produced.

toward

can be quite effective,

human behavior,

techniques.

could

"authority",

(argument

toward

The above techniques

SPIN simulation

non,

ad baculum

or uninformed.

In the context
above t_es

argumentum

the addressee

and linguistic
Except
systems

action.

to
_e

in special

cases, I

because

they are

Chapter
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of the differing

versus

domains.
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persuasion),

Some

plan

operators

base

the academic

acts to accomplish

plan operator

chapter

the hearer

shown in Figure

which

may invoke

exarrrple.
functions.

concrete

a proposition

or to support

action

modifies

depending

This chapter,
to produce

exposition,
realized

and argument.

as cohesive

the top-level

were

relations

(e.g.,

illustrated

(e.g.,

the

by

Socratic

and thus are merely

indicative

operators

of convincing,

s it ion

plan operators

4), and finally attempts

to

convince-by-cause-and-evidence

act from Chapter

5 as illustrated

in the

define where and how in a text communicative

illustration

analogous

defined

a_:_ue- for -a-propo

of Chapter

commtmicative

7.3.1).

upon previously

it (using the expository

can be used both to make an abstract
What remains

text types (e.g., deduction

This seems

to be investigated

concept

is how content

can both change beliefs

and move to

to the case where the force of illocutionary

speech

form or intonation.

and the previous
hierarchical

from several

applications

others

cases calling

next explains

plan operators

(cf. Section

the effect of different

acts can be altered by syntactic

effect

For example,

One method

For example,

upon context).

semantic

in many

the descriptive

The current

acts can serve various

real

whereas

by cause and evidence)

are compositional,

7.14, calls upon the _'plain-How

devaluation

and context

underlying

using

examples

versus

in a real application.

their goals.

of its validity.

tested

for persuasion),

necessary

(i.e., deduction

with implemented

seriously

in Figure 7.1 claims some proposition,

of the previous

academic

more

claim supported

in this chapter

of the types of argument

are illustrated

KRS

the

would function

The plan operators

convince

with

devaluation

of how the plan operators

communicative

were

for induction;

a knowledge

syllogism;

and force of each

the plan operators

NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST
developing

content

three, have detailed

text plans

The next chapter

English text.

which

how TEXPLAN

characterize

considers

four types

reasons
of text:

about content,
description,

how these text plans are linearized

form, and
narration,

and linguistically

Chapter

LINGUISTIC

8

REALIZATION

"When I usea word"Humpty Dumpty said, in a rather scornful tone,
"it means just what I choose it to mean - neithermore nor less."
_e quesuon ts, sa_dAlice, whether you can make words different things.
'_e question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is
master -that's all."
•

.

_

-

.

_,

•

°

Through the Looking Glass

8.1
As detailed
into strategic
description,

shows

in Figure 2.0 at the beginning

(i.e., text planning)
narration,

communicative

and tactical

exposition

grammatical

output.

This tactical

Figure
realization
before

8.1 provides

(1982), each rhetorical

multiple
Each

assertions

In Figure

locutionary
proposition

about

which

results

from

text

produces

planning

details how the text plan's
realized

by selecting

to produce
apparatus

divided

The last four chapters-hierarchical

and effect of a text. In contrast,

connectives

of evidence

focus

act and its associated

for a common

list is then

realized
temporal,

predicate
base.

and sources

this chapter

is executed,

i.e.,

leaf nodes---surface

appropriate

well-formed

words and

and cohesive

for all the different

of knowledge

communicative

search which

knowledge

(discourse,

stages

8.1, a hierarchical

is a rhetorical

the application

item on the resulting

information

content,

stages.

can be broadly

how TEXPLAN

uses the same linguistic

by a simple depth-first

of a leaf-node

from

described

linguistically

a serial view of the various

in TEXPLAN.

information

component

realization)

this chapter

and intersentential

generation

types of

can produce.

it is linearized

consists

plan

content--are

structures
realization

text that TEXPLAN

the structure,

In particular,

speech acts and their propositional

2, language

(i.e., linguistic

communicative

realiT.ed as English.

phrases,

of Chapter

and argumentmhave

plans which characterize

how the hierarchical

linguistically

Introduction

plan is completely

outputs a list of messages,
rhetorical

proposition.

(e.g., attribution,

Some

of these

and spatial),

Following

McKeown

instantiated

are then grouped

into a single evidential

(or also as Italian
semantics,

constructed

where each message

constituency)

messages

claim can be combined
as English

used for linguistic

relations,

(e.g.,

assertion).

in a few test cases)

grammatical

with

using
syntax,

Chapter8. LinguisticRealization
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Hi

TextPlan

I Lineadzation

0

& G,oupingI

,L
_°UrCse

morphology,

and

\

....

/

Eng_VhText

Figure 8.1 Linguistic

lexemes,

sFi ..,,)

orthography.

Realization

Component

This chapter

details

all

of these

knowledge

sources

in

TEXPLAN.
In fact, TEXPLAN
realization
when

can operate in two modes:

as indicated

in Figure

the hierarchical

content),
attempts

alternative

generator

can utter information
realize

this case the planner

is analogous

indelibility

does not allow

realization

were investigated
a practical
because

any given subgoal
utterance

incremental

TEXPLAN

in order to examine

the properties

will attempt

are no lexical

resources

computationally

it has completely

alternative

of sentences,

and interleaved

planned

strategies

in TEXPLAN,

all options.

Since the

mode, it is possible

to

Interleaved

planning

although

text planning

In
and

MUMBLE's
and linguistic

of the two forms of processing.

and realization

appropriate

propositional

fails, the text planner

in this interleaved

and begins replanning.
realization

planning

In the latter case,

plan which later fails after further processing.

Both serial

interleaved

by linguistic

its associated

realization

is perceptually

the user can read output before the entire text is planned.

(e.g., there

before

plan is produced

for backtracking.

standpoint,

interleaved.

act (with

If linguistic

followed

failing when it has exhausted

as part of a partial

to MUMBLE's

while not yet investigated
feedback

ultimately

before a complete
utterances

speech

component.

actions,

with text planning

and realization

a surface

backs up to the most recent decision

realization

processing

encounters

calls the realization

communicative

begin to linguistically

From

8.1 or (2) with planning

text planner

it immediately

(1) serially,

if linguistic

quicker

than serial

Also, in interleaved

mode, for

realization

for the given

propositional

with interleaved

processing

a text by monitoring

user

reactions

fails for a particular
content).
a planner

after each

Finally,
can obtain

utterance

is
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produced,andit canusethis feedbacktodecidewhetherto continue,modify (i.e.,repair),or abandon
(i.e.,replan)thecurrentplan.
Significantlinguistic realizationcomponentshave beendevelopedusing systemicgrammar
(Matthiessen,
1981;MannandMatthiessen,
1983;Fawcett,1988)andtree-adjoining
grammar(McDonald
andPustejovsky,1985bc)._s dissertation
doesnotclaim to supersede
theseefforts,butrathersuggests
an alternative,hierarchicalmodelof linguisticrealizationfrom anabstractlevel of intentionsdownto
morphology.Givenasurfacespeechactanditspropositionalcontent,TEXPLAN'slinguisticrealization
component
mapsthisinformationontoEnglishviathreedistinctlevelsoflinguisticrepresentation:
a verbcasesemantics,grammaticalrelations(e.g.,subject,object),anda feature-enhanced
phrasestructure
grammar.Finalsurfaceformis producedby morphologyandorthography
(i.e.,layout)algorithms.The
nextsectionoutlineseachoftheselevelsof lin_stic representation
andtheremainder
of thechapter
details
eachin turn.

8.2
Figure

8.2 shows

Linguistic

the levels

Realization

of representation

Recall from Figure 8.1 that the input message
(e.g.,

assert,

definition,

ask, command,

constituency,

in the next section.
particular

or evidence).
Figure

example

accompanying

recommend)

including

capitalization

through

events

evidence).

These

maps entities
associated
semantic

use discourse

as subject,

proposition

and spatial

interpreter

focus,

direct-object,

receives

foci.

produce

to update
These

in the message

speech

relations,

#<left-hemisphere>.

and orthography

form.

a

(To

(i.e., layout,

To begin

that record

semantic

knowledge

relations

(stage

grammatical

entities

choices.

and

and past
Next the

1968, 1977) using

(e.g., logical-definition,

to produce

with, when the

the current

surface

is

a morphological

roles (stage 1) (Fillmore,

predicate

proposition)

model first extracts

are later used to guide

onto grammatical

and verb.

with

speech act with the

and syntax--before

registers

roles are then mapped
and syntactic

realizer

act and rhetorical

its attentional

onto semantic

with each type of rhetorical

as described

syntax and surface form are omitted.)

the global

registers

entity,

speech act

(e.g., logical-

text planner

an assert surface

the final surface

an input message,

is a surface

in the linguistic

(i.e., word forms)

grammatical

component.

proposition

from the strategic

for the domain

(i.e., surf_ice

(not illustrated)

component

temporal,

verb case frames

experts

component

from the rhetorical

semantic

message

three levels--semantics,

realization

discourse,

proposition

which lie between

the input

rhetorical

application:

realization

component

of representation

the levels of morphology

and punctuation)

8.2 shows,

and orthographic
linguistic

originates

the levels

linguistic

realization

its corresponding

This message

rhetorical

the size of the figures,

transformed

with

from the NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST

constrain

As Figure

in TEXPLAN's

to the linguistic

8.3 illustrates

logical-definition

Framework

constituency,

2) where

syntactic

constituents

such
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SURFACE SPEECH ACT (e.g., assert, ask, command, recommend)
+
RHETORICAL PROPOSITION
(e.g., logical-definition,
evidence)

ACTION
AGENT
PATJENT

SE_ICS

INSTRI/MEI¢r
RECIPIENT
BENEFICIARY

VERB
SUBJECT

GRAMb_,TIGAL
RELATIONS

STATE
MANNER

D_IECT OB_
INDIRECT OB_
AD/UNCTS

I
SYNTAX

/

NOUN (mass,cot t, proper)

(
_IL

VBRB (l_ansitive, instransitive, copula,
ADVERB floeativ¢, temporal, eto.)

SENTI_CETYPF.S
¢te)

VERB PHRASE
NOUNPHRASE

PREPOSITION

%
•

PREPOSITIONALPHRASE

ADVERBIAL

OU_UT:

English Text
Figure 8.2 Linguistic

Syntactic

and focus

ordering

of constituents.

the message
The rhetorical
suggest

grammar
o_ographic

guide

Because

are translated

clue

Finally,

(motivated
routines.

the selection

syntactic

(e.g., "because",

a syntax
by GPSG
While

instances

lower levels

discourse

focus information)which

tree (stage
(Gazdar,

1982)),

(e,g., anaphora
is retained

passive),

d_sions
system

discourse

which

which is detailed

"therefore")

using

and surface

which

a feature-enhanced

form is provided

processing

as essenti_y

selection)

must access

in global registers.

determines

at this level, dom_

(e.g., cause, illustration,

"for example",

3) is generated

Figure 8.2 presents

of processing

cons_s

using the dictionary

plays in the overall

words

_amework

of voice (active,

information

to lexical entries

role the message

particular

connectivity.

information

Re_zation

serial

entitiesin

in Section

8.7.1.

conclusion)

may

enhance
phrase

low-level
structure

by morphological
and modular,

higher-level

the

and

in many

fi-fformation

(e.g.,
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Figure8,3_ustratestheselzansformations
deliveringtheutterance
"Theleft,hemisphere
is aregion
for feature,recognition
locatedin the brain:" Thisis part of a multisentence
descriptiongenerated
by
TEXPL_ for NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST
(MayburyandWeiss,1987)in response
to thequery"'Whatis
a left-hemisphere?",
simulatedby postingthediscoursegoal,KNOW
(H, #<left-hemisphere>). The
realizationprocess
is initiatedby thetextplannerwhichpasses
anASSERT
surfacespeechactalongwiththe

INP_:

ASSERT
(logical-definition

((#<left-hemisphere>))
((#<region>))
((location

(#<brain>))

(function

(#<feature-recognition>)))9

1
SEMANTICS

VERB
SUBJECT

OBJECT a region
ADJUNCTS
for
feature-recognition

be
the

left-hemisphere

located

in

the

GRAMk_TICAL
RELATIONS
S [ declarative

present

active ]

VP [ sing 3p
EEl'

NEKIN

COPULA

I
the

NP [slag3p masch ]

I
/

DEr

PP [purposive

NOUN

PREP

I

I

I

a

reglon

for

]

PP [locative ]

NOUN

PREP

I
feature-recognition

DET

I

I

located in

the

€

NOUN

OUTPUT: The eft-hemisphereis a region forfeature-recognition/ocated
in the brain.
Figure 8.3 An Example

of Linguistic

Realization

/

brain
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propositionalcontentfor a logical-definition
realization
spatial)

component.

is extracted

Before

from

linguistic

the rhetorical

three main levels of processing:
entities

are extracted

predicate

(e.g., first position
instrument,

is agent,

(e.g., the "blue"

block)

_

etc. In addition
or quantified

object).

stage

becomes

information,

the dictionary

in Figure

prepositional

phrases

in the final surface

Punctuation

simplification,

is guided

TEXPLAN

capable

of producing

Having

briefly

successive

stage,

these levels

predicate

(e.g., location,
#<brain>)

syntactic

type indicates

and location

#<be>.
relations

synthesizer

grammar.

examines

(e.g., plurals,
indicates

acts (e.g., simultaneously

In the
become

the features

verb

endings,

a period.

only one speech act although

the remainder

(e.g.,

are built using focus

structure

act type, in this case "assert"

of representation,

the action

of the left hemisphere

form of lexemes

for

the subject and the patient,

constituents
phrase

allows

role can be restricted

is the copula,

becomes

a morphological

multiple

propositions

onto grammatical

feature-enhanced

Finally,

perform

proposition

(location

each semantic

role is mapped

that each utterance performs
which

markers

markers

The rhetorical

of function

speech

in the rhetorical

inform

of this chapter

For

humans

are

and warn).

examines

each

level in turn.

Input:

The linguistic

Surface

realization

speech act (e.g., assert,

basic function
structure

utterances

exemplified

8.3

surface

assumes

markers,

the final surface

by the surface

are the

based on the type of rhetorical

format of rhetorical

#<left-hemisphere>,

form.

this, there

and

At the first level, semantics,

semantic

for a logical definition

In the third

on each leaf node of the tree to determine
etc.).

b ocks).

markers

After

temporal,

the inputrhetorical
propositionaremapped onto the

entry, and a declarative,

8.3, the semantic

explicit

8.3 the semantic

each semantic

object.

and syntax.

to the linguistic

(discourse,
8.4.

of information

semantic

8.3 the action

8.3 the agent,

the direct

in

to explicit

of processing,

Thus in Figure

#<region>,

example

the location

and by examining

all

in Section

to fill verb case flames

The embedded-list

(e.g.,

In Figure

relations,

in Figure

and function.

#<cause>).

In the second
subject,

cause),

(#<feature-recognition>))

agents, patients,

(e.g., cause

versus

For example,

case roles, location,

multiple

proposition

4) of a left hemisphere

focus information

as described

grammatical

second is patient),

and beneficiary).

and (function
semantic

definition

begins,

proposition,

from the rhetorical

(e.g., logical

realization

semantics,

Chapter

(see

Speech

of an English
command,

of the f_st item, the surface
for

the

underlying

Acts
utterance

and
begins

ask, recommend)and

Rhetorical

Propositions

with a message
its associated

rhetorical

speech act, is to guide the selection

propositional

content.

For

consisting

of two items:
proposition.

of the appropriate

example,

the

a
_e

sentence
rhetorical
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proposition:
(event

(#<walk>)
((#<John-OOl>)

(#<Mary-O01>))

((location

can be realized
assert

as a variety

indicates

and recomuend
analysis

indicates

could

recommend

The second
accompanies

input

semantics

speech

propositions

*

entity

synonymic-definition

equivalent

antonymic-definition
universal-definition

opposite

entity

property

that

attributlon

attributes

purpose

function
locative

+

and Allen,

instance

constituency

parts,

comparison-contrast

attribute-value
similar
but

or
or

conclusion

conclusion

*

cause

Cause

*

constraints

constraints

*

enablement

precondition

*

motivation

motivation

*

evidence

evidence

event

incident,
state

ask-

1982)
(e.g.,

knowledge

which
logical.

base.

Table 8.1 lists the _es

clue

word

differentia

all

indicator

individuals
pairs

goal

of

"in

action

subtype

order

"for

steps,

ingredients,

to"

example"

on

contrast"

Uis

like

syllogism

"therefore"

premises

"because
on

event/action

of
of

event/action

"so

event/action

that"

"motivates"
=suggests"

action,

Table 8.1 Rhetorical

or

Predicates

a"

"therefore"

comparison

for

etc.
"in

comparison
distinct
attributes

process

and Predicate

Semantics

A

that encode associations

subclasses

components,

inference

or

("John

base to the appropriate

predicates

relations.

different

to

This

1987).

predicate

of the knowledge

attribute-value

of
entity
information

types

+
but

applies

or

to the park.")

_cKeown,

the application

rhetorical

(',Do

walk to the park?"),

is a rhetorical

Rhetorical

w_

Surface

entity

classification

state

termed

superordinate

illustration

analogy
inference

predicate.

interrogative

acts such as suggest

proposition

from

For example,

walk to the park.").

Semantics

logical-definition

location

content
and values

with each rhetorical

Predicate

so on (cf. Litman

proposition

relations,

(e.g., cause, evidence)are

Predicate

and Mary

is the rhetorical

propositional

between

*

realization

the entities,

("(John and Mary)

John

act.

ask indicates

surface speech

("Can

with particular

in a frame associated

*

ask-ability

A rhetorical

maps

speech

modal ("John and Mary should

act.

positions

Rhetorical

imperative

to include other direct and indirect

to linguistic

surface

to the park.',),

John and Mary walk to the park?")and

instantiated

predicate

w_

indicates

the use of an obligation

the surface

definition)

comuand

walk to the park."),

("Shotd

on its accompanying

form ("John and Mary

to the park?"),

could be extended

and Mary

of forms depending

declarative

John and Mary w_

(#<park-001>))))

u

of
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rhetoricalpredicates
in TEXPLANalongwith their semanticconstituents
andsignallingsurfacecues(*
indicatesarhetoricalrelation).Therhetoricalpredicateabstractsdistinctclasses
ofinformationawayfrom
thedetailsoftheunderlyingmodeloftheapplication
andsoit is relativelyeasytoportTEXPLANfromone
domainto another(e.g.,fromneuropsychological
diagnosisto missionplanningto battlesimulation),and
evenfrom oneknowledgerepresentation
formalismto another(e.g.,frames,rules,object-bases).
Forexample,Figure8.4relatesa fragmentof a knowledgebasefrom themedicaldiagnosissystem
NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST
(MayburyandWeiss,1987)to a logicaldefinitionrhetoricalproposition.As
the exampleillustrates,giventhedomainentity,#<bra±n>,andtherhetoricalpredicatetype,"logicaldefinition",thepredicatesemantics
(dashed
lines)returnits superordinate
anddistinguishingfeatures.In
somecases,definingthe semantics
of a predicateinvolvessimpleretrievalfrom theunderlyingdomain
model(e.g.,retrievingthesuperordinate
in a generalization
hierarchy)whereasin othercasesit requires
more sophisticated
inference(e.g.,determiningentity differentiaas definedin Section4.3.1). Once
instantiatedwith contentfrom the knowledgebase,this rhetoricalpropositionis thenrealizedby the
previouslyoutlinedmechanisms
asthe utterance"A brainis anorganfor understanding
locatedin the
humanskull."
One areafor furtherwork is to enhancethe predicatesemanticsto includea richerlanguagefor
expressingepistemologicalcontentasin Suthers's(1988a,b)view retriever. Furthermore,
it shouldbe
possibleto tailorthecontentof anindividualpredicatetothefamiliarityor relevancyof theinformationto
the user(e.g.,SarnerandCarberry,1990). For simplicity,in TEXPLAN (asin McKeown,1982)the
entityprovidedto thepredicatesemantics
fromthetext planner(originatingor derivedfromthesimulated
user'squery)is assumed
tobeaspecificentityin theknowledgebase.
WhileTEXPLAN'srhetoricalpredicates
enumerated
in Table8.1modelcommondiscourse
elements
of human-produced
text, thesealonewill not generatewell-counectedandplausibletext. Humansuse
knowledgeof focusof attentionandcontexttodecidewhatto utter and how to utter it.

KNOWLEDGE

BASE

PREDICATE

SEMANTICS

RHETORICAL

PROPOSITION

(logical-defmilion
I

._"=

_"_'_

_-a - _ x..s-a _ _ _

_-_E

_ __

_

_ .......

Figure 8.4 Logical

su

or-"

differentia

Definition

((#<_))

....

Related

.

(function

to Knowledge

(#<understanding>))))

Base
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8.4

The realization

of a rhetorical

entity placed

at the forefront

phonological

stress.

1988b),

While

TEXPLAN

hierarchical

Attentional

proposition

explicitly

temporal,

represents

and spatial.

discourse

discourse,

records

two types of utterance

level discourse

(CDF),

the past discourse focus

(PDF) stack:

proposition

and updated

Instead

of a simple

focus

entities

fade away from the forefront

focus

with time

(perhaps

measured

(1979)

of discourse.

(Alshawi,

about

past focus as well as a potential

discourse

at the end of the sentence,
to recording

1983)) could

or referred

to.

(Webber,
that the

the current

TEXPLAN

discourse

focus

references

in utterance

2 refer to the discourse

1 ("he" refers to "'Gorbachev;
these kinds

of references

focus record

by examining

the events in rhetorical

(e.g., places,

"it" refers

people,

things).

Temporal

foci from previous

previously

focused

a spreading

activation

mechanism

(similar

entities

that are related

base links) to become

(1982)

TEXT

system

the semantic

tracks

patient,

to the current

more strongly

recorded

current

in
and

object of the sentence,

of future propositions.

temporal

For example,

focus and spatial focus,
consider

i.e.,

the following:

yesterday.

focus,

temporal
"there"

global re_sters

the current and past temporal and spatial
propositions

discourse

current

produced)

to "addressed";

as well as adverbials,

associated

in Figure 8.4, the default

to guide the selection

focus, TEXPLAN's

locations

from

of utterances

of knowledge

focus list (generally

are extracted

device for past foci might have a decay

encourage

McKeown's

new information),

discourse

for discourse

in space

(1982),

using default

instantiated

1. Gorbachev addressed the Politburo at the Kremlin
2. He did it there in front of live Soviet television.

produce

or by

three types of entity

for these global registers

memory

the event or entity which is the current focus in time or space.

utterance

represents

a stack of current

In addition,

(in terms of the types and strengths

anaphoric

segment

it can be argued

and McKeown

is produced,

by the number

focus of attention

as they are spoken

Entities

In the logical definition

in CAPTURE

Re

although

focus is the

constructs,

or an entire discourse

in two global registers:

reference.

to that employed

In addition

by grammatical

TEXPLAN

by Sidner

stack, a more sophisticated

whereby

residing

focus.

The past foci stack contains

register

focus,

entity

after each utterance

predicate.

focus is #<brain>.

utterances.

Motivated

are used to guide anaphoric

with each type of rhetorical
discourse

means,

The current

-- generally the semantic actor, the subject of the sentence,
the leftmost np of the sentence, and given.
-- stack of past CDF

PDF

the rhetorical

or explicit

only domain

focus:

These registers

by focus of attention.

to focus on a proposition

text plans act as a kind of global

CDF

is guided

of our mind by implicit
it is possible

Models

focus.

focus and spatial

refers to "'the Kremlin").

similar

to those discussed

The temporal

and the spatial focus by examining
focus is used primarily

focus of

above

focus is updated

entities

in narrative

To

plans

with locations
to guide

the
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realizationof temporaladverbials,whereasspatialfocusis usedto guidethe realizationof locative
adverbialsin locativeinstructions(i.e., routeplans). Temporalfocus can alsobe usedto guidethe
selectionof verbtense,sincetheReichenbachian
referencetime canbeinterpretedasthetimeassociated
with thepasttemporalfocusandthe Reichenbachian
eventtimeasthe time associated
with thecurrent
temporalfocus. The Reichenbachian
speechtime is recordedin a variablethatis boundjust before
linguisticrealization.
While temporalandspatialfocuscanparallelthe discourse
focus,theremaybeinstancesin which
time or spaceremainsconstantwhile the discoursefocusprogresses(e.g.,entity descriptionamidst
temporallysequenced
eventnarration). Furthermore,discourse,temporal,andspatialfocus areoften
distinct,asillustratedby theanaphoricreferences
in theaboveGorbachevexample.Sections8.6.1and
8.6.2detailhowfocusaffectssurfaceform asin theproductionof anaphoraandtemporalandlocative
adverbials.Butfirst the rhetorical proposition must be interpreted by the semantic component.

8.5

Semantic

Interpretation

After focus information
onto deep
function,
ranging

case roles
external

in length

Boguraev,

1987),

complete,

is recorded

(Fillmore,

location,

they

rhetorical

and

ergative,

interprets

on their

agent,

the rhetorical

proposition

is mapped

beneficiary,

instrument,

location,

have been

suggested

patient,

of semantic

locative)

(Anderson,

or shallow.

a rhetorical

semantic

proposition,

Propositions

A variety

for the given rhetorical

semantically

message

proposition

and so on.

can be deep

but rather sufficient

TEXPLAN

such as action,

from few (nominative,
and

Rhetorical

for the rhetorical

1968)

manner,

of

TEXPLAN's

case roles

1971) to many
case

roles

(Sparck

Jones and

are not claimed

to be

predicates.
proposition

markers.

based

For example

on the position

in Figure

of items in the

8.3 the input

rhetorical

is a list of the form:
(logical-definition

((#<left-hemisphere>))
((#<region>))
( (location

(#<brain>))

(function

(#<feature-recognition>))

))

The IEstitem in theinputisthetype of rhetorical
predicate,
logical-definition, which isassociated
with the semantic

action,

"be".

onto the semantic

agent.

The third item is the list ((#<region>))

patient.

There may be multiple

markers

which restrict

semantic
in", "on",
markers

markers
"with",

The second

agents

and "for").

which apply

or patients

their interpretation,

and their associated

item is the list ((#<left-hemisphere>))

The fourth

to the entire proposition.

is mapped

eventually

external-location,
translate

item in the rhetorical
In the rhetorical

function,

to prepositional
proposition

proposition

special
instrument.

phrases

includes
from Figure

is mapped

onto the semantic

and both agent and patient may include

such as location,

content

which

which

semantic
These

(e.g., "located

similar

semantic

8.3, the location
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andfunctionof thesemanticagent,#<left-hemisphere>
and function.
required

A richer

to represent

One problem
recognized
bridge

range

of semantic

and generate
is how

markers

other surface

case roles

this semanticosyntactic

and

are mapped

onto the semantic

their corresponding

forms (e.g., means

the need for "a level of representation

considered

mapped

are

onto

including

gap.

In TEXPLAN,

8.6

Grammatical

Relations

and Postal,

Pullum,

be

went to Kyoto .b.gtrY,',).

constituents.

the grammatical

roles would

Fillmore

p. 70)

subject and object" to

relations

this is accomplished

(1977,

by grammatical

relations,

in the next section.

Relational
Perlmutter,

Grammar

(Perlmutter

1980; Perlmutter

a case representation

and Rosen,

1977;

1984) was developed

(such as agent and patient) and phrasal

language

dependent

sentence

participants

grammatical

relations

(e.g., subject,

so that in English, for example,

1977; Perlmutter

constituents

object).

Relational

the chtmeur

from the sentence

Some inter-lingual

or lransferred
studies

use of Relational

Grammar's

psycholinguistic

a relational

level of analysis

with a more developed

verb-centered

evidence

(French

(Bock

units of

Grammar

uses a hierarchy

of

is 2, and the indirect-

promote

2 to 1" (direct-object

for "unemployed"),

so it can either be

(Perlmutter,

Winograd

to a satellite phrase.

support

p. 324) points out that in a language

the semantic

the subject is 1, the direct-object

to subject).

becomes

1979;

(such as NP and VP) by exploring

such as "to form the passive,

In this case, the 1 element

and Soames,

to fill the gap between

object is 3. Rules can then capture generalities

dropped

deep case

as in '_ey

syntactic

roles of location

analysis

and Warren,

case system

could

1985;

be even

Bock,

(e.g., Russian

more

1987)

1980).

and Japanese),

beneficial.

supports

(1983,

In addition,

this intermediate

the
some

level

of

processing.
Relational Grammar
(Bobrow,
indirect

1977).
object)

verb-case

object

GUS parsed

Like

including

linguistic realization
onto

syntactic

which translates

temporal,
choices

indirect

active,

and direct
focus

for case structure

passive,
in natural

level

of representation,

realization

gerundive,
language

classes

objects,

generation

systems

component

caches
elements.

representation

and adjuncts.
to guide eventual
Relational

which

constituent

constructs.

and

of subject-verbHowever,

many

simply map semantic units directly

of TEXT

uses
structures

assignment

indicating

(McDonald

a range

(McKeown,

via a hand-encoded

TEXPLAN

System)

direct-object,

into a structure

specify

of relational

syntactic

(subject,

MUMBLE

and norninalization

dictionary

has an explicit

registers

list, and second

base entities into phrasal constituents

TEXPLAN

and spatial

linguistic

as in the original

knowledge

in the GUS (Genial Understanding

placed in an adjunct

with its intermediate

components

structures,

As in GUS,
subject,

GUS,

phrases

1985c, p. 804)employs

patterns

analysis

input in two phases, first into grammatical

with prepositional

roles.

Pustejovsky,

was first used for linguistic

1985, p. 167),

dictionary.

constituents

the past and

including

verb,

current

discourse,

via the intermediate

relational

is controlled

by discourse

focus
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informationandpredicate_s. Forexample,passivevoiceis chosenovertheactivevoicetostresswhat
is normallytheobjectbypromotingit tothesubjectpositionasin:
(a) "Johnhit Mary withthestick."
if) "Marywashit byJohnwith thestick."
Weselect(b)toemphasize
Mary. If wewantto emphasize
thatJohn(notMark)hit Marywecoulduseitextraposition
("It was3ohn who hit Mary"), or intonational stress ("John hit Mary").
Assume,

for example,

grammatical

relations:

might be realized
utterance

verb _

that to achieve

would be passivized
new constituent
Amnesia

is being

#<cause>,

as Alcoholism

is best described

indicate

subject _

causes

amnesia.

from the perspective

this the 2 (object)

should

(be + past participle

of the 2 (object)

there

where

the message

#<_lcoholisra>,

In contrast,

formalism

to the

--+ #<_ranesia>.

This

and object

translates

focus

information

may suggest

of amnesia.

In this case the relational

be promoted

to 1 (subject).

of main verb),

register.

are some verbs

cases (e.g., "be", "have")
tumor

Generation

the preposition
would

would

case, the verb

be added

culminate

that the

grammar

In the typical

"by" would

eventually

syntactic

(like the one in this sentence)

ordering

(not a stroke)

that killed

TEXPLAN,

there-insertion

is used

construction

is not possible

(e.g., with

subject

generated

before

in the surface

the

form:

is caused by alcoholism.

However,

brain

a sentence

must account

the patient."

to promote
a copula

which

be passivized.

for focal prominence.

to emphasize

the object
verb),

cannot

So we can utter "It was a

the semantic

to the subject

patient,

position

and it-extraposition

In these

"tumor".

where

In

the passive

is used to stress the current

(e.g., "'It was John who hit Jill").

Not only prominence
discourse.
words

(intonational

The rhetorical

(e.g., illustration

function
_

structure

for conclusion

propositions.)

is determined

that indicate

in temporal

focus ("meanwhile")

surface

speech

translate
realization

event co-occurrence

relational

grammar

to phrasal

are inserted
structure

constituents

of phrasal

constituents

constituents.

but also lexical

in discourse
"because",

by the particular

act, and focus information.

relations

cause _

In addition

connectives

to build relational

of an utterance

"for example",

in the relational

After determining

or structural),

to these

rhetorical

to temporally

(e.g., subject,

conclusion

predicate

("simultaneously"),

and inserting

suggests

connectives
appropriate
_

can sew together
connectives

"therefore").

type (e.g., "therefore"
predicate-driven
event repetition

or clue

Their position
is sentence

connectives,
("again"),

initial

temporal

or lateral shifts

relate events.
connectives,
verb, object)

The next two subsections
(e.g., noun phrases

TEXPLAN

employs

using the rhetorical
indicate

and adverbials)

syntactic

experts

proposition,

(1) how relational

the

experts

and (2) how focus affects

the
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8.6.1
Relational
at forming

constituents

syntactic

together

with

constituents.
appear

There

Subject

and adjuncts

to realize

and

and object

linguistic

As individual

these

relation.

Lexical

(ADV),

The NP

experts

section)

choice

manner

can produce

are constructing

to look

up the emry

and lexical

representation

+ head-noun

head
major

on the assumption

noun as distinct
enterprise

Sparck Jones,

mechanism.
and then
definiteness
uniquely
257).

object

selects

shown in Figure
The selection
on discourse

nouns.

identified

context

(i.e., whether

therefore

the definite

domain

entities

builder,

constituents
treatment

of

handling

and semantic

Article

+

incorporates

component
nouns,

nouns

indicates
however,

word relations

constraints.

the
is a

(see e.g.,

the prepositional

choices

The article

entry as returned

Another

distinction

by the hearer)

which

if the entity

phrase

the adjectival

constraints

would

1987, p. 256-

a brain, with no previous

skull.

#<organ>

Both the subject

in the example

are morphologically

specifies
consistent

and

had been previously

article (i.e., "the brain").

modifier

indicate

class that can be

(Matthiessen,

in the human

selection

by the dictionary

or if it is an instantiable

in a text plan that defines

In contrast,

new information,

article is chosen.

adjective-list

ective-list

of compound

then it could be referred to using the definite
within

+

article is based first on local syntactic

is recoverable

the first utterance

phrase

surface

1984).

+ article

and focus

is an individual

the referent

onto English

1987;

includesoldy non_alS. Compound

and newness.

the entity

in each

1975; Nirenburg,

(cf. Granville,

adj

found

the

in the system is fairly simple.

by syntactic

as both are new.

as it too represents

(PP) at the

they consult

entity

are mapped

The

says A brain is an organ located

that the noun

article,

for each

(eL Goldman,

structure,

and indefinite

of given

when generating

indefinite

constituents,

both the entity and its lexical

definite

whether

articles

that will

and ADV

no formal

order passed from the semantic

phrase

adopted
guided

distinctions

in the discourse,

can be argued

articles

between

TEXPLAN

(although

quantifier

-+

The proper

sense, nominal

8.5 considers

is considering

have indefinite

introduced

that the message

1985) and so the approach

For example,

discourse

word

phrases

syntactic

+ post-modifiers.

modifying

involving

The NP builder
algorithm

from

well-formed

the most basic syntactic

and there is no lexical variation

adjectives
and ordinalswb/le thenominal-modifier-list
were generated

message

those for constituents

and prepositional

and quantification

builderconsistsof the pattern: NP

nominal-modifier-list

to generate

verb by the VP builder

1980) were not a major focus of this work, so domain

forms in a domain-dependent

with the semantic

attempt
namely

which are experts

is claimed).

grammar

in the next

experts,

by the NP builder,

These experts

Provided

procedures

grammar

as well as conjunction

phenomena

are built by procedures

constituents.

(VP), adverbials

are constructed

relational

(detailed

grammatical
McDonald,

constraints,

(NP), verb phrases

(e.g., noun and verb phrases)

dictionary

focus

Experts

objects, and adjuncts)

these relational

by the PP and NP builder.

these complex

Grammar

are four principal relational

as noun phrases

next level.

(verb, subject,

phrases

syntactic

Relational

could

While it

also use an

the human skull and
with the subsequent

Chapter
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none

no

Modifier a

y_none

no

Entity
GIVI_

no

Enti_

indef

no

indef

Figure

lexicalitem,

that is the morphological

of the next

lexeme

The _

in the linear

8.5

_cle

component

sequence

Selection

discerns

as in the above

builderconsistsof the patternvp -+ verb

--> auxiliary

+

verb[past-participle]

+

_godthm

between
choice
+

"a" and "an"

on vocalic

slnlcture

of '¢an" in "an organ',.

(NP + ADV

particle,

based

[ locative]

depending

+ PP

) or vP

[locative]

upon the provided voice (where

parentheses indicate optionalityand brackets include necessary features). _ the voice is active, the
builder

_

is passive,
for the verb,
"is

use the first rule sho_
the VP b_der
followed

contained

speech

focus

(indicating

modal

select

indicated

indicates
"should";

Reichenbachian

where

the

an appropriate

by an appropriate

in" or ',is

act command

the obligatory

_

above

particle

by".

_emtive
suggest
reference

augury
if neces_,

The surface
form;
indicates
time)

semantic

speech

ask indicates
"could").
and current

is the subject.

action
(such

as ',be")

which

_

act also

followed

eventually
guides

interrogative;
The

verb

focus

realize
choice

uses

if the voice

by the lexical

recommend

VP builder

temporal

In contrast,

as, for example,
(e,g.,

the

indicates
the

(indicating

entries

the use of

previous
event

surface

temporal

time)as

well

Chapter 8. Linguistic

as the global
adverbials

RealiTation

variable

bound

which indicate

are constructed

by the adverb

consists

Similarly,

between

of the current

default to VP modification
+

Finally, a PP builder
to complete

("located

in"),

prepositional

NP

+

follows

is provided

Similarly,
function,

the semantic

combined

using

left-hemisphere
TEXPLAN

experts,

attempting
utterance

patient,

instrument

and

the PP builder

which

#<brain>,

recursively

structure grammar

gracefully

to utter what it can.

"left"

restricts

when

For example,

TEXPLA_N_s procedural

syntactic

is mapped

a temporal
phrase

agent,

(e.g.,

temporal

or

(as above) not possible.
8.3. The semantic

action,

#<left-hemisphere>,

is

the subject "the left-hemisphere"

the interpretation

of "hemisphere").

prepositional

The semantic

phrase "for feature-

onto the locative prepositional

the NP builder.

These

constituents

phrase "in
are then

the final utterance

'q'he

located in the brain.'"

unable

to translate

if the dictionary

For greater

experts

Also,

the direct object "a region".

or build

perspicuity,

declaratively.

certain

has all lexical

"The brain is an organ located in the skull." except for "shall",
of failing.

case role given with

prepositional

in Figure

the purposive

calls

if an entity is in

as PPs such as location

detailed in the next section to produce

is a region for feature-recognition

as a whole as

there is not previous

The semantic

is used to produce

location,

the location

spatial adverbials

("for").

or spatial adverbial

again the example

becomes

realized

function

and head noun to produce

eventually

focus.

calling the NP builder

the semantic

12") or locative

of a temporal

since the modifier

temporal

pronominalization

by examining

("with")

the verb "be".

by computing

the sentence

+ NP, recursively
to allow

December

consider

#<region>,

the semantic

brain is an organ." instead

These

type can be locative,

Whereas

modify

Several case roles are eventually

to select

is selected

degrades

the verb.

ADV[temporall.

to the routine

to select a determiner

using the phrase

+

t,x, _ preposition

makes production

#<feature-recognition>,
whereas

spatial

by considering

spatial focus.

can arise from an event or entity where

these phrasal

determiner

recognition"
the brain"

in").
("on"),

is used by the VP builder

(the definite

to tense,

later" is produced

is computed

adverbials

along focus information

-> "located

spatial focus to refer to which

Northwest"

VP

where

focus and the time of the previous

temporal

+

(e.g., "at 8:20 on Tuesday

used by the NP builder

East" can modify

"Two minutes

to the previous

NP

the pattern

(passing

in block 33UU55030'')

To illustrate

In addition

[type],

--> adverb

adverbial

paragraph),

VPOrS-->

external-location
phrase

the temporal

such as "'Five kilometers

The preposition

the entity (e.g., location

ADV[type]

spatial focus relative

its description

current focus).

#<be>

of the pattern

(see previous

ins-+ADV[temporal]

verb tense.

as in "Two kilometers

the time of the cm'rent temporal

a locative adverbial

and direction

time to determine

builder.

and so on. For example,

the differential

"located

to the speech

a distance and direction

The ADV builder
temporal,

Page..253

entries

phrasal

constituents

needed to produce

by
the

then the system will still utter "The

furore work could investigate

implementing
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8.6.2
TEXPLAN's
reference.

linguistic

realization

component

generates

The first is the use of pronorninalization

same as the current one) and the second
or lime in which preceding

utterance

algorithm

discourse

to the previous
focus),

pronominals

then

to pronomin_]ize

to include,

animacy.

claims a need for a saliency
on focus.

He suggests

egocentric

people

Animacy

knowledge

adapted

discourse

syntactic

for example,

The text below, produced

brain

has

is

an

hemisphere
is

a

The subject

an

Fillmore

(1977)

(indeed

the

states that if the current

focus

can be pronominalized.
angry

can attenuate

the surface

when producing

narrative

(e.g.,"From

100 began

Frankfurt-am-Main.

take
_').

Given

the
two

human

a choice,

on inanimate

focus

could

be

restrictions).

focus algorithm:

skull.

left-hemisphere,

objects.

algorithm

regions:

It

the
for

since they are forefronted
intrasentential

is repeated

left-

example,

can be realized

as "Mary
different

temporal

form by making

text, once a temporal

mission

execution

Autobahn

spatial
A66

Thus, when producing

to the current

points

those

the proposition

and spatial focus can affect surface

later ...").

Northeast

algorithm

in that utterance,
where

In

implication.

at 8:20 Tuesday

anchor

mind.

told John that she was angry" versus

focus has been

point (e.g., "Ten minutes

pronominalization

for example

section.

reference

in the reader's

subsequently

of this is evident,

which has a rather

can refer to previous

Wiesbaden

of

of the V1a builder in the previous

can refer to this anchor
utterances

decisions.
and finally

in

consists

TEXPLAN's

focus guides pronominalization,

TEXPLAN

subsequent

things,

and

which can be used to decide

would also be useful for selectional

of an utterance

(r,_ry-1))

in the description

utterances

set of possible

These could be extended

and TEXPLAN's

The

The importance

as indicated

Air Mission

the

in an event areperspectivized
choices

located
It

is attenuated

pronominzliTation,

"Mary told Iohn that Mary was angry",

Counter

ten.

from

the results of using the discourse

right-hemisphere.

simply

example,

entries

(i.e., it is the current

feature-recognition.

to this intersentential

Just as discourse

to lexical

understanding

two and three

John-l,

utterance

can aid perspectivization

illustrates

of

that entities

then animate

states that if the referent

and gender.

list of foreground

the information

for

contrast

(Mare-l,

hierarchy

value

for

is the

The pronominalization

and simply

are selected

number,

suggests

prioritized

be added

organ

and

region

in sentences

references

such as person,

by TEXPLAN,

importance

anaphora

expressions

features

tend to focus first on humans,

to make such decisions

A

Referring

an animacy

easily

focus (which

which refer to the space

is made by the NP builder.

focus and it is given in the current

hierarchyma

could

or backward-looking

discourse

or spatial adverbials

definite pronominal

pronominalize.

by unifying

to refer to the previous

is the use of temporal

deals only with intersentential

is equivalent

two forms of anaphoric

took place.

In the first case, the decision

tell

Anaphora

focus in space
established

December
Similarly,

both in terms
for

thirty-one

form

adverbials,
or time.

For

(e.g., "Offensive

2, 1987.")
in locative
of distance

successive
instructions
and heading

kilometers

to

The real_zation
of otherconstituents
m/ght a_o benefit_om spatial
kffonnation.

Chapter
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For example,

Realization

Wahlster

et al. (1978) discuss

by using two-dimensional
referring

mechanisms

reference

anaphoric

Referential

uniquely

procedures

generation

of referring

one."

Reiter

domain

disease"

expressions

the production

guided

as in "Slice

100 subsequent

rich.")

segment)

anaphora

(Webber,

references)

individual

are realized

section details the syntactic

8.7
TEXPLAN's

Grammar

(GPSG)

which constrain

morphology

and could

tense sentence

Grammar

guided

syntactic

with features

present

Dale

the
(1989,

shared properties

the top of the small red
the user's

an important

Hobbs

texts, 98% of the antecedents

long distance
research

include

pronominalizations

issue (cf. Sidner and Grosz,

VP anaphora

(e.g., "He won $10,000
where

(1978) found that

(e.g., "John

in the lottery.

was

It made him

"that" refers to an entire discourse

references)

and

exophora

(extratextual

acts as a bridge between

by models

of (discourse,

semantics

temporal,

and syntax, and how

and spatial) focus,

the next

grammar.

based on an extension

Stmc_e

4 and

investigated

by considering

further research.

(forward-pointing

Unification

surface

nominal

in Chapter

referent

expressions

if

investigation.

how Relational

constituents

subsequent

and beliefs.

Now remove

little attention

anaphora

reference

For instance

(1985)

knowledge

Nevertheless,

remains

that have received

Cataphora

further

Having considered

by

similar issues.

(e.g., "That was very confusing"

1988b).

also require

entities

alone is insufficient.

Appelt

in three very different

sentence.

structure

Mary was doing it too."), sentence

and discourse

_SG)

preceding

to discourse

Other forms of anaphora

sleeping.

generation

require

(as defined

if the current

referring

which require

pronomin_liTations

were in the same or the immediately

1986).

of the hearer's

by considering

problems

"disease"

of ambiguity.

implicature-free

will

in discourse,

the word

and Carter (1983) investigated

are several other anaphora

do occur and their relation

disease"

and prototypicality

this kind

by models

texts

and focus information.

the large green capsicum.

producing

and lexical knowledge,

after examining

to uniqueness

to avoid

as longer

recency,

in discussion:

of one-anaphora

(1990) examined

There

the entity

required

referent,

a f_rst step,

and "Huntington's

that are sensitive

A) are therefore

with the previous

is only

more than just syntactic,

identify

Appendix

p. 73) examined

during noun-phrase

(e.g., "in front of', "to the right of') to distinguish

generation

both "Alzheimer's

must

could be identified

related neighbors.

which incorporate

we introduce

how entities

spatial relations

to their spatially

TEXPLAN's
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Grammar
knowledge

of Context
(Gazdar,

the possible

be extended

Lexical

is represented

Free

1982).

and

Grammar

declaratively
(CFG)

to include

level rule in the linguistic

syntactic

missing/moved
realization

in a Phrase Structure

and motivated

Typical re_tenfles
well-formed

Semantics

by Gener_ed

such as "_ _NP
trees. _ese
constituents.

component

is:

Grammar
Phrase

+ w" are augmented

rules cover agreement
For example,

and

the active,

Chapter
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declarative)
C?)

(person

P2)

(gender

VP

[(count

C?)

(person

P?)

(tense

symbolic

in the rule (e.g., S, NP, VP) indicate

variables

dictate

syntactic

(italicized

rule, for example,

non-terminal

constraints.

and terminating
the count

sentences,

well as for phrasal
level choices.
surface

in a question

editor, preparser

volume

chart

and features

routine

The values

<token

is needed.

semantics

agreement

reads

agreement.

and disjunction)

others are

In the above

of the noun phrase

includes

rules for active and

and relative

clanses,

are determined

imperative)

as

by higher

is determined

The grammar

and application

by the

is documented

tools (e.g., grammar

features

consists

sub-stling

up the chart

in
rule

The unbound

variables

of using the

table (WFSST)

(by matching

syntax frees from the given lexical

off the completed

or

and then

entries.

At the end

trees (or partial trees, as in the case of
which is a crude selection
in the syntax

mechanism---

tree are bound

with values

be
{(class
(lambda
"am n

are lexical

verb)
(P?)

form "am"

Dictionary
entries.

realization>

token

information,

is related

(number
(lambda

to feature-value
(Montague,

1974).

entries

refers

semantics

indicates

the entry for the singular,

(subclass
copula)
(lambda
(wh?)
(P?

representation

Lexical

where

item, and realization

For example,

SYNTAX:
SEMANTICS:
REALIZATION:

meaning

Unification

on a well-formed

syntax tree is selected,

and morphological

of the lexical

TOKEN:

calculus

feature

whereas

feature values

of unification.

percolates

all possible

simply

in the WFSST

syntax

language.

The surface

are constants

constituents.

The leaf nodes

natural

characters

by a list of feature-value

of certain features

development

which are placed

8.7.1

representation

indicate

interrogative,

by the process

The first successful

more sophisticated

categorical,

values

(e.g., conjunction

The unifier

and generates

another

from their agreeing

format

are followed

by focus and verb infommtion.

is handled

1987 for detail).

or fragments).

something

which

(e.g., third-person)

type (e.g., declarative,

to build constituents

feature variables),

of the generation,
ellipsis

active)]

c2 and P2. The grammar

l-I) along with grammar

of generation

(see Pulman,

binding

-+

for efficiency).

The process
grammar

by variables

act and voice is constrained

(1987b,

(voice

mark) which

and person

connectivity

sentence

present)

symbols,

(NP, VP, PP, etc.).

For example,

speech

Maybury

constructs

present)]

+

Note that some feature

(e.g., plural)

multi-sentential

(tense
G?)]

(s<dec>---> np+vp, for the above rule). The capitalized

name

and verb phrase must agree as indicated
passive

active)

[(count

Each rule has an associated

pairs which

(voice

NP

are listed in the dictionary

to a lexical

entity,

includes

a logical

the actual translation
first person, present

singular)
(y?)
(equal

Lexical

entries

includes

form

of the domain

meaning
token into

tense, of the verb "to be" is:

(tense
present)
wh? y?)))))

pairs of syntactic

syntax

in the

constraints

(person

first))

and a compositional,

consist only of root or irregular

lforms

Chapter8. LinguisticRealization
of words.

In normal cases,

variants.

For example,

[subclass
verb)

features

transitive)

semantics

guide

words

connectives,

as

if dictionary

synthesis

application

in an attempt

generalization

hierarchy

are assumed

to adjectives,

look

semantics

to infer

of explicitly

to find a given
token's

lexical

to be count nouns,

and events default to verbs.

or #<speed>

frequently

conjunctions,
applications

of regular

queries

for

nouns

based on feature

in the underlying

and

values

domain

in the

the underlying

For example,

are assumed

For instance,

the current

access, edit, and

between

it automatically
category.

the

uses similar

punctuation,

TEXPLAN

attributes

although

which contains

the other variants

token

with the above

representation),

entry generation,

listing all entities

to

system.

lists only root forms

to produce

In addition

forthcoming)

was developed

porting

verb)

participle.These

Together

1987),

prepositions,

the dictionary

the given

are assumed

when

past

meaning

(1990,

dictionary

the

field.

X-calculus

Levine

is ( (class

root word forms.

question-answering

pronouns,

component

instead

up fails

above.

contains

exploited

) tO forln

form (Pulman,

a kernel dictionary

determiners,

Furthermore,

dictionary,

detailed

and compactness,

a morphological

as #<length>

a X-calculus

in a bidirectional

This was

morphological

which ismodifiedto [(class

),

in modifying

trees to logical

portability,

numbers,

For efficiency

tense).

third)

past-participle)

built for TEXPLAN

and core verbs.

verbs, allowing

(person

synthesizer

syntactic

To facilitate

such

(e.g., number,

(tense

entry includes

(1974) semantics

sub-system

functions.

evaluation.

plural)

present)

rules (each of which have an associated

Montague

The dictionary
removal

(tense

uses the deep case semantics

compositional

to indicate

list of the plural entry of the verb "contain"

the morphological

can be used to convert

implementation

such

plural)

each lexical

syntactic

feature list of a word is modified

feature

(number

information,

phrase structure

used

(number

subsequently

this syntactic

the syntactic

the syntactic

transitive)

(subclass

Page257

concepts

in the

to be nouns, attribute

values

the entity #<figlater> and its attributes

areassumed tohave thesyntactic
properties((class

noun)

(subclass

count)

(numbersingular-or-plural
?)) where the singular-or-plural
? variableissubsequentlybound by context
Incontrast,
thesyntaxfornumericalvaluesdefaults
to [(classnumber] (numbersingular)
) if
one and [(classnumber) (numberplural)) if

it is

the

ordinal

is

greaterthan one. In contrast,
non-numericalat_ibute-

valuessuch as "big"and "red"have thedefault
syntaxof ((classadjective)(subclassattributive)
). An
event has thedefaultsyntax ((class

verb)

[subclass

transitive)

[number

singular-or-plural

?)

(tense

present} (personI-2-or-37))where thevariablesfornumber and person are bound with subsequent
context.

Lexemes

In addition
computed,

with irregular
to inferring

for instance
A9-R59").

For example,

in TEXPLAN,

the realization

of numbers

lexical

knowledge,

either

syntactic

by parsing

"intersection

100 are listed numerically

syntax,

semantics,
classes
their

or realizations

and features,

printed

the surface

representations

A trivial case is the automatic
for numbers

with cardinality

calculation

from the underlying

form of entities
(e.g.,

of the realization

place indications
application

In contrast,

can sometimes

1989)

of numerical
automatically

numbers

(e.g., "1,435").
(Weischedel,

in the lexicon.

#<intersection-A9-R52>

below 100, the dictionary

in textual form (i.e., "ninety-nine").
with appropriate

must be listed explicitly

--->
entries.
produces

with cardinality

Automatic

acquisition

or from on-line

be

over
of

sources

Chapter
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(e.g., dictionaries
application

or corpora

systems

entries

syntactic

(cf. Bo_aev,

(spacing,

pagination,

signalled

by the intentional

such as describe

on the leaf nodes

stmcmre

or narrate

analysis

(e.g.,

bold, underlined).

lexical

finite state machine.

of the text plan, for example,

the surface

courier,

or domain

size

generator

describes

is realized
a surface

semantics,

grammatical

morphological

synthesis

discourse,

temporal,

adverbial

production.

realize

The chapter

and orthographic
focus

This chapter

future research

rhetorical

including

layout
to guide

be signalled

and/or

style

could perhaps

plan produced

proposition

phrase

act
and

by a

(e.g., italfc,

be guided

tense,

fashion.
aspect,

by TEXPLAN's

are also discussed.
structural

by a

choices,

form

via case

realizer

for

exploits
tense,

and the ability

by indicating

that

Mechanisms

expressions,

grammar

anaphor,

surface

grammar.

referring

strategic

representation

The linguistic

The chapter concludes
adverbials,

onto

structure

notes the novel use of a relational

text in either a serial or interleaved

require

of a major rhetorical

outlines the multiple layers of linguistic

and a feature-enhanced

and spatial

Text layout can be

--->".", ask --->"?", exclaim--->

10, 12, 14 point),

communicative

act and its associated

relations,

text layout

initial words are capitalized

which

of

Summary

how the hierarchical

speech

version

knowledge.

as English text.

transform

and punctuation.

key terminology)could

be used for terseness

8.8
This chapter

(e.g.,

is guided by the

includes

the introduction

(e.g., introducing

London),

also could

to

synthesizes

on an inverted

_ography

such as capitalization

focal prominence

times,

in interfaces

synthesis

tree based

speech act (e.g., assert

Abbreviation

model of the user's

syntax

by examining

not implemented,
font

of the

Morphological

At this stage sentence

"!'3-

important

tree, morphologically

signals a new paragraph.

is determined

contrastive

increasingly

the syntax

conventions.

new lines) and conventions

punctuation
_e

linearizes

orthographic

(1972, p. 74) morphological

will become

bases grow in size and complexity.

TEXPLAN

and then applies _al
of lexemes

1989)),

knowledge

the production,

features

Winograd's
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as the underl_g

To complete
lexical

Realization

and

to plan and

several areas which

and the relationship

of planning

and

generator

does

realization.
While linguistic
provide

adequate

the types

types

well-motivated

proposition---onto

of focus

of rhetorical

help to enhance

was not the principal

and reasonably

act and its rhetorical
different

realization

(discourse,
predicates

the cohesion

representation

between

active/passive

distinctions

deep

mechanisms

surface
temporal,

form_

case

roles

Finally,
and

syntactic

surface

This, together

"therefore")

relational

but also supports multi-lingual

for translating

Furthermore,

and spatial).

(e.g., "for example",

of the text.

focus of this dissertation,

the tactical

a message--a
choices

constituents
text generation.

are guided

with connectives

and temporal

grammar

surface

seems
which

speech

by several

motivated

by

focus (e.g., "and then")

to be a convenient
helps

capture

level of
not only

Chapter
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While
for local

the separation

control

investigation.

Re_zation
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of discourse,

of linguistic

At a syntactic

issues,

is required,

locatives,

and negation.

genmdives,

A more formal
and Hwang's

the syntactic

nominals,

fluency

and lexical

more with respect to their content
and final chapter.

ellipsis

relations,

linguistic

and structural
syntactic

(1989)

In general, a more sophisticated

1980) could have enhanced
clauses,

issue.

as in Schubert

grammatical

there are still many

level this includes

word choice is also an important
adverbials

semantics,

syntax,

phenomena

which

ambiguity.

Lexical

and semantic

investigation

linguistic

account

realization

The produced

and form than their linguistic

texts

component

fluency.

should

require

allows
further

ambiguity

and

of tense, aspect, and

of duratives,

of the text output by, for example,

variance.

and morphology

manner

adverbials,

(e.g., McDonald,

the use of subordinate
therefore

We turn to evaluation

be evaluated
in the next

Chapter

9

SUMMARY,
TESTS, EVALUATION,
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

AND

Ancora Imparo
Michelangelo Buonarroti

9.1
This final chapter
claims are supported
research

summarizes

explanation

the dissertation,

by a description

is then evaluated
with similar

indicating

principal

of the various procedures

with respect
goals.

Summary

to its goals

The chapter

and contributions.

used to test and validate

and with respect

concludes

claims

by indicating

TEXPLAN.

to other computational
key problems

These

which

The

models

require

of

flarther

research.
When interacting
narrate

events

with users, knowledge

and states,

conclusions.

While

often cannot

effectively

elucidate

application

systems

present

structure,

order, and linguistically

so require

more than just generating

coherence.

Motivated

multisentential
illocutionary

text.

represent

sentences

plan operators

The implemented

system,

to have unique effects

the communicative

acts characterize

detail,

comparison,

by a tripartite

TEXPLAN,

of communicative

system that both plans
various

on the user's knowledge,

four types of text (see Figure

and analogy),

(2) event

narration

9.1):
(reports,

effects

and

for global
claims

that
acts,

are formalized

as

multisentential

discourse

and desires.

types

each of

Taken as a whole,

(1) entity description
stories,

can select,

rhetorical

and realizes

generic

beliefs,

acts:

or

is that they

are often lengthy

this dissertation

acts with associated

produces

which

they require mechanisms

explanations,
theory

Communicative

in a computer

a major problem

These explanations

that are locally cohesive;

and concepts,

recommendations

they do not have mechanisms

of human-produced

speech acts.

and support

this range of information,

realiTe a range of explanations.

by an analysis

acts, and surface

often must define terminology

and propositions,

this to a user because

which are intended

division,

processes,

text can be characterized

over sixty compositional
English

plans,

based systems

biographies),

(definition,
(3) plan,

Chapter9. Summa, Tests,Evaluation,andFutureDirections
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Narration

Description
definiti_n
B__"__--___----_alogy
_

report

story biography

Exposition

instruction

Argument

process proposition

operational Iocational

categorical

Figure 9.1 Text Types:

process,

and proposition

and

exploited

Narration,

types of communicative
structures:

decomposition

and route plans),

but interrelated

(with

acts

abstractions,

termed

illocutionary,

and rhetorical--is

achieve discourse
beliefs,

rhetorical

account

B.

The dissertation

The resulting

description,

narration,

including

claims of the dissertation

three distinct

of these

of focus---discourse,

computationally

three

considers

decomposition
which
types

the nature

model)

includes

of communicative

investigates

and argument.

notions

of focus:

in Figure 9.2.

order,

discourse,

a broader

and realization
temporal,

of two

and a related effect

into

higher

and
level

actsmlocutionary,
of which can

plan operators

which

of the user's knowledge,

range

This is made

the

and the

consists

grammar

of these high-level

produces

to guide the selection,

temporal,

both locutionary

are organized

are altered as a consequence

system

to

events,

by their content

as a plan operator, a list and expository

exposition,

are summarized

about objects,

notions

(used

text.

propositions)

computational

of a number of constraints

propositions,

Each

formalized

information

(used to update the discourse
The action

rhetorical

acts.

argument

First, this dissertation

goals and how these plan operators

and desires.

work, including

the user model).

associated

and persuasive

The text plans produced by the implementation

action decomposition

illocutionary

be found in Appendix

three distinct

Argument

types of text that can be characterized

acts they employ.

(used to update

Exposition,

inductive,

to guide the order and realization

a communicative

hypothetical

by the need to communicate

This work is novel from several perspectives.
claim that there are distinct

uasion

disjunctive

(4) deductive,

Motivated

(e.g., in event reports

and spatial--were

Description,

exposition,

support a claim or evoke action).
and locations

ded

of texts than previous
possible

only by taking

of a range

of rhetorical

and spatial focus.

The key

,Chapter
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1.Integrated, Tripartite
characterized at the level
and have distinct effects
formalized as over sixty

Theory of Communicative Acts -- Multisentential
text can be
of rhetoric, illocution, and locution which are hierarchically
related
on the addressee's knowledge, beliefs, and desires. These are
plan operators in the computational
system, TEXPLAN.

2. Rhetorical Predicates
communicative
content

-- Twenty-one rhetorical predicates characterize distinct
and are related to knowledge base relations (see Table 8.1).

3. Multiple Text Types -- description,
subtypes) are formaliTed as particular
rhetorical predicates.

narration, exposition and argument (and several
collections of communicative
acts with associated

4. Tripartite Theory of Focus of Attention -- discourse, temporal
play a local cohesive role in text, are identified and formalized.
5. Since the plan operators distinguish between
and its communicative
effect on the addressee's
TEXPLAN, is able to build a distinct discourse
Figure 9.2 Principal

This work differs from recent
that it recognizes
enablement,
define,

and formalizes

purpose)

narrate, argue,

acts (e.g., inform,
command)
classes

request),

by a hierarchical
achieves

planner

some given

constructs
structure

which

a rhetorical

the logical

them

or surface

rhetorical

acts (e.g., assert,

cause).

These distinct

speech/locutionary

acts) are

acts are then reasoned
action

relations,

(1989)

compare,

acts or by illocutionary

(e.g., logical-definition,

and Moore's

of a synonymic

Hovy's

system

about

decomposition--that
(1988a)

constructs

effects of communicative
the intended

in Rhetorical

and its distinguishing
definition,

relation

beliefs

expected

in TEXPLAN

(an "elaboration"

its superclass

on the user's knowledge,

the specific

For example,

about the entity, and its synonymic
effects

using

acts (e.g., describe,

speech/locutionary

executable

1989) in

in a text (e.g., evidence,

other rhetorical

by surface

a text plan---an

In contrast,

investigates

of an entity

about the entity and about
effect of informing

through

These communicative

over propositions

beliefs, and desires.
definition

relations

1988a; Moore,

system

a rhetorical

acts.

Finally, this dissertation
knowledge,

(Hovy,

Rhetorical

illocutionary,

framework.

to produce

goal.

structure

these.

predicates

acts (rhetorical,

in order

over illocutionary

rhetorical

relations

the rhetorical

are expressed

in a common

discourse

and Contributions

between

are in turn expressed

communicative

as plan operators

Claims

acts establishing

persuade)

which may have associated

of executable

formaliTed

and the rhetorical
convince,

a communicative
act (e.g., define, compare)
cognitive state, the implemented
system,
model and user model.

work which plans rhetorical

the distinction

and spatial focus, which

the intended

Structure
features.

effect of informing
Theory)

the user of

is that the user knows

This differs

radically

from the

effect of which is to get the user to know

with some other known

and desires,

acts on the user's

this dissertation

entity.

In addition

briefly

considers

to these cognitive
how psychological

Chapter9. Summa,
effects

Test3, Evaluation,

(e.g., fear, suspense,

although

and Future

surprise)relate

these psychological

models

Directions

to the suppression

have not actually

was tested

using

predicates

illustrated

discourse

a variety

goals)

applications

of communicative
of techniques.

in Table

detailed

in diverse

domains.

acts was evaluated
These

include

via a computational

(a) the generation

of all the types

4-7, and (c) the generation

The generation

used to test the implementation.

Testing

of communicative

acts,

Tests

8.1, (b) the generation

in Chapters

or (re)ordering

been implemented.

9.2
The tripartite theory
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of text in different

resulted

implementation
of all types

of text (which

discourse

in the production

of rhetorical

have

of multisentential

associated

text from

and user contexts

of hundreds

which

several
was also

of texts, ranging

from

single utterances to multiple paragraphs.
TEXPLAN
based

systems,

produced
including

Combat

in ERIC

(Hilton,

1987; Hilton

These applications

(LACE)

(Anken,

varied

underlying

representational

principal

problem-solving

Replanning

on a number

formalisms

their

(the heart), deductive

(e.g.,

instructions

(Socratean

(e.g., LACE

narrative

(simulation,

planning,

frames,

many different
basis

domains

(e.g., description),

and their

propagation,

heuristic

from which to produce

and proposition

argument

(devaluation

though

C illustrates

their

outputs were generated.

process

and inductive

Appendix

diagnosis),

several

But

all text

to act as the basis for generating

cookies),

1987).
aircraft

hybrid rule/frame),

constraint

syllogism),

reports).

(MDS)

allocation,

ad-hoc,

(baking

System

(resource

methods,

in the thesis,

Land Air

their domain

programming,

generic

et al., 1987),

and Weiss,

task

bases were hand-encoded,

Some text types were also tested in multiple
in one domain

(Dawson

knowledge

(Maybury

did not provide a rich enough

operational

argument

generic

and preexisting

1990), the Map Display

including

(object-oriented

techniques

of applications

(the pilot story),

(KRS)

and Anken,

of dimensions

neuropsychology),

types, so a few small knowledge

System

1990), and NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST

For some of them, as indicated

even this broad range

text from several independent

1989; Hilton

and Grimshaw,

cartography,

narration

structured

the Knowledge

missions,

classification).

rhetorically

story

exposition
of education).

others were only produced
text types

from various

domains.
9.2.1
At the utterance
realization

tests

content

phrase

proposition

such as attribution,

structure

grammar,

Rhetorical

attribution

each domain,

and exhaustively

Predicates

both

(the content

evidence,

dictionary,

such as logical-definition,
automatically

of

were run to validate

of each type of rhetorical

its information
grammar,

level,

Tests

the predicate

semantics

of an utterance,

abstractly

or cause).

and morphological

and evidence,

testing

where possible.

This tested

marked

to indicate

the case semantics,

relational

component.

of the predicate
For example,

and the linguistic

For rhetorical

semantics
predicates

predicates

was performed
semantics

in

that take a

Chapter9. Summary,Tests,

Evaluation,

and..Future

Directions

single entity as an argument and return propositional
predicate

semantics

constituency,

of logical-definition,

and classification)

of the application,
rhetorical

predicates

predicates

do not always

rhetorical

return

randomly

be chosen.

inference)
based

because

rhetorical

require more sophisticated

diagnosis

of a session

or consultation

so it is much more difficult

attribution,

during descent.

the predicate

hierarchy

UrLformnately,

semantics

not all

for some rhetorical

For example,

the illustration

of a given class and so while it can be tested recursively

for any given instantiation

predicates

which

testing algorithms.

take

of the predicate

multiple

application

their correctness.

a different

arguments

Even more complex,

can be tested in general,

to validate

base (e.g., the

down the generalization

given the same entity.

in the underlying

system)

by recursing

because

knowledge

antonymic-definition,

propositions

the same information

selects an instance

Similarly,

on the context

rhetorical

in this manner,

above, the testing is not exhaustive
may

synonymic-definition,

and realizing

can be tested

predicate

content from the underlying

can be tested automatically

instantiating
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(e.g.,

rhetorical

(e.g., cause

example

comparison,

predicates

or evidence

that are

predicates

in a

but their content may vary with each session
In these cases representative

as

and

rather than exhaustive

testing is all that is claimed.
One other form
grammar.

Texts

of testing
were

NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST,
components.

was performed

generated

in

both

after replacing

The English

and Italian

to tes_g

producing

textual

as get the hearer
produced
tested

in each dom_

in multiple

single utterances,

the superclass

alternative

had failed (e.g., the user rejected
which

discourse

responses

the surface

_ile

strategies
it).

when these plans are executed,

text types

planning

All possible

by a native Italian

was also tested

generic

controller

(if not impossible)

based

and comparison)

of contexts.

knowledge,

were

was constructed

that the previous attempt
form of

on the content

(what the system

to perform

of communicative

a model of the user's

of text were

1989) brings up yet another

and the user model

a range

goals such

of LACE events).

signalled

in particular

by

could achieve

forms

goal, a text replanner

(Moore,

contexts,

decomposition

and morphological

goals that the plan operators

of text (e.g., description

was made to consider

botha

application,

translations.

the same discourse

difficult

lexical,

goal were examined

in only one (e.g., narration

in given

a common

about an entity as well as lower-level

entity).

and responses)

more

an attempt

form capture

syntactic,

of multisentential

some _es

reactive

reacts

from

of relational

Types

when the discourse

_s

queries

it is much

based on context,

underlying
effects,

While

of a given

can achieve

is how the planner

model O.e., previous

user believes).

Text

the range

others were examined

plan operators

which would attempt

testing,

of

range of the discourse

application.

domains,

Since multiple

Tests

goals such as get the hearer to know

to know

Italian

goal and to be reasonable

output for the entire

(e.g., both high-level

and

for a given discourse

9.2.2
In addition

English

level to test the promise

the language-dependent

output

who found them to satisfy the discourse

at the utterance

believes

exhaustive
Because

of the

testing

and desires

of

the text plans

acts and a decomposition

beliefs,

the

of

is updated if

Chapter9- Summary_,
Tests,Evaluation,,
andFutureDirections
_guistic

relation

knowledge,

succeeds

beliefs,

execution

and desires

(i.e., it cannot

attempted.
planning

Uh

mS

to plan subsequent

texts.

the following

dialogue

et al., 1987)

was produced

by TEXPLAN

model

of the user's

_ the text plan fails during

or it is rejected by the user), then alternative

_awson

A

KC-135

is

vehicle

U2:

a

for

communicative

acts can be

in the context of the _ssion

(where U is the user and S is the system).

tanker

cargo

for

A KC-135

U3:

ok.

is

a

and

a

transport

stratotanker.

U1 is simulated

by posting

135).

from the user is simulated

Feedback
canned

performed

air-refueling

transport.

What?

Si:

attempts

TEXPLAN's

What is aKC-1357

SI:

contains

the response.

can then be exploited

be re_

For example,
system,

and the user accepts
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the corresponding

responses

as in Moore
an alternative

goal to the planner
by allowing

such as "accept",

(1989)).

Because

the user model is updated

to indicate

the user to choose

"reject",

TEXPLAN's

strategy in $2 (a synonymic

from a "reaction

about a Kcmenu"

which
was

or "elaborate"

(No query

disambiguation

first response,

S1 (a logical

definition),

definition).

all the effects

(e.g., get the hearer to know

Because

of the previous

this succeeds

utterance

fails, it

(the user says "ok"),

(i.e., the user knows about

a

KC-135 and theyknow itsnick-name isstratotanker).
Similarly,

consider

the following

dialogue,

also from KRS,

which

illustrates

TEXPLAN's

use of

analogy.
Uh

What's anF-15?

81:

An

F-15

It

has

is

of

of

2,220,000,

of

24,500,

of

3,600,

package

OK.
k

of

U5:

After

is

MiG-29

a MiG-29

air-to-air-interdiction.

miles

an

empty

maximum

hour,

weight
fuel

range

There
F-15B,

loads

per

are

the

a

of

12,500,

capacity
of

five

of

the

and

a

maximum

10,600,

4,630,000,
classes

F-15C,

(scl-dl
communications

and
of

F-15D,

a
a

turn

ferry

F-15s:
and

the

F-15E.

a

a

Soviet

is

a

is

like

faster

fighter
600

miles

for
per

air-to-air-interdiction.
hour,

and

a

communications

Fulcrum.

an

speed,

F-15
and

except
has

a

that
smaller

it

is

a

Soviet

communications

fighter,
radius.

OK.

the system

and knows

the

350

ferrying

a speed
of
of
1,200,000.

U3: Huh?
$3: A MiG-29
U4: Huh?
A

a

for

configuration

What' s a MiG-29?

MiG-29

has

a

3,000.

F-15A,

It has
radius

S4:

speed

radius

the

fighter

a

weight
time

Si:

American
standard

scl-d2),

U2:

an

several

defines

its superclass.
fail, TEXPLAN

an F-15

(S1), the user knows

Therefore,

when the extended

can use an analogy

because

about it, knows
definition

the MiG-29

its purpose,

knows

($2) and synonymic

its attributes,

definition

($3) of

is similar to the F-15 and the user model

Chapter9. Summary.,
Tests,Evaluation,andFuture Directions
indicates

that

the

communicative

user

knows

of using the reactive

that is to alter the discourse

example,

amount

production

representation

of content,

of controlling

criteria

for the inclusion

another

method

by hand.

(e.g., MUMBLE
decade,

of content.

responses,

different

investment

(Paris,

1987ab),

naval

1989)).

Single domain

of text

types,

independence.

testing

the range

of

these

fairly

NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST)
about complex

objects

in multiple

domains.

about

something,

logical

have

As

problem

_s

such as the

is analogous

to the

(1988c, p. 15) suggests

several

can be preset

to guide

the

modelcan

USER:

What is an A-IO?

TEXPLAN:

An

is

a

What is an optical lens?

TEXPLAN:

An
optical
located
in

USER

What is a canary?

lens
is
a camera.

a

domains

databases

objects

(e.g.,

enhancement
because

validated

over the

(McKeown,
a telephone)

advising

(Moore,

they investigated

a subset

any

text from several domains

based

claims

of domain-

although

the research

systems

and domains
(e.g.,

encoding

generic

of the same types of rhetorical
is given the goal of getting

and vertebrate

air-to-ground

for

technique

knowledge

interdiction.

focusing

including

LACE,

(e.g., the pilot story),

domain-independent

component

systems

bases

and situations

level, many

photography,

USER:

physical

knowledge

events

for

in multiple

components

acts.

if TEXPLAN

fighter

re_liTation

(e.g., naval

text planners

knowledge

is an effective

planning,

domains

from a variety of application

sophisticated

At the sentence

applications

and program

1989) did produce

output

Tests

not empirically

or communicative

definition

A-10

is used, for

of the user model or discottrse

complex

for previous

thus

For example,

below from mission

:

in single
1985ab),

(e.g., the heart),

syllogism).

tested

_s

given the same query.

While several linguistic

to various

as well as hand-developed

physical

(e.g., the Socratean

(Meteer,

produced

and

terse responses

to take note of other factors

and Hovy

Domain

(I-Iovy, 1988a),

systems

slructure

TEXPLAN

autonomous

descriptions

given contexts,

between

if an agent is rushed.

and so on.

validation.

(McCoy,

was sufficient

SPOKESMAN

In contrast,

span,

configurations

have been tested

advising

did not focus on rhetorical

be extended

Multiple

fleet management

although

the dis_ction

Just as the HASTE predicate

have been ported

most text planners

financial

examples

to test

responses.

and PENMAN)

1982),

extended

in RST implementations,

and exclusion

to test alternative

could

A final form of testing was multi-domain

both

was used

of testing is to simply assume

which indicates

or attention

9.2.3

past

planning

For example,

of short versus

interest

growth points

of short and lengthy

be assumed

Reactive

of terseness

the agent's

problem

selection

F-15.

in the HASTEpredicate

to test TEXPLAN's
simple

approach,

or user model

ones is captured

extremely

the

acts.

Instead

and len_y

about
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KRS,

information
or arguments

predicates

the hearer
as illustrated

bases, respectively.

were

to know
by the

Chapter

9. Summary,

TEXPLAN:

Tests, Evaluation,

A

canary

is

sings,

Because

of its modularity,

application

domains

and nominals),
new

motivation,

yellow

is

some_es

phrases)

rhetorical,

theoretical

1982).

Guided

of theoretical

by previous

computational

research

linguistic

narration,

description,

of text types than previous

accounts

box and glass
workings

box.

box technique.
While
agreed

methodology
wide variety

set

criteria,

Webber's
Regarding

(1988)

community

1985ab;

of

of cause,

itis necessary

to evaluate

(i.e.,

processing

discourse

components
requires

canon" is one range
phenomena,

1979; Appelt,

(Meyer,

1975)

and

Hovy, 1988a; Moore,

characterize,

and formalize

Finally,

a broader

four
range

predicates

this work explores

natural

language

the latter

methods:

considers

in turn can be evaluated

and quantitative
nor

is able

using the black

upon

to produce

address

or generation),

at the discourse

pairs.

evaluation

these systems

While there exists no accepted
of phenomena

black

there is neither an

an agreed

text understanding

is in

the internal

of input/output

measures,

This is in part because

TEXPLAN

generators,

two broad evaluation

sticks)

of

phrases).

an agreed upon corpora

translation,
goals.

1962;

1977; van Dijk and Kintsch,
research

etc.).

pairs whereas

measurement

and aim at different

Thus it can

(Austin,

1978; Allen,

of

and spatial) can guide the order and realization

have identified

query, machine

view

wider range of rhetorical

and in particular

systems.

behavior

These plans capture

and prepositional

input/output

a unified

plan language.

Paris, 1987ab;

motivation,

has such qualitative

criteria

"discourse

these

Researchers

black box evaluation

language

formalisms,

temporal,

Of course individual

of tasks (e.g., database

linguistic

psychological

acts to identify,

evidence,

processors,

examines

of evaluation

for natural

diverse

testing.

et al., 1989).

Unfortunately,

acts (Cohen,

and argument.

of adverbial

of natural language

the speech processing
upon

verbs

the addition

as purposeful

1975; van Dijk,

1987),

exposition,

(e.g., the realization

of system components.

(Grimes,

of communicative

(discourse,

The former

language

1982; McCoy,

synonyrnic-def_mition,

stage (Palmer

different

(e.g., the addition

provides

in a common

and operate over a correspondingly

how three types of focal conslraints

a nascent

research

(McKeown,

text types

evaluation

(e.g.,

the dissertation

of speech

and Thompson,

theory

Practical

these

(e.g., domain-specific

extensions

predicates

acts which are formalized

1989), this thesis uses a tripartite

content

text from

of the text generator,

Theoretically,

text linguistics

1984; Mann

propositional

that

Evaluation

implementations

1983; de Beaugrande,

(e.g., logical-definition,

grammatical

rhetorical

work which views

and of computational

as plans:

and dictionary

implementation

and practical.

and locutionary

be seen as an extension
1969)

origin,

predicates).

illocutionary,

Searle,

Islands

semantics

or new

to testing the computational

both

Canary

multisentential

required

9.3

the results,

a

to produce

only the predicate

or prepositional

In addition

with

was able

new domains

and evidence

bird
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domesticated.

_XPLAN

by redefining

although

adverbials

a

and

and Future Directions

a

employ

set of evaluation
level that requires

intersentential

and

.Chapter 9. Summary,

intrasentential

pronominalization

well as adverbials
discourse
phrase

Tests, Evaluation,

anaphora,

of criteria

TEXPLAN's

on a discourse

are not addressed
deixis

are used

to evaluate

that neither

method

1988b).

can be applied

argument

9.1).

including

Hundreds

and contextual

propriety

Black

form of prose.
domains.

Hundreds

For example,

in a vertebrate

are

vertebrates

vegetation
other

and

hand,

seeds,

fish,

are

have

superclass,

TEXPLAN

of description,

entities

that

swim,

have

scales,

and

that

fly,

different

locomotion,

different

are

narration,

a number

box perspective,
on the quality

a broader

of

range of text

exposition,

and expository

Description

and argument

texts,

and multiple

was the most investigated

descriptions

as in the following

strategies,

were produced

comparison

Fish

in several

of fish and birds

For example,

operators

reasoned

about topic, time, and space to structure

advantage

by taking

sequencing

of the
operators.

in the LACE

multi-page)
tripartite

model

the structure

While the sequencing

used in narration

other

strategies

seem

to work

the

different

and comparisons

same

blood-

4).

is not new (McKeown,

goal (in the case of comparisons

Furthermore,

descriptive

of Chapter

of focus

stretches

(discourse,

of these longer

and presentation

5, the narrative
This resulted

well

only for shorter

temporal,

and

in many

spatial)

texts was improved

at organizing
texts.

plan

of prose were made possible

in the text plan which was used to guide orthographic
appear quite effective

were

in Chapter 6. In

the organization

and order propositions.

These longer

strategies

and heart exposition

report generation

The comprehensibility

by focus but also by exploiting
strategies

texts.

eat

have

different

and

texts, the system addressed

of prose.

only

terrestrial,
birds

the

entities.

in the cookie instructions

stretches

eat
on

are

a given discourse

of longer

aquatic,
Birds,

and

covering,

in Chapter

are

propellors,

descriptions

detailed

these paragraph-length

(in some instances

wings,

different

that achieve

gills,

cold-blooded.

have

different
are

mixed with other types of text, as illustrated

multi-paragraph

have

are

different

they

strategies

fins,

warm-blooded.

of paragraph-length

has multiple

to producing

have

diets,

Therefore,

has three distinct

information,

verb

informal.

produces

of narrative

and extended

and

the generation

1982), TEXPLAN

corresponding

box and glass

are necessarily

comparisons,

vertebrates

temperatures.

addition

one-anaphora,

and that the judgement

realized.

feathers,

environments,

TEXPLAN

including

many

Evaluation

texts, dozens

can compare

However,

domain:

Fish

While

forms

context.

1982), as

of this section considers

a black

and linguistically

of definitions,
TEXPLAN

Box

perspective,

several

planned

from both

1979; McKeown,

and spatial

The remainder

stringently

of descriptive

texts were actually

model (Sidner,

very

From a black box or global input/output

(see Figure

focus

to temporal

TEXPLAN

9.3.1

systems
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by nor were the aim of TEXPLAN

(Webber,

output for form, content,

types than previous

Directions

that are sensitive

or discourse

which

accepting

based

and prepositions

phenomena

and Future

large amounts

For example

and

not only
layout.
of event

the locational

Chapter

9. Summary_, Tests, Evaluation,

instruction

plan operators

get from Mannheim
From

Mannheim

take
of

Southeast
block

for

Northwest

seven

longer

stretches
Figure

9.3 compares

Moore's

(1989) "reactive
Of course,

divide

an entity

TEXT

distinctions

at higher

levels

planners

produce

multiple

application

paragraph-length

of organization

system,

descriptions

in

kilometers
and

five

TAILOR,

rhetorically-based

Hovy's

of comparison,

4). Similarly,

three (logical,
has three

as well as alternatives

and flexibility

in choice.

TEXPLAN

............

it produces
and narrative

reports

system it is able to produce
and comparisons

description
from

4).

and
The

Figure 9.3 simply

The only claim that is
while these other text

several

and locational
a simulation

while

in data structures

Therefore,

Italian as well as English

from all of these.

(see Chapter

However,

is also able to generate

allows

synonymic,

of differences

and "0" if it was not.

range than other systems.

TAILOR

(see Chapter

because

rhetorical

and Moore's

and constituency),

employs

and

and "0" means it

TEXPLAN

TEXPLAN

in general

"stmcturer"

Furthermore,

descriptions

TEXPLAN

over

text planners

while TEXT, TEXPLAN,

neither.

in extended

(1988a)

the text class/subclass

(i.e., classification

considered

it was less effective

seem to be required.

more difficult

and description

diagnosis

A5

located

Edingen,

become

in one domain,

systems

4

to previous

For example

of definition,

has one method

has a broader

output

longitude,
of

and reminding

if the text type was produced

made is that TEXPLAN

°

the

Autobahn
is

(e.g., 5-10 segments),

(1987ab)

(1988a)

and constituency

plan operators)

uses a "'+" to indicate

Paris's

and Hovy

have at most one method

neuropsychological

on how to

to

take

Heidelberg

Northwest

in two manners

other systems

While

6.68

kilometers

can be made.

of classification

antonymic).

and

kilometers

there

"+" means the system produces

finer distinctions

could

latitude

range of TEXPLAN

TEXT,

planner".

four

From

Heidelberg.

such as abstraction

(1982)

for
A5.

in the short range

combinations

cartographic

instruction

Eppelheim.

the rhetorical

only constituency

(ATNs versus

of texts like the following

Southeast

to

six
of

where techniques

system

dozens

Autobahn

°

was very effective

McKeown's

considered

49.39

Dossenheim,

including

(1989)

and

kilometers

Southwest

this slrategy

38

38

at

of

kilometers

Route

Route

32umv7070

While

5 produced
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to Heidelberg:

intersection

does not.

of Chapter

and Future Directi.ons

types of text from
directions

system.
output.

Also,

from

a

in the

It has produced

Chat_ter
9. S_ary,

Tests,Evaluation,andF.uture
Dkections

Criteria

Text

McKeown

(82)

Paris

(8Tab)

Hov_

Page270

( 88a)

Moore

(89)

TEXPLAN

Types

Description

+

+

+

÷

+

÷

+

0

+

+

characterization

+

+

+

+

÷

division

+

+

0

+

÷

comparison

÷

0

0

÷

+

analogy

+

0

0

+

+

defini£ion

{logical,

. ....)

(subparts/subtypes)

Narration(report,

0

+

0

+

0

0

0

0

÷

0

0

÷

0

÷

0

0

+

0

+

0

0

0

0

+

0

+

0

0

÷

plans

0

0

0

0

÷

processes

0

+

0

0

÷

propositions

0

iO

0

0

+

0

0

0

+

+

_opical

story,

bio]

0

sequence

temporal

sequence

causal

sequence

spatialsequence
Exposition

Argument
deductive

0

0

0

0

+

inductive

0

0

0

+

÷

persuasive

0

0

0

+

+

Figure

Comparison
in efficiency
compare

because

running

black box metric,

text planning

of varying

planning

hardware

and linguistic

linguistic

to compute

realization.

Hovy (1988a)

and Moore

measured

computationaUy
viewed

examined

planners).

lack

that TEXPLAN
components,

of detail

although

on measurement

in a few seconds

is approximately
efficiency

per utterance

of differing

data structures
of TEXPLAN's

whose approaches
of alternatives

must consider

McKeown's

the entire plan library

In summary,

while

less flexible
comparison

is able to produce

3600

both for text planning

and

equivalent

planning

to that of

where complexity

when expanding
(1987ab)

a subgoal
ATN-based

which arc to pursue)
a subgoal,

strategies

of computational

a wide range

TEXPLAN

this

when expanding
(ATN-based

to

metric although

(1982) and Paris's

to make at choice points (i.e., deciding

but correspondingly

it is clear that TEXPLAN

are based on hierarchical

is difficult

on a Symbolics

text planner is roughly

the text planner

on this choice.

from the black box perspective.

and algorithms

equivalent

techniques.

rather than speed is a more appropriate

must consider

less complex

as compiled

inconclusive,

which

realization

Text Harmers

complexity

of the constraints

planners

other Multisentential

speed, suggests

realization

appear to have fewer decisions

hierarchical

and

the complexity

(1989),

by the number

and the complexity
strategies

because

However,

_th

and linguistic

Genera 7.2. Computational

too is difficult

canbe

of mother

to recent

accomplishes

9.3 Black Box Comparison

of rhetorically

than

and so are

are sometimes

complexity

may be

varied prose when

Chapter9. Summary,Te_ts,Evaluation,andFutureDirection8
9.3.2

Glass

In addition to this black box evaluation,
Figure

9.4 compares

the inner components

criteria.

Some of these

operators

employed.

first two systems
operators.
building

can be viewed

blocks of text.

The comparison

"identification"
differentia

had very different

general

queries

about database

First, the system
domains

independent

is very modular
common

rhetorical

predicates

predicates

the data slructures
preferable

preconditions
heuristics

language

efficient

to the library

although

semantics,

grammatical

they are planned.

(1982)

declarative
represents

multiple

sentence

manifest

tailoring

TEXPLAN
relations,

the perceived

syntax,

responses

number

properties

following

in a phrase

to

to a user's
of rhetorical
uses

become

McKeown

(1982),

elements

(re)planner,

1974).

and distinguishes
ways.

be to replace

the linguistic

The linguistic

realization

than, for example,
of linguistic

morphology,

of text.

augmented

The
either

or by adding new types
content.

grammar
Unlike

With respect to

although

it would be
text planners,

between

necessary

and desirable

Following

Moore

new entities

realization

MUMBLE's

(1989),

general

in the discourse).

component

component

representation

speed of the system is improved

domain-

previous

fewer

and orthography).

apparent.

of text from multiple

propositional

structure

(e.g., Montague,

effects

has more levels

the

as these

responses

in the generation

generic

in operator-specific

generator.

although

was investigating

several

(e.g., prefer plans that introduce
would

use of the

range of text types, and that TEXPLAN

to capture

semantics

systems

comparison

has the larger

In particular,

is declared

and is less sophisticated

generation

can occur interleaved,

in TEXPLAN,

as a suggestive

of the generic hierarchical

the grammar

in TEXPLAN

work

and Paris's

The system can and has been incrementally

help to guide planning

and incremental

than previous

components.

are employed

also guide plan selection

One improvement

between

to extend the system to handle new classes of propositional

employed,

which

predicates)

as the

(1989)).

lends portability,

and extensible.

to have an equally

the plan operator

(i.e., rhetorical

predicate

The

RST as plan

predicates

from the glass box perspective,

which

it does not.

two formalize

(e.g., McKeown's

of

and plan

rhetorical

are that TEXPLAN

Moore

predicates

employing

was examining

for a broader

using a number

of rhetorical

the latter

McKeown

and Paris (1987ab)

differences

system

new plan operators

of rhetorical

For example,

that are required

system is both maintainable
by adding

content

is examined

using many

whereas
approach

systems

has it and "0" means

The chart is only intended

and a user model (following

When TEXPLAN

based

to the "logical-definition"

goals.

The principal

and plan operators

both a discourse

"+" means the system

from the glass box perspective.

recent

the number

of prose constituents

are computed).

system

predicates

and several

including

as a plan-based

is analogous

various

level of expertise.

can be examined

and not the name of those constituents

predicate

in the latter

metrics,

predicate/schema

TEXPLAN

was based on the content

TEXPLAN

comparisons,

are rhetorical

Evaluation

of TEXPLAN

are quantitative

For feature

Box

Page271

with a more

has a narrower

coverage

incremental

and indelible

(i.e., intention

and rhetoric,

Since planning

by linguistically

and realization

realizing

sentences

as

Chapter9. Summa, Tests,Evaluation,and Future

Criteria

Directions

McKeown(82)Paris(87ab)

Rhetorical

Predicates

I

10

Page 27?,

Hovy(88a)

(16)

4

(7)

Moore

(89)

0

0

TEXPLAN

21

Plam. Operators
rhetorical

0
0

0
0

- 8
- 8

43
40

>70
> 60

illocutionary
locutionary

0
0

0
0

0
0

32
0

4
6

Model

0

+

÷

+

+

knowl edge
beliefs

0
0

+
0

+
+

+
÷

+
+

0
0

0
+

0
0

+
0

÷
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

+
+

+
+

0

0

0

+

+

+

0

+

0

+

÷

0

+3

04

+

0

0

0

0

÷

0

0

0

0

+

User

desires
expert/novice
Discourse
queries

distinction

Model

responses
Focus

Models

Discourse
Temporal

Focus
Focus

Spatial

Focus

Figure

9.4 Glass-B0x

Unlike previous

planners

Comparison

that attempt

to achieve

1988a; Moore,

1989), TEXPLAN

updates

user's

to its utterances.

TEXPLAN's

reaction

function

of a text and the effects

locution).

communicative
effects

_ese

s_ctures

discourse,
broader
realization

temporal,

on the user's

and spatial focus.

contribute

to achieve

is conslrained

In summary,
rhetorical,

by three

knowledge

distinguish

to a discourse

types of focus:

depending

model

the attentional

upon the

_ocution,

and

and a related

effect

(which

includes

goal), and to a model
model distinguishes

plans attempt

and locutionary
discourse,

(Hovy,

the communicative

(rhetoric,

communicative

the communicative

_ocution_,

and beliefs

action decomposition

a given

Finally,

between

of communication

a communicative

belief, and desires.

Text Planners

of the user after each interaction

plan operators

then

planned

range of text, they dis_sh
as English

both

can

act decomposition

on the user's knowledge,

its model

affects

of that text at all levels

Thus, the system can produce

decomposition.

with Other Multisentential

temporal,

the
of

between

to characterize

a

acts, and their order and
and spatial.

2Numbers indicate those used in the implementation. Numbers in parentheses indicate those used for text analysis.
Moore(1989) claims four speech acts (INFORM, RECO_,
CO_,
and ASK)but provides plan operators only
for the fi_t three. The plan operators provided do not formalize the effects of these speech acts on the cognitive state of the
addressee(i.e., their knowledge, beliefs, or desires).
3It actually was not until ttovy and McCoy (1989) that discourse Focus Trees (McCoy and Cheng, 1988) were used to
constrain planning RST.
4Moore (I989) claims the top-level node in her text plan is the global context, although this is not really a discourse focus in
the sense of Sidner (1979).
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9.4
There
further

are a number

investigation.

relationship

These

of planning

One unresolved
Grosz

and Sidner

as (1) the

decomposition

(1989)

behavior

hierarchical

have

planning

presentation

to produce

remains

issue

concerns

the actual

and Nilsson,

1971) planners

typically

not explicitly

represented

are order

and effects

formalisms

representing

have difficulty

action is also difficult
of the semantics

Another

issue

need mechanisms
canned plans),

mechanisms

this brings

technology

and

as a
models

(2) the

action

of representing

for plan recognition,

a plan that matches

research,

are

some observed

goal.

However,

while

more flexible

methods

STRIPs-like

5 (Fikes

Another

problem

Another

to choose

between

plans

(1989)

to perform

which involves
sentence,

strategies

clause,

lexeme)?

to attempt

scratch,

to achieve

more sophisticated

issue concerns

to determine
between

Moore

planning

goal.

and clarification
plan repair.

from first

Because
behind

subdialogues.
This involves

monitoring

occur?

Text

(i.e., tailoring
planning

Litman

and

In general,
a final notion,

such as: At what level should the generator
How often should

(1989)

(1982)).

plan modification

This is the notion

the system

which particular

ala McKeown

a discourse

the

1985).

in TEXPLAN,

goal of the text.

is the relationship

of correction

questions

fails

the top-level

replanning.

(1984) is that these

1980; Cohen and Levesque,

If a plan

from

of the

have, in part, been addressed

open research

(e.g., text schemata

planning

issue of partial

examination

issue

or the relation

goals (e.g., a desire to stay alive).

A related

plans.

of an action, what is

out by Allen

action or persistent

plans that achieve

text.

subacts,

pointed

and belief (e.g., Moore,

canned

up the related

monitoring

among

These problems

(e.g., breathing).

of failed

While

body, and effects

relations

to its subacts.

extreme,

need to be constructed

(paragraph,

the preconditions,

or using totally pre-stored

and Moore's

that of execution
its utterances

the

(1986),

made by planning

some given high-level

can use deictic input and context

generated

and, at the other

(1987)

of intention

analyzer

clause failed in a previously

Allen's

Pollack

planning

while problematic

of the plans themselves.

to capture

alternative

how a query

is expensive,

acts.

note the difficulty

structure

simultaneous

by attempting

considers

partially

to communication,

actions

tool for text planning

1983).

the problem

recovers

planners

and Sidner (1989)

or enablement

concerns

currently

principles

exclusive

valuable

of a plan operator
(Wilensky,

form_llx.ation

of current

as the task is not to produce

represent

by work in meta-planning

Persistent

require

are still needed.

A different

preconditions

of mutually

These criticisms,

which

itself.

focus on the assumptions

Grosz

areas

and communicative

some plan that achieves

an extremely

research

approaches

the weaknesses

consist

in such formalisms.

plan-based

realization

These criticisms
must

and several

of planning

outlined

must be complete.

but rather

of text planning

the nature

taxonomy

less of an issue for explanation
agent behavior

concerning

and linguistic

concerns

for language.

action

Limitations

with the TEXPLAN
issues

and others

hierarchy

collaborative

include

and realization,
issue

formal representation
such

of limitations

Page273

monitor

What should

5STRIPS had preconditions and effects whereas NOAH (Sacerdofi, 1977) added bodies (i.e., subacts) to plan operators.

Chapter

9. S_ary,

the generator
extreme,

Test_, Evaluation,

listen for?

canned

combining

General

reaction

pIan inference

may not always

plans, ad hoc, to achieve

Related
realization.

to planning
Hovy

restrictive

several alternative

realizations

(e.g., the attitude

of the speaker

planning

of control,

realization

or negative

user feedback

repair the current plan or abandon
In addition

to planning

not the principal
grammar

planning

which

more sophisticated

investigation.
attention),

sentence

These center

requires

presented

classes

boundaries,

Future

description).
de_tion

explanation

constituency)
narration

strategies

require

further

planning

considers

signals

and

interleaved

to the text planner

this needs to be extended
reason about whether

to

to the

to attempt

to

the linguistic

This includes

realization

component,

not only the extension
of incremental

but more natural

output.

are

several

constraints

Text

versus

and desires,

acts which

compose

open

issues

on the generation
dialogue

generation,

This will require
level.

which

require

process

and multi,media

further

(e_g., models

of

communication.

Types
_s,

require further research.

exposition,
events

and

these text _es
predicates

that were tested in an ad-hoc

manner

For example,

(e.g.,

are hierarchical
(e.g., division

effects

can invoke

(e.g., description

->

,> classification

or

Some of the text _es

and Evans

different

intended

narration

(using hand-encoded

Mellish

text types

and argument----convey

are compositional

out in rhetorical

Re

and states), have particular

the search space during planning.

and refinement.

of

Directions

to incorporate

and relations

beliefs,

which helps constrain

investigation

of choice from

Interleaved

but also the investigation

narration,

or division)bottoming

and plan exposition

goals that are removed

TEXPLAN

However,

the planner

of text, both their nature and particular

The communicative
or detail

and

goals that persist even after realization

and realization,

there

on text types, general

knowledge,

(top-down)

that operate at finer levels of detail, not just at the utterance

and realization,

content (e.g., entities

on the addressee's

and linguistic

and consists

realization

and "ill-formed"

in this disse_ation---description,

propositional

and satisfies

(1978).

improvement.

constructs

9.5.1
Generic

of

it and replan from scratch.

control mechanisms

and extending

having

and the nature of planning

to planning

is the issue

planning

the addressee).

of linguistic

by, for example,

9.5
In addition

competing)

or toward

failure

to handle more complex

penetrates

there

text planning

with realization

tells the system to replan.

focus of this dissertation,

syntactic

level

prescriptive

realization

at least since McDermott

whereby

clause level and made more flexible

between

two types of planning:

the content

has been an issue in planning

backtrack

in particular

that latter is interwoven

toward

be too costly but at the other

goals.

on the basis of (potentially

and linguistic

will probably
On a different

While the former precedes

from the list of goals to be achieved,
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mechanisms

novel discourse

is the nature

(bottom-up).

Direction_

be appropriate.

(1987, 1988b) considered

planning

execution

and Future

(1989)

such as story

knowledge

bases)

and Dale

(1989,

.Chapter 9. Summary_ Tests, Evaluation,

1990) produce

expositions

of complex

and fred that abstracting
unclear

application

In addition
building

unnecessary

details from the underlying

extension

of text types,

to characterize

someone

to perform

range

rhetorical

of text.

own biases

A more fundamental

offered
paper

among

conveyed

focus model

report,

This goes beyond

layout

using constituency

desires

of the reader
knowledge

description

of a tropical

may convince
generation
point
I987),

using models

of view (McCoy,
and feedback

they

limitations

(e.g.,

investigation

fear,

would concern

User

For example,
and relations,

want

longer

Some relevant

stretches

of text.

the additional

The

because

constraints

prose, for example
and indicate

and involves

pointing

a

structure.

more fundamental

(anaphora),

and forward pointing

Another

issue raised by longer

when to stop subdividing

an entity

(i.e., when

rhetorical

effects

Several
1987ab)

Related

have

Just as

beliefs,

and

as affecting

the

and goals.

an impression

superiority,

1989), especially

of the rhetorical

defined

The cheery

of the place but also

investigated

which can guide rhetorical

to_s

its relation

the knowledge,

has been

researchers

(e.g., to show

1988).

on the addressee.

affect their beliefs

not only conveys

(Pads,

goals

of text types

texts can affect

it can equally

brochure

suspense)and

the _odng

Models

while description

to go there.

from the user (Moore,

happiness,

the other?

to guide the reader

simultaneously,

(cf. Kass and Finin, 1988; Kobsa and Walalster,
the user

8.1, may require

That is if there are ten ways

even longer

of the reader.

determining

of the user's expertise
1985ab),

the

acts are added to the system,

and exploited

To produce

backward

the cognitive

effects

island in a travel

the reader

layout

and subheadings)

reminding,

concerns

multiple

of entities

tasks,

recursively).

simultaneously.

addressee's

in Table

plan operators?

mechanisms

(e.g., headings

for example

issue

can have

detailed

explanation

LACE reports, which were coherent

the prose.

9.5.3

single utterances

on

Text

via orthographic

the attentional

or classification

fundamental

complex

how this approach handles

additional

conventions

in order to overcome

Another

would function

1987).

in realizing

will require

recursion,

competing

were multi-paragraph

such as the need for recapitulation,

texts is how to control

predicates

Lengthy

concerns

the text structure

by the tripartite

(cataphora),

it is

the content of the user model (e.g., relate things to what the user

(el. Hovy,

by TEXPLAN

or technical

issues

question

texts generated

to more

And if more communicative

9.5.2

the system

task.

plans)
Thus

strategies

an action, how and why do we select one versus

being conveyed,

and the speaker's

lengthiest

to hand-encoded

plans to be a complex
explanation

of text types

the twenty-one

guide the selection

issues include the content
knows),

the suitability

a broader

how will their constraints
to persuade

and more straightforward

(as opposed

systems.
to investigating

blocks
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plans from an actual planner

how some of the less tested

complex

and Future Directions

to impress,

guiding

text

form, the user's

to hasten)

(Hovy's

is the need for richer models of the user
with respect

to the psychological

to communicative

structure

of responses

plans.

state of

An interesting

to particular

users _aris,

Chanter

9. Summary,

1987ab;

Haimowitz,

analysis

needs to be performed

strategies

Tests, Evaluation,

and Future Directions

1989), using a broad

to accomplish

to identify

discourse

model,

focal model,

research

In some contexts,

knowledge

in the underlying

examines

the amount

the knowledge
speaking

classes

area.

communicative

relations).

what constraints

Constraints

In addition to issues concerning
an important

TEXPLAN

by a model

guide the mixing

of the user.

and matching

More text
of rhetorical

subclasses

Generation

generation

on the generation

is constrained

and information

to determine

rhetorical

connections

the structure

or subtypes

(classification).

and the model

model,

For example,

of an object

versus

a-part-of

links) in

as opposed

other types

the selection,

and type of

the generator

(constituency)

In addition,

user

attributes,

goal but also the amount
ordering.

of the user) constrain

as a whole

(e.g., entities,

(e.g., is-a versus instance

describing

process

by a discourse

about the domain

uses not only the discourse

application

context,

guided

of text, the constraints

strategies,

base to decide between

(e.g., focus, discourse

on

In TEXPLAN

and type of semantic

about the object's

of text types

goals.
9.5.4

remains

range

Page 276

to

of information

order, and realization

of

content.
Global

(Grosz,

McKeown

(1982)

Attention

is explicit

1978)

in systems

addresses

in TEXPLAN.

to G-rosz and Sidner's

relation

of attention,
(1989) employ

In contrast
spatial.

focus

surface

complete

spatial shifts).

form needs to be investigated

focus shifts (Webber,

investigates

the effect

progression;

however,

spatial

and Cheng

(1988a)

distinguishes

investigation

laterally

Their effect on content
further.

focus

or backward

on realization

and testing.

route-plans.

in temporal

shifts in time require

Three dimensional

In TEXPLAN

discourse

focus

pronominalization

(as
the

Hovy

and

temporal,

and

is required,

and spatial

in particular

focus

and use of discourse
much attention,

focus and its

temporal

less attention.
focus

shift rules

and order as well as on

investigated

focus and

This dissertation

maintenance

further investigation.

spatial focus representation
affects

and Sidner.

structure,

1988) have received

focus and spatial focus shift rules have only been computationally

dimensional

classes

selection,

of content has received

1988a; Nakhirnovsky;,

focus in trees

text planner.

in time)

While the representation

On the other

but is explicitly

three types of focus: discourse,
focus

by

they do not consider

as do Grosz

RST-based

systems.

discourse

although

generation.

but not addressed

by TEXT

representing

of the three

backward,

(1989)

is not addressed

advocate

on generation.

focus to constrain

and Moore's

of the discourse

Hovy's

constraints

1982) and TEXPLAN,

use of a stack of focus spaces)

and realization

of temporal
lateral

(1991)

and the structure

shift rules to guide both selection
temporal

which

are important

and discourse

(McKeown,

intention,

shift rules (e.g., shift forward,

(e.g., three dimensional

patterns

(1988a)

focus trees to constrain

a more

1979)

in Hovy's

to past work, this dissertation

However,

temporal

discourse

speaker

(1986)

intention,

(Sidner,

such as TEXT

McCoy

opposed

McCoy

focus

in plan operators

RST explicitly

represented

local

used both schematic

RST and only implicit
hand,

and

or forward

Also, the notion
in generating

and shift roles require
and grammatical

of

two-

formulation

structure

(e.g.,

Chapter9. Summary,Tests,Evaluation,andFutureDirections
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voiceselection),temporalfocusaffectstensechoice,temporaladverbials,
andtemporalprepositions,
and
spatialfocusguidestherealizationof locativeadverbialsandprepositionalphrases.Soanotherareafor
workis theinvestigationof theconstraints
onthegenerationofotherkindsof temporalandlocativephrase
andof othertypesof adverbials(e.g.,manneradverbials,
rateadverbials,
andsoon).
Otherconstraintswhichguidecontentselectionandorderincludegeneralsequence
strategies
(e.g.,
temporal,spatial,generalto specific,increasingimportance,complexity,andalphabetical
order),common
illocutionary orderings(e.g.,McCoy's DEWZ-CONCEDE-OVERR'rD_ clari.fication strategy), and genreparticular
ordering).

characteristics
The underlying

1989) and the qualities
choice,
research.

(e.g., recipes

structuring,

model

follow temporal

of the domain

of the propositional

and sequencing

whereas

or the task structure

content

of content.

sequence

(e.g., reliability,

scene descriptions

(Paris,
quantity,

These and other constraints

1987ab;

follow

Mellish

spatial

and Evans,

type) can also help guide the
are important

areas for further

Chapter9. Summary,Te_t_,Evaluation,andFutureDirections

9.5.5
In addition
important
to d_

to issues

area concerns

with problems

with a natural

investigation
1990),

1988; Levine

which

(Moore,

includes

communicative
(Cawsey,

1989) could provide

subdialogues

about

to dealing

the most

the foundation

communicative

primitives

some graphical
several

planning

is a complex

phenomena,

rhetorical

unknown

(e.g., showing

have

object

correlates

equivalent

in other

modes

classification,

a route.

independent

work in presentation

communicative

1985; Feiner

of a zebra.)

remains

planner

as in

system.

strategies
extension

reason

of TEXPLAN's

Some research

an open issue.

in the same way as language
the attributive
pairs),

has been

While

the nature

For example,

and comparison/contrast

predicates

to providing

Similarly,

a picture

many of TEXPLAN's
at the rhetorical

and locative instructions

for

ones.

the constituency/classification

correlates

primitives

should

seem to be a natural level of abstraction

For example,

and multimedia

planning

goals (Feiner

correlate

and aggregates

presentation

syntax and semantics

for example
and Traut,

for expressing
rules (Wahlster

of graphical

primitives

experiments

includes

predicates

or instance

of some

communicative
act level

careful

acts

narration

to spatial animation

require

investigations

et al., 1989), related

et al., 1989), the coordination

1990), terminology/languages

senses

predicate

Graphical

of a

is

as in a

characterization,

and formalization.

Some recent

(Guastello

of graphics

correlates:

animation

presentation

explanations.

predicates

of presentation.

to temporal/spatial/causal

film clip of a car following

this work,

a picture

questions

The integration

dialogue

of multi-media

format (e.g., attribute-value

as trees, and the illustration

1989, 1990; Wolz,

act based dialogue

A natural

them to be handled

can be displayed

area is the

follow-up

1985ab).

information.

the semantics

have graphical

in tabular

McCoy,

Jacobs,

Explanation

to present

issue, rhetorical

allowing

predicates

can be represented

although

(Cawsey,

and

systems

1987;

A related

1987),

fora more robust cooperative

the generation

1980; Appelt,

and _en,

more natural explanation

in which

plans would involve

done in presentation
of graphical

mode

(Kay,

and a communicative

Multi-Media

with dialogue,

effective

(Litman

another

of text generation

1990, forthcoming).

recovery

like TEXPLAN

9.5.6
In addition

the integration

bidirectional

process,

in the context of dialogue

not texts but rather dialogues

and _scommunication

act based text planner

on the generation

to function

1989; Levine,-1989,

concerning

1989), interruptions,

capabilities

regarding

acts underlying

issues

constraints

One area concerns

especially

and Fedder,

of communicative

and

of explanation

like miscommunication.
interpreters,

Dialogue

text types

the extension

language

1988; Shieber,

concerning

Page278

of multiple
multiple

examining

1989). While graphics

also offer rich modes of communication

intent-based

modalities
modalities

et aL, 1989; Burger,
(Geller,

1988).

(Neal,
(Fehrle,
1989).

Research

the meaningfulness

have received

into representations
illustration

systems

1989; Feiner

(Feiner,

and McKeown,

1988; Hovy and Arens,
Other work is investigating

in psychoperception
of verbal

a great deal of attention,

and are related

for media-

to communicative

1990),
the

can help guide

and pictorial

elements

the tactile and auditory
acts.

For example,

there

Chapter9. Summary,Tests,Evaluation,andFutureDireg.
tions

Page279

areanalogsbetweenmediumssuchastextual,graphicalandauditorywarnings(exclaiming,flashingand
beeping),graphicalandauditoryicons(e.g.,usingsirensto indicatedanger),andgraphicalandauditory
motion(e.g.,usingtheperceptionof Dopplereffectsto indicatemotion). Therelationof communicative
actsto text,graphics,andauditionrequiresformalizationin a media-independent
representation
language
thatapresentation
plannerreasonabouttoachievemedia-independent
communicative
goals.Thisremains
aninterestingavenuefor futureresearch.

Appendix

Entity
Logical
(species)

definition

4, given

relatively

its superclass

an entity

is not as easy.
differentia

_o retrieve

Unfortunately,

_s

(genus)

appendix

determining

develops

consider

the distinguishing

Tversky's

unique

features

within

some domain

a similarity

found

It consists

features

serve

algorithm

based

portion

a term

As discussed

as the genus

in the differentia

an entity differentia

of defining

(differentia).

in most knowledge

superordinate(s)to

what belongs

(1977)

Object
features

set-theoretic

of objects.

approach

in

systems,

it is

(or geni)in

the

of a logical

that can automatically

definition

produce

the

According

to Tversky,

of distinctive

for some 0,¢t,_ _>0 where

as indicated

by intensity,

frequency,

and 13indicate

the relative

features

only in A or ]3). Tversky

found

importance

similarity

which

if A and B are the feature
use the ordinary

of two objects,

features."

Formula

we f=st need a numerical

to object

of objects A = {a,b,c .... }, then wecan

deletion

-_f(B-A)

Similarity

of an entity,

metric, s(a,b) where the similarity

and/or

features

techniques.

for a logical definition.

To identify

off(A-B)

hierarchy

an entity's

Tversky's

features

Formula

and its distinguishing

in a generalization

straightforward

logical definition.

Differentia

is one of the most widely used rhetorical

by indicating

Chapter

A

_s
f reflects

the relative

familiarity,

of the three sets A_,
went on to discuss

is based

Boolean

model

salience

on common

set relations

with addition

and

a and b,
to define

of common

where s(a,b) = 0f(Ac-fl3)-

or prominence

good form, and/or

informational

A-B, and B-A 0.e., common
a ratio model

We frrst

sets of two objects,

a and b, "increases

leads to a contrast

measure.

that normalizes

of the various
content.
features

0, oq
versus

the similarity

of

a and b, with the range [0,1]:

f(AnB)
McCoy

(1985ab)

according

to which

"s_arity

is reduced

implemented

objects

f(A¢-_)
+ ctf(A,B)
some

are in focus

where

o_,_ > 0

+ _f(B-A)

of Tversky's

ideas and suggested

(i.e., if a is in focus

that ¢x, and [_ can be varied

and b is not, then

choose

o_ > 13 so that

more by features of object a that are not shared by object b than vice versa",)

In order
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to encodef, the importanceof eachfeaturewith respectto eachother,McCoyimplementeda modelof
perspectivewherea perspectivefilters whichpropertiesan objectinheritsfromits superordinates.
For
example,
whencomparingatreasurybill withamoneymarketcertificate,thetwo objectscanbeviewedas
savingsinstruments
or companyor organization
issues.In theformercase,attributessuchasinterest-rates
andmaturity-dates
arehighlighted.In thelatter,charactersfics
suchasissuing-company
andpurchaseplacearehighlighted.Thiscontext-sensitive
metricof similarityillustrateshowf, which determines
the
salienceof differentattributes,changes
with context.
Tverskyalsodiscussed
a settheoreticmodelof prototypicalityandfamily resemblance.
Hedefined
the (degreeof)prototypicalityof objecta withrespectto someclass,A, as
P(a,A)= Pn (k _f(Ac"tB) - _(f(A-B) + f(B-A))) with summationoverall b in A
Prototypicality,thus,is measured
by examiningwhich
each element
weights

of A. Pn reflects

of common

P(a,A).

This

the effect of category

and unique

model

could

hierarchy.

However,

computing

differentia

features.

this indicates

respect to an object (or more generally
Tversky

objects, A, with cardinality

rn reflects

relative

weight

highest

for those categories

least attributes

the effect
of common

shared

the maximization
implement

is family

of category

resemblance.

of class A if it maximizes

within

with

the relative

a given

respect

generalization

to a class

of the prototypicality

whereas

of features

with

+ f(B-A)))

size on category

urdque features.

resemblance

can explain

the above model of family resemblance
As with the prototypicality

with summation

resemblance

R(A)accounts

of other categories"

of the domain

(Rosch

over _ a,b in A

and the constant

_, determines

the

for the notion that family resemblance

common

to members

of the category

et al., 1976, p. 435).

the formation

to automatic_y
measure

If we let A be a subset

of A is mathematically:

which "have the most attributes

of category

given set of objects.

a measure

resemblance

- _(f(A-B)

with members

an object

of an object

or not shared with

and X determines

is a prototype

classify

requires

n, then the category

versus

a are shared

an entity).

discusses

R(A) = rn (_, _f(Ac'_B)
where

a, therefore,

the prototypicality
definition

of object

size on prototypicality

be used to automatically

for a logical

The final notion

Object

features

of categories.

learn a classification

above, however,

_s

Tversky

is

and the
notes that

It is possible
hierarchy

to

froma

does not aid in the selection

of differentia.

Decomposing
It is possible
features

to take

into attributes

advantage

of more

and their corresponding

the

Similarity

specific
values

knowledge,

Metric
for example,

(e.g., the attribute

color

to decompose
as opposed

notional

to its specific

AppendixA: EntityDifferentiaFormula
value, red).

It is also possible

definitional
feature

to take

versus non-definitional

Page282
advantage

atuibutes

of attribute-structure

_ or physical

versus

in a knowledge

intangible

attributes)

base

(e.g.,

which may indicate

saliency.
First,

similarity.

by decomposing

features

Instead

defining

of simply

below first contrasts
attribute-value

the attributes

similarity

respectively.

( 0v f(Aa,v

0, o_, and _ indicate,
found

respectively,

only

model,

the sets of attributes
the relative

attributes

importance

only in B.

the relative

similarity

a more precise

- ¢z f(A-B)
common

definition

- _ f(B-A),

of

the formula

to a and b, it contrasts

n Ba,v) - av f(Aa,v - Ba,v) - 15vf(Ba,v

respectively,

in A, and

the relative

found

indicate

as s(a,b) = 0 f(Ac'd3)

of a and b and then, for all attributes

Aa, Aa,v and Ba, Ba, v indicate

values

we obtain

their

0 f(Aa n Ba) - a f(Aa - Ba) - 15f(Ba - Aa)
+ V e {Aa n Ba}

attributes

and values,

pairs:

s(a,b) =

where

into attributes

found

of attribute

values

Note that the magnitude

importance

of attributes

0,a,_,0v,av,13v

only

and attribute-value
importance
in B.

pairs for objects

of attributes

Similarly,

common

- Aa,v) )

common

0v, av,

to A and B, values

of 0, a, and _ with respect

versus

their values

during

> 0, and f reflects

the relative

salience

a and b,

to A and B,

and l_v indicate,

found only in A, and

to 0v, av,

comparison.

and _v will

Like the original

or prominence

of the various

characteristics.
The improved
is concerned.
attributes,
further

similarity

For instance,

the attribute

decomposed

metric can become
if the knowledge

portion

the value of a quantitative

speed (4 knots) can be decomposed
range

or set of legal values.

smactured
sensors,

according

There

purposes

the values

functions

attribute

definitional

- aa f(Aa-Ba)
values

volume

that those

physical

and non-definitional
- _a f(Ba-Aa)

may have structure.
(3 gallons),

and the units of measure.
of the "'parts-of"

and/or value structure

perform

or

it may include

of an animate

components

For example,

cost (2000 rubles),

Furthermore,

attribute

) can be

a

object may be

in the whole

(e.g.,

etc.).

But as it is possible

demonstration
illustrative

Similarly,

are many hazardous

similarity.

into a measure

to the different

manipulators,

Similarly,

such as length (15 inches),

where

between

(i.e., 0a f(AanBa)

to this distinction.

attribute

complex

base distinguishes

of the equation

to be sensitive

arbitrarily

without

formal consequences
to argue
making

of adopting

for "knowledge-rich"
a strong

claim

intuitively

plausible

measures,

for their

objective

utility.

1For example, a triangle must, by definition, consist of three sides but it can be any color.

bases for measuring

I shall work
propriety

with these

for

as opposed

to
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Discriminatory
Despite
distinguishing

Power,

this more elaborate
features

from the context
first measures

Formula

Page 28q

Prototypicality,

similarity

the discriminatory

For example,

consider

E, of which o is a member.

power,

Distinguishing

metric, we still require an algorithm

for a given entity.

of a set of entities,

and

Features

that can compute

the object o which
During referent

D, of all attribute-value

the set of

we wish to distinguish

identification,

Dale (1989)

pairs, <a,v>, of o with respect

to E using

the formula:
D (<a,v>,
where

N is the total number

The range

of entities

of D is the interval

[0,1].

E)
N-n
• -N-1

in E and n is the number

The maximum

of entities

discriminatory

in E of which

value of 1 indicates

value pair singles

out the object from E. In contrast,

a value

of 0 indicates

true of all entities

in E and so it has no discriminatory

power.

That is, an attribute-value

distinctive

as it is more commonly

We can refine
While
should

Dale's

held by other members

formula

by observing

it may make sense to use a binary
be sensitive

to the closeness

[0,1], where 0 indicates

two values

of fit of two values is defined

decision

are opposites

if two freshwater

1"' to 72", then the closeness

values

non quantitative

of a color attribute

ascending

numbers.

fish have lengths
of the attributes

values

that the attribute-value

pair is

pair becomes

less

range.

equality

and some values,

That is, if equality

and 1 indicates

is not a binary
quantitative

is measured

that they are identical,

function.
values

on a scale of

then the closeness

could

be arranged

E, is defined

I Vl-V2 I
range of values

5" and 10", and the length of freshwater

fish ranges from

would be:
5
-

1-71

of attributes

Using this equality

respect to the set of entities,

on most attributes

(Vl,V2) = 1 -

15-101
1-72-1
Similarly,

that the attribute-

as:3
equality

For example,

is true. 2

of E.

that attribute-value

on some relevant

<a,v>

-

1-.07

can be mapped
according

metric,

= .93

onto a numerical

to their location

the discriminatory

power

scale.

For example,

on a color-wheel

the

and assigned

of an attribute-value

pair with

as:

2Dale suggests excluding those objects from E which, in Grosz and Sidner's (1986)terms, are in closed focus spaces.
3The formula assumes a normal distribution over the range, Itcould be made sensitive to other distributions, bftke McHale
(personal communication)suggests standardizing each value, vi, so that Zvi = vi -_t and then dividing the smaller value by
t_

the larger.
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N
N - _ equality (<a,v>, <a,v> of Ei)
i=1
D (<a,v>,
Since attribute
power

equality

of attribute

remains

E) -

N-1

a binary function,

we can use Dale's

approach

to define the discriminatory

<a> in the context of entity set E as:
N-n
D (<a>, E) - N-1

where n refers to the number
Once
features

of entities in E which have attribute

the discriminatory

should

power

be selected

of features

to identify

according

to their discriminatory

properties

uniquely

identifies

<a>.

are calculated,

o. One plausible

however,

approach

power and take the first n elements
the object in the context

Dale does not indicate

is to order the object's

how

characteristics

of this set such that the resulting

of E, the set of previously

mentioned

set of

entities

in a

discourse.
When
approach
those

calculating

can be taken.

objects

presented
features

the

The situation

in the discourse

here formalizes
(attributes

distinguishing
same class
cousins,

relationships.

how the selection

relationships,

although

And while this discussion

decomposition,

Some important
the characteristics

took more time to verify
sememes)

the object

(relatively)

as an animal,

of entity

focuses

of E indicating
model

of some object, o, is influenced

by the

hierarchy.

of o's siblings
children,

differentia

instead

a similar

the computational

That is, an object's

(i.e., other objects within that

and other related
suggested

it could easily be extended

primarily

evidence

and parents

statements

was

Therefore

base,

below is based

to incorporate

on object differentia,

to that for objects

objects

such as

on parent,

other classification

the differentia

where notions

algorithms

of classification,

are common to these entities.

psycholinguistic

of the children

because

of o in the generalization

and states are analogous

and atlributes/values

features

of o's parent(s),

model

in a knowledge

however,

objects.

not only on the features

The formal

processes,

of distinctive

of the "relatives"

are dependent

and so on.

events,

of an entity

is slightly more complex,

as 0) 4 but also on the features

child, and brotherhood

features

history, it refers to all domain

and values)

features

uncles,

for actions,

set of distinguishing

the notion that object identification

of an object.

classifying

from its identified

supports

objects
superclass.

Collins and Quean

the farther

(see Figure

to

(1969) found that subjects

away (in terms of semantic

For example,

faster as a bird, and fastest as a canary

is sensitive

a canary

classes

was verified

or

slower

A.0).

4Since multiple parents are possible (e.g., an apple is both a fi'uit and a computer),a slightly more sophisticated version of the
formula distinguishes between m_e siblings (brothers and sisters)which have the exact same parents as object o, and types of
siblings (such as step,sisters), which need only have one parent in common with o.
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(__as

skin

/

ca_move

around

(Bird_
.
_,----,"has
wings
,7
can fly -.
J
has feathers
can sing
is yellow

Figure A,0 Collins and _an,
s Canary Example.
Classes are circled; their assodated attributes adjacent.
Directed arrows indicate class membership.

Similarly,
attribute

Collins and Quillian

was to the object

statements
rapidly.

"a canary

for example,

definition

(1973) found

(1969)

and Rosch

in some conceptual

In particular,

set of features

can be refined
Figure

A.2).

verified

fast, and "a canary

as the typicality

motivation).

of an object

Psycholinguistic

studies

are obtained

to the characteristics

of the object's

of o's parents

features of an object (or more generally
and on the other hand should

by the feature

between

of entities)
differentiate

set F = O ch C - P - S in Figure

of the sets of features

(p), and C the intersection

a and a,v to distinguish

decreases
Tversky's

like Collins

by identifying
parents,

the

children,

attribute

should

on the one

o from its parent
A.1 where

O is the

of o's siblings (s), P is the union

of the sets of features
and attribute-value

of o's children

this formula

to Collins and Q_an's

listed next to the classes in their animal generalization

hierarchy.

(1969)

canary

(c).

pairs, F = O n C - P - S

to the sets Fa = Oa n Ca - Pa - Sa and Fa,v = Oa,v ch Ca,v - Pa,v - Sa,v (see notation
Applying

the

can sing"

of the class fruit than an olive (recall

that entity descriptions

of the object (o), S is the intersection

the subscripts

tested

hierarchy.

This is indicated

of the sets of features
Using

suggest

of o and its children,

and siblings.

more typical

to an object, the closer an

The subjects

moderately

time increases

and values with respect

the distinguishing

hand be prototypical
class(es)

that verification

(1973)

it was verified.

has feathers"

this is its psycholingulstic

entity" s most typical attributes
and siblings

the faster

"a canary

an apple is considered

of prototypicality;

and Qulllian

characterized

has skin" slowly,

Later Rosch

where,

being

found that when atlributing characteristics

example

yields

in

the features
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Ob_rents

Pc'_cO-C

Children

Figure A.1 Differentia

Siblings

in Set _eoretic

Notation

are O n C - P- S (underlined

in figure).

\

Let

0

=

some

p

=

{parent(s)

object

(class
of

o}

or

instance)

(null

if

o

if

o

C

=

{child(ren)

of

o}

(null

S

=

{sibling(s)

of

o}

(i.e.,

0a

=

{attributes

of

the

Oa, v

=

{attribute

value

Sa

=

{intersection

Sa, v

=

{intersection

Pa

=

{union

of

attributes

Pa,v

=

{union

of

attribute

Ca

=

{intersection

of

attributes

=

{intersection

of

attribute

Ca,

v

the

object,

pairs

of

of

attributes

of

attribute
of

formulation.
sensitive
object

this

In particular,

measurement
different

according

characterization

from

attribute

and attribute-value

of the typicality
those

to (1) the degree

from

is

an

the

ofprototypicality,

base
object)

instance)
of

object,
o's

value
o's

o's

parents)

o}
siblings}

pairs

of

o's

siblings}

parents}

pairs
of

of
o's

value

o's

parents}

children}
pairs

of

o's

children}

for Differentia
a weakness
equality

of a feature with respect

of its parent

knowledge
"root"

children

of

value

suffers

a

the

o}

Figure A.2 Set Notation
Unhappily,

in
is

also

is viewed

in Tversky's

as a binary

original

function.

A more

to a class is to take all the features

(Oa - Pa and Oa,v - Pa,v)
P, that each attribute

found

and

then order

and attribute-value

these

feature

of the
sets

pair 5 of o manifests

5Note that weare characterizing the typicality of attributes and values as opposed to measttfing the typicality of an object with
respect to a class (see Tv_
above),
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with respect to o's c_dren
attribute-value

Formula

and (2)the

pair of o displays

Conversely,

characteristic

ofo

degree

of uniqueness

(dis_atory

with respect to the object's

attribute or attribute-value
children.
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pair is prototypical

if the attribute

and

siblings.

of o (P has a value of I) if it is found

or attribute,value

and P equals 0. Mathematically,

power) that each attribute

p_

in each of o's

is found in none of o's children,

the prototypicality

of an attribute

then it is not

<a> with respect to its

children c is:
n

P (<a>,c)
where

N is the tot_ number

attribute.

Similarly,

of entities (children)considered

for an atlributes

with respect to its c_dren

=

common

to _

and n is the number

c, the prototypicality

of entities which have the

of an attribute

value pair <a,v>

c is:
N
equality

(<a,v>,

<a,v>

of ci)

i = 1
P (<a,v>,
where

Nis the to_
Now

of children

that the attributes

protot_icality,
respect

number

calculate

and

of [0,1], redefined

N

of o and ci refers the ith child of o.

attribute-value

the dis_atory

tO the set of o's siblings,

range

c) =

s.

pairs

power

of each of these attributes

We use our previously

here with respect

to o's sibling,
D (_,

where

N is the to_

<a>, holds.

number

SNarly,

of siblings

to its siblings

defined

according

to their degree

and attribute,value

discri_atory

power

of

pairs with

metric,

with a

s.

s)= N-n
N

and n is the number

for all attributes

<a,v>, of o with respect

of o are ordered

of siblings for which the indicated

of all s, the discriminatory

power

of a given

attribute

attribute,
value pair,

is:
N
N - _
equality
i =1

D (<a,v>, s)=
where

N is the total number

ordered
degree

accor_g

We can combine
metric which measures
indicate

<a,v>

of si)

N

of siblings

of o and si refers the ith sibling

to their protot_icality,

that they __ate

(<a,v>,

these

formulas

of o. Just as the features

order the characteristics

of o according

ofo

are

to the

the object from its siblings.
the measures
the distinctive

the relative importance

of prototypicality
power

of P and D:

(DP)of

&) and _aling
a given

power (D)to

attribute or attribute-value

yield a combined
pair where cz and_
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a P(<a>
DP (<a>)

DP

both with a range
In summary,
features

measured

a P(<a,v>

to select the f'mal set of distinguishing

(that have a large P), preferring

or a satisfactory

(<a,v>)

c) + 13 D(<a>,s)
2

c) + 13D(<a,v>,s)
2

of [0,1] where a + 13= 1.

of the entity that it inherits

most differentiating

-

features
prototypical

by their distinctive

from its parent(s).

attributes

features

Next order those properties

over attribute-value

pairs.

(those with a large D). This process
and discriminating
power

(DP).

for some given entity, first prune those

set of attributes

that are most typical of o

This set is then pruned
continues

until all features

and attribute-value

by selecting

the

are exhausted

pairs is selected

as
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of Communicative

Rhetorical
DESCR.IFHON
TERSE
describe-by-defining
define-by-logical-definition
define-by-synonymic-definition
define-by-antonymic-definition
describe-by-attribution
describe-by-indicating-purpose
describe-by-illustration
describe-by-classification
describe-by-constituency

EXTENDED
extended-description
detail-by-attribution
detail-by-indicating-purpose
detail-by-illustration
divide-by-constituency
divide-by-classification
divide-by-classification-and-constituency
illustrate
give-analogy

* notillustrated
** not yet imp_mcnted

B

Acts

Acts
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Acts

COMPARISON
compare-point-by-point
compare-similarities/differences
compare-describe-in-turn

ANALOGY
describe-by-analogy

NARRATION
REPORT
narrate-report-temporally
narrate

-report

-topically

introduce-setting
narrate

-temporal

-sequence

narrate-spatial-sequence

*

narrate-topical-sequence

*

STORY
narrate

- s tory

introduce-setting
narrate-event
narrate-state
te ! 1 -enabl

ement/causat

ion

te 1 l-consequences

BIOGRAPHY
narrat

LITERARY
narrat

e-biography

_CHNIQUES
e-event

-MYSTERY

narrate-event-SUSPENSE

*

narrate-event-SURPRISE

*

)
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EXPOSITION
OPERATIONAL

_STRUCTIONS

enable-to-do
instruct

LOCATIONAL
ident

INSTRUCTIONS

i fy-locat

enable-to-get

PROCESS

ion
-to

EXPOSr/_ON

explain-process

PROPOSYFION

EXPOSITION

explain-proposition-by-description
explain-proposit

ion-by-il

explain-reason-

for-propos

explain-purpose-

for-propos

lustration
it ion
it ion

explain-consequence-of-proposition

ARGUMENT
argue

-for-a-proposition

claim-proposition-by-inform

DEDUCTION
convince-by-categorical

-syllogism

convince-by-categorical-syllogism-modus-tollens
convince-by-hypothetical-syllogism
convince'by-disjunctive-syllogism

_¢DUC_ON
convince-by-evidence
convince-by-cause-and-evidence

SUPPORTING

_C_Q_S

convince-by-illustration
convince

-by-analogy

_
_
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PERSUASION
request-enable-persuade
request
request

-enable

enable-persuade
persuade

*

*

persuade

-by -mot ivat ion

persuade-by-desirable-consequences
persuade-by-enablement
persuade

-by-purpose

-and-plan

Illocutionary/Locutionary

Acts

inform-by-assertion
request

-by-asking

request

-by-commanding

request

-by-recommendat

ion

warn-by-exclamation
concede

-by-assert

ion

Communicative
The following
indicate

grammar

the correlation

(corresponding
the original

between

the actions

on the left-hand

invoked.

Certain variables

body of the plan operators.

found

and right-hand

of communicative

variables

Grammar

is not used in the implementation

to the left-hand
definition

Act

in the headers

acts in the chapters

here as an expository

and decompositions

side of the rules below).

side of the rules are assumed
on the right-hand

but is presented

For details,

in which

they

to be given parameters

side of these rules, however,

of plan operators

readers

appear

aid to

are referred

(see index).

when the plan operator

to
The
is

may have been bound inside the
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Act_
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DESCRIPTION
Describe(S,

H, entity) --> Define(S, H, entity)

Define(S,

H, entity) --> Inform(S, 1-1,Logxcal-Defmition(

entity))

Define(S,

H, entity) -> Inform(S, 1-1,Synon ynfic-Defirfxtion(entity)

Define(S,

H, entity) -> Inform(S, H, Antonymic-_fmition(entity))

Describe(S,

H, entity) --> Inform(S, H, Attribution(entity,

Describe(S,

H, entity) -> Vp _ purposes

Inform(S, H, Purpose(entity,

Describe(S,

H, entity) --> Ve _

Inform(S, H, Illustration(entity,

Describe(S,

1-1,entity) --> Inform(S, H, Classification(entity))

Describe(S,

H, entity)->

Describe(S,

H, entity) --> Define(S, 1-1,Entity)
optional(Detail(S,
H, entity))
optional(Divide(S,
H, entity))
optional(Illustrate(S,
H, entity)) v
Give-Analogy(S, H, entity))

examples

)

attributes))
p))
e ))

Inform( S, tt, Constituency(entity))

Detail(S,

H, entity) --> Inform(S, H, AUribution(entity,

attributes))

Detail(S,

H, entity) --> Vp _ purposes

Purpose(entity,

Divide(S,

Divide(S,

Divide(S,

lnustrate(S,

1-I,entity) -->

H, entity) -->

1-1,entity) ->

Inform(S,H,

Inform(S, H, Classification(entity) )
Vx _ subtypes(entity)
optional(Describe(S,
Inform(S, H, Constituency(entity))
V s _ subparts(entity) optional(Detail(S,

H, x))

H, s))

Inform(S, H, Classification(entity) )
V x _ subtype(entity, x) optional(Describe(S,
Inform(S, H, Constituency(entity))
Vx _ subparts(entity, x) optional(Detail(S,

H, enu'ty) --> Inform(S, H, Illustration(entity,
example))
optional(Describe(S,
1-1,example))

Give-Analogy(S,

1-1,entity) --> Inform(S, H, Analogy(entity,

Describe(S, H, entity) --> Inform(S, H, Analogy(entity,

analogue))

COMPARISON

p))

analogue))

H, x))
H, x))
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Compare(entity1,
entity2)-,>

optional(Inform(S,
H, Irfference( entity l , entity2)))
V attrib me _ ( differentia( entity I ) ^ differentia( entity2 ))
Inform(S, H, Comparison-Contrast(entity1,
entity2, attribute))

Compare(entity1,

entity2) -,>

optional(Irfform(S, 1-1,Inference(entity1,
entity2)))
Inform(S, 1-1,Similarities(entity1,
entity2))
Inform(S, H, Differences(entity1,
entity2))

Compare(entity1,

entity2) -->

Describe(S, H, ena tyl )
Describe(S, H, entity2)
Inform(S, H, Comparison-Contrast(entity1,
entity2))
optional(Inform(S, H, Irtference(entityl , entity2)))

NARRATION
Narrate(S, H, events) --> Ve _ temporally-ordered-events
Inform( S, H, Event(e) )
Narrate(S,H,

Introduce(S,

events) -->

H, entities)

Narrate-Sequence(S,H,

Introduce(S, H, events)
Vtopic _ order-Aecording-to-Salience(Topics(events))
Nawate-Sequence(S,
1-1,Events-with-Topic(events,
-> Vx l Main-Event(x, entities)
Main-Tune(x, entities) v
Main-Location(x,
entities) v
Main-Agent(x, entities) v
Unknown-or-Unique-Enlity(x,
optional(Describe(S,
H, x))

events)->

Narrate(S, H, events+states)

Narrate-Event-or-State(S,

topic))

entities)

Ve_ select-and-order-temporally(events))
Inform(S, FL Event(e))

-> Introduce(S, 1"1,events÷states)
Vx_
chain
N_-Event-or-Stam(S,
H, x, chain)

H,e, chain) --> optional(Tell-Enablement/Causation(S,
H, e, chain))
optionalgnform(S,
H, Motivation(Agent(e),e)))
Inform(S, H, Event(e))
optional(Va I Agent(a,e) A -, KNOW-ABOUT(H,
Describe(S, H, Agent(e)))
optional(Tell-Consequences(S,

a)

H, e, chain))

optional_p
_se(e,p)Inform(S,
H, _se(e,
optional(Inform(S, H, Narrator-Interpretation(e)))

p)))
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Narrate-Event-or-Slate(S,
1-1,state, chain)
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->

optional(Tell-Enablement/Causation(S,

H, state, chain))

Inform(S, H, State(state))
optional(Va t Agent(a_tate)
^ -, KNOW-ABOUT(H,
Describe(S, H, Agent(state) ))
optional(Tell-Consequences(S,
H, state))
optional(Inform(S, H, Motivation(Agent(state),
Vx optional(Inform(S,
TeU-Enablement/Causation(S,

Tell-consequences(S,

Narrate(S,

x)))

H, Narrator-Interpretation(state,

x)))

H, e, chain) -> Vx 1Enablement(x, e) ^ -, Member(x, chain)
optional(Inform(S,
H, Enablement(x,
e)))
Vx I Cause(x,e) ^ -, Member(x, chain)
optional(Inform(S,
H, Cause(x, e)))

H, e, chain) -> Vx I Effect(e, x) ^ -, Member(x, chain)
optional(Inform(S, H, Effect(e, x)))

1-1,situations,

Narrate-Event-or-State(S,

a)

agenO --> optional(Describe(S,
H, agent))
Vs I s _ ordered-situations
^ Agent(agent,
Narrate-Event-or-Slate(S,
H, s)

s)

1-1,e, chain) --> Do not: Tell-Enablement]Causation(S,
H, e, chain))
Do not: optionaiqnform(S,H,
Mofivafion(Agent(e),
Inform(S, H, Event(e))
optional(Va I Agent(a,e) ^ -_ KNOW-ABOUT(H,
a)
Describe(S, H, Agent(e)))
optional('=qx I Consequences(e, x)
Tell-Consequences(S, H, e, chain))
Do not: optional(3p
Purpose(e,p)
Inform(S, H, Purpose(e, p)))
optional(Inform(S, H, Narrator-Interpretation(e)) )

EXPOSITION
Enable(S, H, Do(H, action))

Instruct(S, H, Do(H, action))

Enable(S, H, Go(from-entity,

--> Inform(S, 1-1,Constraints(action))
Vx _ preconditions(action)
Request(S, H, Do(H, x))
Warn(S, H, Danger(action))
Vsubact _ subacts(action)
optional(Inform(S, H, Conslraints( subact) ))
Vp _ precondirions(subact)
optional(Request(S,
H, Do(H, p)))
Request(S, H, Do(H, subact) )
Vy _ { y I (Subaction(y, x) ^ -, KNOW-HOW(H,
Enable(S, H, Do(H, y))
Inform(S, H, Purpose(action,
x)) v
Vy Inform(S,
H, Motivation(action,
Vz Inform(S,
H, Cause(action,
z)))
optional(Inform(S, 1-1,Constituency(result(action))))
Enable(S, H, Do(H, action))

y)) }

--> optional(Vx

to-entity))

--> Inform(S, H, Location(to-entity))

y)) v

e)))
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Enable(S, H, Go(from.entity,

Explain(S,H,

to.entity))

Page

-.> V p e Path(from-entity,
W,entity)
Request(S, H, Do(H, Go(p, next-segment(p))))
optional(Inform(S,/-/,
Location(p)))
Inform(S, 1-1,Location(to-entity))

entity) --> Define(S, H, entity)
Vx optional(Inform(S,
11. _ose(entity,
Divide(S, H, entity)
Narrate(S.H, event-and-states(process(ent/ty)))

Explain(S, H, proposition)

--> Describe(S, 1-1,predicate(proposition))
Vx a terms(proposition)
Describe(S, H. x)

Explain(S, 1-1,proposition)

--> Vx _ examples(proposition)
Inform(S, 1-1.Illustration(proposition,

x)))

x))

Explain-How(S,

1-1.proposition)

--> Vx _ preconditions(proposition)
Inform(S. H. Enablement(x, proposition))
Vx _ motivations(proposition)
Inform(S, H. Mofivafion(x, proposition))
Vx _ causes(proposition)
Inform(S, H. Cause(x, proposition))

Explain-Why(S,

H. proposition)

-> Vx _ pro'poses(proposition)
Inform(S. H. Purpose(proposition.

Explain-Consequence(S.

1t, proposition)

--> Vx I Cause(proposition,
x)
Inform(S, H, Cause(proposition,

x))

x))

ARGUMENT
Argue(S, H. proposition)

Claim(S,

H, proposition)

-->

Claim(S, H, proposition)
optional(Explain(S,
H, proposition))
Convince(S, H, proposition)

--> Inform(S. H. proposition)

Convince(S. H, proposition)

--> Inform(S, H, Universal-Definifion(
superclass,
Inform(S, 1-1.Logical-Definition(entity))
Inform(S. H. Conclu_on(proposition))

predicate))

Convince(S, H, proposition)

-> Inf.orm(S, H, Urfversal-Defirfirion(predicatel.
Inform(S.H,-,
predicate2(entity))
Inform(S, H. Conclu_on(proposition))

predicate2))
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Convince(S,
H, proposition)

Connie(S,1.1,proposition)

Convince(S,

H, proposition)

Convince(S,

1.1,proposition)

Page297

-> Vx _ order-by-importance(contra-evidence(proposition))
Concede(S, H, Counter-Evidence(proposition,
x))
Vx _ order-by-importance(evidence(proposition))
Inform(S, H, Evidence(proposition,
x))
optional(ff BELIEVE(S,
. BELIEVE(H,
x)) then
Convince(S, H, x))
--> Explain-How(S. I-1,proposition)
Vx _ evidence
Inform(S, H, Evidence(proposition,
optional(Convince(S,
H, x))
--> Vx _ examples(proposition)
Inform(S, 1-1,Illustration(proposition.
--> Inform(S. t-1, Analogy(proposition,

Argue(S, H, Do(H, action))

--> Request(S, H, Do(H, action))
Enable(S. H. Do(H, action))
Persuade(S, 1-1,Do(H, action))

Argue(S, H, Do(H, action))

--> Request(S,

Argue(S,H,

-> Request(S, H. Do(H, action))
Enable(S. H, Do(H, action))

Do(H, action))

Persuade(S, 1.1. Do(H. action))-->

Persuade(S, H. Do(H, action))->

Persuade(S,H.

Persuade(S,H.

x))

analogue))

H, Do(H. action))

Vx IMotivation(x, action)
Inform(S,/-/, Motivation(x, action))
optional(Vy
I Cause(y, x) Inform(S,//.

Cause(y, x)))

Vx e desirable-events-or-states
Inform(S. H, Cause(action, x))

Do(H, action)) -> Vx e desirable-evems-or-states
Inform(S, H, Enablement(action.
Do(H.action))

x) )

->

x))

Inform(S,H, Purpose(action, goal))
Inform(S, H, Constituent(plan, action))

ILLOCUTIONARY/LOCUTIONARY

SPEECH

ACTS

( with corresponding

surface

form)

Inform(S, 1-1,proposition)

--> Assert(S, H, proposition)

(declarative syntax)

Request(S,

--> Ask(S, H, proposition)

(interrogative syntax with question mark, "?")

H, proposition)

Request(S, H, proposition)-->
Request(S, H, proposition)
Warn(S,H,

proposition)

Concede(S, H.proposition)

Command(S,
--> Recommend(S,
--> Exclaim(S,

I-1,proposition)
1.1.proposition)
1-1,proposition)

-> Assert(S, H.proposition)

(imperative

syntax)

(declarative

syntax with _

('nnperative

syntax with exclamation

(declarative syntax)

"should")
point. 'T,)
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Map

How do I getfrom
From

As

Route

_

take

92

thirty-six

21

Route

to

take

Route
91

sixteen

176
and

and

to

is

kilometers

Northeast

Northeast

a

From

intersection

continue

to
take

Merseburg

at

the

is

thirty-two

52 °

town

a

the

of

Northwest

on

of

Route

92

175

and

Route

twenty-eight
From
there

intersection

Route
town

91

of

Northeast

located

kilometers

Route
Route

Route
The

to

continue

183
lake

latitude

Leipzig.

kilometers

take

kilometers.

at

51 °

Northwest

of

on

the

and

Route

Route

2

Northeast
183

100.
is

12 ° longitude

Leipzig

intersection

107,
Route
183
Northwest

Friedersee

and
From

and
eleven

From

there

located

two

take
of

forty
Route

Route

four

and

kilometers

Route
2.
kilometers
take

183

183

Route

kilometers

to

At
to

that
the

183

West

North

of

point.

Compare
and

located
of

of

of

92

to Friedersee?.

lake

there

the
intersection
intersection

intersection

Route

Route
2 Northeast
2
and
Route
176.

intersection

hundred

the

intersection

kilometers

that

one

to
take

Oelsnitz

the

take
Route

of

Merseburg.

thirty-four
2.

At

12 ° longitude

Friedersee

Both

From
to

thirty-nine

176.

How do I get from Leipzig

this

Oelsnitz.

Northwest
Route

kilometers

intersection

kilometers

kilometers

latitude
town
As.

4

that

From
that
intersection
to
the
intersection

Route

Domain

five

At

thirty-eight

Route
92.
kilometers

Route

Southeast

21.

kilometers

Northwest

Display

to Merseburg?

Route

and

Runs

Freiberg
Freiberg

Becken

latitude
Freiberg

and Becken.
and

is

a

whereas
has

functional-status

a

are

carto-objects.

lake.

Becken

Freiberg

has

Becken

has

a

location

functional-status
of

fully-functional.

of

a

However,
location
of

of

II ° longitude

partially-functional;

Freiberg
13 °

is

longitude
and

51 °

a

town

and

51 °

latitude.

Becken

has

a
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Knowledge

Replanning

System

What is an F-15?
An

F-15

is

several
miles

per
a

of

3,000.

F-15C,

a

3,600,

purpose

of

the

a

range

classes

the

of

It

scl-d2),

2,220,000,

maximum
of

of

and

an

fuel

speed

empty

capacity

4,630,000,

F-15s:

a

and

the

of

10,600,

ferry

F-15A,

350

weight

of
a

has

of

the

a

package

F-15B,

the

F-15E.

the ATO necessary?
of

an

five

and

prescanning

AirTasking

planning

24,500,

ferrying

are

air-to-air-interdiction.
(scl-dl

radius

of

a

F-15D,

Why _ prescanning
The

for
loads

communications
weight

There
the

fighter

configuration

maximum

time

of

American

hour,

12,500,
turn

an

standard

the

Order.

Air

Tasking

Air

Tasking

Prescanning

Order

the

is

Air

to

test

Tasking

the

Order

validity

is

part

of

Order.

Mission

Simulation

Domain

(LACE)

What _ OCAlO0?
OCAI00

is

an

offensive

counter

86-Tactical-Fighter-Wing,
a standard
08s26s.

configuration

What happened

Counter

airfield.

It
It

load

Air

began

of

minutes

later

it

two

later

bombed

minutes

Mission

mission

received

Seven

six

mission.

aircraft

It

type

of

SCL-B21,

has

F-16,

and

a

an

aircraft

two

active

t_rget

of

unit

of

aircraft,

Delta-Runway-

m OCAIO0?

Offensive

1987.

air

an

F-16

it

its

later

was

was

flying
It

ended

from
its

began

its

an
at

aircraft

target.
it

i00
execution

air

the

against

Tuesday

ingress

route.
its

It

Delta

December

2,

86-Tactical-Fighter-Wing.

flying

mission.

strike

8:41::40

Then

egress

ten

minutes

route.

generated

its

Thirty-

post-mission

report.

Compare
A

a MiG_7

MLG-27

fuel

and

capacity

speed
MiG-29
different
second),

of

to a MiG49.
a

MiG-29
of

five

meters

fighter

have

cruise-speeds
different

strong),

different

different

combat

are

2,000,

similar
233.0

per

second.

different
(490
offensive
defensive

radii

(1,380

fighters.

meters

per

They
pound

However,

the

nick-names

both

capabilities

have

fuel,

MiG-27

(Flogger-D

meters-per-second

versus

(strong
versus

1,2!00

a

and

a

fighter

660

maximum
maximum
and

versus

(very-weak

capabilities
kilometers

of

meters-perversus

versus

the

Fulcrum),

weak),

kilometers).

veryand
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What is aflat-face
A
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?

flat-face

is

a

radar.

default

band

default

vertical-beamwidth

and

an

It

designator

accuracy

of

of

has

c,
of

i00

a

a
5 °,

meters

default

default

in

a

power

of

emplacement

default

range

500
of

kilowatts,
ten

horizontal-beamwidth

and

5_

in

a

minutes,

a

of

2 °,

angle.

NEUROPSYCHOLOGIST
What is a brain?
A

brain

is

an

organ

located

white
nerve
fibers.
and
the
right-hemisphere.

Why did you diagnose

Korsakoff

Patientl

has

demeanor

indicates

memory
disorder.

and

It

in

disorder

a
IQ

skull.
of

It

two

has

gray

regions:

nerve

the

tissue

and

left-hemisphere

s disorder for PatienH ?

Korsakoff's

low

the

consists

70%

with

probability

scores

75%
of

indicates

a

Vertebrate

probability.

Korsakoff's
80%

An

apathetic

disorder.

probability

A

of

poor

I_orsakoff's

Domain

What is a canary?
A canary
is
domesticated.

a

yellow

bird

with

a

Canary

Islands

origin,

that

sings,

and

are

aquatic,

is

What _ a fish?
Fish

are

vertebrates

vegetation

and

fish,

What _ ,the difference
Fish
are
vegetation

Fish

and

the

birds

propellors,
and

between

vertebrates
and

Birds,
on
terrestrial,

different

that

other
eat
have

different

swim,

have

have

scales,

fins,

and

are

have

gills,

eat

cold-blooded.

a fish and a bird?

that
fish,

swim,
have

hand,
seeds,
the

same

are
have

fins,
scales,

have
gills,
and
are

vertebrates
feathers,

superclass,

environments,

blood-temperatures.

have

that
and
different

different
Therefore,

fly,
are

aquatic,
cold-blooded.

have
wings,
warm-blooded.

locomotion,

diets,
they

are

are

different
different

different
covering,
entities.

eat

are
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